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Preface 

The Advanced Research Workshop on "Autonomous Robotic Systems" was held in 
the University of  Coimbra, in Cohrkbra, Portugal, from June 19 to 21, 1997. The 
aim of  this meeting was to bring together leading researchers from around the 
world to present and discuss the recent developments in the area of autonomous 
systems for mobility and manipulation. The presentations at the workshop were 
made by researchers from Europe, Asia, and North America, and the meeting was 
attended by 80 participants from 15 countries. 

Autonomous robotic systems have been the focus of much attention in recent years 
and significant progress has been made in this growing area. These efforts have 
resulted in a host of successful applications. However, there is a vast potential for 
new applications, which require further research and technological advances. 

This volume includes the key contributions presented at the workshop. These 
contributions represent a wide coverage of the state-of-the-art and the emerging 
research directions in autonomous robotic systems. The material was developed in 
an advanced tutorial style making its contents more accessible to interested 
readers. These contributions are organised in four parts: Sensors and Navigation, 
Cooperation and Telerobotics, Applications, and Legged and Climbing Robots. 

The first part concerns sensors and navigation in mobile robotics. An effective 
navigation system developed for natural unstructured environments, as well as its 
implementation results on a cross-country rover, are presented. Various active 
vision systems, with potential application to surveillance tasks, are described, and 
the integration of  active vision in mobile platforms is analysed. A survey of 
sensors for mobile robot navigation is presented. The synergy of combining 
inertial sensors with absolute sensors seems to overcome the limitations of either 
type of systems when used alone. The emerging area of  odour sensors in mobile 
robotics, based on biological systems, is also analysed. 

The second part focuses on cooperation and telerobotics. Different approaches for 
the generation of  smooth robot motion and desired forces in a natural way, are 
outlined. Issues of  position versus velocity control are discussed and alternatives 
to force-reflection and pure force feed-forward are described. Cooperation is 
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central to distributed autonomous robot systems. The development of cooperative 
behaviours is discussed from a local and global coordination point of view and 
new cooperation methodologies are proposed. Mobile manipulation capabilities 
are key to many new applications of robotics. The inertial properties of holonomic 
mobile manipulation systems are discussed, and the basic strategies developed for 
their dynamic coordination and control are presented. 

The third part is devoted to applications. Existing and emerging new applications 
of autonomous systems are discussed. These applications include operations in the 
forestry sector, floor cleaning in buildings, mining industry, hospitals and tertiary 
buildings, assistance to the elderly and handicapped, and surgery. 

The fourth part is concemed with legged and climbing robots. These machines are 
becoming increasingly important for dealing with highly irregular environments 
and steep surfaces. A survey of walking and climbing machines, as well as the 
characterisation of machines with different configurations, are presented. 

On behalf of the Organising Committee, we would like to express our appreciation 
and thanks to the European Commission, Junta Nacional de Investigacao 
Cientifica e Tecnologica, FLAD, and the University of Coimbra, for the financial 
support they extended to this workshop. Also we would like to thank the 
University of Coimbra and the Department of Electrical Engineering for hosting 
the workshop. 

Our special thanks go to the researchers, staff, and students of the Institute of 
Systems and Robotics, who generously gave of their time to help in the 
organisation of this meeting. 

The Editors 

Anibal T. de Almeida 
Oussama Khatib 

February, 1998 
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Autonomous Outdoor Mobile Robot 
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Navigation 
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Abs t r ac t  
A cross-country rover cannot rely in general on permanent and im- 

mediate communications with a control station. This precludes direct 
teleoparation of its motions. It has therefore to be endowed with a large 
autonomy in achieving its navigation. We have designed and experimented 
with the mobile robot ADAM a complete system for autonomous navi- 
gation in a natural unstructured environment. We describe this work in 
this paper. The approach is primarly based on the adaptation of the per- 
ception and motion actions to the environment and to the status of the 
robot. The navigation task involves several levels of reasoning, several en- 
vironment representations, and several action modes. The robot is able to 
select sub-goals, navigation modes, complex trajectories and perception 
actions according to the situation. 

1 Introduct ion  

Navigation is the basic task that  has to be solved by a cross-country rover. 
Effectiveness in achieving the task is essential given the constraints of energy. 
Navigation is in general an incremental process tha t  can be summarized in four 
main  steps: 

• Environment  perception and modelling: any motion requires a representa- 
tion of the local environment at least, and often a more global knowledge. 
The navigation process has to decide where, when and what to perceive. 

• Localization: the robot needs to know where it is with respect to its 
environment and goal. 

• Motion decision and planning: the robot has to decide where or which way 
to go, locally or at the longer term, and if possible compute  a t rajectory 
for avoiding obstacles and terrain difficulties; 



• Motion execution: the commands corresponding to the motion decisions 
are executed by control processes - possibly sensor-based and using envi- 
ronment features. 

The complexity of the navigation processes depends on the general context 
in which this task is to be executed (nature of the environment, efficiency con- 
straints,...) and should be adapted to it. 

Navigation in outdoors environments was addressed either for specific tasks, 
e.g., road following [8], or motion in rather limited environment conditions [9, 
10]. Ambler [4] is a legged machine and the main problem was computing 
footholes. The UGV, as well as Ratler [4] achieve autonomous runs avoiding 
obstacles, but not coping to our knowledge with irregular terrain. 

In a natural outdoor environment, the robot has to cope with different kinds 
of terrain: flat with scattered rocks or irregular/uneven in which its motion 
control system should take into account its stability. Limitations of computing 
capacities (processing power and memory) and of power consumption on the 
one hand, and the objective of achieving an efficient behaviour on the other 
hand, have lead us to consider an adaptive approach to mobile robot navigation 
in natural environments. 

The objective of the EDEN project described here is to achieve a canonical 
navigation task, i.e., the task: ' 'Go To [goal] ' ', where the argument goal is 
a distant target to reach autonomously. Any more complex robotic mission (ex- 
ploration, sample collection... ) will include one or more instances of this task. 
Given the variety of terrains the robot will have to traverse, this task involves 
in our approach several levels of reasoning, several environment representations, 
and various motion modes. It raises a need for a specific decisional level (the 
navigation level), that is in charge of deciding which environment representa- 
tion to update, which sub-goal to reach, and which motion mode to apply. This 
level, which is a key component of the system, controls the perception and 
motion activities of the robot for this task. 

The paper is organised as follows: the next section presents the adaptive 
approach to autonomous navigation in unknown outdoor environments. Sec- 
tion 3 then mentions the various terrain models required during navigation, and 
presents how the terrain representations required by the navigation decisional 
level and for the purpose of localization are incrementally built. The algorithms 
that produce motion plans, both at the navigation and trajectory level, are de- 
scribed in section 4. Finally, we present experimental results and conclude the 
paper. 



2 A General Strategy for Navigation in Outdoor 
Unknown Environments 

2.1 An adaptive approach 

Using its own sensors, effectors, memory and computing power efficiently is 
certainly a feature that  we would like to implement in a robot. This becomes 
even more a necessity for a rover (such as a planetary rover for instance) whic~ 
has important limitations on its processing capacities, memory and energy, rio 
achieve an efficient behavior, the robot must adapt the manner in which it 
executes the navigation task to the nature of the terrain and the quality of its 
knowledge on it [2, 5]. Hence, three motion modes are considered: 

• A ref lex  mode: on large flat and lightly cluttered zones, it is sufficient to 
determine robot locomotion commands on the basis of a goal (heading or 
position) and informations provided by "obstacle detector" sensors. The 
terrain representation required by this mode is just the description of the 
borders of the region within which it can be applied; 

• A 2D p l a n n e d  mode: when the terrain is mainly flat, but cluttered with 
obstacles, it becomes necessary for efficiency reasons to plan a trajectory. 
The trajectory planner reasons on a binary description of the environment, 
which is described in terms of empty/obstacle areas. 

• A 3D p l a n n e d  mode: when the terrain is highly constrained (uneven), 
collision and stability constraints have to be checked to determine the 
robot locomotion commands. This is done thanks to a 3D trajectory plan- 
ner 4.2, that  reasons on a fine 3D description of the terrain (an elevation 
map or numerical terrain model [6]); 

The existence of different motion modes enables more adpated and efficien~ 
behavior, at the price of complicating the system since it must be able to deal 
with several different terrain representations and motion planning processes. It 
must especially have the ability to determine which motion mode to apply: this 
is performed thanks to a specific planning level, the navigation planner which 
requires its own representations. 

2 . 2  T h e  N a v i g a t i o n  P l a n n e r  

We assume the terrain on which the robot must navigate is initially unknown: 
or mapped with a very low resolution. In this last case, it is possible for a user 
to specify a graph of possible routes, i.e. corridors that  avoid large difficult 
areas, and within which the robot has to move autonomously. In this context, 
the navigation task ' 'Co To' ' is achieved at three layers of planning (figure 1): 

• route planning which selects long-term paths to the goal on the basis 
of the initial informations when available (the route map that  may cover 
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Figure 1: Three levels of planning 

several kilometers). The route planner selects a sub-goal for the navigation 
planning level; 

navigation planning which reasons on a global qualitative representation 
of the terrain, built from the data acquired by the robot's sensors. The 
navigation planner selects the next perception task to perform, the sub- 
goal to reach and the motion mode to apply: it selects and controls the 
trajectory planner; 

trajectory planning which determines the trajectory to execute (in one of 
the above-mentioned three motion modes) to reach the goal defined by 
the navigation planning level. 

Splitting the decisional process into three layers of planning has the advan- 
tage of structuring the problem: each planning layer controls the one that is 
directly below by specifying its goal and its working domain. It has also the 
great advantage of helping to analyze failures: when a planner fails to reach 
its goal, it means that the environment representation of the immediatly higher 
layer is erroneous and therefore that it has to be revised. 

The navigation planner (layer 2 - section 4.1) is systematically activated 
at each step of the incremental execution of the task: each time 3D data are 
acquired, they are analyzed to provide a description of the perceived zone in 
terms of navigation classes. This description is fused with the model acquired 
so far to maintain a global qualitative representation of the environment, (the 
region map - section 3.1), on which the navigation planner reasons to select a 
sub-goal, a motion mode, and the next perception task to execute. 



3 Several terrain representations 

Each of the three different motion modes requires a particular terrain represen- 
tation. The navigation planner also requires a specific terrain representation, 
and during navigation, an exteroceptive localisation process has to be activated 
frequently, which requires an other terrain representation. Aiming at building a 
"universal" terrain model that contains all the necessary informations for these 
various processes is extremely difficult, inefficient, and moreover not really use- 
ful. It is more direct and easier to build different representations adapted to 
their use: the enviromnent model is then multi-layered and heterogeneous. Sev- 
eral perception processes coexist in the system, each dedicated to the extraction 
of specific representations: perception is multi-purpose. 

/ s ? -  / 
REGION MAP 

A PRIORI 10~IOW~DGE 

DATA PROCESSINGS and INTERMEDIATE MODELS FONCTIONAUTIES 

Figure 2: The various representations used in the system. Arrows represent the constructive 
dependencies between them 

Figure 2 presents the various terrain representations required during nav- 
igation: one can distinguish the numerical terrain model [6] necessary to the 
3D trajectory planner, the region map dedicated to the navigation planner, 
and three different ways to build a localisation modeh(i) by modelling objects 
(rocks) with ellipsoids or superquadrics [1], (ii) by detecting interesting zones 
in the elevation map represented by a B-spline based model [3], or (iii) by de- 
tecting poles in the 3D raw data. Coherence relationships between these various 
representations are to be maintained when necessary. 



3.1 Building the region map 

For the purpose of navigation planning, a global representation that describes 
the terrain in terms of navigation classes (flat, uneven, obstacle, unknown) is 
required. This representation enables to select the adequate motion mode. We 
focus in this section on the algorithms developed to build such a model from 
3D data  (produced either by a laser range finder or a correlation stereo-vision 
algorithm). 

3.1.1 3D d a t a  c lass i f ica t ion  

Applied each time 3D data  are acquired, the classification process produces 
a description of the perceived areas in term in terrain classes. It relies on a 
specific discretization of the perceived area respecting the sensor resolution (fig- 
ure 3), that  defines "cells" on which different characteristics (attributes) are 
determined: density (number of 3D points in a cell compared with a nomi- 
nal density defined by the discretization rates), mean altitude, variance on the 
altitude, mean normal vector and corresponding variances...  

A non-parametric Bayesian classification procedure is used to label each 
cell: a learning phase, based on prototypes classified by a human, leads to 
the determination of probability density functions, and the classical Bayesian 
approach is applied, which provides an estimate of the probabil i ty for each 
possible label. A decision function that prefers false alarms (i.e. labelling a 
flat area as obstacle or uneven) instead of the non-detections (i.e. the opposite: 
labelling an obstacle as a flat area) is used (figure 4). A simpler but faster 
technique based on thresholds on the cell attributes has also been implemented. 

Figure 3: Discretlzation used for  the classification procedure: a regular discretisation in 
the sensor frame (left: a 3D image is represented as a video image, where the gray levels 
corresponds to point depth) defines a discretizatlon of the perceived zone that respects the 
sensor resolution (right) 

This technique proved its efficiency and robustness on several hundreds of 
3D images. Its main interest is that it provides an estimate of the confidence 
of its results: this information is given by the entropy of a celt. Moreover, a 
statistical analysis of the cell labelling confidence as a function of its label and 
distance to the sensor (directly related to the measure uncertainty) defines a 
predictive model of the classification process. 



Figure 4: Classification of a correlated stereo image: correlated pixels (top) and reprojeetion 
of the result in the camera frame (bottom - from clear to dark: unknown, flat, uneven and 
obstacle) 

3.1.2 I n c r e m e n t a l  fus ion  

The partial probabilities of a cell to belong to a terrain class and the variance 
on its elevation allow to perform a fusion procedure of several classified images. 
The fusion procedure is performed on a bitmap, in the pixels of which are 
encoded cell attributes determined by the classification procedure (label, label 
confidence, elevation and variance on the elevation). 

Figure 5: Fusion of s different classified laser images: terrain classes (top) and elevation 
(bottom) 

3.1.3 Model  structure and management  

For the purpose of navigation planning, the global bitmap model is structured 
into a region map, that  defines a connection graph. Planning a path (as opposed 
to planning a trajectory) does not require a precise evaluation of the static and 
kinematic constraints on the robot: we simply consider a robot point model[, 
and therefore perform an obstacle growing in the bitmap before segmenting it 
into regions. The regions define a connection graph, whose nodes are on their 
borders, and whose arcs correspond to a region crossing (figure 6). 
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Figure 6: The model of figure 5 after obstacle growing (top} and the nodes defined by the 
region segmentation (bottom) 

In order to satisfy memory constraints, the global model is explicited as 
a bitmap only in the surroundings of the robot's current position, and the 
region model (much more compact) is kept in memory during the whole mission 
(figure 7). 

Figure 7: Robot surroundings explicited as a bitmap 

3 .2  O b j e c t - b a s e d  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  

In order to be able to localize itself with respect to environment features, it is 
necessary for the robot to build representations of objects that  it could recognize 
and use as landmarks. 

When the terrain has been classified as flat but scattered with obstacles, 
we extract by a segmentation process the objects that  are lying on the ground. 
Some of these objects that  are salient and easily recognisable (e.g., peak-like) 
can be considered as landmarks for localisation. 

To each object corresponds a referential - within which its surface is to be 
represented - this referential being itself located in a global coordinate frame in 
which it is represented by an uncertain state vector and a variance-covariance 
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matrix. During navigation, the robot selects some objects possessing remarkab]te 
properties (visibility, selectivity, accuracy) that make them easily recognisable, 
and uses them as landmarks for anchoring the environment model and to locate 
itself. Landmarks will actually be specific features on such objects. As the 
robot moves the updating of the model is based on an extended Kalman filter. 
To recognize objects and landmarks, we use the two following complementary 
criteria: 

• Comparison of the global shape and features of the objects (i.e., their in- 
trinsic parameters). 

Comparison of the relative position of the objects themselves in order to 
obtain a consistent set of matchings. This is more interesting for land- 
marks because we could extract precise features on them. 

A general approach will consist in exploiting the two criteria, but in our 
case, objects (mainly rocks) have similar shapes, and the position criterion will 
be proeminent. 

The feature that defines the landmark is the object top, if it is salient enough. 
Landmarks here are local and should be lower that the robot sensor so that we 
can guarantee that the topmost point is perceived without ambiguity. 

In a segmented 3D image, an object is selected as candidate landmark if: 

. It is not occluded by another object or by the image contour. If this 
object is occluded, it will be both difficult to recognize and to have a good 
estimate of its top, which may be not in the visible part. 

2. Its topmost point is accurate. This is function of sensor noise, resolution 
and object top shape. 

3. It must be in "ground contact". This is not an essential condition, but i~L 
reduces the recognition ambiguity. 

In the model, an object is a landmark if it has been classified as landmark 
in at least one of its perceptions. 

3.2.1 An  E x a m p l e  of  Landmark Select ion 

The top part of Figure 8 represents ten objects segmented in a 3D image. Six 
objects are selected as landmarks by the robot (objects number 1 to 6). Object 
7 has not been selected because it is occluded by the image contour. This is 
also the case for object 9 (the hill) which top is not enough precisely defined. 
Object 8 is not occluded but it is not precise. Finally, object 10, which is on 
the hill, has not been selected because it is not in contact with the ground. 

The bottom part of Figure 8 shows the environment map with the six se- 
lected landmarks and their corresponding uncertainties (ellipsoid projections~ 
corresponding to Gaussian distributions drawn at 99%). We can easily notice 
that precision decreases when the distance increases. 
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Figure 8: Segmented objects (left) and selected landmarks with their uncertainty according 
to sensor noise and resolution and object shape (right) 

4 Planning actions 

4.1 Navigation planning 
Each time 3D data are acquired, classified and fused in the global model, the 
robot has to answer the following questions: 

• Where to go? (sub-goal selection) 

• How to go there? (motion mode selection) 

• Where to perceive? (data acquisition control) 

• What to do with the acquired data? (perception task selection) 

For that purpose, the navigation planner reasons on the robot capabilities 
(action models for perception and motion tasks) and the global terrain repre- 
sentation. 

4.1.1 P lann ing  m o t i o n  versus  p lanning  pe rcep t ion  

A straightforward fact is that motion and perception tasks are strongly interde- 
pendent: planning and executing a motion requires to have formerly modelled 
the environment, and to acquire some specific data, a motion is often necessary 
to reach the adequate observation position. 

Planning motion tasks in an environment modelled as a connection graph 
is quite straightforward: it consists in finding paths in the graph that min- 
imise some criteria (time and energy, that are respectively related to the terrain 
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classes and elevation variations). This is easily solved by classical graph search 
techniques, using cost functions that express these criteria. 

Planning perception tasks is a much more difficult issue: one must be able 
to predict the results of such tasks (which requires a model of the perception 
processes), and the ut i l i ty  of these results to the mission: 

Localization processes can be modelled by a simple function that expresses 
the gain on the robot position accuracy, as a function of the number and 
distances of perceivable landmarks - assuming all landmarks are intrinsi- 
cally equally informative; 

With the confidence model of the 3D data classification process, one can 
predict the amount of information a classification task can provide. But 
it is much more difficult to express the utility of a classification task to 
reach the goal: the model of the classification task cannot predict what  

will be effectively perceived. It is then difficult to estimate the interest of 
these tasks (figure 9). 
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Figure 9: The confidence model of the classification procedure (left) and the labelling confi- 
dence of the terrain model (represented as grey levels in the bottom image) allow to determine 
the classification task that mazimises the gain in confidence from a given view point. But the 
result o] this task is o] a poor interest to reach the goal 

4.1.2 Approach  

A direct and brute force approach to answer the former questions would be to 
perform a search in the connection graph, in which all the possible perception 
tasks would be predicted and evaluated at each node encountered during the 
search. Besides its drastic algorithmic complexity, this approach appeared unre-- 
alistic because of the difficulty to express the utility of a predicted classification 
task to reach the goal. 

We therefore choose a different approach to tackle the problem: the per-. 
ception task selection is subordinated to the motion task. A search algorithm 
provides an opt imal  path, that is analyzed afterwards to deduce the perceptions 
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tasks to perform along it. The "optimality" criterion takes here a crucial im- 
portance: it is a linear combination of time and energy consumed, weighted by 
the terrain class to cross and the confidence of the terrain labelling (figure 10). 

f Fobst(c) + oo]- 

t . . . .  
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Figure 10: Weight ing func t ions  of an are cost, as a func t ion  of the arc label and confidence 

Introducing the labelling confidence in the crossing cost of an arc comes to 
consider i m p l i c i t l y  the modelling capabilities of the robot: tolerating to cross 
obstacle areas labelled with a low confidence means that  the robot is able to 
acquire easily informations on this area. Off course, the returned path is not 
executed directly, it is analysed according the following procedure: 

1. The sub-goal to reach is the last node of the path that  lies in a crossable 
area; 

2. The labels of the regions crossed to reach this sub-goal determine the 
motion modes to apply; 

3. And finally the rest of the path that reaches the global goal determines 
the aiming angle of the sensor. 

C o n t r o l l i n g  loca l iza t ion:  the introduction of the robot position uncer- 
tainty in the cost function allows to plan localization tasks along the path. The 
cost to minimise is the integral of the robot position accuracy as a function of 
the cost expressed in terms of time and energy (figure 11) 

7- 

Figure 11: Surface to m in imi se  to control localisation tasks 
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4.2 Trajectory planning 
Depending on the label of the regions produced by the navigation planner, 
the adequate trajectory planner (2D or 3D) is selected to compute the actual 
trajectory within these regions. 

4.2.1 Fla t  Terra in  

The trajectory is searched with a simplified and fast method, based on bitmap 
and potential fields techniques. In a natural environment, and given the un- 
certainties of motion, perception and modelling, we consider it sufficient to 
approximate the robot by a circle and its configuration space is hence two di- 
mensional, corresponding to the robot's position in the horizontal plane. Path 
planning is done according the following procedure : 

• a binary bitmap f r e e /o b s ta c l e  is first extracted from the global bitmap 
model over the region to be crossed; 

* a classical wavefront expansion algorithm then produces a distance map 
from which the skeleton of the free-space is computed (figure 12); 

• the path reaching the sub-goal is obtained by propagating a potential 
through this skeleton. This path is finally transformed into a sequence of 
line segments and rotations (figure 12). 

Figure 12: The 2D planner: distance to the obstacles (left), skeleton of the free space 
(center}, and a trajectory produced by the planner (right} 

Search time only depends on the bitmap discretization, and not on the com-- 
plexity of the environment. The final trajectory is obtained within less than 2 
seconds (on a Sparc 10) for a 256 × 256 bitmap. 

4.2.2 Uneven  Terra in  

On uneven terrain, irregularities are important enough and the binary partition 
into f r e e / o b s t a c l e  areas is not anymore sufficient: the notion of obstacle clearly 
depends on the capacity of the locomotion system to overcome terrain irreg- 
ularities and also on specific constraints acting on the placement of the robot 
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over the terrain. The trajectory planner therefore requires a 3D description of 
the terrain, based on the elevation map, and a precise model of the robot ge- 
ometry in order to produce collision-free trajectories that also guarantee vehicle 
stability and take into account its kinematic constraints. 

This planner, described in [7], computes a motion verifying such constraints 
by exploring a three dimensional configuration space C S  = (x, y, O) (the x-y 
position of the robot frame and its heading 6). The obstacles are defined in C S  
as the set of configurations which do not verify some of the constraints imposed 
to the placement of the robot (figure 13). The ADAM robot is modelled by 
a rigid body and six wheels linked to the chassis by passive suspensions. For 
a given configuration, its placement results from the interaction between the 
wheels and the terrain, and from the balance of the suspensions. The remaining 
parameters of the placement vector (the z coordinate, the roll and pitch angles 
¢, ¢), are obtained by minimizing an energy function. 

Figure 13: The constraints considered by the 3D planner. From left to right : collision, 
stability, terrain irregularities and kinematic constraint 

The planner builds incrementally a graph of discrete configurations that can 
be reached from the initial position by applying sequences of discrete controls 
during a short time interval. Typical controls consist in driving forward or 
backwards with a null or a maximal angular velocity. Each arc of the graph 
corresponds to a trajectory portion computed for a given control. Only the arcs 
verifying the placement constraints mentionned above are considered during the 
search. In order to limit the size of the graph, the configuration space is initially 
decomposed into an array of small cuboid cells. This array is used during the 
search to keep track of small CS-regions which have already been crossed by 
some trajectory. The configurations generated into a visited cell are discarded 
and therefore, one node is at most generated in each cell. 

In the case of incremental exploration of the environment, an additional 
constraint must be considered: the existence of unknown areas on the terrain 
elevation map. Indeed, any terrain irregularity may hide part of the ground. 
When it is possible (this caution constraint can be more or less relaxed), the 
path must avoid such unknown areas. If not, it must search the best way 
through unknown areas, and provide the best perception point of view on the 
way to the goal. The avoidance of such areas is obtained by an adapted weight 
of the arc cost and also by computing for the heuristic guidance of the search, a 
potential bitmap which includes the difficulty of the terrain and the proportion 
of unknown areas around the terrain patches [6]. 

The minimum-cost trajectory returned by the planner realizes a compromise 
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Figure 14: A 31) trajectory planned on a real elevation map 

between the distance crossed by the vehicle, the security along the path and a 
small number of maneuvers. Search time strongly depends on the difficulty of 
the terrain. The whole procedure takes between 40 seconds to a few minutes, 
on an Indigo R4000 Silicon Graphics workstation. Figure 14 shows a trajec- 
tory computed on a real terrain, where darker areas correspond to interpolated 
unknown terrain. 

5 Navigation Results 

Figure 15: A D A M  in the Geroms test  s i te  

The terrain modelling procedures and navigation planning algorithm have 
been intensively tested with the mobile robot Adam 1. We performed experi- 
ments on the Geroms test site in the French space agency CNES, where Adam 
achieved several ' 'Go To [goal] " missions, travelling over 80 meters, avoid- 
ing obstacles and getting out of dead-ends (for more details concerning Adam 
and the experimental setup, refer to [2]). 

1ADAM is property of Framatome and Matra Marconi Space currently lent to LAAS 
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Figure 16: The navigation planner explores a dead-end: it first tries to go through the 
bottom of the dead-end, which is modelled as an obstacle region, but with a low confidence 
level (top); after having perceived this region and confirmed that is must  be labelled as obstacle, 
the planner decides to go back (bottom) 

Figure 16 presents two typical behaviours of the navigation algorithm in a 
dead-end, and figure 17 shows the trajectory followed by the robot to avoid this 
dead-end, on the terrain model built after 10 data acquisitions. 

Figure 17: A trajectory that avoids a dead-end (80 meters - I0 perceptions) 

The navigation planner proved its efficiency on most of our experiments. The 
adaptation of the perception and motion tasks to the terrain and the situation 
enabled the robot to achieve its navigation task efficiently. By possessing several 
representations and planning functions, the robot was able to take the adequate 
decisions. However, some problems raised when the planned classification task 
did not bring any new information: this happened in some very particular cases 
where the laser range finder could not return any measure, because of a very 
small incidence angle with the terrain. In these cases, the terrain model is not 
modified by the new perception, and the navigation planner re-planned the same 
perception task. This shows clearly the need for an explicit sensor model to plan 
a relevant perception task. And this generalizes to all the actions of the robot: 
the robot control system should possess a model of the motion or perception 
actions in order to select them adequately. 
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Abstract :  In this paper we discuss the use of active vision for the de- 
velopment of autonomous systems. Active vision systems are essentially 
based on biological motivations. Two systems with potential application to 
surveillance are described. Both systems behave as "watchrobots". One of 
them involves the integration of an active vision system in a mobile plat- 
form. The second system can track non-rigid objects in real-time by using 
differential flow. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

A number of recent research results in computer vision and robotics suggest 
that  image understanding should also include the process of selective acqui- 
sition of data  in space and time [1, 2, 3]. In contrast the classical theory of 
computer vision is based on a reconstruction process, leading to the creation of 
representations at increasingly high levels of abstraction [4]. Since vision inter- 
acts with the environment such formalization requires modelling of all aspects 
of reality. Such modelling is very difficult, and therefore, only simple problems 
can be solved within the framework of classical vision theory. In active vision 
systems only the information required to achieve a specific task or behavior is 
recovered. By extracting only task-specific information and avoiding 3D recon- 
structions (by tightly coupling perception and action) these systems are able 
to operate in realistic conditions. 

Autonomy requires the ability of adjusting to changes in the environment. 
Systems operating in different environments should not use the same vision 
and motor control algorithms. The structure and algorithms should be de- 
signed taking into account the purpose/goal of the system/agent.  Since differ- 
ent agents, working with different purposes in different environments, do not 
sense and act in the same manner, we should not seek a general methodology 
for designing autonomous systems. 

The development of autonomous systems by avoiding general purpose so- 
lutions, has two main advantages: it enables a more effective implementation 
of the system in a real environment (in terms of its performance) while at 
the same time decreasing the the computational burden of the algorithms. A 
strong motivation for this approach are the biological organisms [5]. In nature 
there are no general perception systems. We can not consider the Human vi- 
sual system as general. As a proof of this fact are the illusions to which it is 
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Figure 1. a)Active vision system used on the mobile robot; b)Non-mobile active 
vision system 

subject and the visual tasks it can not perform, while other animals can [4]. 
Therefore the development of an autonomous system using vision as its main 
sensing modality should be guided by the tasks the system has to perform, tak- 
ing into account the environment. From this analysis the behaviors required 
to implement the tasks should be identified and, as a result, the corresponding 
motor actions and the relevant visual information. 

To demonstrate these concepts we chose to implement autonomous systems 
for surveillance applications. Two different systems addressing different tasks 
and problems in surveillance applications were designed and built. 

2. A c t i v e  V i s i o n  S y s t e m s  fo r  S u r v e i l l a n c e  

Surveillance is one important field for robotics and computer vision appli- 
cations. The scenarios of surveillance applications are also extremely varied 
[6, 7, 8, 9]. Some applications are related to traffic monitoring and surveillance 
[8, 10], others are related to surveillance in large regions for human activity [11], 
and there are also applications (related to security) that may imply behavior 
modelling and analysis [12, 13, 14]. For security applications in man-made 
environments video images are the most important type of data. Currently 
most commercial systems are not automated, and require human attention to 
interpret the data. Images of the environment are acquired either with sta- 
tic cameras with wide-angle lenses (to cover all the space), or with cameras 
mounted on pan and tilt devices (so that all the space is covered by using 
good resolution images). Computer vision systems described in the literature 
are also based either on images from wide-angle static cameras, or on images 
acquired by active cameras. Wide-angle images have the advantage that each 
single image is usually enough to cover all the environment. Therefore any 
potential intrusion is more easily detected since no scanning is required. Sys- 
tems based on active cameras usually employ longer focal length cameras and 
therefore provide better resolution images. Some of the systems are active and 
binocular [15]. These enable the recovery of 3D trajectories by tracking stereo- 
scopically. Proprioceptive data from camera platform can be used to recover 
depth by triangulation. Trajectories in 3D can also be recovered monocularly 
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by imposing the scene constraint that motion occurs in a plane, typically the 
ground plane [16]. One of the advantages of an active system is that, in gen- 
eral, the tracked target is kept in the fovea. This implies a higher resolution 
image and a simpler geometry. Within the framework of security applications 
we implemented two active and autonomous systems that perform different but 
complementary tasks: one of them pursues the intruder keeping distance and 
orientation approximately constant (a kind of a "mobile watchrobot"), while 
the other detects and tracks the intruder reconstructing its 3D trajectory (a 
"fixed watchrobot"). The first of these systems is based on a mobile robot 
fitted with a binocular active vision system while the latter is based only on a 
binocular active vision system (see Figure 1). The vision processing and the 
design principles used on both are completely different, for they address dif- 
ferent tasks. Since the first one has to keep distance and orientation relative 
to the target approximately constant it has to translate. In this case all vi- 
sion processing is based on correlation (it correlates target templates that are 
updated periodically to compensate for shape changes). The second system 
does not translate and in this case almost all the visual processing is based on 
differential optic flow. With this approach it is easier to cope with changes of 
the target shape. We will now describe in detail both systems. 

3. T h e  " M o b i l e  W a t c h r o b o t "  

The pursuit of moving objects with machines such as a mobile robot equipped 
with an active vision system deals with the problem of integration and cooper- 
ation between different systems. This integration has two distinct aspects: the 
interaction and cooperation between different control systems and the use of a 
common feedback information provided by the vision system. The system is 
controlled to keep constant the distance and the orientation of the robot and 
the vision system. The solution for this problem deals implies the interaction 
of different control systems using visual feedback while performing real-time 
tracking of objects by using a vision system. This problem has been addressed 
in different fields such as surveillance, automated guidance systems and robot- 
ics in general. Several works addressed the problems of visual servoing but 
they are mainly concerned with object tracking by using vision and manipula- 
tors [17, 18, 19] and only some address problems related with ours [20, 3, 21]. 
Papanikolopoulos also proposed a tracking process by using a camera mounted 
on a manipulator for tracking objects with a trajectory parallel to the image 
plane [19]. A control process is also reported by Allen for tracking moving 
objects in 3D [17]. These studies have connection with the solution for pursuit 
proposed in this article, since they deal with the tracking problem by using 
visual information. However in our system we explore the concept of visual fix- 
ation to develop the application. The computational solution for visual fixation 
uses motion detection to initiate the fixation process and to define a pattern 
that will be tracked. During pursuit the system uses image correlation to con- 
tinuously track the target in the images [22]. More recently several laboratories 
have been engaged in a large European project (the Vision as Process project) 
for the development of systems, based on active vision principles [21]. Some of 
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the systems described above have similarities with ours but in our system we 
control the system to keep the distance and orientation of the mobile robot with 
respect to a target. The solution used includes the control of the gaze of the 
active vision system. ~'k~rthermore, our hierarchical control scheme establishes 
a pursuit process using different degrees of freedom on the active vision system 
and the movement of the mobile robot. To simplify the solution several as.- 
sumptions were made. These assumptions are based on the type of movements 
and targets that  we designed the system to cope with and the system's phys- 
ical constraints such as: maximum robot velocity, possibility of adjustment of 
the optical parameters for focusing, maximum computational power for image 
processing and, the non-holonomic structure of the mobile robot. We assume 
tha t  the 

• target and the robot move on a plane (horizontal plane); 

• the difference between the velocities of the target and of the robot does 
not exceed 1.2m/s;  

• the distance between the target and the mobile robot will be in the interval 
of [2.5m, 5m] and the focal length of both lenses is set to 12.5mm.; 

• the target is detected only when it appears inside the cameras' field of 
view. 

• the system is initialized by setting the vision system aligned with the 
vehicle (the cameras are oriented to see the vehicle's front). 

These assumptions bound the problem and only two variables are used to con- 
trol the system. One is the angle in the horizontal plane defined by the target 
position relative to the mobile robot referential. The other is the distance 
between the robot and the target. 

3.1. P u r s u i t  of  M o v i n g  O b j e c t s  

The  problem of pursuing a moving object is essentially a motion matching 
problem. The robot must be controlled to reach the same motion as the target. 
In practice this is equivalent to keep constant the distance and orientation 
from the robot to the target. However, the solution for this problem has some 
particular aspects that  must be emphasized. If the target is a person walking, 
its t rajectory can be suddenly modified and consequently its velocity. Any 
solution proposed must cope with these situations and perform the control 
of the system in real - t i m e .  Since the machines have physical limitations 
in their velocity and maneuvering capabilities, it is essential to classify the 
different sub-systems used according to their velocity characteristics. In our 
experiments we use a mobile robot and an active vision system, and these 
two systems have different movement characteristics. The active vision system 
presents greater velocity than the mobile robot and also has less mass. However, 
it is the mobile robot (the body of the system) that  must follow the target - 
see figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The information provided by the active vision system is used to 
control the mobile robot to pursuit a person in real - time. 

Target ReLo~~~ 
Smooth l 
Pursuit & l /lee 

Figure 3. State diagram of the pursuit process. 

To perform the pursuit of a moving target we use two basic control schemes: 
a visual fixation control of the active vision system and the trajectory control of 
the robot. The visual fixation control guarantees that  the target is continuously 
tracked by the vision system, and gives information about  its position to the ro- 
bot  control. The robot control uses that  information as a feedback to maintain 
the distance and orientation to the target. The visual fixation control must  be 
one visual process that  runs in the active vision system and has capabilities to 
define a target, to concentrate the vision system on the target and follow it. A 
process with these characteristics has similarities with the visual gaze-shifting 
mechanism in the humans. The gaze-shifting mechanism generates movements  
in the vision system to put  a new object of interest in the center of the image 
and hold it there. The movement used to put  the object in the center is called 
saccade, it is fast and it is performed by the two eyes simultaneously. If the 
target of interest is moving relative to the world, the vision system must  per- 
form movements  to hold the target in the image center. These movements are 
composed by two types of motions called smooth pursuit and vergence. These 
motions are the consequence of the control performed by the process that  we 
designate as fixation. The fixation process centers and holds the orientation 
of the vision system on a point in the environment. Fixation gives a useful 
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mechanism to maintain the relative orientation and translation between the 
referential in the vehicle and the target that  is followed. This results from the 
advantages of the fixation process, where the selected target is always in the 
image center (foveal region in the mammals). This avoids the segmentation 
of all the image to select the target and allows the use of relative coordinate 
systems which simplifies the spatial description of the target (relationship bG~ 
tween the observer reference system and the object reference system). The 
pursuit process can be described graphically by the state diagram in figure 3. 
The process has three states: Rest, Vergence Stabilization, and Pursuit. The 
pursuit process must be initialized before starting. During this initiMization, 
a target is chosen and several movements are performed by the active vision 
system: the gaze is shifted by a saccade movement and the vergence stabilized. 
In our system the target is chosen based on the visual motion stimulus. The 
selection corresponds to a region in the images that  generates a large visual 
motion in the two images. If a target is selected, a saccade movement is per- 
formed to put  the target in the image center, and the system changes from the 
state Rest to Vergence Stabilization. During the saccade movement no visual 
information is used to feedback the movement. In the Vergence Stabilization 
state the system adjusts its fixation in the target. This is equivalent to estab-- 
lishing the correct correspondence between the centers of the two images, and 
defining a fixation point in the target. When the vergence is stabilized, the 
system is maintained in the Pursuit state. 

3.2. B u i l d i n g  a S y s t e m  to  S i m u l a t e  P u r s u i t  

3. 2.1. System Architecture 

The main hardware components of the system are the mobile robot and the 
active vision system. These two basic units are interconnected by a computer 
designated Master Processing Unit. This unit controls the movements of the 
active vision system, communicates with the robot 's on-board computer and is 
connected to two other computers designated Processing Units. These units are 
responsible for processing the images provided by the active vision system. The 
connections between different processing units are represented in the diagram 
shown in figure 4 and a photograph of the system is presented in figure 5. The 
Right and the Left Slave Processing Units are two PCs. Each contains a frame 
grabber connected to each one of the cameras. The Slave Processing Units 
process the images and communicate their results to the Master Processing 
Unit (another PC). These communications use a 10 MBits connection provided 
by Ethernet  boards (one board on each computer). The active vision system 
has two CCD monochromatic video cameras with motorized lenses (allowing for 
the control of the iris, focus and zoom) and five step motors that  confer an equal 
number of degrees of freedom to the system (vergence of each camera, baseline 
shifting, head tilt and neck pan). The Master Processing Unit is responsible 
for the control of the degrees of freedom of the active vision system (using step 
motor controllers) and for the communication with the mobile platform (using 
a serial link). The actual control of the mobile platform is done by a multi- 
processor system, installed on the platform. The management and the interface 
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Figure 4. System Architecture. 

Figure 5. The active vision system and the mobile robot. 

with the system is done by a computer, connected to the Master Processing 
Unit using the serial link and a wireless modem. 

3. 2.2. Camera Model 

To find the relation between a 2D point in one image obtained by either camera 
with its corresponding 3D point in that  camera's referential { C A M } ,  we use 
the perspective model. The projection of the 3D point P in plane I is a point 
p= (u ,  v), that  results from the intersection of the projective line of P with the 
plane I. The perpendicular projection of the point O in the plane I is defined 
as the center of the image, with coordinates (uo, vo). The distance f between 
the point O and its projection is called the focal length. If (x,y,  z) are the 
3D coordinates of the point P in the { C A M }  referential, the 2D coordinates 
of the projection (xu, y~) of it on a continuous image plane is given by the 
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perspective relationships: 

f_z f y : yv - -  (1 )  
z z 

Since the image for processing is a sampled version of the continuous image, 
the relation between the units (millimeters) used in the { C A M }  referential 
and the image points (u, v) are related with (x~, yv) by: 

= Sxx  + u0 v = + v0 (2 )  

Tha t  relation is obtained with a calibration process that  gives the scale factors 
for both the x and the y - axis (S~ and S v respectively) [23].The image center 
(Uo, vo), the focal length f and the scale factors Sx and Sy are called the 
intrinsic parameters of the camera. 

3.2.3. System Models and Geometric Relations 
The information of the target position in the images is used to control the po- 
sition and orientation of the vision system and of the mobile robot in order 
to maintain the relative distance and orientation to the target. Essentially the 
system must control the position of each actuator to maintain this goal. This 
implies to control the actuators of the vision system and also of the mobile ro- 
bot. In the case of the vision system the actuators used are step motors. These 
motors are controlled by dedicated units supervised by the Master Process- 
ing Unit. These motors rotate a specific number of degrees for each pulse 
sent to their power driver unit. The pulses are generated by the dedicated 
control units. These units generate different profiles for the pulse rate curve 
which must be adjusted for each motor. This adjustment is equivalent to eL 
step motor identification procedure. This procedure was performed for each 
motor used in the active vision system. With this procedure the correct curve 
profile was adapted for a precise position control. The mobile robot has also 
its own on-board computer that  controls the motors used to move it. The  
on-board computer is responsible for the correct execution of the movements: 
and it accepts commands for movements that  can be modified during thek  
execution. This possibility is explored in our system to correct the path dur- 
ing the movement execution. The commands sent to the mobile robot reflect 
the position that  the robot must reach to maintain the distance to the target. 
If the commands sent do not exceed the possibilities of the system, the com- 
mand will be sent to the robot to be executed with accuracy. This detail is 
verified before sending a command to the mobile robot. The movements exe- 
cuted by the mobile robot are based on two direct current motors associated 
with each of the driving wheels (rear axle): The movements permitted with 
this type of configuration are represented in figure 6, and are used to make 
the compensation for the active vision system. The control of the motors is 
done by a multi-processing, installed on the mobile platform. Therefore, the 
only responsibility of the Master Processing Unit is to send to the platform the 
parameters of the required movement. The robot 's movements represented in 
figure 6 can be divided into three groups: translational (no angular velocity), 
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Figure 6. Possible movements of the mobile robot: co is the angular velocity, v 
is the linear velocity, r is the radius and 0 is the orientation angle. 

rotat ion around the center of the driving axle represented in figure 6 by RC 
(no linear velocity) and compositions of both movements. To define each one 
of these three movements,  it is necessary to supply not only the values for the 
linear and angular velocities (v, co), but also the duration t ime of the movement  
(T). 

The following lines are examples of commands that  can be issued to the 
platform to launch velocity controlled movements: 

• issuing a composed movement: "MOTV LA V=100 W= 100 T=50" ; 

• issuing a pure rotation movement: "MOTV LA V=0 W=100 T=50"; 

• issuing a linear movement: "MOTV LA V=100 T=50". 

Another type of movements are those based on the control of the platform 
position. In this case, the specified parameters  define the distance that  each 
one of the driving wheels must cover, and the t ime that  they should take to do 
it (in 40ms units). The following example shows a command that  gives rise to 
a rotat ion of the platform based on the controlled position movements: 

• "MOVE P RC=-200,200 P=100". 

Since the target changes its position in space, in most of the t ime its image 
position will also change. The goal is to control the system in such a way 
that  the object 's  image projects into the center of both images, maintaining 
at the same t ime the distance to the object. The control can be performed by 
controlling the robot position, the neck orientation and the vergence of both  
cameras. The control implies the use of these degrees of freedom to reach 
the goal of pursuing a target. I t  is possible to obtain expressions relating the 
several degrees of freedom, useful for their control, based on the geometric 
relationships. The goM is to change the cameras'  angles 0z and Or, by the 
amount  necessary to keep the projection of the target in the center of the image 
(see figure 7). Since we assume that  the target  moves on the same plane as the 
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Figure 7. Cameras' vergence angle control. 

mobile robot we will consider only the horizontal disparity A u  = (u - Uo). Let 
u be the coordinate in pixels of the reference point along the x - a x i s  of either 
frame. The angle that  each camera must turn is given by: 

U -- ~o A e  = arctan Sx-----ff (3) 

This relation is easily derived from the equations 2 and from the representation 
in figure 7. To provide the system with the ability to react to the movements of 
the object's and with the ability to keep the distance and atti tude between the 
two bodies, it is necessary to evaluate the distance of the object with respect to 
the robot. The position of the object to track is defined in terms of its distance 
D and the angle 9n with respect to the {C} referential, and using the f i xa t ion  

point as reference (both parameters are represented in figure 8). To obtain the 
equations that  give the values of D and 0n, we start by defining the following 
relations, taken directly from figure 9 (equivalent to figure 8, but with some 
auxiliary parameters): 

h = tan(gr)DT h = tan(Ol)Dz (4) 
B 

B = Dl + Dr p = Dt - - -  
2 

The distance D and the angle 0n of the f i xa t ion  point with respect to the {C} 
referential can be obtained by the following equations (recall that  the angle On 

is positive clockwise - see figure 9): 

0 n = 9 0 ° - a r c t a n ( h )  D = V / ~ + p  2 (5) 

Note that,  when 0t equals 0~, the above relations are not valid. In that  case, 
the angle On is zero, and the distance D is equal to: 

B 
D = ~- tan (Ot) 
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Figure 9. Auxiliary parameters.  

As described above, the motion and feature detection algorithms generate the 
position in both images of the object to follow. From that  position, only the 
value along the x - ax is  will be used, since we assume that  the object moves 
in the horizontal plane, and therefore without significant vertical shifts. The 
trajectories of the moving platform are planned by the Master  Processing Unit 

based on the values of D and 0~ given by equations 5. The values D and 0n 
define a 2D point in the {C} referential. These values can be related to the 
{B} referential since all the relationships between referentials are known. The 
result is a point P with coordinates x and y as shown in figure 10. This figure 
is useful to establish the conditions for a mobile robot 's  t rajectory when we 
want tha t  the mobile robot reaches a point P(x ,  y). To clarify the situation we 
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Figure 10. Robot trajectory planning. 

suppose that  the object appeared in vehicle's front with an initial orientation 
= 0. (the solution is be similar for an angle 0 < 90°). We know that  

several trajectories are possible to reach a specific point but, the trajectories' 
parameters are chosen according to the following: 

• The point P is assumed to be in front of the vehicle and the angle c~ is 
always greater than zero 10. This is a condition derived from the system 
initialization and the correct execution of the p u r s u i t  process (see Sec- 
tion I). Additionally, that  condition helps to deal with the non-holonomic 
structure of the mobile robot. 

• The platform must stop at a given distance from the object. This condition 
is represented in figure 10 by the circle around the point P (the center 
of the platform's driving axle, point RC,  must stop somewhere over this: 
circle). 

• The platform must be facing the object at the end of the trajectory. In 
other words, the object must be at the x - a x i s  of the { B )  referential 
when the platform stops. 

The  trajectory that  results from the application of those two conditions is a 
combination of a translational and a rotational movement. Two parameters 
are needed to define the trajectory, as shown in figure 10: the radius r and 
the angle a. The analysis of the figure allows the derivation of the following 
relations: 

b = [ x  ( y - r )  ] 

r 2 + d  2 = x 2 + ( Y -  r) 2 

:_ ( /x2 + (y  _ c o s ( a )  

= x d  + r ( r  - y )  (6) 
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After simplification we get: 

x2 + y2 - d2 ( xd + r(r - y) ) 
r = = arccos T (7) 

The equations 7 are not defined when the y coordinate is equal to zero. In that  
case, the trajectory is linear, and the distance r that the mobile platform must 
cover is given by: 

r = z - d (8) 

3.3.  V i s i o n  P r o c e s s i n g  a n d  S t a t e  E s t i m a t i o n  

3.3.1. Image Processing 
The Slave Processing Units analyze, independently, the images captured by the 
frame grabbers connected to the cameras. Therefore, the motion and feature 
detection algorithms described here are intended to work with the sequence of 
images obtained by each camera. The Slave Units are responsible by processing 
the sequence of images during all states illustrated in figure 3. When the system 
is initialized, the Rest phase starts and the Master Processing Unit commands 
the Slave Units to begin a searching phase. This phase implies the detection of 
any movement that  satisfies a set of constraints described below. At a certain 
point during this phase, and based on the evolution of the process in both 
Slave Units, the Master Unit decides if there is a target to follow. After this 
decision the Master Unit sends a saccade command to the Slave Units to begin 
the vergence stabilization phase. During this phase, the system will only follow 
a specific pattern corresponding to the target previously defined and ignoring 
any other movements that  may appear. This phase proceeds until the vergence 
is considered stable and after that  it changes to the pursuit state. The system 
remains in this state until the pattern can no longer be found in the images. 

3. 3.2. Gaussian Pyramid 
In order to speedup the computing process, the algorithms are based on the 
construction of a Gaussian pyramid [24]. The images are captured with 512x512 
pixels but are reduced by using this technique. Generally speaking, using a 
pyramid allows us to work with smaller images without missing significant 
information. Climbing one level on the pyramid results in an image with half 
the dimensions and one quarter of the size. Level 0 corresponds to 512x512 
pixels and level 2 to 128x128. Each pixel in one level is obtained by applying a 
mask to the group of pixels of the image directly below it. The applied mask is 
basically a low pass filter, that  helps in reducing the noise and smoothing the 
images. 

3. 3. 3. Image Processing for Saccade 
The saccade is preceded by searching for a large movement in the images. As 
described above, the searching phase is concerned with the detection of any 
type of movements, within certain limits. For that  purpose, two consecutive 
images t(k) and t(k + 1) separated by a few milliseconds are captured. These 
images are analyzed at the pyramid level 2. The analysis consists in two steps 
described graphically by the blocks diagram shown in figure 11: 
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Figure 11. Illustration of the image processing used for saccade. The saccade is 
preceded by searching for a large movement in the images. The searching phase 
is concerned with the detection of image movements, within certain limits. 

• Computat ion of the area of motion using the images acquired at time t(k) 
and t(k + 1). This calculation measures the amount of shift that  occurred[ 
from one frame to the other, and is used to decide when to climb or to 
descend levels on the pyramid. 

• Absolute value subtraction of both images, pixel by pixel, generating an 
image of differences, followed by the computation of the projections of the 
image in the x and y - axis. Since we assume that the target will have 
a negligible vertical motion component, only the image projection on the 
horizontal axis is considered for the saccade movement. Two thresholds 
are then imposed: one defining the lowest value of the projection that  can 
be considered to be a movement, and the other limiting the minimum size 
of the image shift that  will be assumed as a valid moving target. If both 
thresholds are validated, the object is assumed to be in the center of the 
moving area. If the movement is sensed by both cameras and it satisfies 
these two thresholds, a saccade movement will be generated. 

3.3.4. Image Processing for Fixation 
The goal of fixation is to keep the target image steady and centered. This 
presumes that  the target is the same for the two cameras. Vergence is dependent 
on this assumption and, in this work, it is assumed that  the vergence is driven 
by the position of the three-dimensional fixation point. This point corresponds 
to the three-dimensional position of the target that  must be followed. This is 
equivalent to the problem of finding the correspondence between target zones 
in the two images. In this work this process is called correspondence. Since the 
system is continuously controlled to keep the images centered on the fixated 
target, the correspondence zone is defined around the image center and the 
search process becomes easy. The correspondence used for fixation starts by 
receiving the pattern from the other Slave Unit. The pattern that  is needed 
to follow in one image (left/right) is passed to the other (right/left) to find 
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Figure 12. Illustration of the image processing used for Fixation. To maintain 
the fixation dynamically, the process uses two phases: pattern tracking and 
correspondence phase. The pattern is defined as an area around the center of 
the image acquired after the execution of the saccade movement. The tracking 
phase locates the target and measures the variables necessary to control the 
system and keep the object centered in the image. The correspondence phase 
confirms the results of the searching phase and estimates the images disparity. 

the position of the correspondent pattern. The search starts around the image 
center and tries to find an image that matches the pattern received. The test 
uses the operator described by equation (9) and the image area with lowest 
difference will be considered if the value of 5(x, y) is less than a maximum 
threshold. The similarity operator applied to the position (x, y) is defined as 
follows: 

5(x,y)= ~ ~ ( P ( i , j ) - I ( x - i , y - j ) )  ~ (9) 
i = - n  j = - - m  

where P is the pattern to search and I is the image. In the definition, 2n + 1 
and 2rn+ 1 represent the width and height of the pattern in pixels. The process 
to keep the fixation dynamically is equivalent to a process of gaze holding. The 
gaze holding uses similar image processing as used for fixation. The gaze holding 
is implemented through smooth pursuit and it vergence movements of the 
active vision system. These movements are based on the tracking of a pattern 
in each image. The pattern is defined as an area around the center of the image 
acquired after the execution of the saccade movement. The gaze holding uses 
two image processing phases: the tracking of the patterns in the left and right 
images, and the correspondence of the left and right patterns. The tracking 
phase uses the pattern defined at the end of the saccade movement. That  
pattern will be searched in each image captured, at a certain pyramid level, 
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Figure 13. Polynomial representation. 

as described by the blocks diagram shown in figure 11. The search consists 
in the computat ion of a similarity measure between the pat tern  and the areas 
with equivalent size taken from the image-  see equation 9. The image area that  
resulted in the lowest difference is considered to be a match, but only if the value 
of the difference is less than  a maximum threshold, above which no matches 
are accepted. This process is finished with the verification of correspondence 
between l e f t  and r igh t  patterns in similar manner  as the f ixation phase. Since 
the images used during f ixation and gaze holding are sub-sampled, the target  
position is defined with more precision with by means of a quadratic sub-pixei 
interpolation. Since we are using images, the samples are discrete values of 
a function and we use interpolation to find the function's max imum with sub 
pixel precision. Suppose that  the function is parameterized by the polynomial: 

y = ax  2 + b x  + e  (10) 

b If the discrete points are at - x  --- x -  d with the extreme point at Xma x - -  2a" 
and +x = x + d with d the distance between samples, their values for the 
function f ( x )  are given by: 

f ( - x )  = ax  2 - 2 a d x + a d  2 + b x - d b + c  

f ( + x ) = ax2 + 2adx + ad2 + bx + db + c 

= a z  2 + b= + e ( 1 1 )  

Combining these equations we obtain the Xma= position is given by: 

(12) xma~ -- x - ~ [f(_ =)_By(=)+]( =)] 

The  final position is combined with the position obtained by the f ixation and 
gaze holding phases. Actually the final position corresponds to the middle point 
between these two positions. 

3. 3. 5. Sys t em State  

The system state used for control is described by two variables: the distance D 
from the system to the target and the angle On of the neck pan, defined when 
the vision system is fixated on the target. Both variables have values that  can 
be obtained by the geometry of the system and are described by equations (5). 
These two quantities are continuously est imated by using a fixed coefficient 
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filter: the (a-/3-7) tracker. Filtering and prediction methods can be used to 
estimate the present and the future of the target kinematics quantities such as 
position, velocity, and acceleration. In the current work we use the prediction 
capabilities of the filters to compensate for the delays in the system. There are 
two common approaches to filtering and prediction. The first is to use fixed 
coefficients (~-j3 and ~-13- 3, filters), and the second, Kalman filtering, which 
generates time-variable coefficients that are determined by an a priori model 
for the statistics of the measured noise and target dynamics. The first approach 
has computational advantages, but Kalman filtering performs a high-accuracy 
tracking. The filter used in this system is of the first type, and can be used in 
linear dynamic systems with time-invariant coefficients in their state transition 
matr ix and measurement equations. For these systems the filter gain achieves 
steady-state values that  can often be computed in advance. This advantage is 
important  to save some computational time and in practice both approaches 
are valid in our system, since we do not expect sudden changes in our model's 
parameters. Both of these filters can be implemented recursively and the data  
received in the past is included in the present estimates. Therefore, all data  
is used but  forgotten at an exponential rate. The estimate of the variable 
value at t ime k is Yc(klk ) and will be denoted by the smoothed estimate x~. 
With  these filters we can predict the values for the next step. The one-step 
prediction is denoted by Xp = x(k +l lk ) ,  and signifies the estimate at time 
k + 1 given data through time k. Fixed coefficients filters have the advantage of 
simple implementation using fixed parameters for the filter's gains. The most 
extensively applied of these filters is the ~-t3 tracker. This filter is used with 
constant velocity models when only position measurements are available. The 
c~-/3 tracker is defined by the following equations: 

x~(k) = ~(klk ) = Xp(k) + a[x0(k) - Xp(k)] (13) 

~(~lk) = v~(k - 1) + ~ [ x 0 ( k )  - ~ (k ) ]  (14) Vs (]~) 

• + 1) : + i lk)  = z (k) + Try(k)  (15) 

The variable T is the sampling interval, xo(k) is the measurement at t ime k 
and the c~ and ~ are the fixed filter gain coefficients. The quantity q is normally 
defined as one, but in the case where missing observations occur its value may 
be taken as the number of scan steps (interactions) since the last measurement. 
The initialization process can be defined by: 

xs(1) = Xp(2) = x0(1) Vs(1) --= 0 vs(2) = [xo(2) - x0(1)] 
T 

The equation 13 is used directly when an observation is received at t ime k. The 
optimal values for a and/3 are derived in [25] and depend only on the ratio 
of the process noise standard deviation and the measurement noise standard 
deviation. The logical extension of the a-/3 filter is the a-fl-7 filter, which 
includes an estimate for the acceleration and can be used with the assumption 
of uniform acceleration. This filter makes a quadratic prediction instead of a 
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linear one, and tends to be more sensitive to noise but  better  able to predict 
smoothly  varying velocities. The equations for this filter are defined as: 

x~(k) = ~(klk ) = xp(k) + a[xo(k) - xp(k)] (16) 

v~(k) = ~(klk)  = .~(k - 1) + Ta~(k - 1) + ~T[XO(k) - xv(k)] (17) 

V as(k) = x(klk) = as(k - 1) + ~ - ~ [ x o ( k )  - xp(k)] (18) 

T 2 
xp(k + 1) = 2(k + ilk) = xs(k)  + Try(k)  + ---ffas(k) (lO) 

The usual initialization is: 

as(l) = Xp(2) = Xo(1) 

~(1) = a~(1) = a~(2) = o 

~ s ( 2 )  = [ x o ( 2 )  - x o ( 1 ) ]  

T 

a~(z) = [x0(3) - 2x0(2) + ~0(1)] 
T 2 

The  opt imal  values for a and/3 are defined as [25] and the opt imal  value for 7 
is given by: 

/32 
= - -  ( 2 0 )  

In our case the values estimated by this filter are described by: [o] [o] 
XD-~ D and ~¢0 = ~} (21) 

D 

As it was already said this filter is specifically useful for est imating the state 
variables assuming that  the target has uniform accelerations. This enables the 
compensation for delays in the system as will be described below. The values 
described by (21) are computed by the Master Processing Unit and are used 
to control the degrees of freedom of the active vision system and the mobile 
robot, as will be described in the next section. 

3.4. S y s t e m  C o n t r o l  

3.3.1. Introduction 
The implementat ion proposed in this work is based on control loops working 
in parallel and based on the visual pursuit process. Since the the neck inertia 
and mobile robot inertia are greater than the vergence mechanism inertia, this 
type of control simulates a control system with different levels - see figure 14. 
The in-most level comprises cameras and the vergence motors of the active 
vision system, responsible for tracking the target in real-time. This sub-system 
controls the cameras '  position to maintain the visual system fixed in the target. 
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Figure 14. Graphic scheme of the principle used for the control of the system. 
Since the mobile robot has more inertial mass than the active vision system, it 
will receive commands to cover the error. Very often the robot does not have 
possibility to eliminate all the errors. In that  case it is the other fastest degree 
of freedom that  tries to do it. If  in the in-most level the object 's  movement can 
not be compensated for then it will be assumed that  the target was lost and 
the pursuit  process will re-start  again. 

At the intermediate level there is the neck sub-system, that  provides the con- 
trol of the orientation of the vision system and compensates for the cameras '  
vergence movements.  At the out-most  level is the mobile robot sub-system 
that  provides the compensation for the orientation of the active vision system 
and also controls the orientation and distance to the target. Conceptually, the 
error between the actual distance and orientation of the target and the system 
is propagated from the out-most  level to the in-most level. This concept is 
graphically described in figure 14. In each level the error is compensated for 
by the sub-system associated to each level. This error must be such tha t  the 
max imum characteristic values of each sub-system are not exceeded. In the 
cases where the error exceeds these max imum values, the difference of error 
tha t  can not be compensated for in tha t  level is passed to the next in-most 
level. This scheme establishes a mechanism to propagate the error through the 
different control systems, giving more priority to the mobile robot, followed by 
the neck and eyes at the end. This gives the effect of compensation for the tar- 
get movements,  simulating its pursuit. The control scheme used is illustrated 
by the global block diagram in figure 15. If in the in-most level the object 's  
movement  can not be compensated for then it will be assumed that  the target 
was lost and the pursuit process will re-start  again. Tha t  is equivalent to the 
transit ion between the Pursuit and Rest state described in figure 3. 

3.4.2. Timing Considerations 

The pursuit  control loop consists basically of three stages: image acquisition, 
error est imation (the orientation and distance) and error correction. These 
steps are realized by the Slave and Master Processing Units at cycles syn- 
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Figure 15. Global control scheme for vergence control and object 's position 
calculation (top) and mobile and neck control (bottom). 
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chronized by a general clock in the system. In the experimental site used to 
develop the system the clock has a 200msec cycle and the system's parame- 
ters are adjusted for that cycle. During this cycle the system performs different 
computations, depending on the state of the system. The different states of the 
system are illustrated by figure 3. The images generated by each camera are 
acquired and analyzed by the Slave Processing Units. These units analyze the 
images and give the position of the target in each image. That position gives 
the necessary information to compute the system state D and 0n- This state is 
passed to the (a-/~-V) tracker. The information provided by the Slave Units is 
delayed by one cycle of 200msec. To avoid the lateral effects of this delay we 
use the prediction capabilities of the (a-/3-'7) filter to estimate a value for the 
system state. The Master Processing Unit repeatedly performs the control al- 
gorithm by using the error between the predicted system state and the desired 
system state. This error is passed to the different sub-systems according to 
the illustration in figure 15. This error is passed to the different PID discrete 
time algorithms implemented in each subsystem. The results will be changes 
in the positions of the step motors associated with the vision system and the 
commands for the mobile robot to maintain the desired system state D and 0n. 
As described previously the movements executed by the mobile platform are 
based on two motors associated with each of the driving wheels (rear axle) and 
are essential to make the compensation for the error in the distance D. The 
movements permitted with this type of configuration are represented in figure 
6 and can be divided into three groups: translational (no angular velocity), 
rotations around the center of the driving axle represented in figure 6 by RC 
(no linear velocity) and compositions of both movements. The values of the 
velocities are dependent on the type of movement and the duration time. In 
our experiments the period of time is a multiple integer of the system cycle 
(200msec). 

4.  T h e  " F i x e d  W a t c h r o b o t "  

The second surveillance system is made up of a binocular active system. If 
one intruder approaches a critical area the active system starts its tracking. 
For that  purpose several visual routines were implemented [26, 27]. By us- 
ing optical flow the system is able to track binocularly non-rigid objects in 
real-time. Simultaneously motion segmentation is performed, which enables 
the extraction of high quality target images (since they are foveated images). 
The 3D trajectory of the target is also recovered by using the proprioceptive 
data. This system does not require fixed lighting conditions since it adjusts 
its aperture and focus to the current lighting level. Next we will describe the 
implementation of non-rigid motion tracking and segmentation. 

4.1 .  V i s u a l  R o u t i n e s  

4.1.1. Fixation 

The fixation process is realized using gross fixation solutions, defined as 
saccades, followed by fine adjustments in both eyes in order to achieve vergence. 
Depending on the information available, the fixation process performs different 
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Figure 16. Performance of the fixation process as function of the target velocity. 

tasks. If  the target  is detected in both retinas, a neck (pan and tilt) and eyes 
saccadic movement  is started to gaze the head into the target. However, if the 
moving target  is only detected in one of the retinas, a two-stage fixation process 
is used (see [26]). The saccades are planned so that  the head is at the best s tate 
for the next action. Neck and eyes are moved in order to achieve symmetric  
vergence. The detection of motion is performed computing the image motion 
flow. In order to be able to detect the moving target  during the search target  
procedure, the image motion induced by the eye egomotion must be subtracted 
from the overall image motion flow. The center of mass of the moving target  is 
computed and its pixel coordinates converted into rotation angles that  the neck 
or the eye must rotate to foveate on the origin of motion. Due to the latency 
of the saccade movement  (200ms for neck-saccade and lOOms for eye-saccade) 
an c~ - ~ filter is used to predict the image position of the target  assuming that  
the target  is moving with constant velocity. 

Saccade motion is performed by means of position control of all degrees of 
freedom involved. During the saccade period, and since the camera is moving 
at high velocity no visual feedback information is processed. In order to achieve 
perfect gaze of both  eyes in the moving target, and since the center of mass is 
probably  not the same in both retinas for non rigid objects, after the saccade a 
fine fixation adjustment is performed. A grey level cross-correlation tracker is 
used to achieve perfect fixation of both  eyes. The performance of the proposed 
fixation process as function of the target velocity is presented on figure 16. For 
a target  moving at a cyclopean depth of 5 meters, this fixation process performs 
well for a max imum target  velocity of around 2meters~see. 

4.1.2. Smooth Pursuit Using Optical Flow 
During this process, the motion of the head must satisfy two basic require- 

ments: 

1. stabilize the images of the target  on both retinas; 

2. mainta in  fixation on the target.  

A prerequisite to use pursuit planning is tha t  the target  is not far from the 
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Figure 17. The MDOF High Level Gaze Controller 

fixation point of the head (the images of the target on the retinas must not be 
far from the center of the foveal window). Otherwise, a saccade must be started 
prior to the smooth-pursuit process. This means that  saccades have higher 
priority than pursuit. After fixating on the target the pursuit process is started 
by computing the optical flow. During the pursuit process velocity control of 
the degrees of freedom is used instead of position control as in the case of the 
saccade. Assuming that the moving object is inside the fovea after a saccade, 
the smooth pursuit process starts a Kalman filter estimator (using a constant 
acceleration model), which takes the estimated image motion velocity of the 
target as an input. Using this approach, the smooth pursuit controller generates 
a new prediction of the current image target velocity, and this information is 
sent to the motion servo controller every 10ms (see fig. 17). The smooth-pursuit 
controller assumes that  the moving target is always located on the horopter and 
the cyclopean eye is pointing straight to the target. With this assumption, the 
motion induced on the retina by the moving target is almost the same on both 
eyes (see fig. 18). Two Kalman filters were used to filter the estimated image 
motion velocities and the velocity used to control the neck pan and tilt joints 
was considered as the average value of both velocities (cyclopean eye velocity). 
Maintaining the target on the horopter is accomplished by the vergence process. 
To maintain tracking, the desired velocity of each of the neck joints should be 
Vdes = V + Kp - Ai where K v is a gain matrix and Ai is the position error of 
the tracking point. The primary function of the first term is to stabilize the 
images of the target on the retinas. The second term is used to enforce the 
positional constraint for dynamic fixation. 

4.1.3. Vergence Control 
To fixate and verge on a target means to keep the images of the target on 
the image center (center of the fovea), that  is, the positions of the target on 
the image plane must be I/~Pi = (0, 0). If the image positions of the target 
on both eyes are known, the 3D position of the target can be recovered using 
the inverse kinematics of the head. Considering the constraint that  both eyes 
must have equal vergence angles, and the positions of the target on the image 
plane must be t/rPi = (0, 0), the neck and eyes joints rotation angles can be 
computed based on l/rPi =l / ,  Tb. Pb, where P5 represents the target position 
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in the head base coordinate system, and tl~'Tb represents the transformation 
matrix between the head base coordinate system and each one of the retina 
coordinate systems. Consider the existence of a point Pc with coordinates 
(Xc, Yc, Zc) in the cyclopean eye coordinate system, moving with velocity Vc = 
-f~c x P c - t c ,  being ~4 = [~~1, ~2 ,  ~3] T the angular velocity and tc = [G, ty, tz] T 
the translational velocity. 

After some mathematical manipulation, and considering that the target 
is verged with equal vergence angles (0 = 01 = Or), which means that its 
coordinates are Pc = [0, 0, Zc] and its image projection are [0, 0]Wr, the retinal 
image motion flow disparity is given by 

[  ., in20 ] 
= zo (22) 

A,, = Avy 0.0 

being f the focal length of both lenses. 
For this particular geometry, the horizontal retinal motion disparity allows 

the computation of time-to-contact 

Zc f sin 20 
tz  A v x  

(23) 

Assuming that the target is verged with equal vergence angles on both 
B tan 0, results for the horizontal retinal motion disparity retinas, Zc = -2- 

Avx = 4 tz /cos  2 0, (24) 
B 

that allows the computation of the Z component of the translational velocity 
perform by the target, tz. 

Foveal Field 
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Figure 18. Fixation geometry for vergence and smooth-pursuit 
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Figure 19. Motion flow and retinal disparity, left) targets moving along the horopter. 
right) targets moving outside the horopter. 

Differentiating Zc with respect to time, results 

OZc B O0 

Ot 2 cos 2 0 0 t "  
( 2 5 )  

and replacing - ~ t  in equat ion 25 results 

Considering tha t  

0t~ Av~ 
- - -  ( 2 7 )  

Ot 2 f 

t ha t  represents the angular  velocity of the vergence joints to main ta in  vergence 
on the moving target.  For this part icular  geometry  for vergence, only the hor- 
izontal mot ion  flow dispari ty is required to control the  joints vergence velocity 
of  bo th  retinas. 

Figures 19 show the filtered mot ion  vector on bo th  retinas and the retinal 
disparity, respectively for the case of a target  moving along and outside the 
horopter  1 . 

The  solution adopted  to control the vergence of the M D O F  robot  head is 
based on two procedures running at different frequencies. The  main  process is 
optical  flow based and the target  mot ion  detected between bo th  retinas (retinal 
dispari ty)  is used to control the eyes vergence. 

Since this process only guarantees tha t  the target  center of  mass is located 
in the  center of the fovea, we use a grey level cross correlation to adjust  ver- 
gence and adjust  the target  depth,  at a sample rate 10 times smaller (every 
10th frame). The  target  depth is used to control the auto-focusing of  bo th  
eyes, taking advantage  of the pre~calibration of the focusing depth.  Figure 20 
shows the target  depth obtained by t r iangulat ion using the proposed binocular  
vergence process. 

z On both figures, full line and dashed line correspond respectively to left and right retina 
motion, and dotted line represents the retinal disparity 

OZc BAv~  
Ot = t~ - 4 f  cos 2 0 (26) 
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Figure 20. 3D target motion obtained with the proposed vergenee and smooth-pursuit 
process. The right plots represent the top-view of the volume p|ot~ showing the depth move- 
ment of the target. 

4.2.  Target  M o t i o n  o n  t h e  R e t i n a s  

Unlike the motion of the target  in 3D space, which is independent of the head 
joint motions, the target  motions on the retinas are related to the motion of 
the head joints. Taking into account tha t  the target  motions on the retinas 
caused by the joint motion are generally faster than tha t  caused by the target 
motion in space, we can not ignore the effects of joint motions on the target 
motions on the retinas. We considered the analysis of motion described by 
the two-component  model proposed in [24]. Two different motions must be 
considered to exist in the scene: one caused by the motion being undertaken 
by the head and the second one coming from the object. Since the first one is 
known (through inverse kinematics of the head), we only have to compute  the 
lat ter  which we do by using the method described in [24]. 

To compute  the optical flow we model image formation by means of the 
scaled orthographic projection. Even if we model image formation as a perspec- 
t ive projection this is a reasonable assumption since motion will be computed 
near the origin of the image coordinate system (in a small area around the 
center x and y are close to zero). We can therefore assume that  the optical 
flow vector is approximately  constant throughout all the image, i.e., u = px 
and v = p y .  

The flow is computed on a multiresolution structure. Three different res- 
olutions are used: 16 * 16, 32 • 32, 64 • 64. These are sub-sampled images. The 
optical flow computed this way is used to control the angular velocity of the 
motors. 
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4.3. Background Image Motion Est imation 
The image motion induced by the camera egomotion can be computed using 
the following equations 

v~" A vz. A .x  v~ . f~  Vz" f~ "Y (28) 
V u - -  V v - -  _ _  

Z Z 2 Z Z 2 

where (f~, fy) represents the focal length of the lens in pixels and V = 

[ vx vy v~ represent the velocity of the point P = [ x y z in the 
camera coordinate system due to the egomotion of the head. 

This velocity V results from the combination of several joints rotation (eye, 
tilt, swing and pan) and is defined as: V = V~ye + Vti~t + Vswin~ + Vp~n. 

Representing the velocity induced by each joint by Vr~f = - V r T ~ s  - f ~ A P  
and since each joint only performs rotations ( V T ~  = 0), the velocity induced 
by each joint can be expressed as V~e/= -f~ A P. 

Assuming the following angular velocities for each of the rotation joints 
a ~ o  = [ a ~  a~ 0 ] T ,  at~,t = [ a t  0 0]T,a~w~ng = [ 0  0 a~ ] ~ 

and ~2;an ----- [ 0 gtp 0 ] T the velocities induced by the rotation of each joint 
a r e  

Veye = - ~ a m T ~  " ( -~¢ye A P~e)  (29) 

Vtat = -camTtat " ( -~t~u A Ptilt) (30) 

Vswing = -camTs~,ing " (-~sw~ng A Ps~,~ng) (31) 

Vpa,~ = -camTp~,n " (-f~p~n A Pv,~n) (32) 

where Peye, Ptizt, Pswing and Ppan represents the coordinates of the point P in 
each one of the joints coordinate systems. 

4.4. T h e  Globa l  Gaze  Con t ro l l e r  S t r a t e g y  

The strategy adopted by the gaze controller to combine saccade, smooth 
pursuit and vergence to track moving objects using the MDOF robot head was 
based on a State Transition System. This controller defines five different states 
: Waiting, Fixation, Pursuit, Vergence and #Saccade. Each one of these states 
receives control commands from the previous state, and triggers the next state 
in a closed loop transition system. 

The distances of the target to the center of the foveal windows on the 
retinas are well described by the view direction difference between head fixation 
point and the target in space. Suppose the minimum view angle difference is 
amin to guarantee that  foveal image processing can still yield reliable results. If 

-C~min > 0 then a #saccade motion planning is activated. Otherwise, smooth- 
pursuit is used. During the #saccade motion planning, no visual information is 
processed, and we use the Kalman filter estimator to predict the position and 
velocity of the target after a #saccade. 

4.5. Op t i ca l  Accommodat ion  
In a reM world environment the range of conditions that  a camera may need 
to image under, be it focused distance, spatial detail, lighting conditions or 
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Precision Range Velocity 
Zoom Range~90000 [12.5... 75]mm ,,~ 1.2 * range/s 

Aperture Range~50000 [1.2... 16] ~ 2.2 * range/s 
Focus Range~90000 [1... c~]m ~ 1.2 • range/s 

Table 1. Optical structure characteristics of the MDOF active vision system 

radiometric sensitivity, can often exceed the capabilities of a camera with a 
fixed parameters lens. 

New motorized lenses have been developed to enable this head to accom- 
modate  the optical system in real time (25 images per second), with very good 
precision. These lenses have controllable zoom, focus and iris and they use 
small harmonic drive DC motors with encoder feedback information. With 
such performances (see table 1), the lens is able to make continuous, small op- 
tical adjustments required by many algorithms in near real t ime with excellent 
precision. 

4.6. T h e  M o t o r i z e d  Lens  A p e r t u r e  C o n t r o l  

The aperture control of the motorized lens was designed to work as a back-- 
ground process, running in parallel with the visual behaviors developed. By 
optimum lens aperture we mean the aperture that  enables sharp images ac-- 
quired by the retinas. Several statistical measures have been made with gray 
level images such has mean, variance and median. Simultaneously we measure; 
the focus parameter in order to confirm the correct behavior with the aperture 
control. 

The behavior of these statistical measures were obtained using several 
lens aperture and focus positions, and we observed that  the grey level image 
variance was the best parameter to be used for the aperture control (see [27]). 
Maximum grey level variance occurs simultaneously with the maximum of the 
focus parameter,  and in fact sharp images were obtained for tha t  situation. 
This behavior was shown to be independent of the focus and aperture of the 
lens. After selecting the grey level variance as the aperture control parameter, 
we developed a background process that  always t ry  to achieve the best aperture 
position using an hill climbing grey level variance maximum search. 

4.7. A u t o - F o c u s i n g  M e c h a n i s m  

The auto-focusing mechanism is mainly based on a previous calibration of the 
focused target depth D. During the smooth-pursuit process both eyes are 
verged on the moving target, Taking advantage of the precise information 
provided as feedback by all MDOF robot head degrees of freedom, a rough 
estimate of the target depth related to the robot head can be obtained through 
triangulation of fixated foveated images. 

Taking the lens-target depth and the zoom motor setting (that was con- 
sidered fixed during the smooth-pursuit process), the focus motor position can 
be computed using the bivariate polynomial that modeled the relationship be- 
tween the focus and zoom motors settings and the target depth D. Figure 21 
presents the behavior of the computed target depth and focus motor setting 
during a smooth-pursuit process. 
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Figure 21. Target Depth and auto-focusing focus motor setting 
pursuit process. 

5. C o n c l u s i o n s  

during a 5sec smooth- 

This article describes two autonomous surveillance systems that can be used 
in complementary ways. Both systems behave as "watchrobots'. One of them 
involves the integration of an active vision system in a mobile platform. For that 
purpose a control scheme for real-time pursuit of objects moving in front of the 
vehicle was developed. The pursuit process controls the system to maintain the 
initial orientation and distance to the object. The control is based on multiple 
independent processes, controlling different degrees of freedom of the vision 
system and the mobile robot's position and orientation. The system is able 
to operate at approximately human walking rates. The system has limitations 
and some of them were established as assumptions. 

The second system can track non-rigid objects in real-time by using differ- 
ential flow. Since no shape information is used to track the objects, non-rigidity 
is not a problem. Also the system can cope with occlusion. The degree of oc- 
clusion tolerance depends upon the distance at which the target is located. The 
closer to the system, the higher the degree of occlusion that can be handled. 
Since the target is always foveated and focused by the active vision system, 
good quality images can be extracted for further processing. The 3D trajecto- 
ries are reconstructed easily by using the proprioceptive data. 
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Abst rac t :  The article describes a set of sensors relevant for mobile robot 
navigation. The article describes their sensing principles and includes exam- 
ples of robust navigation systems for outdoor/indoor autonomous vehicles, 
applying different low-cost sensors, exploring high integrity and multiple 
sensorial modalities. There are many applications, from different sectors 
that could profit from this type of technology: autonomous mobile platforms 
for materials handling in industry, warehouses, hospitals, etc.; forestry cut- 
ting and undergrowth management equipment; autonomous fire-fighting 
machines; mining machinery; advanced electrical wheel chairs; autonomous 
cleaning machines; security and surveillance robots. Advanced sensor sys- 
tems which are now emerging in different activities from the health care 
services to the transportation sector and domestic services, will significantly 
increase the capabilities of autonomous vehicles and will enlarge their ap- 
plication potential. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  N a v i g a t i o n  S y s t e m s  

The level of automation and complexity of modern society is making ever- 
more demands on the technology. Automation is slowly, but surely, getting 
to the market place. This includes use of mobile platform for many different 
purposes like materials handling in industry, floor cleaning, semi-autonomous 
wheel chairs, semi-automatic de-mining, mining trucks, semi-autonomous cars, 
etc. As these tasks are being automated, a corresponding set of sensor sys- 
tems is being developed to enable (semi-) autonomous operation. Navigation, 
in particular, plays an important  role in a great variety of tasks, by allowing 
autonomous operation to go beyond fixed and structured environments. 

Navigation 1 may be defined as the process of directing the movements of 
a vehicle from one point to another. A remarkable variety of physical principles 
has been utilised in navigational equipment. Some depend on receipt of infor- 
mation from somewhere outside the vehicle itself, either on or the earth or in 
the sky. They are therefore subject to error or in-operativeness, when such in- 
formation is erroneous or is lacking, whether from natural or artificial induced 
sources [1]. Others are based on internal sensing that is dead-reckoning 2, 
and do not depend on external references, overcoming some of their associated 

1The word is derived ultimately from the Latin naris, ship, and agere, to move or direct. 
2The origin of the term is "deduced reckoning" from sailing days. 
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problems, but having others, such as drift. These last systems provide relative 
position measurements and not absolute positioning. The present location of 
a vehicle is determined by advancing some previous position through known 
course and velocity information over a given length of time [2]. 

Traditional dead-reckoning is not truly self-contained, relying on water 
speed sensors or wheel encoders that interact with the vehicles environment;. 
Land vehicle dead-reckoning is usually associated with odometry, where en- 
coders are used to measure wheel rotation and steering orientation. What in 
principle might seem a simple and elegant solution, turns out to be prone to 
errors, the most common source being wheel-slippage and different or irreg- 
ular floors. Inertial navigation systems depend on measurements carried out 
entirely within the vehicle, in accordance with the Newtonian laws of motion 
and gravitation. Therefore, by relying only on inertial sensor measurements, 
inertial systems are not affected by the vehicles environment, making them 
non-jammable and self-contained. 

If outdoor mobile robots are to be flexible, they have to navigate in un- 
structured environments, in which some navigation systems are inoperative or 
have their performance degraded, but where the self-contained inertial naviga- 
tion system maintains its performance. 

For outdoor vehicles the satellite based Global Positioning System (GPS) 
is available. The inertial system can provide short-term accurate relative posi- 
tioning and GPS gives absolute positioning, bounding the error. The deduced 
reckoning of the inertial system is therefore combined with external reference 
absolute positioning provided by the GPS. 

Range sensors have been also used for mobile robot navigation, and a wide 
set of applications could be found on [3] and [2]. Their information is very im- 
portant for collision avoidance, path finding and navigation. Section 6 presents 
the most common range sensors used on mobile robotics, namely optical range 
sensors and ultrasonic sensors. 

2. I n e r t i a l  N a v i g a t i o n  a n d  I n e r t i a l  S e n s o r s  

The principle of generalised relativity of Einstein states that only the specific 
force on one point and the angular instantaneous velocity, but no other quantity 
concerning motion and orientation with respect to the rest of the universe, 
can be measured from physical experiments inside an isolated closed system. 
Therefore from inertial measurements one can only determine an estimate for 
linear accelerations and angular velocities. Linear velocity and position, and 
angular position, can be obtained by integration [4]. 

Inertial navigation systems implement this process of obtaining velocity 
and position information from inertial sensor measurements. The basic prin- 
ciple employed in inertial navigation is therefore deduced reckoning. A set of 
three accelerometers are used to measure acceleration along three orthogonal 
axes, and their outputs are integrated twice to determine position. To compen- 
sate body rotation, three gyroscopes are used to measure rotation rates about 
three orthogonal axis. In gimballed systems the accelerometers are kept on a 
gyro-stabilised platform with a high-speed rotor keeping the spatial orientation 
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constant. In strap-down systems all sensors are rigidly fixed to the vehicle and 
the gyro data is used to transform the accelerometer data to navigation frame 
of reference. This can be seen as computationally stabilised accelerometer 
platforms, as opposed to the physically stabilised platforms used in gimballed 
systems. 

Early versions of INS (Inertial Navigation Systems) were used by the 
Peenumfide group in Germany, in World War II, to guide the V2 rocket. This 
was one of the first examples of inertial guidance, relying on a gyro assem- 
bly to control the missile's at t i tude and an integrating accelerometer to sense 
accelerations along the thrust  axis. 

INS have since become widespread used in avionics and naval applications. 
High-grade INS were usually gimballed systems, relying on expensive mechan- 
ical components and require high-grade sensors to overcome the severe drift 
problems due to the double integration of acceleration measurements to de- 
termine position. Although the cost of gimballed systems has lowered due to 
technological developments, it is still rather high for robotic applications. 

With new sensor development and more computation power, strap-down 
systems are becoming more accurate and suitable for high-end applications. 
They provide high performance and reliability at a lower cost, consume less 
power and are more compact and lightweight [5]. 

Recent development in accelerometer and gyroscope technology has lead 
to some new low-cost sensors, as described in the following section. Strap-down 
systems based on these low-cost inertial sensors offer performance suitable for 
mobile robotic applications. The inertial system can be used to provide short- 
term accurate relative positioning, which combined with some other external 
reference absolute positioning system, to limit the INS absolute position drift 
error, will provide a suitable navigation system. Complete INS systems have 
to consider several factors such as the earth's rotation, and compensate for it 
in the calculations. But for mobile robotic applications, not travelling long 
distances along the earth's surface, some simplifications can be made [4]. 

Gyroscopes and accelerometers are known as inertial sensors since they 
exploit the property of inertia, i.e. resistance to a change in momentum, to 
sense angular motion in the case of the gyro, and changes in linear motion in 
the case of the accelerometer. Inclinometers (also known as clinometers, tilt 
sensors or level sensors) are also inertial sensors. They measure the orientation 
of the gravity vector, or to be more exact, the resultant acceleration vector 
acting upon the sensor. In the following sections we will describe a few of these 
currently available low-cost sensors. 

2.1. A c c e l e r o m e t e r s  

A basic accelerometer may be conceived as a basic mass-spring system as shown 
in figure 1. A proof mass is suspended by an elastic spring (i.e. obeying Hooke's 
law), the damper is included to control ringing. Upon acceleration of the base 
frame, the spring must supply a force to make the proof mass keep up, and 
spring deflection is taken as measure of acceleration. The device is thus a 
force-measuring instruments which solves the equation 
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F -- m~2 

where m is the mass and a acceleration of the sensor, including gravity. 

(:) 

Figure 1. Basic accelerometer. 

This damped mass-spring system with applied force constitutes a classical 
second order mechanical system and the the system's response will depend 
on the amount of damping. If under-damped, overshoot and oscillation will 
occur. The system will have the shortest rise time without overshoot when it is 
critically damped. When the system is over-damped, there will be no overshoot 
but the rise time will be slow [6]. 

Practical accelerometers vary in design and technology, but all are based 
in the equation F = m a  in some way. They can be electromagnetic, vi- 
brating string, gyro-pendulum, optical, piezoresistive, piezoelectric, capacitive, 
amongst others. See [7] and [8] for an overview of some of the older accelerom- 
eter technologies. 

2.1.1. Silicon Accelerome~ers 

In recent years micro-machined accelerometers have become widely available, 
largely due to the ability to produce them at low cost. The needs of the automo- 
tive industry, namely for airbag deployment systems, encouraged silicon sensor 
development, enabling the batch-fabrication of the integrated accelerometer 
sensors. The current commercially available silicon accelerometers incorporate 
amplification, signal conditioning and temperature compensation. There are 
presently three main types of micro-machined low cost accelerometers. These 
are the capacitive, piezoelectric and piezo-resistive types. The piezoelectric 
sensors have no DC response, making them unsuitable for inertial navigation 
systems. In the piezo-resistive sensors the acceleration causes a sensing mass to 
move with respect to a frame, creating stress in a piezo-resistor, which changes 
its resistor value. The capacitive sensors rely on the displacement of capacitive 
plates due to the acceleration, creating a mismatch in the capacitive coupling. 
This change is used to generate a signal proportional to the acceleration applied 
to the sensor. Some recent devices are open loop sensors, others have a force 
balancing feedback loop that keeps the sensing element at its central position, 
gaining improved linearity. These devices are built so as to have a sensing axis 
and reduced off-axis sensitivity. Some are three-axial, incorporating three ac- 
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celerometers in one sensor, simplifying mounting and alignment. These sensors 
present different measurement ranges from -I- 2 g up to q- 500 g. 

Typical applications of such devices in the automotive industry include 
frontal impact airbag systems, suspension control, braking control and crash 
testing. They also find applications in industrial vibration monitoring, trans- 
portation shock monitoring and motion control. This large market will push the 
development of the technology further, and improved performance and lower 
cost sensors are to be expected. 

A silicon accelerometer typically has a silicon spring and a silicon mass. 
In open loop configurations the acceleration is computed by measuring the 
displacement of the mass. Typical errors include: non-linearity of the spring; 
off-axis sensitivity; hysteresis due to the springs or hinges; rotation-induced 
errors (i.e. when body rotation adds rotational acceleration to the linear ac- 
celeration we intend to measure); and accelerometer signal noise. 

For higher precision, force balancing closed loop configurations are imple- 
mented. Forces are applied to the mass to make it track the frame motion 
perfectly, and thus zero-balance the mass. Typical restoring forces used in 
silicon accelerometers include magnetic, piezoelectric and electrostatic. The 
sensor output will be given by the amount of force necessary to zero-balance 
the mass. By zero-balancing the mass, errors due to distortions and spring non- 
linearity are minimised. The input dynamic range and bandwidth is increased. 
Weaker hinges can be used, reducing hysteresis effects, and mechanical fatigue 
is minimised. No damping fluid is required, allowing operation in vacuum, and 
mechanical resonance avoided. Improved precision is thus accomplished. 

In order to sense the proof mass displacement, either to directly give the 
output signal or control the zero-balancing loop, a number of sensing techniques 
is available. These include piezo-resistive, piezoelectric, capacitive and optical. 
The piezoelectric accelerometers rely on the deposition of a piezoelectric layer 
onto the silicon springs. They have a high output at relatively low current, 
but have high impedance and no DC response. Optical silicon accelerometers 
rely on the changing characteristics of an optical cavity, due to mass displace- 
ment. Radiation penetrating the cavity is band-pass dependent of the mass 
displacement. This technology has been used in high-resolution, but rather 
high cost, pressure sensors [9]. Piezo-resistive and capacitive both have DC 
response and relatively low cost, making them suitable for low-grade inertial 
navigation systems. 

Piezo-resistive Accelerometers 
The first silicon accelerometer prototype was built in 1976 [9]. This de- 

vice had a single cantilever structure, was fragile and had to be damped with 
a liquid. Despite its limitations, it represented a significant step from the 
attachment of silicon strain sensors onto metal diaphragms, to having the re- 
sistor diffused onto single-crystal silicon. The basic design structures that have 
evolved for silicon are shown in figure below 2. 

The single cantilever has, in theory, the highest sensitivity, but has more 
off-axis errors and is rather fragile. The double cantilever provides good off-axis 
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Figure 2. Design structures for the piezo-resistive accelerometer and cross- 
section of double cantilever sensor (adapted from [10]). 

cancellation and is more robust. The folded springs of the top-hat configuration 
allow for large displacements in a smaller area, thus reducing the cost of the 
s e n s o r .  

Capacitive Accelerometers 
In capacitive accelerometers, proof mass displacement alters the geometry 

of capacitive sensing elements. 
One design of capacitive silicon accelerometers uses a main beam that 

constitutes the proof mass, with springs at each end. The beam has multiple 
centre plates at right angles to the main beam that interleave with fixed plates 
attached to the frame on each side, forming a comb-like symmetric structure. 
This design allows sensing of positive and negative acceleration along the axis 
of the main beam in the sensor plane. 
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Figure 3. Capacitive comb finger array accelerometer working principle 
(adapted from [11]). 

Each of the centre plates fits between two adjacent fixed plates, forming a 
capacitive divider, as shown in figure 3. The two fixed plates are driven with an 
equal amplitude but opposite polarity square wave signals, typically 1 MHz.  

With no acceleration, the two capacitances are approximately equal and 
the centre plate will be at approximately zero volts. Any applied acceleration 
causes a mismatch in plate separation which results in greater capacitive cou- 
pling from the nearest fixed plate; a voltage output can thus be detected on 
the centre plate. The acceleration signal is contained in the phase relative to 
the driving signal, thus a synchronous demodulator technique is actually used 
to extract the relatively low frequency acceleration signal. 

The resulting acceleration signal is used in a feedback loop to force balance 
the sensor, impeding the deflection and servoing the sensor back to its 0 g 
position. The balancing force is obtained electrostatically, caused by driving 
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the centre plates to a voltage proportional to the acceleration signal. The force- 
balancing servo loop response has to be fast enough and flat enough to track 
fast level changes, keeping the sensor nearly motionless, and minimising the 
errors. 

2.2. I n c l i n o m e t e r s  

Though not strictly accelerometers, inclinometers or clinometers, measure the 
orientation of the resultant acceleration vector acting upon the vehicle. If the 
vehicle is at rest, this means its orientation with respect to level ground. 

s e n s _ o r ~  differential 

,_e_ _ to sensor tilt 

Figure 4. AccuStar inclinometer block diagram. 

The concept of the sensor is based on a dielectric fluid, with an air bub- 
ble, inside a capacitive sensor. When the sensor is tilted the bubble, moving 
under the force of gravity, changes the capacitance of the sensor elements. The 
resulting differential generates an output  signal which reflects the relative tilt 
in the sensing axis as shown in figure 4. Due to the fluids inertia and settling 
time, and sometimes the measurement method, inclinometers tend to have a 
delayed response. 

The concept of the sensor is based on a dielectric fluid with an air bubble 
inside a dome shaped capacitive sensor. The sensing dome is divided into four 
quadrants. When the sensor is tilted, the bubble, moving under the force of 
gravity, changes the capacitance of the sensor elements in each quadrant. The 
resulting differential generates an output signal which reflects the relative tilt 
of the device in either x- or y-axis. 

Other designs, still using the principle of the spirit level, measure resistance 
to obtain the tilt. These sensors have a suitably curved tube, with an electri- 
cally conducting liquid and gas bubble inside, and three electrodes. When the 
sensor is tilted the bubble's position relative to the electrodes changes, causing 
a difference in the electrical resistance between electrodes proportional to the 
tilt. 

When using inclinometers care should be taken, when accelerations other 
than gravity are present, since the tilt will be measured relative to the resultant 
vector. If the sensor is tilted by an angle c~ to the horizontal and is subject to 
an acceleration a in a direction normal to the sensor's measuring axis in the 
horizontal plane, the tilt sensor will not measure a. The measured angle will 
be 

(2) 
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where g is the modulus of the gravity vector [12]. 

2.3. Gyroscopes  

The mechanical gyroscope 3, a well known and reliable but expensive rotation 
sensor, based on the inertial properties of a rapidly spinning rotor, has been 
around since the early 1800s. The spinning rotor or flywheel type of gyroscope 
uses the fundamental characteristic of the angular momentum of the rotor to 
resist changing its direction to either provide a spatial reference or to measure 
the rate of angular rotation [5]. Many different designs have been built, and 
different methods used to suspend the spinning wheel. See [7] for some examples 
of such devices. 

Optical gyroscopes measure angular rate of rotation by sensing the result-- 
ing difference in the transit times for laser light waves travelling around a closed 
path in opposite directions - see figure 5. This time difference is proportional[ 
to the input rotation rate, and the effect is known as the 'Sagnac effect', after' 
the French physicist G. Sagnac. Sagnac, in fact, demonstrated that rotation 
rate could be sensed optically with the Sagnac interferometer as long ago as 
1913 [5]. 

op~cal. Iiber loops 

I s ~  I ~ ! ~ : " f i  " -  

Figure 5. Simplified diagram of optical fibre gyroscope (adapted from [13]). 

The communications industry has made opticM fibres increasingly avail- 
able, enabling the construction of low-cost fibre optic gyroscopes. These de- 
vices, named FOG or OFG for short, use multiple loops of optical fibre to 
construct the closed loop path, and semiconductor laser diodes for the light 
source. A simplified diagram is shown in figure 5. The beam splitter divides 
the laser beam into two coherent components. The difference of travelling time 
between the two beams, caused by the difference in optical path lengths, is 
detected as the interference between the two beams by an optical detector. 
Several manufactures have produced relatively inexpensive optical fiber gyros 
for car navigation systems. 

But even lower cost, and becoming increasingly compact are the vibrating 
structure gyroscopes. These use the Coriolis effect whereby an object with 
linear motion in a rotating frame of reference, relative to inertial space, will 
experience a so called Coriolis acceleration given by 

3from the Greek word gyros meaning rotation and skopein meaning view. 
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g~o,iotis = 2~ x ~' (3) 

where ~ is the angular velocity of the rotating frame and the object's velocity 
~7 is given in the rotating frame of reference. Imagine a ball rolling across 
a rotating table. An outside observer would see it moving along a straight 
line. But an observer on the table would see the ball following a non-linear 
trajectory, as if a mysterious force was driving it. This apparent force is called 
the Coriolis force. You can see from equation 3 that the Coriolis force will be 
perpendicular to both the rotation axis and the objects linear motion. 

2.3.1. Vibrating Structure Gyroscopes 
The basic principle of Vibrating Structure Gyroscopes (VSG), is to have radial 
linear motion and measure the Coriolis effect. If a sensing element is made to 
vibrate in a certain direction, say along the x-axis, rotating the sensor around 
the z-axis will produce vibration in the y direction with the same frequency. 
The amplitude of this vibration is determined by the rotation rate. The ge- 
ometry used takes into account, amongst other factors, the cancelling out of 
unwanted accelerations. 

The common house fly, in fact, uses a miniature vibrating structure gyro to 
control its flight. A pair of small stalks with a swelling at their ends constitute 
radially oscillating masses that will be subject to Coriolis forces when yaw 
is experienced. These forces will generate muscular signals that assist the 
acrobatic fly [3]. 

The Vibrating Prism Gyroscope 
A piezoelectric vibrating prism sensor can be used for sensing angular 

velocity. The device' s output is a voltage proportional to the angular velocity. 
The principle of the sensor is outlined in figure 6. Inside the device there is 
an equilateral triangle prism made from elinvar, elastic invariable metal, which 
is fixed at two points. Three piezoelectric ceramic elements are attached to 
the faces of prism, one on each side. The prism is forced to vibrate by two of 
the piezoelectric elements, whilst the other is used for feedback to the drive 
oscillator. These two elements are also used for detection. When there is no 
rotation they detect equally large signals. When the prism is turned, Coriolis 
forces will affect the prism vibration and the sensing piezoelectric elements will 
receive different signals. The difference between the signals is processed by 
the internal analogue circuits to provide an output voltage proportional to the 
angular velocity [14]. 

The Tuning Fork Gyroscope 
A micro-miniature double-ended piezoelectric quartz tuning fork element 

can be used to sense angular velocity. The sensor element and supporting struc- 
ture are fabricated chemically from a single wafer of mono-crystalline piezoelec- 
tric quartz. 

The drive tines, being the active portion of the sensor, are driven by a 
high frequency oscillator circuit at a precise amplitude, producing the radial 
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Figure 6. Piezoelectric vibrating prism gyroscope (adapted from [14]). 

oscillation of the tines along the sensor plane, as shown in figure 7. A rotational[ 
motion about the sensor's longitudinal axis produces a DC voltage proportional[ 
to the rate of rotation due to the Coriolis forces acting on the sensing tines. 
Each tine will have a Coriolis force acting on it of: 

F = 2 m w i  x Vr (4) 

where m is the tine mass, V~ the instantaneous radial velocity and ~vi the input 
angular rate. This force is perpendicular to both the input angular rate and 
the instantaneous radial velocity. 

~in~t 

anchor I' ~ ~I I ~ I tei~m,nce 

osdllalor 

to ang~ar rate 

Figure 7. Example of tuning fork gyroscope (adapted from [15]). 

The two drive tines move in opposite directions, and the resultant forces are 
perpendicular to the plane of the fork assembly, and also in opposite directions. 
This produces a torque which is proportional to the input rotational rate. Since 
the radial velocity is sinusoidal, the torque produced is also sinusoidal at the 
same frequency of the drive tines, and in-phase with the radial velocity of the 
tine. 

The pickup tines respond to the oscillating torque by moving in and out 
of plane, producing a signal at the pickup amplifier. The sensed pickup signal 
is then synchronously demodulated to produce the output signal proportional 
to the angular velocity along the sensor input axis. 
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3. F l u x g a t e  C o m p a s s  

One good source for absolute heading of outdoor mobile robots is the earth's 
magnetic field. The magnetic compass has long been used in navigation. Me- 
chanical magnetic compasses have evolved from the simple magnetised needle 
floating in water, to the more sophisticated and time proven systems in use 
today. Much more practical and suitable for mobile outdoor robots are the 
fluxgate compasses. These saturable-core magnetometers use a gating action 
on AC-driven excitation coils to induce a time varying permeability in the sen- 
sor core, hence the name fluxgate. Highly permeable materials present a lower 
magnetic resistance path and will draw in the lines of flux of an external uni- 
form magnetic field. If the material is forced into saturation by an additional 
magnetising force, the material will no longer affect the lines of flux of the 
external field. The fluxgate sensor uses this saturation phenomenon by driving 
the core element into and out of saturation, producing a time varying magnetic 
flux density that will induce e.m.f, changes in properly oriented sensing coils. 
These variations will provide a measurement of the external DC magnetic field. 
See [2] for a more detailed description. 

One example of such a device is the C100 model from KVH Industries, 
Inc. This fluxgate sensor uses a saturable ring core element, free floating in an 
inert fluid within a cylindrical lexan housing. The lexan housing is surrounded 
by windings which electrically drive the coil into and out of saturation. Pulses, 
whose amplitude is proportional to the sensed horizontal component of the 
earth's magnetic field, are detected by two secondary windings. The secondary 
windings are at right angles, as can be seen in figure 8, thereby providing data 
on the x and y horizontal components of the earth's magnetic field. 

:J 

a) b) 

Figure 8. a) Flux-gate sensor element (adapted from [16]); b) KVH-C100 
Compass engine (photo adapted from [17]) 

These signals are then converted to a DC level, digitised and sent to a 
microprocessor that calculates the azimuth angle as 

= tan- 1 v__f~ (5) 
Vy 

The microprocessor also performs compensations based on previous cal- 
ibrations that substantially increase the sensor's accuracy. Several output 
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modes are available, including a serial RS-232 port to provide heading infor- 
mation and also perform compass configuration. 

4. G l o b a l  P o s i t i o n i n g  S y s t e m  - G P S  
4.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

One of the most relevant external sensors, for outdoor applications, is the 
Global Positioning System (GPS). Navigation employing GPS and inertial sen- 
sors in a synergistic relationship and the integration of these two types of sen- 
sors not only overcomes performance issues found in each individual sensor, 
but could produce a system whose performance exceeds that of the individual 
the sensors. 

The inertial systems accuracy degrades with time, but GPS provides 
bounded accuracy. GPS and INS complement each other, and their infor- 
mation can be combined to provide an overall better system. The GPS enables 
calibration and correction of the INS drift errors by means of a Kalman filter. 
The INS can smooth out the step changes in the GPS position output, which 
can occur when switching to another satellite or due to other errors. 

4.2. Overview of  the  GPS sys tem 

The GPS system was designed for, and is operated by, the U. S. military system. 
Its scope for military missions has been far outgrown with civilian applications, 
both commercial and scientific. The U. S. Department of Defence funds and 
controls the system, and civilian users world-wide can use the system free of 
charge and restrictions. However the accuracy is intentionally degraded for the 
non-military applications. The satellite-based systems can provide service to an 
unlimited number of users since the user receivers operate passively (i.e. receive 
only). The system provides continuous, high accuracy positioning anywhere 
on the surface of the planet and near space region, 24 hours a day, under 
all weather conditions. GPS also provides a form of co-ordinated universal 
time. The users receivers are small and lightweight, making hand-held global 
positioning systems a reality. See [18] for a brief history and description of the 
system or [19] for a more detailed description and underlying principles. 

The GPS system is composed of three segments. The space segment con- 
sists of the GPS operational constellation of satellites. The constellation con- 
sists of 24 earth satellites, including 3 active spares, in 12 hour orbits. They are 
arranged in six orbital planes, separated by 600 in longitude, and inclined at 
about 550 to the equatorial plane. The satellites' nearly circular orbit, with an 
altitude of around 20 000 km, is such that they repeat exactly twice per sideral 
day. This implies that they repeat their ground track 4 minutes later each day. 
This constellation provides the user with between 5 and 8 satellites visible from 
any point on earth. GPS operation requires a clear line of sight, and since the 
signals cannot penetrate water, soil, or walls very well, satellite visibility can be 
affected by those types of obstacles. The control segment consists of a world- 
wide system of tracking stations. A Master Control Station tracks the position 
of all satellites and maintains the overall system time standard. The other 
monitor stations measure signals from the satellites, allowing the Master Sta- 
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tion to compute the satellites exact orbital parameters (ephemeris) and clock 
corrections, and upload them to the satellites, at least once a day. The satellite 
then sends subsets of this information to the user receivers. Satellites have 
redundant clocks, allowing them to maintain synchronous GPS system time. 
The user segment consists of the GPS receivers. They convert the satellite 
signals into position, velocity, and time estimates. 

Position measurement is based on the principle of range triangulation. 
The receiver needs to know the range to the satellites and the positions of 
these satellites. The satellites positions can be determined by the ephemeris 
data broadcast from each satellite. 

BoD ,/ 
13o  

Figure 9. GPS basic idea. 

The ranges are determined by measuring the signal propagation time from 
each satellite to the receiver. The receiver needs a local clock synchronised with 
the GPS system time. The atomic clock used in the satellites are impractical 
for the user receivers, and cheap crystal oscillators are used instead. These 
introduce a user clock bias that  effectively adds a fourth unknown in the trian- 
gulation. The computed range to each satellite will be equally affected by the 
same clock bias dependent variable. These erroneous ranges are called pseudo- 
ranges. To determine position in three dimensions, four equations are needed to 
determine the four unknowns. For each satellite the following equation holds: 

p s e u d o r a n g e s a t ,  = ~ / ( x  - Xsa t , )  2 + ( y  -- Ynat,)  2 -1- (Z -- Z~at,)  2 + c a t  (6) 

where receiver and satellite positions are expressed in Cartesian geocentric co- 
ordinates, c is a constant, and At is the user clock bias, which it the same for 
every satellite, since the satellite clocks are synchronous [20]. Four satellites will 
be needed, and the three dimensional position will be given by the simultaneous 
solution(s) of the four equations. This is done in practice with a standard 
Newton-Raphson method for solving simultaneous non-linear equations. When 
more satellites are used, or some prior knowledge is available, a least squares 
technique is used. When Mtitude is known, navigation in two dimensions can 
be done with only three satellites. 

All satellites broadcast two microwave carrier signals, L1 (1575.42 M H z )  
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and L2 (1227.60 MHz), as well as UHF intra-satellite communications link, 
and S-band links to ground stations. The dual frequency approach allows 
estimation of ionospheric propagation delay at the receiver since the delay 
is frequency dependent. Satellites use unique Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) 
codes to modulate the signals, enabling satellite identification at the receiver 
end. The use of a particular type of PRN codes allows receivers with antenna 
only a few inches across to extract very low power signals from background[ 
noise by correlating them with expectations. The PRN codes of the different 
satellites are nearly uncorrelated with respect to each other, allowing receivers 
to "tune in" to different satellites by generating the appropriate PRN code 
and correlating with the received signal. The receiver computes satellite signal 
propagation time by shifting the self generated PRN code sequence in time, 
until the correlation function peaks. The time shift introduced gives the signal 
propagation time, including clock bias. 

4.3. GPS errors  

Selective Availability (SA) is a deliberate error introduced to degrade system 
performance for non-U.S, military and government users. The system clocks 
and ephemeris data is degraded, adding uncertainty to the pseudo-range esti- 
mates. Since the SA bias, specific for each satellite, has low frequency terms 
in excess of a few hours, averaging pseudo-ranges estimates over short periods 
of time is not effective [21]. The potential accuracy of 30 meters for C/A code 
receivers is reduced to 100 meters. 

Satellites are subject to deviations from their planned ephemeris, intro- 
ducing ephemeris errors. The satellite clocks degrade over time, and if the 
ground control leaves then uncorrected, unwanted clock errors are introduced. 

The troposphere (sea-level to 50 kin) introduces propagation errors that 
are hard to model, unless local atmospheric data are available. The ionosphere 
(50 km to 5000 kin) also introduces delays, and some compensation can be 
made with modelling based on almanac data. Dual frequency receivers allow 
direct estimation of ionospheric propagation delay since the delay is frequency 
dependent. 

Shadows and multiple paths, as seen in figure 9, can also introduce errors. 
Shadows reduce the number of visible satellites available for positioning. Mul- 
tiple path error is caused by reflected signals from surfaces near the receiver 
and can be difficult to detect and hard to avoid. The reflected signal can either 
interfere, or be mistaken for, the straight line path signal form the satellite. 

4.4. Different ia l  GPS (DGPS)  

The basic idea behind differential positioning is to correct bias errors at the 
receiver with measured bias errors at a known nearby position. The reference 
receiver, knowing the satellites' ephemeris and the expected signal propaga- 
tion delay, can calculate the corrections for the measured transit times. This 
correction is computed for each visible satellite signal, and sent to the user 
receiver. These pseudo-range corrections can be radio broadcast to multiple 
user receivers. A more simplistic approach would be to simply correct the 
user position with the known position offset of the reference receiver. But this 
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would only provide good corrections if both receivers where using the same set 
of satellites. 

Another differential technique is the carrier-phase DGPS, also known as 
interferometric GPS, which bypasses the pseudo-random code and uses the high 
resolution carriers. The phase shift between signals received at the base and 
mobile units gives the signal path difference. It is also called code-less DGPS, 
as opposed to the coded DGPS where the pseudo-random noise code sequence 
is used to estimate signal path differences for each satellite. This technique is 
typically used in surveying applications, where accuracy of a few centimetres 
can be achieved. Besides the high cost, code-less DGPS requires a long set-up 
time, is subject to cycle slip, and unsuitable for fast moving vehicles. 

5. V i s u a l  a n d  I n e r t i a l  S e n s i n g  I n t e g r a t i o n  

In human and other animals the ear vestibular system gives inertial information 
essential for navigation, orientation or equilibrium of the body. In humans 
this sensorial system is located in the inner ear and it is crucial for several 
visual tasks and head stabilisation. The human vestibular system appears as 
a special sensorial modality, that co-operates with other sensorial systems and 
gives essential information for everyday tasks. 

One example of co-operation is between the vestibular sensorial system 
and the visual system. It is well known that the inertial information plays an 
important role in some eye and head movements [22]. 

The information provided by the vestibular system is used during the exe- 
cution of these movements, as described by Carpenter [22]. However the inertial 
information is also important for head-stabilisation behaviours, including the 
control of posture and equilibrium of the body. 

The inertial information can also be useful on applications with au- 
tonomous systems and artificial vision. In the case of active vision systems, 
the inertial information gives a second modality of sensing that gives useful in- 
formation for image stabilisation, control of pursuit movements, or ego-motion 
determination when the active vision system is used with a mobile platform. 
This kind of sensorial information is also crucial for the development of tasks 
with artificial autonomous systems where the notion of horizontal or vertical is 
important, see Vi~ville for one example [4]. 

The inertial system prototype described in this section is used in a mobile 
robot with an active vision system as illustrated in figure 10. The following 
sections describe the mobile system used and a first approach of inertial and 
vision data fusion, namely in identifying the ground plane. 

5.1. An Iner t i a l  Sys tem based on Sol id-State  Devices 

To study the integration of the inertial information in artificial autonomous 
systems that include active vision systems it was decided to develop an iner- 
tial system prototype composed of low-cost inertial sensors. Their mechanical 
mounting and the necessary electronics for processing were also designed. The 
sensors used in the prototype system include a three-axial accelerometer, three 
gyroscopes and a dual-axis inclinometer. 
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Figure 10. The mobile system with the active vision system. The inertia]l 
system prototype was designed to use with this system. 

The three-axial accelerometer chosen for the system, while minimising 
eventual alignment problems, did not add much to the equivalent cost of three 
separate single-axis sensors. The device used was Summit Instruments' 34103A 
three-axial capacitive accelerometer. In order to keep track of rotation on the 
x-, y- and z-axis three gyroscopes were used. The piezoelectric vibrating prism 
gyroscope Gyrostar ENV-011D built by Murata was chosen. Since orientation 
is obtained by integration of the angular velocity over time, drift errors will 
occur. In the prototype, a 
this problem, providing an 
tilt about the x and y-axis 
by Lucas Sensing Systems, 

magnetic flux-gate compass was used to overcome 
external reference - see [23] for details. To measure 
a dual axis AccuStar electronic inclinometer, built 
was used. 

To handle the inertial data acquisition, and also enable some processing, 
a micro-controller based card was built. This card has analogue filters, an 
A/D converter as is based on Intel's 80C196KC micro-controller. The robot's 
master processing unit has an EISA bus interface, where the card is connected 
along with another for image acquisition and processing. This card is a frame 
grabber module with two Texas Instruments TMS320C40 DSPs that handles 
the video processing. 

Figure 11 shows the architecture of the system and the computer that 
supervises the active vision, moving platform and inertial system. The inertial 
sensors were mounted inside an acrylic cube, enabling the correct alignment of 
the gyros, inclinometer (mounted on the outside) and accelerometer, as can be 
seen in the close up of figure 10. This cube is connected to, and continuously 
monitored by, the micro-controller card in the host computer. The inertial unit 
is placed at the middle of the stereo camera baseline. The head co-ordinate 
frame referential, or Cyclop {Cv }is defined as having the origin at the centre 
of the baseline of the stereo cameras. 

The inclinometer data can be used to determine the orientation of the 
ground plane. In order to locate this plane in space at least one point belong- 
ing to the ground plane must be known. When the vehicle is stationary or 
subject to approximately constant speed the inclinometer gives the direction 
of ff relative to the Cyclop referential {Cv}. Assuming the ground is levelled, 
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Figure 11. System Architecture. The inertial system processing board uses the 
Master processing unit as host computer. 
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Figure 12. a) System Geometry; b) The camera referential and picture co- 
ordinates. 

and with a .  and ay being the sensed angles along the x and y-axis, the normal 
to the ground plane will be 

_ - _ - cos av sin a~ (7) 
~/1 - sin s a~ sin 2 av cos ~v cos ax 

given in the Cyclop frame of reference. Using this inertial information the 
equation for the ground plane will be given by 

+ h = 0 (8) 

where fly is a point in the plane and h is the distance from the origin of {Cv} 
down to the ground plane. 

To obtain a point belonging to the ground plane it will be necessary to 
find the correspondence between points in the image. Establishing this corre- 
spondence will give us enough equations to determine the 3D co-ordinates, if a 
few vision system parameters are known. However if visual fixation is used, the 
geometry is simple and the reconstruction of the 3D fixated point is simplified, 
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as can be seen in figure 13. Notice that the visual fixation can be achieved bY 
controlling the active vision system and the process allows a fast and robust 
3D reconstruction of the fixation point. This mechanism was developed in the 
ISR laboratory and is described in [24] and [25]. If the active vision system 
fixates in a point that belongs to the ground plane, the ground plane could 
be determined in the Cyclop referential {Cy} using the reconstructed point fif 
and the inclinometer data. Hence any other correspondent point in the image 
can be identified as belonging or not to the ground plane. 

\ .  / / /  . . . -  , / 
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Figure 13. Ground plane point fixated. The point fil in the ground plane 
is visualised by the active vision system. The geometry of this visualisation 
corresponds to a state, named visual fixation. 

Figure 14. Stereo images with a set of initial points. 

Figure 14 shows a pair of stereo images where fixation was obtained for 
a ground plane point. In this example a ,  is null and ay = 16.05 °, 8 = 2.88 ° 
and b = 29.6cm. Making h = b. c o t ( O ) s i n ( % ) / 2  ~_ 81, 3cm.  The points shown 
in figure 14 were interest points obtained using SUSAN [26] corner detector. 
These points are tested by an algorithm that classifies them as belong or not, to 
the ground plane. Any point in the ground plane verifies a geometric constraint 
that could between established between two stereo images, easily obtained from 
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the stereo vision geometry [27]. The ground plane is thus determined. Figure 15 
shows the matched ground plane points of interest. 

Figure t5. Detected ground points. 

6. R a n g e  S e n s o r s  

Range sensors in mobile robots are useful for navigation in unstructured and 
unknown environments, allowing it to avoid obstacles, detect landmarks or 
identify navigable routes. 

Humans use stereo vision for range sensing and environment perception, 
but those kinds of techniques are not very adequate for real time control of 
mobile platforms because they are computing intensive and unreliable. 

There are several techniques that can be used for mobile robotics range 
sensing, namely: magnetic, inductive, capacitive, ultrasound, microwave and 
optical techniques [3]. Magnetic range sensors can only be used to detect 
surfaces that generate magnetic fields so its utilization on mobile robotics is 
very limited. Inductive sensors can be used to measure distance to metallic 
surfaces, but its range is very short (more or less the diameter of the sensor 
coil) and its response depends on surface magnetic and conductive properties. 
On a similar way, capacitive sensors can be used to measure distances up to 
some centimetres to dielectric surfaces, but its response also depends from the 
surface dielectric properties. 

The most commonly used range sensors in mobile robotics are ultrasound 
sensors and optical range sensors. Ultrasound sensors are inexpensive and can 
measure distances up to several meters. Active optical range sensors based 
on the projection of optical radiation onto a scene can give fast and accurate 
results. The following section describes the main characteristics of ultrasound 
sensors and section 6.2 describes the most used optical range sensing methods 
for mobile robotics. 

6.1. Ultrasound Sensors 

Microwave and ultrasound sensors measure the distance based on the round- 
trip time of an energy wave between the sensor and a surface. Some ultrasound 
systems use two transducers, one to transmit and the other to receive the 
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Figure 17. Beam pattern of a Polaroid ultrasonic module. 

returned wave. 
The propagation velocity (v) of an acoustic wave is given by; 

(9) 

where Km is the modulus of elasticity and p is the density of the medium. 
The relatively low velocity of sound in the air (331.6 -t- 0.6 x °C re~s), makes 
possible the ranging with just one transducer that  acts both as a transmitter 
and as a receiver. The transducer emits a short pulse of a longitudinal wave in 
the ultrasonic spectrum (typically from 20 to 200 kHz). If an object intercepts 
the acoustic field and reflects enough energy to the receiver, the system will 
provide the range to the object. The maximum detection range depends on the 
emitted power, on the target cross-sectional area, reflectivity and orientation. 

Although these sensors are very independent from surface characteristics, 
they are affected by the conditions of the propagating medium, namely tem- 
perature and humidity. These sensors are very linear, but they have some 
uncertainty that  comes from the Time-Of-Flight (TOF) model. This model 
predicts that  an echo comes from a curved shape volume, so that  there will be 
uncertainty related to the divergence angle, both in depth and in orientation 
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(see Figure 16). The divergence angle is a function of the transducer radius 
and resonant frequency, the larger the radius and the frequency, the narrow 
the divergence angle. 

The most popular ultrasonic ranging systems are the Polaroid modules. 
These modules measure distances from 15 cm to about 10 m and have an an- 
gular beam width of about 12 degrees (see Figure 17). Because ultrasound 
sensors use acoustic waves, they suffer from low spatial resolution, erosstalk, 
depth uncertainty, errors due to multiple specular reflections, and low acquisi- 
tion rates. In spite of these problems, their low cost and easy interface makes 
them some of the most used range sensors for indoors mobile robotics. Out- 
door environments pose some additional problems like noise sources, dust and 
moisture. 

6.2. Optical  Range  Sensors 

Optical range sensors are particularly attractive for mobile robotics because 
they offer real-time accurate measurements with very high spatial resolution. 
These good properties are possible through the use of good quality optical 
components, namely coherent light sources (e.g. laser diodes) and very sen- 
sitive and high-resolution optical detectors (e.g. CCD cameras and avalanche 
photodiodes). 

This section presents some of the most used optical range sensing meth- 
ods in robotics, namely intensity reflection, triangulation, telemetry and lens 
focusing. Complementing surveys on optical range sensors can be found in the 
references [28, 3, 29, 30]. 

6.2.1. Reflective 
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Figure 18. Reflective sensor principle. Some of the light emitted by the source 
is reflected on the surface and captured by the photodetector. The amount of 
captured optical light (I) depends on the distance (d) between the surface and 
the system. 

Return signal intensity sensors are composed by a light emitter and a photo- 
detector whose optical axes can be parallel for long range detection or conver- 
gent for shorter range detection (see Figure 18). These sensors measure the 
distance to an object by the amplitude of light reflected from its surface. The 
amount of detected light reflected from the object surface can be expressed by 
the following equation: 
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Figure 19. Reflection geometry used to calculate the detected intensity relative 
to an incremental surface patch. 

f 

where dCr represents the flux received from an incremental object surface patch 
(see Figure 19). This flux can be expressed by: 

= do;i. n .  do; .  (ed) (11) 

where I(Se) is the emitted intensity of light from the solid angle do;i, R is the 
function that characterises the reflectivity pattern of the surface, and ~(Od) 
represents the acceptance of the photodetector at an off-axis angle Od. Alll 
common surfaces have a specular and a lambertian reflective component, so 
that using a simple model, like Phong's model, the following expression for the 
surface reflectivity can be obtained [31]: 

R = Ks. (o  - o,) + gd.  cos(O ) (12) 

where Ks and Kd are the coefficients for the specular and lambertian compo- 
nents respectively. 

For a sensor with parallel emitter and detector optical axes, the detected 
intensity varies approximately with the bi-quadratic inverse of the distance [32]. 
Because the reflected intensity depends heavily from the surface optical char- 
acteristics and from its orientation, these sensors suffer from low repeatability. 
The most commonly found commercial devices are not intended to be used as 
full range measuring devices, but as simple non-contact presence detectors. 

Several manufacturers (e.g. SunX, Banner, Honeywell) provide photoelec-. 
tric detectors that detect surfaces up to about 1 meter. A common strategy 
to eliminate the influence of background light, is the utilization of modulated 
infrared energy and the appropriated optical and electrical filters. 

Reflective sensors can be easily homebuilt with increased functionality 
around a LED and a photodiode. For example some researchers use the IR 
proximity system to establish data links between a community of mobile robots. 

Some mobile robots use IR proximity sensors for short range, narrow beam 
sensing, together with ultrasound range sensors for medium range, wide beam: 
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Figure 20. a) Geometry and elements of the proximity sensor. In the picture, 
pdx is photo-detector x and I R E D  is infrared light emitting diode. S represents 
the co-ordinated system associated to the sensor, b) Gripper with a reflective 
sensor on the extremity of each finger. 

sensing. The fusion of both kinds of information improves the results [33, 34] 
obtained with just one type of sensor. 

2-D Reflective Sensor 

The ISR Reflex sensor is a small reflective sensor designed to be used on 
a parallel jaw electrical gripper. This sensor is composed by two photodiodes 
on opposite sides of a light emitting diode (see Figure 20a). This configura- 
tion allows measuring the orientation to a planar homogeneous surface by the 
difference between the detected intensities in the two photodiodes. 

A more detailed description and the sensor modelling can be reached 
in [32]. 

Two prototypes of this sensor were integrated on a parallel jaw gripper pre- 
sented in Figure 20b) for object detection and pre-prehension gripper control. 
The presence of objects between the gripper fingers is detected by occlusion 
between the emitter of a finger and the two detectors of the other finger. With 
this sensorial information, the gripper can Mign we the object to be grasped and 
made a smooth transition between position control and contact force control. 

When used with planar homogeneous calibrated surfaces, the sensor can 
measure distances with an accuracy of 0.1 mm on a range from 5 to 100 ram. 
The orientation accuracy is about 0.1 °. 

A cooperative array of emitters and detectors around a mobile platform 
can be used in order to estimate surface orientation and profiles based on the 
several detected intensities. This kind of sensor can help for example on docking 
tasks. 

5.2.2. Telemetry 

Laser radar sensors or laser range-finders measure the distance d between the 
sensor and a target surface based on the round-trip time At of a laser beam (see 
Figure 21). Considering v the velocity of the propagated wave on the medium, 
the distance d can be calculated by the following formula: 
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Figure 21. Laser radar. The distance is proportional to the round-trip time of 
a light pulse between the measuring system and a target surface. 

2d = v . A t  (13) 

Although these sensors can use three different methods: pulse based time- 
of-flight (TOF), amplitude modulated (AMCW) and frequency modulated 
(FMCW), the first two are the most common ones. Pulsed rangefinders emit 
a short pulse of light and count the time to receive the reflected signal whilst 
AMCW range finders send an amplitude modulated continuous wave and use 
the phase shift between the emitted and the received wave to calculate the dis- 
tance. Range accuracy of AMCW sensors depends upon the modulation wave- 
length and the accuracy with which the phase shift is measured. For round-trip 
distances longer than the modulation wavelength there will be ambiguity on 
the phase shift measurement. 

Laser range-finders can measure not only the distance but also the ampli- 
tude of the reflected signal (intensity). The fusion of range and intensity images 
provided by scanning systems, can be helpful for image recognition tasks. These 
systems are fast, linear and very accurate over a long range of distances, but 
they are also the most expensive range sensors [35, 36, 37]. Table 1 presents 
the main characteristics of some currently available scanning systems [38, 39]. 

6.2.3. Triangulation 

Triangulation sensors are based on the following trigonometric principle: if  the 
length of one side along with two interior angles of a triangle are known, then 
we can determine the length of the two remaining sides along with the other 
angle. 

An optical triangulation system can be either passive (use only the ambient 
light of the scene) or active (use an energy source to illuminate the target). 
Passive triangulation or stereoscopic systems use two cameras oriented to the 
same scene. The lens central points of each camera along with each point on the 
scene, define triangles with a fixed baseline (the distance between the central 
point of each camera lens) and variable interior angles. If the focal distance 
of each camera is known, these two interior angles can be calculated by the 
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Figure 22. Triangulation system based on a laser beam and some kind of an 
imaging camera. 

position of each point on both images. The main problem of these systems 
is due to the identification of corresponding points on both images (feature 
matching). To obtain a solution for this problem, active triangulation systems 
replace the second camera by a light source that projects a pattern of light on 
to the scene• The simplest case of such a sensor, like the one represented in 
Figure 22, use a laser beam and a one-dimensional camera• The distance (L) 
between the sensor and the surface can be measured by the image position (u) 
of the bright spot formed on the intersection point (P) between the laser beam 
and the surface. 

B 
L = (14) 

t a n ( a  - 7) 

Where B is the distance between the central point of the lens and the laser 
beam (baseline) and (~ is the angle between the camera optical axis and the 
laser beam. The angle 7 is the only unknown value in the equation, but it 
can be calculated using the position (u) of the imaged spot (provided that the 
value of the focal distance ] is known). 

7 = arctan ( f )  (15) 

If it is required to obtain a range image of a scene, the laser beam can 
be scanned or one of several techniques based on the projection of structured 
light patterns, like light strips [40], grids [41, 42, 43, 44], binary coded pat- 
terns [45, 46], color coded stripes [47, 48, 49], or random textures [50] can be 
used. Although these techniques improve the performance of the range imaging 
system, they may also present some ambiguity problems [51, 52]. 

Triangulation systems present a good price/performance relation, they are 
pretty accurate and can measure distances up to several meters. The accuracy 
of these systems falls with the distance, but usually this is not a great problem 
on mobile robotics because high accuracy is only required close to the objects, 
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Figure 23. a) Distance and orientation measuring with three laser beams and 
a Position Sensitive Detector. b) Prototype of the Opto3D measuring head. 
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Figure 24. a) Distance accuracy vs. range, b) Angular accuracy for a perpen- 
dicular surface. 

otherwise it is enough to detect its presence. The main problems of triangula- 
tion systems are the possibility of occlusion, and measures on specular surfaces 
that  can blind the sensor or give rise to wrong measures because of multiple 
reflections [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. 

Opto3D 
The Opto3D system is a triangulation sensor that uses a PSD 4 camera and 

three laser beams. Measuring the coordinates of the three intersection points 
P1, P2 and P3 (see Figure 23a), the sensor can calculate the orientation ~ of 
the surface by the following expression: 

= PI"P~ x Pl"Pa (16) 

The Opto3D sensor can measure distances up to 75 c m  with accuracies 
from 0.05 to 2 m m  (see Figure 24) [54, 53]. Like every triangulation sensor, the 

4position Sensitive Detector 
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Figure 25. Using the Gauss lens law, it is possible to extract range information 
from the effective focal distance of an image. 

accuracy degrades with the distance. This sensor can measure orientation on a 
broad range with an accuracy better than 0.1 °, and the maximum orientation 
depends on the reflective properties of the surface (usually only a little amount 
of light can be detected from light beams that follow over almost tangential 
surfaces). 

6.2.4. Lens Focusing 

Focus range sensing relies on Gauss thin lens law (equation 17). If the focal 
distance (f)  of a lens and the actual distance between the focused image plane; 
and the lens center (re) is known, the distance (z) between the lens and the, 
imaged object can be calculated using the following equation: 

1 1 1 
- (17) 

f z 

The main techniques exploring this law are range  f rom focus (adjust 
the focal distance fe till the image is on best focus) and range  f rom defocus 
(determine range from image blur). 

These techniques require high frequency textures, otherwise a focused im- 
age will look similar to a defocused one. To have some accuracy, it is fundamen- 
tal to have very precise mathematical models of the image formation process 
and very precise imaging systems [59]. 

Image blurring can be caused by the image process or by the scene itself, 
so depth from defocus technique, requires the processing of at least two images 
of an object (which may or may not be focused) acquired with different but 
known camera parameters to determine the depth. A recent system provides 
the required high-frequency texture projecting an illumination pattern via the 
same optical path used to acquire the images. This system provide real-time 
(30 Hz) depth images (512 x 480) with an accuracy of approximately 0.2% [60]. 

The accuracy of focus range systems is usually worse than stereoscopic 
ones. Depth from focus systems have a typical accuracy of 1/1000 and depth 
from defocus systems 1/200 [59]. The main advantage these methods is the 
lack of correspondence problem (feature matching). 
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7. Conclusions 
The article described several sensor technologies, which allow an improved esti- 
mat ion of the robot position as well as measurements about the robot surround- 
ings by range sensing. Navigation plays an important  role in all mobile robot 
activities and tasks. The integration of inertial systems with other sensors in 
autonomous systems opens a new field for the development of a substantial  
number  of applications. Range sensors make possible to reconstruct the struc- 
ture of the environment,  avoid static and dynamic obstacles, build maps  and 
find landmarks.  
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Abs t rac t :  

Animals that have a rather small number of neurons, like insects, display a 
diversity of instinctive behaviours strictly correlated with particular sensory 
information. The diversity of behaviors observed in insects has been shaped 
by millions of years of biological evolution, so that their strategies must be 
efficient and adaptive to circumstances which change every moment. Many 
insects use olfaction as a navigation aid for some vital tasks as searching 
for sources of food, a sexual partner or a good place for oviposition. 

This paper discusses the utilisation of olfaetive information as a navigational 
aid in mobile robots. The main technologies used for chemical sensing and 
their current utilisation on robotics is presented. The article concludes 
giving clues for potential utilisation of electronic noses associated to mobile 
robots. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Although it is rather common to find robots with sensors that mimic the ani- 
mal world (particularly the man senses), sensors for taste and smell (chemical 
sensors) are by far the least found on robotics. The reasons for that are not 
just the reduced importance of those senses in human motion, but it is also a 
consequence of the long way for chemical sensors to evolve in order to become 
similar to their biological counterparts. 

Traditional systems for analysis of the gases concentration in the air were 
bulky, fragile and extremely expensive (spectroscopic systems). The least ex- 
pensive options based on catalytic or metal oxide sensors had little accuracy, 
reduced selectivity and short lifetime. Several recent advances in these tech- 
nologies and the development of new ones, like conducting polymers and optical 
fibres, lead to the appearance of a new generation of miniature and low cost 
chemical sensors that can be used to build small and inexpensive electronic 
noses. 

Robots can take advantage from an electronic nose when they need to 
carry out some chemically related tasks, such as cleaning and finding gas leaks, 
or when they want to implement a set of animal-like instinctive behaviors based 
on olfactive sensing. 
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Figure 1. There are several animal behaviors based on olfactory sensing tha t  
can be implemented on mobile robots, namelly the following: (a) Repellent 
behaviors, where a robot goes away from an odor. This behavior can be used 
on a cleaning robot to detect the pavement already cleaned. (b, c) Attractive 
behaviors, where a robot can follow a chemical trail or find an odor source. 

There are several animal behaviors based on olfactory sensing that  can be 
implemented on mobile robots. Among those behaviors we can emphasize: 

1. Find the source of an odor (several animals). 

2. Lay down a track to find the way back (ants). 

3. Go away from an odor (honeybees). 

4. Mark zones of influence with odors. 

Small animals, like some insects, can successfully move in changing un-- 
structured environments, thanks to a set of simple instinctive behaviors based 
on chemically sensed information. Those behaviors, although simple, are very 
effective because they result from millions of years of biological evolution. 

There are two chemically related strategies that  can be used for mobile 
robotics navigation. The searching strategy, where the robot looks for an odor 
source or a chemical trail, and the repellent strategy, where the robot goes 
away from an odor. 

Insects frequently use the first strategy when they look for food or for eL 
sexual partner.  For example, when a male silkworm moth  detects the odor 
l iberated by a receptive female it starts a zigzagging search algorithm until it 
finds the odor source [1, 2]. 

Ants establish and maintain an odor trail between the source of food and[ 
their nest. All that  they have to do in order to move the food to the nest, is 
to follow the laid chemical trail [3]. 

The second strategy, to go away from a specific odor, is used by several 
animals to mark  their territory with odors in order to keep other animals away.. 
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Honeybees also use this strategy, but to improve their efficiency when gathering 
nectar. They mark the visited flowers with an odor that  remains active while 
the flower creates more nectar. This way they do not need to land on flowers 
that have no nectar. 

Although simple, these kinds of behaviors were successfully used on nature 
during millions of years. Its implementation on mobile robots can improve 
their performance without the need for heavy control algorithms. For example, 
a cleaning robot can use chemical sensorial information to know when a floor 
is already cleaned (see Figure ia). A security robot can mark its path with 
a volatile chemical in order to know when it has recently passed somewhere. 
In this way, a set of security robots can co-operatively patrol an area without 
centralised control among them. 

When large amounts of material must be transferred from a place to an- 
other, an intelligent mobile robot can be used to mark the path with a chemical 
mark while simple AGV-like transport robots equipped with chemical sensors 
can follow that path (see Figure lb). 

Hydrogen is among the most widely used gases in industry. A 1995 NASA 
report refers that  undetected leaks are the largest cause of industrial hydrogen 
accidents. A robot with a sensitive electronic nose could be used to patrol 
industrial plants and report any abnormal gas concentration on the air. These 
reports could be a good help for the factory maintenance staff to discover leaks, 
to detect fires or overheated equipment, and damaged stored material. Such a 
robot could even use the nose information as a localisation instrument. Usually 
there are places with typical odors, that  could be used as landmarks. 

2. C h e m i c a l  g a s  s e n s o r s  

The increasing need for control of industrial processes and environment mon- 
itoring, pushed the research in new chemical sensing technologies. The main 
gas categories to be monitored in common applications are: 

1. Oxygen, for the control of combustion processes. 

2. Flammable gases in order to protect against fire or explosion. 

3. Toxic gases for environmental monitoring. 

This section presents several kinds of sensors that can be used to detect 
chemical gases in the environment. Some more detailed surveys can be found 
in the references [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. 

2.1. So lyd  e l e c t r o l y t e  s enso r s  

As voltaic cells, solyd electrolyte sensors are based on the voltage generated in 
the interface between phases having different concentrations. 

These sensors have three components, two metallic electrodes (one of which 
coated with a catalyst), an electrolyte and a membrane. When an electroac- 
tive gas diffuses through the membrane and reacts at the electrolyte-catalyst 
interface, it generates a current proportional to the gas concentration. 
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These sensors can detect gases in the ppm range, but their lifetime depends 
on the exposition to the reacting gas. Millions of vehicles in the entire world 
use this type of sensor to monitor the exhausted gases and minimize the toxic 
emissions. 

2.2. T h e r m a l - c h e m i c a l  s ensor s  

Thermal-chemical sensors detect the heat released or absorbed, AEh, when eL 
reaction takes place. This change in enthalpy causes a change in temperature,  
AT, which can be monitored. In the ideal case the system should be thermally 
isolated. In practice there are heat losses through convection, conduction and 
radiation, that  affect the detected temperature change [11]. The main applica- 
tion of these sensors is the monitoring of combustible gases. 

The pellistor is the most common thermal-chemical sensor (other thermal[ 
sensors are based on either on thermistors or on thermopiles). This sensor is 
composed by a platinum coil buried in a probe covered with a thin catalytic 
layer. The coil serves to heat the sensor to its operating temperature (about 
500°C) and to detect the increase in temperature from the reaction with the 
gas. The coil resistance changes about 0.4%/°C. 

Pellistors are produced since the early 70's. They have a low price, but 
they feature high power dissipation (about 1 W), non-selective response, drift 
and sensitivity to humidity and temperature. These devices can be irreversibly 
poisoned by some contaminant vapors that  shorten their life. 

2.3. G r a v i m e t r i c  c h e m i c a l  s ensor s  

When a chemical species interacts with the sensing material, it often results in 
a change in the total mass. This small change in mass can be measured by a 
microbalance using either a piezoelectric Bulk Acoustic Wave ( B A W )  oscillator 
or a Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) device. These devices are composed by 
a peace of piezoelectric material (usually Quartz) coated with a thin film of a 
chemically selective absorbent material [12]. 

In these sensors the change in mass Am is converted to a frequency shift 
A f  by an oscillator circuit. 

a f  = k.  Am (1) 

Where k is a constant. The performance of the chemical sensor depends on 
the frequency of operation and on the functionality of the chemically-sensitive 
coating. 

SAW devices generally work at much higher frequencies than BAW devices, 
so for the same sensitivity, they can be made much smaller and less expensive. 
SAW sensors are also very attractive for the development of sensor arrays be- 
cause this technology can be applied on two-dimensionM structures [5]. These 
sensors can have a mass resolution down to 1 pgram. 

2.4. C o n d u c t i n g  p o l y m e r s  

Conducting polymers are plastics that  change its electrical resistance as they 
adsorb or desorb specific chemicals. The adsorption of volatile chemicals de- 
pends on their polarity (charge) and spatial geometry of the material micro- 
structure (size and shape). The better the fit, the greater the electrical change. 
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An elevated concentration of a poorly fitting chemical can have the same effect 
as a low concentration of a good fitting chemical [13, 14]. 

Conducting polymers are relatively new materials on chemical sensing 
(they appeared in the early 80's), but because of their good qualities (namely: 
excellent sensitivity - down to some ppb, low price and rapid response time at 
room temperatures), they have the potential to become the dominant chemical 
gas sensing technology in the near future. 

2.5. I R  s p e c t r o s c o p y  

Because of their natural molecular vibration, all gases interfere and absorb light 
at specific wavelengths of the infrared spectrum. This property can be used to 
detect the concentration of different gases in the environment. 

There are monochromatic systems tuned with narrow-band interference 
filters or laser light sources for a specific gas (like C02) and there are spectro- 
scopic systems able to determine the concentration of several gases at once. 

These sensors feature slow response, good linearity, low cross-sensitivity 
to other gases and fairly good accuracy, but they need frequent recalibration, 
are bulky and very expensive. 

2.6. O p t i c a l  f i be r  s enso r s  

Optical fiber gas sensors are composed by a fiber bundle with its ends coated 
with a gas-sensitive fluorescent polymer. When light comes down the fiber, it 
excites the polymer, which emits at a longer wavelength to the detection system. 
The amount of returning fluorescent light is related with the concentration of 
the chemical species of interest at the fiber tips. 

Tufts University uses an array of 19 fibers coated with Nile Red dye. To 
differentiate among various chemical gases, they correlate the amount of re- 
turned intensity and the fluorescence lifetime in each fiber [15]. 

2.7. M e t a l  o x i d e  s enso r s  ( M O S )  

The adsorption of a gas onto the surface of a semiconducting material can 
produce a large change in its electrical resistivity. Although this effect was 
observed since the early 1950s, the non-reproducibility of the results was a 
major problem and the first commercial devices were only produced in 1968 [16, 
17]. 

The most common metal oxide gas sensor is the Tagushi type. This sensor 
uses a thin layer of powder tin oxide (Sn02). When the sensor is heated at 
a high temperature (usually 300 to 450°C), some oxygen molecules from the 
air are adsorbed on the crystal surface and remove electrons from the Sn02 
grains (see Figure 2a). Because tin oxide is a type n semiconducting material, 
this process reduces the charge carrier density, increasing the grain-to-grain 
contact resistance and consequently increasing the electrical resistivity of the 
sensor. In the presence of a deoxidizing gas, the reducing reaction decreases the 
concentration of oxygen molecules in the crystal (see Figure 2b). This effect 
can be detected by a decrease in the sensor resistance. Typically, a reducing 
gas concentration of 100 ppm can change the resistance of the sensor by a factor 
of 10. 
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Figure 2. a) Model of inter-grain potential barrier in the absence of gases, b) 
Model of inter-grain potential barrier in the presence of gases (adapted from 
Figaro data sheets). 

The relationship between sensor resistance and the concentration of the 
deoxidizing gas can be expressed by the following equation: 

R = R0(1 + A . C )  -~ (2) 

Where R is resistance of the sensor in the presence of the gas, R0 is the 
resistance in the air, A and ~ are constants and C is the concentration of the 
deoxidizing gas [18]. 

MOS sensors are simple and inexpensive gas sensitive resistors that can be 
used to detect a wide range of reducing gases. The sensitivity of each sensor 
to a gas depends on the oxide material, on its temperature, on the catalytic 
properties of the surface and on the humidity and oxygen concentration in 
the environment. The most common used material is tin oxide, but some 
researchers are trying other oxides (for example Ga~03) with better stability, 
reproducibility, selectivity and insensitivity to environmental conditions [19, 
20]. 

3. E l e c t r o n i c  n o s e s  

Almost all the sensors described in the previous section suffer from some prob- 
lems; the main ones are lack of selectivity and the inability to give the concen- 
tration of gas components. To overcome these problems, Dodd and Persaud 
proposed a device that tries to mimic the mammalian olfactory system [21]. 
This device, which they called electronic  nose, incorporated three broadly- 
tuned tin oxide gas sensors and used pattern recognition algorithms to discrim- 
inate between chemically similar odors. 

The two main components of an electronic nose are the chemical sensing 
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Figure 3. Representation of an electronic nose. 

system and the pattern recognition system (see Figure 3). The sensing system 
is composed by a chemical sensor array, where each element measures a different 
property of the sensed gas. In this way each vapor presented to the sensing 
system produces a characteristic signature. The goal of the pattern recognition 
algorithm is to identify each component of the sensed gas based on the signals 
from each sensing element [22, 23, 24]. 

To operate properly, the electronic nose should first be calibrated. In the 
calibration process the system is placed inside a controllable and isolated envi- 
ronment, and its response is measured for different and known concentrations 
of the products to be detected. 

There are two common methods used to control the concentration of the 
volatile products inside the isolated recipient. The s t a t i c  m e t h o d ,  where 
a fixed volume of the product is injected inside the recipient [25], and the 
mass  flow m e t h o d  where a constant flow of a carrier gas with the sample 
product circulates through the recipient [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. In the first 
case the product concentration inside the recipient can be calculated through 
the injected volume and the volume of the recipient. The second method needs 
mass flow controllers to mix the sample product in the carrier gas. The main 
advantage of this method is its velocity. 

3.1. Sensor  a r r a ys  

There are now more then ten companies selling electronic noses. The sensing 
technologies chosen by almost all of them are a combination of conductive 
polymers, MOS sensors or piezoelectric elements. In research institutions other 
sensing technologies like MOSFET chemical sensors and fluorescent polymers 
associated with optical fibers are also found [32, 15]. 

Conductive polymers and MOS sensors are simpler to interface because 
they are resistive elements. Piezoelectric elements need more complicated signal 
conditioning circuits to convert the frequency to a voltage. It is also common 
in this case to compensate the frequency drift due to temperature effects with 
a non-exposed sensing element. 

Figure 4 presents the diagram of a typical olfactory sensing system based 
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Figure 4. Diagram of a MOS based olfactory sensing system. 
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Figure 5. Prototype of the ISR electronic nose. The nose is composed by an 
array of 11 Tagushi gas sensors, a humidity sensor and a temperature sensor. 
The gas analysis is based on a fuzzy neural network approach. 

on MOS elements. The non-linear dependence of the sensor resistance with the 
heating temperature can be used to increase the dimension of the data array. 
This way, for each temperature of the sensors there are linearly independent 
sets of values. Because MOS gas sensors feature also a high sensitivity to 
environment humidity and temperature,  it is common to feed these variables 
to the pat tern recognition algorithm. 

Figure 5 presents a board with several commercial MOS sensors. The 
resistance change of each element when the array is exposed to alcohol can be 
seen in Figure 6. Before the sensor output  is fed to the pattern recognition 
algorithm, these values should be pre-processed. Some typical pre-processing 
methods use the d i f f e r e n c e  between the resistance in air and in gas Rai,. - 
Rgas  [33]. Other methods use the r e l a t i v e  v a l u e  ( R g a s ) / R a i r  , the r e l a t i v e  
d i f f e r e n c e  (Ra~r - R g a , ) / R a i , . ,  or the logarithm of these relations [18, 33, 34]. 
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Figure 6. Output  from a MOS sensor array to an alcohol exposure. It is 
visible the low selectivity of each element. The elements in a top down order 
are the Figaro TGS813, TGS880, TGS2611, TGS2610, TGS2620, TGS822 and 
TGSS00 

3.2. Pa t t ern  recogni t ion  
The number  of identifiable patterns from a sensor array is limited by the number 
of different gas sensors, by their repeatability, by the quantization errors on the 
acquired signals, and by the calibration accuracy. 

There are two conventional methods for extracting information about the 
gas mixture composition from multiple sensors: one is a statistical technique 
such as multiple linear regression, and the other is based on artificial neural 
networks (ANN) [35, 36]. 

The first pat tern  recognition methods used on electronic noses were based 
on vector space methods [37]. These methods model the sensor output  as a 
linear combination of exposed gas's concentration: 

Vn = alnC1 + a2nC2 + .. q- am,~Cm (3) 

where Vn is the output  of sensor n, C1 to Crn is the concentration of each 
constituent gas and al~ to a , ~  are linear constants to be determined by cal- 
ibration. For simplicity we can write the equation of each sensor on a matr ix  
format:  

V = A.  C (4) 

Before using the system we should determine the elements of A. These are 
obtained by exposing the system to known samples of calibration gases. 

A = V .  C -1 (5) 

When a gas is to be tested, then a set of simultaneous equations is obtained 
and solved to give the value of concentration for each constituent gas. 
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C = A  -1 . V  (6) 

The main problems with this model are the non-linearity of the sensor 
elements (see for example equation 2 for the case of MOS elements), limitations 
on the signal accuracy, difficulties of calibration, and the possible presence of 
additional constituents at a significant level. 

More recent approaches are based on ANN. Many ANN configurations 
and training algorithms have been used to build electronic noses including: 
backpropagation-trained, multilayer feed-forward networks, fuzzy ARTmaps, 
learning vector quantizers (LVQs), Hamming networks, etc [25, 38, 39, 31, 35, 
40, 41, 42]. 

4. C u r r e n t  u t i l i z a t i o n  o f  o d o r  s e n s i n g  in  r o b o t i c s  

Several authors have suggested the utilization of chemical sensing on mobile 
rol~otics. Engelberger for example suggested the utilization of a short-lived 
chemical mark as an aid for floor cleaning robots [43]. Siegel imagined sce- 
narios for mobile robots self-directed motivation based on chemical senses. He 
supported his theory on the chemically based navigation of primitive mobile 
life forms [44, 45]. 

Russell investigated the use of an odor as a temporal navigational marker. 
He followed a camphor trail with a mobile robot equipped with two piezoelectric 
gas sensors. In the beginning the robot was placed with a sensor on the left 
side of the trail and the other sensor on the right side. The main problems 
reported by the author are related to the time response of the sensor and the 
uncertain duration of the mark [46, 47]. 

Kanzaki and Ishida proposed some odor-source searching strategies with- 
out memory and learning, based on the silkworm moth behavior [1, 2]. In their 
experiences, they used a mobile stage with four pairs of gas and anemometric 
sensors. They disposed the sensors apart from each other, so that they could 
measure gas concentration gradients and wind direction. From the experiences 
carried out, they found out that if the stage is already inside an odor plume 
and the wind is strong enough, they could move upward the gradient to find 
the odor-source. Otherwise, it was better to zigzag obliquely upwind across 
the plume in order to find the odor-source [48, 49]. 

Cybermotion is an US enterprise that builds security robots equipped with 
a set of environmental monitoring sensors. Among those sensors there are 
temperature, humidity, smoke, flame and MOS gas sensors for detection of 
explosive and toxic gases. With these sensors the robot is able to perform a 
set of preventive tasks that have already made possible the detection of toxic 
gases, gas leaks, burning equipment, etc. 

5. F u t u r e  d e v e l o p m e n t s  a n d  e x p e c t e d  u t i l i z a t i o n  

This section identifies some applications of electronic noses associated to mobile 
robots. 
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5.1. S e c u r i t y  

One of the best tools for narcotics and explosive detection is the dog. It is 
believed that  an Alsatian dog can detect TNT in concentrations as low as five 
parts per billion. 

A robot with a very sensitive electronic nose that detects dangerous (ex- 
plosives) and illegal substances (drugs) and can be an excellent replacement for 
police dogs. This robot could be used to patrol public buildings like embassies, 
airports, train stations, etc. It can move with autonomy, does not become tired 
and does not need special training. 

5.2. D e m i n i n g  

The number of abandoned land mines was estimated to exceed 100 million 
spread by over 67 countries. At present, it costs about $3 dollars to lay a mine 
and from $200 to $1000 to find it again and dig it up. For every dug mine, 
up to 20 more are laid. For example in Angola, there are more mines in the 
ground than people in the country. 

A possible solution for the problem is the development of an autonomous 
robot that  could be placed on the ground to demine dangerous areas [50]. The 
biggest problem with such a robot is the lack of good sensors for mine detection. 
Since World War II land mines are essentially plastic, having a minimal metal 
content. The only way to sense such a mine is to detect the explosive vapors 
liberated by them. Although it is a difficult task, there are numerous research 
groups searching for a suitable sensor to detect these mines with some good 
results already reported [51, 52]. 

5.3. A g r i c u l t u r e  

In recent years several research groups have study the application of robotics 
in agriculture. The automation of tasks like measurement and control of envi- 
ronmental conditions, plant inspection, and spraying of pesticides, fungicides 
and other chemical products over the plants, can have significant economic 
and health impacts, avoiding the workers exposure to insecticides and other 
dangerous chemical products [53]. 

Electronic noses have plenty of potential usefulness associated with farming 
robots, because they provide the necessary sensorial feedback for some of the 
most common farming tasks. For example the robot can analyze in real-time 
the volatile compounds released by the soil and fertilize it with the estimated 
needs. This way the fertilizer is not wasted and the soil does not become 
contaminated with too much nitrate. 

The electronic nose can analyze the environmental conditions to prevent 
diseases and actuate before the plants become ill. Some diseases release volatile 
compounds. In these cases, if the plants are already ill, the robot can report 
the situation in order to prevent the spread of the disease. 

A harvesting robot can use aroma information to selectively gather ripe 
fruits or adult flowers. If the robot knows a map of the plants around the 
farm, it can use odor information as a rough localization method: near a rose 
flowerbed, it should smell rose aroma. 
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5.4. E n v i r o n m e n t a l  m o n i t o r i n g  

A robot with an electronic nose patrolling a commercial building or an indus-. 
trial plant, can identify contaminants  in the field and make real-time reports, 
about  the environmental  state. When the robot finds some abnormal  situation:, 
like a gas leak or an equipment on fire, it can place a warning for the plant 
control. 

5.5. C l e a n i n g  

A cleaning robot with an electronic nose can detect the ammonia  odor of an 
already cleaned floor. This way the robot does not waste t ime cleaning the 
floor again. 

5.6. C o o p e r a t i v e  r o b o t i c s  

Volatile chemicals can be used as temporary  marks to coordinate a set of au- 
tonomous robots executing a common task [54]. For example, if several cleaning 
rob'ots clean a huge area, they can use odor information to detect places re- 
cently cleaned by other robots because the ammonia  odor will be stronger in 
these places. In a similar way, security robots can mark its path  with a volatile 
trail in order to detect paths recently patrolled. 
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Abstract: The paper outlines different approaches to directly interfere with a 
robot manipulator for generating smooth motions and desired forces in a natural 
way, be it for on-line control (e.g. in teleoperation) or for off-line control (e.g. 
in a virtual environment as part of an implicit task oriented programming sys- 
tem). Issues of position versus velocity control are discussed and the altema- 
fives of force-reflection and pure force forward commanding are outlined. 

These kind of natural man-machine interfaces, combined with local sensorbased 
(shared) autonomy as well as delay-compensating predictive 3D-graphics have been 
key issues for the success of  ROTEX, the first remotely controlled robot in space. 
The telerobot techniques applied there are now shifted onto the higher level of  im- 
plicit task-level-programming and VRML environments in the internet; and in addi- 
tion we have transferred part of these techniques meanwhile into medicine 
(teleconsultation by telepresence). 

Skill transfer from man to machine including the process forces in machining and 
assembly is discussed as one of the most interesting research topics in this area. 

1 General  remarks 

As Tom Sheridan, a pioneer in teleoperational systems, formulated [ 1 ], telerobots 
combine the advantages of human remote control with the autonomy of indus.- 
trial robots. In the beginning of this kind of technology the terms te leopera t ion  and 
telemanipulation essentially meant that an artificial anthropomorphic arm a teleop- 
erator or telemanipulator) is directly and remotely controlled by a human operator 
just like an extension of his own arm and hand, [ 11 ]. Typically such a teleoperator 
system is supposed to work in hazardous and hostile environment [ 13 ], while the 
human operator in his safe and remote control station may make full use of  his intel- 
ligence, especially when all relevant information is sent back to him from the remote 
worksite of  the teleoperator, e.g., TV-images, forces and distances as sensed by the 
manipulator. 
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More specifically if a teleoperator is prepared to repeat a task once shown by the 
operator and especially if some local autonomy using sensory feedback is provided 
rendering the arm even more adaptive, we prefer to use the above-mentioned term 
telerobot. Typically then the human operator serves as a supervisory master, not 
controlling the telerobot's every move, but issuing gross commands refined by the 
robot or - in its ultimate form - stating objectives which are executed via the local 
robot sensors and computers. 

In the following we will have a closer look into the control structures of these telero- 
botic systems. ROTEX - the first remotely controlled robot in space - proved the 
efficiency of the telerobotic concepts available today. And it seems that the close 
interaction between man and machine - essential in telerobotics but not standard in 
industrial robotics - becomes more and more popular in robot industry. Skill transfer 
using force reflection may become a major issue even for industrial robots. 

2 Te lerobot i c  contro l  loops  

2.1 Bilateral feedback concepts 

The original teleoperator systems were closely related to the master slave concept, 
i.e. more or less independent of  the special realization there exist operational modes, 
where the manipulator slave arm tries to track as precisely as possible the positional 
(including rotational) or rate (i.e. velocity) commands given by a human master who 
uses some kind of  an input device. In the early days of teleoperation this input device 
(called master  a rm)  was just a 1:1 replica of  the slave arm, both connected via me- 
chanical coupling. More advanced systems as presently used in nuclear power plants 
show up pure electrical coupling between the two arms, thus allowing remote control 
over great distance, provided that a TV-transmission from slave worksite to the re- 
mote control station is used. An example for this concept of bilateral position con- 
trol is depicted in Fig. 1. By the left hand side position control system the slave 

joints (joint angle vector qs  ) are forced to follow the master joints qm as closely as 

possible using kind of  a PD servo-controller with gain matrix S s and damping ma- 

trix D. The gain matrix S s may be derived from a desired Cartesian stiffness matrix 

S x,s following Satisbury's stiffness control concept: 

T 
Zs = J s S x , s J s A q s  (1)  

relating slave joint errors Aqs and torques q;s with J s  as the slave Jacobian. 

The right hand side control system in Fig. 1 provides a safety-relevant kind of  force 
reflection into the master arm. Assume that the slave (due to a master motion) moves 
into a wall or obstacle not realized visually by the operator. The left hand side con- 
trol system - with the positional error increasing - would force the slave arm to exert 
increasing forces (eventually arriving at the maximum forces exertable by the slave 
joints) and thus might destroy the slave arm or the environment. The right hand side 
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loop therefore feeds back the positional joint errors (with a certain gain 

= J m S x,m J m generating a corresponding Cartesian master stiffness S x,m into Sm a" 
the master arm joint motors. In an advanced system these joint controls would in 
addition compensate for the gravitational friction, inertial and coupling forces using 

an inverse model (as indicated by the compensating terms I l s ( q s , / t s  ) and 

hm (qm,qm)). 
The operator in the ideal case would really sense only the positional deviations 
caused e.g. by external forces and torques (e.g. when colliding, lifting loads etc.). In 
reality however such a system provides reaction forces to the operator during any 
kind of motion due to the unavoidable positional errors in such a servo system. 

With these observations it comes clear that a system as depicted in Fig. 2 using an 
external wrist force-torque sensor between the slave's last joint and its endeffector is 
superior and capable of overcoming these difficulties. The sensed external force- 

torque vector fs at the slave's wrist has to be multiplied by JT  m , the transpose Jaco- 

bian of the master arm to yield the joint torques ~'m, which are necessary to produce 

this same reaction force-torque vector fm = fs at the master's wrist. The right hand 

side positional feedback of Fig. 1 is no longer necessary; systems of this kind are 
called bilateral force-reflecting master-slave systems. The comments made above 
concerning inverse dynamic model techniques in the slave are still valid here. 

Note that the scheme in Fig. 2 is Cartesian based now, i.e. the kinematics of master 
and slave are independent, provided that the master arm shows up 6 degrees of free- 
dom and has a similarly shaped workspace (possibly down-scaled) compared to the 

slave arm. The Cartesian errors Ax, Ax are transformed via the inverse kinematics 

into the corresponding joint (and if needed joint velocity) errors of the slave. 6-dof- 
hand controllers of this type have been developed without and with force-feedback: 
(e.g. the kinesthetic handeontroller of Bejezy [ 4 ]). Although force-reflecting hand 
controllers may provide a considerable performance improvement [ 3 ], systems 
realized up to now do not always show up the requested high fidelity; this has partly' 
to do with high feedback sampling rates needed (1 kHz seems a reasonable value), 
and with friction problems in the hand-controller. In zero gravity (astronauts as op- 
erators) no experience is yet available concerning human's reaction to force reflec- 
tion. 

2.2 Local autonomy concepts 
In all cases discussed so far if the operator cannot see the slave robot directly he may 
make use of a TV-transmission line and look at a monitor image (or better stereo TV 
image) instead of the real scenery. But if there are signal transmission delays be- 
tween master and slave (e.g. when teleoperating a space robot from ground) then the 
bilateral schemes discussed so far implying the human arm in the feedback loop tend 
to fail. Predictive (i.e. delay-compensating) graphics computation and feedback of 
forces into the human arm seems feasible when a perfect world model and a high- 
fidelity force reflection device is available, but is difficult to realize in practice. 
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Thus in the sequel we are addressing techniques that do not provide any force- 
sensing in the human arm; these concepts are characterized by feedforward com- 
mands and local, artificially generated compliance using impedance control without 
a force sensor or active compliance with local sensory feedback. Impedance con- 
trol means that the robot's endeffector reacts onto an external force vector f just as a 
desired Cartesian impedance, i.e. [ 5 ] 

l~IxX + Dx (Xd -- X) + Sx (x  d - x)  = f (2) 

where the mass, damping and stiffness matrices ]~/I x , D  x ,S X respectively are cho- 

sen arbitrarily and x d ,xd denotes a desired motion. Fig. 3 shows a corresponding 

structure and indicates that feedback to the human operator is only visual now, the 
robot being locally compliant with chosen impedance, so that it does not destroy its 

environment when the artificial stiffness S x is chosen reasonably. 

So far all the structures proposed are based on the advanced concept of direct torque 
control on the joint level. This however is not state of the art until now, so it is justi- 
fied to look for other practical concepts, especially using the disturbance rejecting 
positional command interfaces which are offered by all present day robots. Active 
compliance concepts based on local feedback of wrist force sensor data into the 
positional interface go back to Whitney (e.g. [ 6 ] and have led to different imple- 
mentation proposals for telerobots (e.g. [ 7 ], [ 8 ], [ 12 ]). The scheme proposed in [ 
4 ] may be characterized by Fig. 4, where the wrist forces are added to the positional 
errors between master and slave via a first order filter, again generating a certain 

Cartesian stiffness S x and damping via the time constant ~ (s here denotes the 

Laplace variable). In the stationary case, e.g. when the master position X m has been 

moved behind a rigid surface in the environment Xen v (Fig. 5), we have 

Ax -- AXcomp I so that the robot's motion stops. In fact a scheme like that of Fig. 4 

works only if the slave robot has some inherent mechanical compliance S R either 

caused by the inevitable joint compliance (leading to a position-dependent overall 
compliance) or by a dedicated compliance in the wrist (e.g. Draper Lab's well-known 

remote center compliance RCC). Now if we ask for the resulting compliance S ,  

relating X m -Xen v to the sensed force fs exerted by the slave, we have to solve 

the equations (see Fig. 5) 
(Xs -Xenv)SR,:SxAXcompl :SxAX :Sx(Xm -Xs)  (3) 

fs  = g ( x .  - xe .v )  (4) 

After a few elementary calculations we arrive at 

g = SR(S R --~-- Sx)-lSx (5) 
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i.e. an extremely stiff slave robot (S  R very dominant) would lead to the desired 

S x , while a very compliant slave would behave near to its natural stiffness. Clearly 

by appropriate choice of the stiffness matrix S x one may generate different complJ[- 

ance in different axes. 

Let us recall that the last two concepts presented were based on artificial slave com- 
pliance without and with a local force sensor feedback loop, and no force reflection 
into the human arm. Basically even in case of active local compliance force reflec- 
tion into the human arm seems feasible, but presumably it would be reasonable to 
supply force feedback to the operator only in those directions which are not locally 
force-controlled. 

Note that glove-like input devices as pure positional / rotational controllers and 
(force-reflecting) exoskeletons fully fit into this framework, too. 

Alternative concepts as developed at the German Aerospace Research Establishment 
(DLR) and widely applied in ROTEX are based on local sensory feedback and 
purely feed forward type of 6 dof handcontrollers, too, but the master input devices 
are designed in a way so that they work as rate and force- torque c o m m a n d  sys- 
tems simultaneously in contrast to the positional master arms discussed so far. Mo-- 
tions permitted are very small (typically 1--2 mm via springs, i.e. no joints) making 
the mechanical design fairly simple. DLR's sensor  or control  ball (meanwhile re.. 
designed into the ,,SPACE MOUSE" or MAGELLAN (chapter 3)) contains an opti- 
cally measuring 6 component force-torque sensor (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10), the basic 
principle of which is also used in DLR's compliant wrist sensors. 

The main features of the underlying more general telerobotic concept are shown in 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Rudimentary commands Ax (the former deviations between mas- 
ter and slave arm) are derived either from the 6 dof device as forces (using a sort of 

artificial stiffness relation AX = s ~ l f  ) or from a path generator connecting prepro- 

grammed points ( A x  being the difference between the path generator's, i.e. 

,,master's", position and the commanded "'slave" robot position xc. m ). Due to the 

above-mentioned artificial stiffness relation these commands are interpreted in a dual 
way, i.e. in case of free robot motion they are interpreted as pure translational / rota- 
tional commands; however if the robot senses contact with the environment, they are 
projected into the mutually orthogonal ,,sensor-controlled" (index f) and ,,position- 
controlled"' (index p) subspaces, following the constraint  frame concept of M a s o n  
[ 9 ]. These subspaces are generated by the robot autonomously using a priori infor- 
mation about the relevant phase of the task and actual sensory information: to dis- 
cern the different task phases (e.g. in a peg-in-hole or assembly task) automatically. 

Of course the component Axp projected into the position controlled subspace is 

used to feed the position controller; the component f t  projected into the sensor- 

controlled subspace is either compared with the sensed fse.s to feed (via the robot's 
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Cartesian stiffness S R ) the orthogonally complementary force control law, (which 

in fact is another position controller yielding a velocity X~ ), or it is neglected and 

replaced by some nominal force vector fnom to be kept constant e.g. in case of 

contour following. We prefer to talk about sensor-controlled instead of force- 
controlled subspaces, as non-tactile (e.g. distance) information may be interpreted as 
pseudo-force information easily, the more as we are using the robot's positional inter- 
face anyway. However we omit details as treated in [ 7 ] concerning transformations 
between the different Cartesian frames (e.g. hand system, inertial system etc.). The 
,,resulting" stiffness (e.g. when the path generator serves as master) in the sense of 
Fig. 4 and the corresponding derivations eqs.(3-5) are the same as for the scheme of 
Fig. 7, given by eq. (5). 

It is worth to be pointed out again that in case of real human teleoperation although 
there is no force feedback into the operator's arm, the robot using its local feedback 
exerts only the forces (may be scaled) as given by the "'teacher", thus is fully under 
his control, or may behave autonomously in predefinable sensor or position- 
controlled subspaces. We are thus talking of shared control (see [ 8 ], [ 12 ], [ 4 ]), 
i.e. some degrees of freedom are directly controlled by a supervisor, while others are 
controlled autonomously and locally by the machine. The local loops in 
Fig. 6 are (at least presently) characterized by modest intelligence but high band- 
width, while the loops involving the human operator's visual system are of lower 
bandwidth but higher intelligence. Surely the long-term goal is to shift more and 
more autonomy to the robot's site and to move the operator's commands to an in- 
creasingly higher level. Shared local autonomy and feedback control as explained 
above using the different type of gripper sensors was a key issue for the success of 
ROTEX. 

2.3 Predictive control 

When teleoperating a robot in a spacecraft from ground or from another spacecraft 
so far away that a relay satellite is necessary for communication, the delay times are 
the crucial problem. Predictive computer graphics seems to be the only way to over- 
come the main problems. Indeed predictive 3D-stereographic simulation (Fig. 20) 
was a key issue for the success of the ROTEX experiment (chapter 4), with its typi- 
cal round-trip delays of 5-7 seconds. Fig. 8 is to outline that the human operator at 
the remote workstation handles a 6 dof handcontroller (e.g. control ball) by looking 
at a "'predicted" graphics model of the robot. The control commands issued to this 
instantaneously reacting robot simulator were sent to the remote robot as well using 
the time-delayed transmission links. In addition to the simulated preview the ground- 
station computer and simulation system may contain a model of the uplink and 
downlink delay lines as well as a model of the actual states of the real robot and its 
environment (especially moving objects). The real down-link sensory and joint data 
are compared with the down-link data as expected from the simulator, the errors are 
used in an ,,observer" or ,,estimator" type of scheme to correct the model assump- 
tions. Fig. 8 leaves open whether the dynamic model for the on-board situation in- 
cludes local sensing feedback or not. If  we consider tactile interaction with the envi- 
ronment, in our opinion local sensory feedback is absolutely necessary in case of a 
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few seconds delay, presimulating forces may not be precise enough. However, if the 
robot has to visually servo and grasps a floating object, we have more or less perfect 
dynamic models and furthermore, estimation errors of, e.g., half a millimeter may be 
not crucial for a safe grasp. In ROTEX indeed we had both situations with and 
without local sensing feedback (Fig. 20). 

Overlaying graphically generated sceneries [ 10 ] and real TV-images s particularly 
useful for calibration, e.g. for assuring that the computational viewpoint is identical 
to the real one, and that the real world is close to the virtual one. Other than that it 
may be sufficient in many cases to overlay the predicted graphics with e.g. a wire 
frame representation of the wrist as derived from the down-link joint data or even 
only an indication of the hand-frame. This was realized in ROTEX, where the real 
i.e. delayed robot gripper's position was characterized just by a cross-bar and by two 
patches displaying the gripper's actual opening width. 

q ,,Cls qm,Clm 

Fig. 1 An advanced bilateral position feedback master-slave teleoperator system 
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Fig. 4 Active compliance teleoperation via the positional slave interface 
(transmission delays indicated, master compensation not drawn) 
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3 D L R ' s  6 d o f  control lers  

At the end of the seventies, we started research on devices for the 6 dof control of 
robot grippers in Cartesian space. After lengthy experiments it turned out around 
1981 that integrating a six axis force torque sensor (3 force, 3 torque components) 
into a plastic hollow ball seemed to be the optimal solution. Such a ball registered 
the linear and rotational displacements as generated by the forces/torques of a human 
hand, which were then computationally transformed into translational/rotational 
motion speeds. 
The first force torque sensor used was based upon strain gauge technoloy, integrated 
into a plastic hollow ball (Fig. 9). DLR had the basic concept center of  a hollow ball 
handle approximately coinciding with the measuring center of an integrated 6 dof 
force/torque sensor patented in Europe and US [ 15]. The concepts developed and 
patented at that time did not only include the simple, remote 6 dof control (Fig. 14), 
but also the simultaneous programming of forces and torques via an additional wrist 
force-torque sensor and appropriate control loops (Fig. 16). And an alternative 
scheme (Fig. 15) proposed in these early patents referred to ,,leading the robot 
around" with a wrist mounted 6 dof input device (the robot trying to null the hand- 
controller's forces and torques by servoing) and (may be) an additional wrist sensor 
assuring that the robot would exert the operator's forces / torques onto its environ- 
ment by appropriate control laws (Fig. 17). 

From 1982-1985, the first prototype applications showed that DLR's control ball was 
not only excellently suited as a 6 dof control device for robots, but also for the first 
3D-graphics system that came onto the market at that time. 1985 DLR's developer 
group succeeded in designing a much cheaper optical measuring system (Fig. 10). 
The new system used 6 one-dimensional position detectors and received a world- 
wide patent [ t6]. The basic principle is shown in Fig. 10. The measuring system 
consists of an inner and an outer part. The measuring arrangement in the inner ring is 
composed of the LED (Light emitting diode), a slit and perpendicular to the slit on 
the opposite side of the ring a linear position sensitive detector (PSD). The slit/LED 
combination is mobile against the remaining system. Six such systems (rotated by 60 
degrees each) are mounted in a plane, whereby the slits alternatively are vertical and 
parallel to the plane. The ring with PSD's is fixed inside the outer part and connected 
via springs with the LED-slit-basis. The springs bring the inner part back to a neutral 
position when no forces/torque are exerted. There is a particularly simple and unique 
transformation from PSD-signals U~....U6 to the unknown displacements. The whole 
electronics including computational processing on a one-chip-processor was already 
integrable into the ball. 

In the early nineties we redesigned the control ball idea with its unsurpassed, dirft- 
and wearless opto-electronic measuring system into the low-cost mass product 
SPACE MOUSE (Fig. 11). In the USA and in Asia it's called MAGELLAN by our 
license partner LOGITECH. Again all electronics and processing is integrated into 
the fiat cap replacing the former ball shape. Indeed, intensive ergonomie studies 
showed that manipulating such a control device with the fingertips instead of 
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enclosing it with the palm (which easily happens in case of the ball form) yields 
highest sensitivity and dynamics. 

With more than 12.000 installations, the device has become the most popular 3D- 
input device for 3D-graphics and 3D-CAD in Europe, and our US-license-company 
LOGITECH is going to make it the world-standard for 3D-graphics interfaces. 

But interestingly enough, SPACE MOUSE has now returned back into its original 
fields of application [ 17 ]. Industrial robots of the newest generation (e.g. those of 
the German market leader KUKA and the French manufacturer STAUBLI, Fig. 13) 
use it for programming and teaching, as well as surgical microscopes (e.g. those of 
the company ZEISS, Fig. 12) use it for spatial control. And - after many years -robot 
manufacturers, too, are going now to make use of the concept ,,leading the robot" 
manually as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 15. Thus SPACE MOUSE and its predeces.- 
sors have massively inspired the thinking in 3D in graphics as well as in robotics. 
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Fig. 9 The first DLR control ball Fig. 10 The patented opto-electronic measuring 
in 1982 used strain gauge tech- system core element of the second generation of 
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Fig. 11 SPACE MOUSE at the end of 
a long development chain. 

Fig. 12 Guiding surgical microscopes via 
SPACE MOUSE integrated in the handle 

(courtesy of Zeiss) 
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Fig. 13 SPACE MOUSE is used now by different leading robot manufacturers in 
their control panels (KUKA left, STAUBLI right) 
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Fig. 17 Simultaneous path-force-torque-teach-in with robot mounted 6 dof controller 

4 R O T E X  - a first European step into space robotics 

Main features 
ROTEX, flying with shuttle COLUMBIA (spacelab D2) in April 93, was the first 
remotely controlled space robot. Its main features were [ 18 ]: 

• A small, six-axis robot (working space -1 m) flew inside a space-lab rack (Fig. 
22). Its gripper was equipped with a number of sensors, particular two 6-axis 
force-torque wrist sensors, tactile arrays, grasping force control, an array of 9 la- 
ser-range finders and a tiny pair of stereo cameras to provide a stereo image out 
of the gripper; in addition a fixed pair of cameras provided a stereo image of the 
robot's working area. 

• Various prototype tasks, demonstrating servicing capabilities, were performed: 
a) assembling a mechanical truss structure from three identical cube-link parts 
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b) connecting/disconnecting an electrical plug (orbit replaceable unit ORU ex- 
change using a "bayonet c~sure") 

c) catching a free-floating object 

A variety of telerobotic operational modes was verified, (Fig. 25, Fig. 19) 
- teleoperation on board (astronauts using stereo-TV-monitor) 
- teleoperation from ground (using predictive computer graphics) via human 

operators and machine intelligence as well. 
- sensor-based off-line programming (in a virtual environment on ground in- 

cluding sensory perception, with sensor-based automatic execution later on- 
board). 

Fig. 18 The ROTEX-workcell (right) integrated into a rack of spacelab (left) 

T h e  t e l e r o b o t i c  c o n t r o l  s y s t e m  

An essential feature of the ROTEX telerobotic system was a local autonomy, shared 
control concept [ 26] based on sensory feedback at the robot's site, by which gross 
commands (from human operators or path planners) were refined autonomously. 

! . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Fig. 19 The ROTEX telerobotic control structures 

The uniform man-machine-interface on board and on ground allowing to command 
,,dual" (i.e. rate and force-torque) information, was DLR's control ball, a predecessor 
of the SPACE MOUSE (Fig. 11). Any operation like the dismounting of the bayonet 
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closure was assumed to be composed of sensor based elementary moves, for which a 
certain constraint-frame- and sensor-type-configuration holds (to be selected by the 
operator). Thus, active compliance as well as hybrid (pseudo-)force control were 
realised locally. 

Feedback to the operator - in case of on-line teleoperation - was provided via ~te 
visual system, i.e. for the astronaut via stereo TV images, for the ground operator 
mainly via predictive stereo graphics compensating signal delays of up to 7 seconds. 
For this type of predictive simulation to work the same control structures and path 
planners had to be realised on-board as well as on-ground; i.e. not only the robot's 
free motion but also its sensory perception and feedback behaviour had to be realised 
,,virtually" in the telerobotic ground station (Fig. 20 and Fig. 21). 
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Fig. 20 Predictive simulation of sensory perception and path refinement 
a) local on-board sensory feedback b) sensory feedback via ground station 

(e.g. tactile contact) (grasping the free-flyer) 

All sensory systems of ROTEX worked perfectly and the deviations between pre- 
simulated and real sensory data were minimal (Fig. 22), thus, allowing perfect re- 
mote control via the predicted virtual world. 

There was only one exception from the local sensory feedback concept in ROTEX. It 
refers to (stereo-) image processing. In the definition phase of ROTEX no space 
qualified image processing hardware was available; nevertheless, we took this as a 
real challenge for the experiment "catching a free-floating object from ground". 
Hand-camera images were processed on ground in real-time to yield "measured" 
object poses and to compare them with estimates as issued by an extended Kalman 
filter that simulated the up- and down-link delays as well as robot and free-flyer 
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models (Fig. 8). This Kalman filter predicted the situation that would occur in the 
spacecraft after the up-link delay had elapsed and, thus, allowed to close the "grasp 
loop" either purely operator controlled, or purely autonomously (Fig. 23). 

Fig. 21 Predictive Simulation of sensory 
perception in the telerobotic ground 

station 
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Fig. 22 Nearly perfect correlation be- 
tween pre-simulated and real range finder 
data (removal from the bayonet closure) 

Fig. 23 Two subsequent TV-images out of one of the hand cameras shortly before 
successful, fully autonomous grasping of the free flyer from ground 

Summarizing, the key technologies for the success of ROTEX have been 
• the multisensory gripper technology, which worked perfectly during the mission. 
• loca l, shared autonomy, sensory feedback, refining gross commands autono- 

mously 
• powerful delay-compensating 3D-stereo-graphic simulation (predictive simula- 

tion), which included the robot's sensory behaviour. 

5 Advances in telerobotics: Task-directed sensor-based tele- 
programming 
After ROTEX we have focused our work in telerobotics on the design of a high-level 
task-directed robot programming system, which may be characterized as learning by 
showing in a virtual environment [ 19]; comparable concepts have e.g. been de- 
veloped by R. Paul et. al [ 27]. The goal was to develop a unified concept for 
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• a flexible, highly interactive, on-line programmable teleoperation station as 
well as 

• an off-line programming tool, which includes all the sensor-based control fea- 
tures as tested already in ROTEX, but in addition provides the possibility to pro- 
gram a robot system on an implicit, task-oriented level. 

A non-specialist user - e.g. a payload expert - should be able to remotely control the 
robot system in case of internal servicing in a space station (i.e. in a well-defined 
environment). This requires a sophisticated man-machine-interface, which hides the 
robot control details and delivers an intuitive programming interface. However, for 
external servicing (e.g. the repair of a defect satellite) high interactivity between man 
and machine is requested. To fulfill the requirements of both application fields, we 
have developed a 2in2-1ayer-model, which represents the programming hierarchy 
from the executive to the planning level. 

planning 

Task implicit layer "~  
Operation 

Elemental Operation 
explicit layer 

Sensor Control Phase 

execution 

Fig. 24 2in2-1ayer-model ~ I ~ 

Fig. 25 Task-directed sensor-based 
programming (right) 0"""" P'g""~"g 

On the implicit level the instruction set is reduced to what has to be done. No spe- 
cific robot actions will be considered at this task-oriented level. On the other hand 
the robot system has to know how the task can be successfully executed, which is 
described in the explicit layers. 

Sensor controlled phases 
On the lowest programming and execution level our tele-sensor-programming 
(TSP) concept [ 19 ] consists of so-called SensorPhases, as partially verified in the; 
local feedback loops of ROTEX. They guarantee the local autonomy at the remote 
machine's side. TSP involves teaching by showing the reference situation, i.e. by 
storing the nominal sensory patterns in a virtual environment and generating reac- 
tions on deviations. Each SensorPhase is described by 

a controller function, which maps the deviations in the sensor space into appro-. 
priate control commands. As the real world in the execution phase does not per-. 
fectly match with the virtual reference in the programming phase, we have devel- 
oped two types of mapping from non-nominal sensory patterns into motion 
commands that ,,servo" the robot into the nominal situation: a differential Jaeo- 
bian-based and a neural net approach, 
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• a state recognition component, which detects the end conditions and decides 
with respect to the success or failure of a SensorPhase execution 

• the constraint frame information, which supports the controller function with 
necessary task frame information to interpret the sensor data correctly (realizing 
shared control) 

• a sensor fusion algorithm, if sensor values of different types have to be com- 
bined and transformed into a common reference system (e.g. vision and distance 
sensors). 

Elemental operations 
The explicit programming layer is completed by the Elemental Operation (ElemOp) 
level. It integrates the sensor control facilities with position and end-effector con- 
trol. According to the constraint frame concept, the non-sensor-controlled degrees of 
freedom (dof) of the cartesian space are position controlled 
• in case of teleoperation directly with a telecommand device like the SpaceMouse 
• in case of off-line programming by deriving the position commands from the 

selected task. Each object, which can be handled, includes a relative approach 
position, determined off-line by moving the end-effector in the simulation and 
storing the geometrical relationship between the object's reference frame and the 
tool center point. 

The ElemOp layer aims at a manipulator-independent programming style: if the 
position and sensor control function are restricted to the cartesian level, kinematical 
restrictions of the used manipulator system may be neglected. This implies the gen- 
eral reusability of so-defined ElemOps in case of changing the robot type or modi- 
fying the workcell. A model-based on-line collision detection algorithm supervises 
all the robot activities, it is based on a discrete workspace representation and a dis- 
tance map expansion [ 20 ]. For global transfer motions a path planning algorithm 
avoids collisions and singularities. 

Operations 
Whereas the SensorPhase and ElemOp levels require the robot expert, the implicit, 
task-directed level provides a powerful man-machine-interface for the non-specialist 
user. We divide the implicit layer into the Operation and the Task level. 
An Operation is characterized by a sequence of ElemOps, which hides the robot- 
dependent actions. Only for the specification of an Operation the robot expert is 
necessary, because he is able to build the ElemOp sequence. For the user of an Op- 
eration the manipulator is fully transparent, i.e. not visible. 
We have categorized the Operation level into two classes: 
• An Object-Operation is a sequence of ElemOps, which is related to a class of 

objects available within the workcell, e.g. GET <object>, OPEN <door>. 
* A Place-Operation is related to an object, which has the function of a fixture for 
a handled object, e.g. INSERT <object> INTO <place>. <object> is the object, 
known from the predecessor Object-Operation, <place> the current fixture, to which 
the object is related. 
Each object in the environment can be connected with an Object- and/or Place- 
Operation. Because an Operation is defined for a class of objects, the instantiation 
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of formal parameters (e.g. the approach flame for the APPROACH-ElemOp) has 
been done during the connection of the Operation with the concrete object instance 
(Fig. 25). To apply the Operation level, the user only has to select the object/place, 
which he wants to handle, and to start the Object-/Place-Operation. For that reason 
the programming interface is based on a virtual reality (VR) environment, which 
shows the workcell without the robot system (Fig. 26). Via a 3D-interface 
(DataGlove or a 3D-cursor, driven by the Space Mouse) an Object/Place is selected 
and the corresponding Operation started. For supervision the system shows the state 
of the Operation execution, i.e. the ElemOp, which is currently active, as well as the 
pose of the currently moved object; and it hands over control to the operator in case 
of an error automatically. To comply with this autonomy requirement it is necessary 
to decide after each ElemOp how to go on depending on the currently sensed state. 
* We admit sets ofpostconditions for each ElemOp. Each postcondition of such a 

set describes a different state. This can be error states or states that require differ.. 
ent ways to continue the execution of an Operation. 

• We extend the specification of an Operation as a linear sequence of ElemOps to a 
graph of ElemOps. If the postcondition of the current ElemOp becomes true, the 
Operation execution continues with the ElemOp in the graph belonging to the re-. 
spective postcondition: POSTCOND (PRED) = PRECOND (SUCC) 

* As the execution of each ElemOp requires a certain state before starting, we have 
introduced so-called preconditions. For each ElemOp a set of preconditions is 
specified, describing the state under which the respective ElemOp can be started. 

A formal language to specify the post- and preconditions has been defined, a parser 
and an interpreter for the specified conditions has been developed. Also the frame- 
work to supervise the Operation execution as well as a method to visualize the con- 
ditions has been implemented. 

Tasks 
Whereas the Operation level represents the subtask layer, specifying complete robot 
tasks must be possible in a task-directed programming system. A Task is described 
by a consistent sequence of Operations. To generate a Task, we use the VR- 
environment as described above. All the Operations, activated by selecting the de- 
sired objects or places, are recorded with the respe, 

Fig. 26 VR-environment with the ROTEX- 
workcell and the Universal Handling Box, to 

handle drawers and doors and peg-in-hole-tasks 

Fig. 27 DLR's new telerobotic 
station 
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Our task-directed programming system with its VR-environment provides a man- 
machine-interface at a very high level i.e. without any detailed system knowledge, 
especially w.r.t, the implicit layer. To edit all four levels as well as to apply the Sen- 
sorPhase and ElemOp level for teleoperation, a sophisticated graphical user interface 
based on the OSF/Motif standard has been developed (Fig. 27 bottom, screen down 
on the left). This GUI makes it possible to switch between the different execution 
levels in an easy way. Fig. 27 shows different views of the simulated environment 
(far, near, camera view), the Motif-GUI, and the real video feedback, superimposed 
with a wireframe world model for vision-based world model update (,,augmented 
reality", top screen up on the right). 

The current sensor state, fed back to the control station, is used to reconcile the VR- 
model description with the real environment. This world model update task uses 
contactless sensors like stereo camera images or laser range finders with scanner 
functionality, as well as contact sensing. A method to perform surface reconstruc- 
tion, merging the data from different sensors has been developed and successfully 
tested. This process is crucial for modelling of unknown objects as well as for a 
reliable recognition and location method. 

6 Human interfaces for robot-progamming via Skill-Transfer 
The consequent next step in our telerobotic concept which is based on learning by 
showing, is the integration of skill-transfer modules. A promising approach to solve 
this problem is the observation of an expert performing the manual task, collecting 
data of its sensorimotion and generating programs and controllers from it automati- 
cally that are then executed by the robot. In this approach the correspondence prob- 
lem has to be solved, since the human executes an action u(t), due to a perception S(t 
- r). In [ 22 ] we show that the correspondence problem is solved by approximating 
the function 

u(t) =f[S(t), Jc (t)] 

with a neural network, taking the velocity 2 (t) as an additional input to the network. 
Therefore, no reassembling of the data samples is necessary, taking into account 
which sensor pattern S perceived at time (t - r) caused the operator to command an 
action u at a later time t. Nor is it necessary to determine the dead time r of the hu- 
man feedback. Since humans describe tasks in a rule based way, using the concept of 
fuzziness, we have designed a neural network, prestructured to represent a fuzzy 
controller The control law, determining the compliant motion, is acquired by the 
learning structure. 

With man-machine interfaces for human-robot interaction as developed at our insti- 
tute a robot task can be ,,naturally" demonstrated by an expert in three different 
ways: 
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1. In cooperation with a powered robot system: 
The assembly object is grasped by the robot and the robot is controlled by the 
expert in a direct or indirect type cooperating manner (Fig. 14 to Fig. 17). 

2. By interaction with a virtual environment: 
(e.g. in the telerobotics station). The object is virtual and manipulated by the ex- 
pert through some virtual display device. 

3. By using his hands directly: 
The object is directly manipulated by muscle actuation of the expert and forces 
and motion are measured by a teach device. 

Powered robot systems can be controlled by indirect cooperating type interface sys.- 
terns, using visual feedback of the TCP movement, e.g. by the desktop interface or a 
teach panel integrated Space Mouse as well as using haptic feedback of inertia and 
external forces on the robot through a force-reflecting hand controller interface (Fig.. 
28 (a)). 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 28 Teaching compliant motion in cooperation with a powered robot system: by 
indirect interaction, e.g., using a haptic interface (a), and by direct interaction, e.g., 

guiding the robot with a robot mounted sensor (b). 

To demonstrate the task without using the robot system, haptic interfaces and virtual 
environments can be used. Fig. 29 (a) shows the PHANTOM haptic interface[ 21] 
connected to our telerobotics environment [ 22]. The user can manipulate the object 
in the virtual environment. Such systems require the simulation of forces and mo- 
ments of interaction between the object and virtual environment. 

The most natural way of demonstrating the task is certainly to let the operator per- 
form the task by his/her hands directly. Then the sensor pattern and motion of the 
operator have to be recorded. This can be done by observing the human with a cam- 
era [ 23] or by measuring manipulation forces of the operator. For the latter case we 
designed a teach device which acquires the motion and forces of the operator directly 
[ 24]. It is similar but much lighter than the device used by Delson and West [ 25]. 
We mounted a commercially available position tracking sensor (Polhemus Isotrack 
II), and a force/torque sensor module of the Space Mouse on a posture (Fig. 29 (b)). 
The workpiece to be assembled is plugged into the standard interface shaft of the 
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device. The operator performs the task by grasping the force/torque sensor control 
device. Before recording the compliant motion the weight of the device is compen- 
sated. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 29 Teaching compliant motion in a natural way: by interaction with a virtual 
environment using a haptic interface (a) and by collecting force and motion data 

from the operator directly using a teach device (b) 

More recent work involves training stable grasps of our new 4 fingered hand, pre- 
sumably the most complex robot hand that has been built so far with 12 position / 
force controlled actuators (,,artificial muscle") integrated into fingers and palm, 112 
sensors, around 1000 mechanical and 1500 electronic components (Fig. 31). As 
input device for skill-transfer we use a data-glove here. 
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~Raw Image Dala 

image Processing I 
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Object Informalior 

Human Operator ] 
;: Hand Shape while Grasping Sample £fojec~ 
t ] Data Glove [ 

Desired Joinl Positions 

Fig. 30 
(a) (b) 

The learning system for pre-shaping. (b) Data glove calibration by extract- 
ing the color marks mounted on the tip of the fingers of the glove 
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Fig. 31 DLR's new 4 fingered hand Fig. 32 Active telepresence in medicine 

7 Robotics goes W W W  - Application of Telerobotic Concepts to 
the Internet using VRML and JAVA 

Teleoperation of robots over huge distances and long time delays is still a challenge 
to robotics research. But due to lack of widespread standards for virtual reality 
worlds most current teleoperation systems are proprietary implementations. Thus 
their usage is limited to the expert who has access to the specific hard- and software 
and who knows to operate the user interface. 

New chances towards standardization arise with VRML 2.0, the newly defined Vir- 
tual Reality Modeling Language. In addition to the description of geometry and 
appearance it defines means of animations and interactions. Portable Java scripts 
allow programming of nearly any desired behavior of objects. Even network con- 
nections of objects to remote computers are possible. Currently we are implementing 
some prototype applications to study the suitability of the VRML technology to 
telerobotics. 

We have implemented a VRML teleoperation which is based on the third layer of 
complex operations within our four layered telerobtic approach (section 5). This 
layer had been provided with a network transparent protocol named Marco-X. In this 
scenario the robot is operated through our telerobotic server, which implements layer 
0 to 2 of the above hierarchy and the Marco-X protocol. The remote user again 
downloads the VRML scene, which shows the work cell as used during the ROTEX 
experiment in space, especially its movable objects and the robot gripper, but not the 
robot itself. The user may now pick objects and place them in the scene using the 
mouse. As interactions are done, Marco-X commands are generated and sent to the 
remote server which executes them. The current placement of objects is continuously 
piped back into the virtual scene where the objects now seem to be moved ghostlike. 
Using a task oriented protocol is the preferable method to remotely operate robots as 
it demands only extreme narrowband connections and doesn't bother about long time 
delays. It also provides a simple and intuitive method to interact with the virtual 
world as the user defines what he want's to be done, not how it has to be done. The 
main drawback is that possible manipulations are limited to the predefined ones. 
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8 Perspectives for the future 
Telerobotic control and virtual reality will have many applications in areas which are 
not classical ones like space. An interesting example is laparoscopic surgery 
(minimal invasive surgery), where a robot arm may guide the endoscopic camera 
autonomously by servoing the surgeon's instruments. Such a system using realtime 
stereo colour segmentation, was successfully tested in the ,,Klinikum rechts der Isar" 
Munich hospital, on animals as well as on humans [ 14 ]. It was found that the sur- 
geon's  concentration onto the surgery is massively supported by this technology. 
Now if the surgeon is not sure about the state of  the organ he is investigating, he may 
call an expert somewhere in the world and ask him to teleoperate the camera-robot 
via ISDN-video transmission and active control with joystick or SPACE MOUSE 
(Fig. 32). We did these kind of experiments several times using e.g. two dof gastro- 
scopes for real patients via arbitrary distances. 

The consequent next step would be telesurgery using force reflection which is not 
discussed here in more detail. But we are sure that by using these telepresence and 
telerobotic techniques will massively influence medical care, as well as teleservieing 
in the field of  mechanical engineering (maintenance, inspection and repair of ma- 
chines over great distance) will have great impact in all export-dependent countries. 
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Abstract: Cooperative behavior is a central issue in distributed autonomous 
robot system (DARS). But, it has been discussed in case-dependent contexts. 
In this paper, we attempt to outlook cooperative behavior from viewpoint of 
the local and global coordination. Standing from the different point, basic 
methodologies are discussed. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Toward realization of flexible systems, and from the interest regarding behavior 
science such as group behavior, the issues of cooperation have been attracting much 
research interest and becoming a central research topic in the field of Multi-Agent 
System (MAS). In the distributed AI (DAI) literature, the agent is often treated as a 
computational process. To save computational cost, the complicated problem is 
divided into several less complicated subproblems and they are executed by respective 
agent with cooperation. Contract net protocol developed by Smith is a representative 
cooperation technique for the distributed problem solverEll. Several related problems 
and extended versions have been studied. In the meantime, the MAS has been 
rigorously discussed in the group robotics and complex system literature. These are 
dynamical system interacting with environment as well as between agents. Where, 
an autonomous agent is considered as an entity that possesses following features; 1) 
recognition, 2) decision making, 3) actuation. In this sense, biological individual is 
an agent in the ecosystem or society. Also, the robot is denoted as a programmable 
agent in the distributed autonomous robot system(DARS) or robot society. Hence, it 
should be underlined that the agent in the dynamical system is more physically 
based. Behavior of the agent is fully dependent on what it perceives as a sensing: 
information and how it behaves under physical constraints from the environment and 
the other agents, such as resource, energy, and information. Therefore, the issue of 
cooperation involves physical contacts, time and space restrictions. Cellular robotic 
system which is composed of numerous functional unit and change its formation 
according to change of environment, has been proposed [2,3]. Also, several 
architecture for robot cooperation for static environment ~4, 5] have been presented. 
However, arguments on cooperative system seem to be too case-dependent. In this 
paper, we attempt more comprehensive discussion on the issue of cooperative 
behaviors, introducing authors' recent work. Organization of the paper is as follows; 
section 2 described the classification of cooperation form, where intentional 
cooperation and self-organized cooperation are addressed. In section 3, the issue of 
intentional cooperation is focused. Distributed sensing are proposed for essential 
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technique for multi-robot cooperation as an example. In section 4, self-organized 
coordination is discussed. In section 5, conclusions are drawn and future work is 
suggested. 

2. Science of Cooperation 
What is a cooperative behavior ? Though the question is seemingly simple, it is 
rather difficult to find a straightforward answer. There seems no definite objective 
criteria to estimate whether the behavior is cooperative. However, it can be said, at 
least, that the cooperation is a representation form of the intelligence produced by a 
group of agents. In general, we consider that the system is cooperative when its 
condition appears to be coordinated or balanced through the interaction between 
agents. In order for the system to evolve to the coordinated states or maintain 
harmonious condition, there seems to be different types of cooperation. Hence, we 
attempt to classify the "cooperation" as following types; intentional cooperation and 
nonintentional cooperation. In the following subsections, we describe that there are 
large difference between these cooperative systems in terms of design methodology. 

2.1. Intentional Cooperation 
Intentional cooperation is characterized by a metaphor, such as teamwork or 
collaboration, where agents work together for the shared purpose or a common goal. 
Therefore, the form of cooperation in this type is task-dependent. Tasks often 
considered are object handling, luggage transportation, resource sharing, cooperative 
navigation, environment exploration, and map building etc. Related issues are 
collision avoidance, deadlock avoidance and resolution, negotiation protocol, 
prediction, planning and scheduling, and distributed sensing etc. Learning abilities 
are also essential. These issues cover large part of domain in multiple robot system. 
However, despite a large number of papers deal with these issues, most of the work 
are too case-dependent and a general methodology has not been established. This 
indicates that cooperative behavior is pre-programmed in which task information is 
often explicitly incorporated to behavior strategy. In real world, cooperation form is 
situation-dependent as well as task-dependent. The same task may require a different 
cooperation form according to the change of environment. Therefore rigidly pre- 
programmed cooperation strategy is not effective for dynamical task environment. 
Evolutionary approaches are under explored in recent years. The scheme of 
intentional cooperation, which can deal with local and closed up problems in MAS, 
depends on the function and ability of individual agent in terms of hardware structure 
and intelligence level. Is it over statement that current intelligence level of the robot 
is much lower than expected for required task? In this sense, more rigorous research 
should be performed for realizing intelligent agent. Particularly, for more 
complicated tasks, task interpretation of other robots should be pursued for higher 
level cooperation. Also, cooperation between functionary heterogeneous agents 
should be more discussed. Where, different kind of sensory information is utilized. 
Distributed sensing which is discussed in section 3, becomes the fundamental 
technique for advanced cooperation strategy. In the next subsection, another type of 
cooperation for global coordination is discussed. 

2.2. Emergence of Cooperative Behavior 
Since the abilities of individual agent, in terms of perception and information 
capacity, are limited, it is difficult to consider that agents can share the common 
information in a large scale system. Without knowing the global information, is it 
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possible to realize the global coordination ? Typical successful examples can be seen 
in the biological system, i.e., societies of ants and bees. It is hardly assumed that 
the ants or bees recognize their behavior purpose or any leaders exist to coordinate 
numerous autonomous agents. What is meant by nonintentional cooperation is thus 
the spontaneous emergence of coordinated or coherent states due to the self- 
organizing effects of a large group of interactions, which cannot be explained directly 
in the level of intentional behaviors. The paradigm of group intelligence or 
collective behavior has been attracting research interest from the view point of 
behavior science, as well as engineering applications. It is truly inter-disciplinary 
field of nonlinear physics, chemistry, biology, social science, robotics and the other 
engineering fields, etc. Self-organizing robot system (SORS) is a multi-ARS which 
exhibits emergence feature to coordinate its global behaviors. Research targets 
include realization of pattern formation in the group behavior which is explored by 
real multiple robots as well as simulation work, collective learning and evolution 
based on the biologically inspired approaches, and also philosophical consideration 
from the view point of system science. We believe that SORS has a great potential 
for realizing advanced flexible system. However, since theoretical foundation for 
design principle is still the stage of under explored, it will take time to reach the 
level of the use for engineering applications and to prove its powerfulness, except 
very limited cases. In research for the group robotics, we can have two types of 
possible view for robot. One is conventional view; a machine for executing a given 
task. In other words, that is application-oriented viewpoint which regards much on 
the aspect that how efficiency is improved by introducing the system. Another is 
principle-oriented viewpoint where the ARS is considered to be a testbed for the 
study of complex group behavior. For this research, the purpose is to understand and 
explore the mechanism of the cooperative behavior, where a hypothetical model is 
addressed and verified through construction using programmable agent; robot. Both 
of viewpoints are essential, but it should be careful that misunderstanding of these 
research aims can cause meaningless criticisms each other. 

2.3. Role of Competition 
One thing we have to add to consider the cooperative behavior is importance of 
competition. In conventional research, conflicts between agents are believed to 
exclude from the system. Numerous methods have been proposed to avoid and 
resolve competitions in various situations. However, it is interesting enough to 
observe that even the competition takes an essential role for global harmony in 
natural world. In large scale systems, we can raise many examples that some local 
conflicts and competitions often bring an important effect to global coordination. 
Relation between pray and predator is a fundamental for understanding ecosystem, 
where the local competition is indispensable for global harmony. One of the 
fundamental process in self-organization is a balance of positive-feedback and 
negative-feedback. The former implies to facilitate the growth of some factors, and 
the latter indicates reflection for the growth. Also, internally caused fluctuation 
becomes the trigger for the system to evolve. In this sense, the role of cooperative 
behavior is considered to be positive-feedback and competition is regarded as a 
negative-feedback or fluctuation. In particular, fluctuation is a cause of disorder, but 
it also give diversity to the system, that is, the chance of evolution. In designing: 
self-organizing cooperative behavior, we must understand the relation of these 
processes in contrast with actual behavior and interaction rules. The role of 
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competition is, thus, as important as that of cooperation for the global coordination 
of the MAS. 

3. Cooperation with Distributed Sensing 
3.1. Distributed Sensing in DARS[ 9] 
Multiple robots are distributed in different space. What should be emphasized here is 
that individual robots must have the sensing ability to recognize world. Sensing 
actions are distributed in space. Through such a kind of sensing actions, bodies of 
sensing information from different view angles are obtained. To an individual robot 
in DARS, although several kinds of sensors may be equipped, its sensing ability in 
time, space and function is still limited. For this reason, besides requirements to the 
cooperation for actions of multiple robots, their sensing information should also be 
shared to enhance the reliability of whole system. Hence, when the sensing 
information belonging to different robots are shared through some links, a 
distributed sensing net as showed in Fig. 1 can be formed. Distributed sensing centers 
on integration of sensing information of multiple robots. Although it is similar to 
multi-sensor system in some degree from viewpoint of integration of sensing 
information, differences between them are mainly embodied in integration structure 
and sensing information level describing environment states. Approach to integrate 
distributed sensing depends on the characteristics of sensing information of robots. 
When individual robots sense the environment, due to errors of sensor measurements 
and sensing system modeling, the information on environment inferred from sensor 
data is uncertain, and may be inconsistent. When robots locate in different locations, 
the sensing information may be incomplete. So, the primary characteristics of 
sensing information are uncertain, inconsistent and incomplete. On the other hand, 
in considering human beings reasoning, evidence supporting some propositions that 
comes from real observations is usually uncertain, incomplete and inconsistent. 
Robot sensing has also the characteristics similar to that of evidence supporting 
propositions, and can be refereed to be "evidential information". Evidential 
information leads that individual robots describe environment states in an uncertain 
way. In other words, when it infers based on its sensing, one robot usually can not 
explain its sensing information to one of environment states certainly, but to several 
possible environment states or subsets of the environment state set with uncertainty. 
Based on the analysis, we have every reason to formulate individual robots sensing 
about environment as followings. 

~ ,~u ~ ' /  

Fig.1 Distributed Sensing Net in DARS 
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Let f~ be the set of basic environment states relative to problem domain. Let 0 be 
the set of sensing of multiple robots. 

f~={o9 l, o) 2 ........ oJN} (3.1.1) 

O = { o  l, 0 2 ........ oM} (3.1.2) 
09~ (1 <_ i < N) is an environment state, o~(1 < i < M)represents the sensing 
completed by robot i. So, to sensing o i of robot i, possible explanations about 
environment states can be expressed as 
Aik ~ ~ 1 _< k < K (3.1.3) 

Aik is a subset of fL an explanation about environment states based on o~. 
Formula (3.1.3) means that there are K explanations about environment states that 
constitute an explanation structure concerned with sensing o~ of robot i. To different 
robot sensing, the explanation structures for the environment states will be different. 

Formula (3.1.1)-(3.1.3) representing robot sensing and its explanations about 
environment states are consistent with representations of observations and 
explanations in evidential reasoning theory of Dempster-Shafertl0l[ll]. So, evidential 
reasoning is considered for processing of distributed sensing in this research. There 
are two important points in evidential approach for reasoning with uncertain 
knowledge different from other tools, such as probabilistic approach. One is 
assignments of belief with pieces of evidence to some propositions. This means that 
when one part of a belief is assigned to a proposition, it not necessary that the 
remaining belief must assign to the complement of the proposition, but to basic 
proposition space. This is particularly useful for distributed sensing. Because 
individual robot usually can not describe one of world states clearly due to its 
sensing uncertainty, it is natural for the sensing of individual robot to be considered 
related to several world states with different belief assignments. Another one is its 
powerful combination rule of evidence from different sources, which makes it 
possible to realize the integration of distributed sensing information effectively. 

3.2 Basic Definition and Formulat ion 
Explanations of sensing o i, corresponding to set ~ are constructed in formula 
(3.1.3). The body of evidence relative to observation o i assigns a measurement 

called evidence mass and expressed as mi(Aik) to explanation AJk. mi(Aik) 

represents the opinion that robot i thinks explanation Aik is true, based on its 
sensing o i. The result of assigning evidence mass to all explanations constitutes a 

belief structure expressed as mi0relative to observation o i over ~.  Belief structure 

mi 0 is characterized as 

mi(): 2 a ~ [0, 1] (3.2.1a) 

mi(Aik) = 1 (3.2.1b) 
A1k~ 

mi(~) = 0 (3.2.1c) 
Generally, to different sensing, belief structures will be different. Based on evidence 
mass assignments over explanations, interval probability for proposition Aik is 
calculated as followings. 

Sp(Aik) = ~ .  mi(Ail) (3.2.2a) 
Ail~Alk 
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Pl(Aik)= 1-  • mi(Ail) = l_Sp(~ik)  (3.2.2b) 
Ail~ik 

SpO called Support is lower bound of interval probability indicating the lowest 

Ak,  while P10 called possible degree of evidence to support proposition 
plausibility is upper bound of interval probability indicating the highest possible 
degree of evidence to support proposition A~k. Decisions, such as analysis and 
judgment etc. related to the recognition of world states, are made based on interval 
probabilities. There exist a number of rules that can be selected for decision making 
through combining support and plausibility in different way. For example, there are: 
(1)Maximum Support Rule, (2)Maximum Plausibility Rule, (3)Maximum Support 
and Plausibility Rule. 

3.3. Integration of Sensing Information 
Based on Dempster's rule called orthogonal sum, bodies of evidence from multiple 
sources can be integrated. The integration is completed through the combination of 
different belief structures relative to different observations. Let mi0 and m j() be 

two different belief structures relative to sensing o i and oj. the rule combines m~0 

and m j0 to produce a new belief structure mij 0 over f2 as following. 

1 mi(Aik)-m)(AJl) (3.3.1a) = . ]~ 
mi)(An) 1 - T  A~AJ,=An 

( for all Aik n A J1 = A n) 

T= ]~ mi(Ai~), mj(AJ~) (3.3.1b) 
Aik~AJl=~ 

(for all mik ('3 A J1 = q~) 

According to formula (3.3.1a) and (3.3.1b), the new evidence mass mij(A ~) in the 

new belief structure mij0 corresponds to a new explanation A n (An c f2), which is 

the conjunction between a pair of explanations related to belief structure m~0 and 
mj 0 respectively. Two essential conditions to above rule are: (1) bodies of evidence 

to be integrated must be independent; (2) these independent bodies of evidence must 
refer to the same f2. In this research, condition (2) is usually contented when f2 is 
initially set. Condition (1) can also be contented in considering that sensing of one 
robot is not affected by other robot, and to the same robot, its sensing at one 
moment does not affect sensing at other moments. Because this rule is both 
commutative and associative, sensing information from multiple robots or in 
different time can be integrated by pairs in any order without the result being 
affected. 

3.4. Application Example 
According to above general framework, distributed sensing is examined in an 
application; environment map building and maintaining. For unknown or partially 
known environment, environment map building and maintaining is important 
through robot sensing. Environment map building and maintaining in CEBOT is 
typically concerned with distributed sensing. 

3.4.1 Robot and Environment Settings 
Basic settings for simulation are as followings. 
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(1) Environment is a 2-dimensional plane. 
(2) Environment is modeled by GM (Grid Map). 
(3) Sensors are equipped on robots. 
(4) Communication devices are equipped on robots. 
(5) Robots know their positions exactly. 

The set £2 of basic problems relative robot sensing is set as 
f~ = {o91,o92} = {occ, occ} in case environment is modeled by GM. occ and occ are 

states of cell in environment map. occ represents that cell is occupied and occ 
represents that cell is empty. Here, to the sensing of each individual robot, 
explanation structure corresponding to f~ is set to be same as followings. 

Explanation 1: A 1 = { occ } (3.4.1a) 

Explanation 2: A 2 = { oc----c } (3.4.1b) 

Explanation 3: A 3 = ~ = {occ,oc---c} (3.4.1c) 

Figure 2 shows the flow chart of concrete realization of Integrating phase, concerned 
with World Model (environment map building and maintaining) and distributed 
sensing based on evidential reasoning. 

I W°rld MOdel ] 

l    Pda ng I 
From Other J Get Information ~ 

Robots ~] Evidence Mass I ~ 
Integration ~ 

To Other JSend Information ~ J  Evidence Mass ] 
Robots - [Evidence Mass F [  Assignment I 

I " °ssin  I 
Self Sensing ~ 

Fig.2 Flow Chart of Distributed Sensing Information Integration 

3.5. Simulation Experiments 
Simulation is carried out in an environment consisting of 100x100 cells as showed 
in fig.3. Evidence masses of explanation A1, A 2 and A 3 for each cell in map are 
initially set as 0, 0, 1 respectively. So, Initial interval probability of explanation 
Alfor each cell in map is [0,1] which represents complete ignorance about 
environment. Three objects exist and three robots are used. Three robots start from 
initial positrons showed in Fig.4. Sensing is done while robots are moving. When 3 
robots move to the positions showed in Fig.4, support(SP) and plausibility(PL) of 
exp lana t ion  A 1 for each cell in map, based on sensing integration of 3 robots are 
shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6. In general, 3 situations for each cell in map are indicated 
with interval probability: (1) high SP and high PL value indicate that the possibility 
that cell is occupied is high; (2) low SP and low PL indicate that the possibility that 
cell is occupied is low; (3) low SP value and high PL (long interval between SP and 
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PL) show that the cell is ignorant in high degree. So, to the environment in this 
simulation, area where object 1 - -  object 3 exist, area where no object exists and 
area where it is still ignorant can be clearly understood according to riga and fig.5. 

SI: Start Point 
of Robot 1 

$2: Start Point 
of Robot 2 

$3: Start Point 
of Robot 3 

T 
X 

__ gra,Secto~ of ~bot~l 
Iredc~to~ of R0bot-2 
Ir~l~ of ~bot-3 

Object 1 Object 2 

0(0,0) sl s2 s2 
Fig.3 Environment and Moving Trajectories of Ro~t s  
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Fig.4 Lower bound (SP) of Interval Probability 

I 

B.5 i~0 

O 0 

Fig.5 Upper bound (PL) of Interval Probability 

4 .  S e l f - o r g a n i z i n g  C o o p e r a t i v e  B e h a v i o r  
Group behavior exhibited by self-organizing effects is not explicit intentional 
behavior of individual agents. The reason why we investigate this kind of behavior 
is following; robot society, which is composed of a large number of robotic agents 
with flexible structure and emergence capability, is the goal of research. Based on the 
local interactions which include information exchanges, intentional cooperation and 
some degree of competitions, not trivial socially intelligent behavior is expected for 
coordination of the large scale system and basic research has been performed [z,3,6,7,8]. 
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In the living system of nature, such a example is abundant. This fact of the 
universality of complex behavior observed in interdisciplinary fields, gathers much 
interest and many results have been obtained in nonlinear science. In this section, we 
discussed what features of self-organization should be provided to design the MAS. 

4.1. Approach to Self-Organizing System 
4.1.1. Forward and Inverse Problem in Self-Organizing System 
There are two basic stances for the research on collective behavior. From the 
viewpoint of scientific attitude, we are interested in why simple rules and mutu~d 
interactions can cause the coordinated group behavior. What kinds of relations and 
mechanisms should exist behind it. This can be called a forward problem for 
understanding processes of the self-organization. On the other hand, the inverse 
problem is fundamental from the viewpoint of engineering applications, where the 
self-organizing behavior must be designed to satisfy specific purpose expected to the 
system. What particular behavior and interaction rule should be imbedded to each 
agent for the purposive group behavior ? For this inverse problem, two approaches 
are considered. One is that the designer investigates the forward problem and attempt 
to utilize obtained principle to construct the system [8]. Another is to let the system 
solve it. This is what the living systems actually implement. For the moment, let 
us consider the former approach. In order to solve the inverse problem, the forward 
problem must be revealed. Unfortunately, the most of the research works on group 
behavior do not attempt to analyze and reveal the behind principle of emerging 
behavior, although some kinds of interesting behaviors are presented. They are often 
explained as a result of the learning or adaptation of each agent to the environment. 
But this does not give the fundamental answer, because what should be explained is 
a relation of processes for evolution. Hence, it should be noted that our knowledge is 
not yet enough to establish satisfactory group robot system for actual applications. 
Therefore, constructive approach is taken, where a conjecture model is constructed 
and tested repeatedly. 

4.1.2. Outlook of Self-Organizing System 
Designing self-organizing system starts from understanding its basic mechanism. 
But, so called self-organization is discussed in so wide ranging contexts and different 
meaning. To make clear our discussion, let us overview the theory and concept on 
it. There are several classes in self-organizing system, and what it denotes is 
somewhat different. The aim of discussion in this section is to give an outlook of 
the level and features of self-organizing system and consider which level of theory or 
concept should be applied to design the MAS. Hence, rough sketch of classification 
becomes as follows; 

Level 1: Physical / Chemical System 
Level 2: Biological System 
Level 3: Social System 

Common features among them are that 1) collective system and 2) spontaneous 
structure emergence. Let us discuss respective class in more detail. 

1) Physical / Chemical System 
This class is extensively investigated. Many mathematical theories and models are 
presented for complex pattern formation and chaotic behavior due to collective 
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interactions. The component unit of this system is atom or molecular. The 
molecular is not deserved to be called as a agent, because it is not considered as 
autonomous. It dose not recognize environment, and just follows the physical and 
chemical laws of the nature. Physical and chemical system is not living system by 
itself. However, obtained results are often useful to understand a partial process of 
the activity of biological or social system when the system is analyzed from the 
macroscopic viewpoint, where heterogeneous characters of the agent are averaged and 
the dynamics of the system are often reduced to low dimensional for simplicity of 
the mathematical treatment. It is often pointed out that this treatment may erase 
fundamental properties to understand more complex behavior. Bifurcation and chaos, 
dissipative structure, synergetics, catastrophe theory etc. are well known theoretical 
framework. 

2) Biological System 
Biological system is undoubtedly the living system. The component of system is 
cell which can be considered as autonomous agent. Neural network, immune 
network are self-organizing system which is well investigated. Biological system is 
a network system composed of heterogeneous functional organization. Cell is also 
heterogeneous, but the interesting fact is that the characters of cell depends on its 
location in the system, in other words, it depends upon the characters of the other 
cells around itself. Biological system is thus, a self-referential system. It follows not 
only natural law, but also the genetic rules which are acquired in the evolutional 
processes. The largest difference between living system and nonliving system is 
ability of self-generation of the rules, to which the agents obey as well as the natural 
laws. Although these are observable fact, the mechanisms are still open problems in 
life science. Many of the theoretical basis are given from physical / chemical 
nonlinear science. But also, philosophical issues are often discussed. Autopoiesis 
has been presented for the definition of biological autonomy which concept is 
innovative, but it cannot cover all of the features of biological activity. 

3) Social System 
Obviously, the social organization is a living system and the most complex system 
in this classification of the self-organizing system. There are several advanced 
considerations for the social system, but mathematical formulation seems to be very 
difficult. Some attempts have been made to grasp a fragmented aspect of social 
phenomena by chaos and nonlinear dynamics. But there is much argument for the 
way of treatment which ignores diversity of characteristics of the agents. The social 
system has a self-referential property as well as the biological system. Compared 
with biological system, role of symbolic information of language, political balance, 
and self-organization of information network become more explicit. 

Based on the consideration, it can be suggested that the common feature in self- 
organizing system as a living system is the ability of control of internal rules which 
define organization and disorganization of the system structures. Hence, the system 
structure indicates the rule structure as well as the physical structure. According to 
social science, the social structure denotes relation of the rules, such as social laws, 
custom, regulations etc. Based on the rule structure, the physical structure; spatial 
pattern of distribution or quantity of agents etc., evolves. Also, the rule structure is 
reorganized through negotiative process among the agents, which is dependent on the 
physical structure. This coupling self-organizing processes enable consecutive 
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evolution in the context of the environment. The component unit of social system 
does not have to be a biological agent. There can be a social system composed of 
artificial autonomous agents, that is a robot society. 

i ~ - ~  Self-Organization ~-----~ ] 

I / ~ /  I 
L _ _ . . _ I ~  

I F ~  Self-Organization ~ ] 

Fig.6 Coupling Structure of Self-Organizing Mechanism 

4.2. Designing Social Group Behavior 
4.2.1 Basic model description 
Let us consider a minimum level organization network of resource mining task, as 
shown in fig.7-(a). The model represents the relation of functioning processes of 
robot society, that is, resource mining, resource and energy transportation, and parts 
assembling sites. The symbols used in fig.7 are defined in table 1. In this model, 
energy is supplied from environment to the site ET, and the energy is distributed to 
site P and R through path T1 and T3 respectively by the robots. At site R, robots 
execute resource mining task. The resource is transported to and consumed at site P 
or RC for the parts assembling and energy conversion. The converted energy at RC 
can be carried to ET for energy supplement. Environmental constraints to the system 
are twofold; constant energy supply from site ET and request of part production at 
site P. Parts are constantly removed from P. If too many robots work for parts 
production, the labor power to energy supply and resource mining decrease and this 
results in low performance of the system. 

Energy Input Parts Output 

Energy from Resource Resource mining 

(a) Functional Network for Resource Mining (b) Energy Flmv Network 

[ ]  M 

(d) Resource Flow Network 

Fig.7 Organization network structure for respective information currency 
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Thus, this network system requires task differentiation of a number of robots and 
self-coordination of internal population balance for respective task. Unlike 
conventional work of group robotics, robots in this model do not share common 
goal because desired condition at respective site is different from each other. The 
purpose of behavior for each robot is generated through internal observation of 
respective site. 

4.2 Multi-layer Network Expression 
Observation of the network structure is a projection based on particular criteria 
which are focused on. Hence, we are concerned with population, energy and resource 
flow in our model. Without saying, each robot behaves based on the local 
information of locating site and its neighbor condition, the spatial distribution of the 
population, which implies labor distribution in the network, evolves in the self- 
organizing manner. However, it should be noted that this self-organizing labor 
distribution depends on energy and resource distribution of the network. As well as 
quantitative amount, spatial distribution of energy and resource affects structure 
organization of population. On the other hand, since robots transport energy and 
resource from site to site, the distribution of energy and resource change based on 
population network. Thus, spatial distributions of energy, population and resource 
are closely coupled. Figure 8 represents the conception of this relation. In our 
model, fig.7-(b), (c), and (d) represent energy flow network (EFN), population flow 
network (PFN), and resource flow network(RFN), as a projection of the structure 
fig.4-(a). 

Table 1 Role of the site 

Energy Tank site ET 
P Parts assembling site 
R Resource mining site 
RC Resource to energy conversion site 
Tx Transportation paths (x=l to 5) 

} Energy Flow 

Fig.8 Interdependence of network structure 

4. 2.3 Nonequilibrium and Purpose generation 
In general, the robot works so that a purpose is achieved. However, this model dose 
not prepare a priori defined purpose for the robots. The task and purpose for each 
robot are determined in a context of situation. There is an even the case that some 
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robots do nothing. The only thing what robots do is to reduce the difference between 
the current state and desired state. Task selection of the robot depends on the site 
where the robot is currently located. For example, if the robot is located in the site 
P, and it recognizes shortage of the resource for parts assembling despite energy 
amount is satisfied, it heads to the site R via route T4 to supply resource to the site 
P. The recognition of the difference of state condition is performed based on 
eq.(4.3.1), and which is a driving force of purpose generation. Robots recognize 
amount of energy and resource of the neighboring sites, and decide next task type 
with eq.(4.3.2), which are given by, 

P~ = {(O xi - xc)2 iff xi > Xc (4.3.I) 

A/'tsT = { 0  ~ s - / / T  iff # S > l l  r (4.3.2) 

where p, denotes shortage from critical value x c of energy or resource at each site. 
Also, A/Zs~ represents gradient of the nonequilibrium potential of energy or resource 
amount between the sites. The decision of robot becomes different according to 
current location of the robot. Every condition and task selections is situation 
oriented. As is described in previous section, since energy and resource transportation 
are carried out by the robots, structure of EFN and RFN is organized based on the 
spatial pattern (structure) of PFN which denotes labor distribution on the network. 
Thus, the pattern of PFN is a constraint condition of EFN and RFN's organizing 
processes. On the other hand, since the labor distribution is reformed to facilitate 
solution of the nonequilibrium state, the structure of EFN and RFN are constraints 
conditions of reorganization of PFN structure as well. These networks are 
impossible to divide each other and have meaning only in the context of inter-. 
relation of the other network structures. 

4.3 S imula t ion  of  N e t w o r k  Behav ior  
4.3.1 Structure configuration 
This section examines structure reorganization due to dynamical labor distribution. 
Time average labor distribution (PFN) characterizes behavior of the network system. 
If the energy supply is sufficient, labor power of the robot can concentrate to parts 
assembling task without considering energy amount and produce as many amounts 
of parts as required. PFN is organized such that parts production is maximized. On 
the other hand, if the energy supply is not enough, some ratio of robots should be 
devoted to the task related to energy conversion from the resource. This simulation 
is performed to examine that network robot system behaves as expected according to 
the energy supply. Population of the robot is 100. Other simulation setup values are 
shown in table 3. As shown in fig.9-(a), in case that sufficient amount of energy is 
supplied, most of the robots are afford to engage in the task related to the parts 
assembling work. However, in the case of lack of energy supply, the energy 
shortage at ET induces a nonequilibrium state at RC and a number of robots are 
distributed to configure self-complimentary structure of energy network as shown in 
fig.9-(b). More robots are engaged in energy transportation task rather than parts 
production task in this case. Thus, the robots decide how to use resource according 
to change of energy condition. It shows a characteristic of collective autonomy, 
where the group behavior work to maintain activity of the system. A case of that 
there are more choices as alternative conditions will be examined as a future work. 
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Table 2 Task type of robot ((*) denotes energy consumption 
for a behavior, cf. tab.3) 

1 Resource mining (m) 5 Energy explore (e) 
2 Resource supply (e) 6 Assemble parts (b) 
3 Resource explore (e) 7 Doing nothing (0) 
4 Energy supply (e) 

Table 3 Simulation setup value ([*] denotes unit of amount.) 

1) total robot number N: 100 
2) transportation step t IT]: 10.00 
3) energy carrying/robot e [/]: 3.00 
4) resource transportation r [k]:  1.00 
5) energy consumption d [l]: 0.50 
6) resource minin~ cost m Ill: 1.00 
7) parts assembling cost b Ill: 2.00 
8) resource exchange rate c [//k]: (8.0) 
9) energy supply/time E [//T]: (3.00) 
10) parts demand/time P [p]: 2.00 

(a) (b) 

(a) In case of Sufficient Energy Supply (E=10) (b) In case of Insufficient Energy 
Supply (E=3) ( From left to right, bar denotes amount of energy, resource, and 
population at each site.) 

Fig. 9 Time average of Network Structure 

4.3.2 Diversity, Redundancy, and Optimality 
When we consider what is a good system, we will find that the answer is situation 
dependent. This section discusses the relation between diversity and optimality. To 
show this, let us consider a network structure where the site R is disconnected to 
RC as shown in fig. 10 (Type II). Hence, let us call the network structure of fig.7(a) 
as type I and the one without RC as type I I .  With this network structure, fig. 1 t 
shows the comparison result of the total parts production from the site P during 
1000 time steps by changing energy supply E. The other setup values are the same 
as the one as shown in table 3. In the fig. 11, production-opt denotes total output of 
the network type II, while the others are results in case of type I. Both systems of 
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type I and type II require energy support to ET. When energy supply is sufficient, 
type II network is more efficient in terms of productivity, because RC (energy 
conversion) is a redundant part in this case. However, the performance of pazts 
production is sharply affected to the energy supply. If energy supply is small, its 
productivity is deteriorated. On the other hand, since type I network distributes some 
pans of the labor powers for energy conversion task at RC even when the energy is 
supplied sufficiently, type I cannot perform better than type II in case of enough 
energy supply. Structure of Type I contains a redundant part (RC) in this case. 
However in the case of energy shortage, RC site of the system takes an essential 
role to maintain work ratio as shown in fig.12. In case of energy shortage, large 
parts of robot are engaged in energy supply task{ T2,T3,R,T5,RC } rather than parts 
production task. Thanks to this collective coordination, energy shortage is covered to 
some degrees, and energy is utilized for executing parts assembling task as well as 
maintaining the robot activity. Productivity in type I is better than that of type II in 
case of energy shortage. It can be said that redundant pan is a vital component in 
this case. So, these results show that there is a trade off between flexibility and 
optimality. In general, optimization is to reduce redundancy form the system 
performance, but it deprive potential ability of flexibility to dynamical change of 
environment. Conventional systems are designed under assumption that necessary 
conditions are always satisfied and only considered optimization of performance. But 
this is not always guaranteed when we consider highly dynamical system, such as 
the robot society. It should be firstly considered whether the system can maintain its 
fundamental function when exposed dynamical change of environment. 

1000 

750 

.~ 5oo 

250 

Type I Type II 

0 
0 

• pro dlclion-opt 
~m produ clion-c 10 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Energy supply E 

Fig. 11 Total parts production 
during 1000 time 

Fig. 10 Structure type of the Network 
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50 

25  
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Fig.12 Average work rate of 
total population 

5. Summary 
In this paper, the issue of the cooperative behavior was discussed from local to 
global coordination. For the local coordination, intentional cooperation is central 
problem. As a basic technique for cooperation, this paper presented the information 
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sharing between heterogeneous agent and distributed sensing. On the other hand, 
considering social robotics, we discussed how collective behavior should be 
designed. The self-organizing collective behavior is fundamental for the global 
coordination. There are several classes in self-organization. It should be more 
rigorously discussed that which class of self-organization is fundamental for our 
concerning system as a design principle, which may be different according to required 
task and environment. Also, relation between flexibility and optimality of the 
system performance are subtle problem, because these sometimes contradict with 
each other. Flexible system is robust for dynamical environment, but not necessarily 
optimal for specific task. How do we consider the balance of the system properties? 
In this paper, two classes of cooperative behaviors were treated independently. 
However, these are not separated problems each other. Local behavior cause a group 
behavior, but it is influenced by the group behavior. We must consider the 
coevolution between local interaction and group behavior. This is very interesting 
and essential issue for social agent system. The competition between agents may be 
also important to facilitate evolution. Our fundamental aim is to link these issues as 
the general framework. 
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Abstract: Mobile manipulation capabilities are key to many new appli- 
cations of robotics in space, underwater, construction, and service envi- 
ronments. In these applications, consideration of vehicle/arm dynamics is 
essential for robot coordination and control. This article discusses the in- 
ertial properties of holonomic mobile manipulation systems and presents 
the basic strategies developed for their dynamic coordination and control. 
These strategies are based on extensions of the operational space formula- 
tion, which provides the mathematical models for the description, analysis, 
and control of robot dynamics with respect to the task behavior. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

A central issue in the development of mobile manipulation systems is vehi- 
cle/arm coordination [1,2]. This area of research is relatively new. There is, 
however, a large body of work that  has been devoted to the study of motion 
coordination in the context of kinematic redundancy. In recent years, these two 
areas have begun to merge [3], and algorithms developed for redundant manipu- 
lators are being extended to mobile manipulation systems. Typical approaches 
to motion coordination of redundant  systems rely on the use of pseudo- or gen- 
eralized inverses to solve an under-constrained or degenerate system of linear 
equations, while optimizing some given criterion. These algorithms are essen- 
tially driven by kinematic considerations and the dynamic interaction between 
the end-effector and the manipulator 's internal motions are ignored. 

Our approach to controlling redundant systems is based on two models: an 
end-effector dynamic model obtained by projecting the mechanism dynamics 

"into the operational space, and a dynamically consistent force/torque relation- 
ship that  provides decoupled control of joint motions in the null space associ- 
ated with the redundant mechanism. These two models are the basis for the 
dynamic coordination strategy we are implementing for the mobile platform. 

Another important  issue in mobile manipulation concerns cooperative op- 
erations between multiple vehicle/arm systems. Our study of the dynamics of 
parallel, multi robot structures reveals an important  additive property. The 
effective mass and inertia of a multi-robot system at some operational point 
are shown to be given by the sum of the effective masses and inertias associated 
with the object and each robot. Using this property, the multi-robot system 

*presented at RoManSy'96, the llth CISM-IFToMM Symposium, Udine, Italy. 
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can be treated as a single augmented object [5] and controlled by the total op- 
erational forces applied by the robots. The control of internal forces is based 
on the virtual linkage [6] which characterizes internal forces. 

2. Operational Space Dynamics 
The joint space dynamics of a manipulator are described by 

A(q)O+b(q ,O)  + g(q) = F; (1) 

where q is the n joint coordinates and A(q) is the n x n kinetic energy matrix. 
b(q, Cl) is the vector of centrifugal and Coriolis joint-forces and g(q) is the 
gravity joint-force vector. F is the vector of generalized joint-forces. 

The operational space equations of motion of a manipulator are [4] 

+ p ( x )  = F; (2) 

where x, is the vector of the m operational coordinates describing the position 
and orientation of the effector, A(x) is the m x m kinetic energy matrix as- 
sociated with the operational space. #(x, ~), p(x), and F are respectively the 
centrifugal and Coriolis force vector, gravity force vector, and generalized force 
vector acting in operational space. 

3. R e d u n d a n c y  
The operational space equations of motion describe the dynamic response of a 
manipulator to the application of an operational force F at the end effector. 
For non-redundant manipulators, the relationship between operational forces, 
F, and joint forces, r is 

r = jT(q)F;  (3) 

where J(q) is the Jacobian matrix. 
However, this relationship becomes incomplete for redundant systems. We 

have shown that the relationship between joint torques and operational forces 
is 

F-= jT(q)F  + [I--  jT(q)-jT(q)] F0; (4) 
t J 

with 
J(q)  = A -1 (q) jT(q)A(q); (5) 

where J(q)  is the dynamically consistent generalized inverse [5] This re- 
lationship provides a decomposition of joint forces into two dynamically 
decoupled control vectors: joint forces corresponding to forces acting at 
the end effector (JTF); and joint forces that only affect internal motions, 

([1 - JT(n)JT(q) l ro) .  

Using this decomposition, the end effector can be controlled by operational 
forces, whereas internal motions can be independently controlled by joint forces 
that are guaranteed not to alter the end effector's dynamic behavior. This 
relationship is the basis for implementing the dynamic coordination strategy 
for a vehicle/arm system. 
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The end-effector equations of motion for a redundant manipulator are 
obtained by the projection of the joint-space equations of motion (1), by the 

dynamically consistent generalized inverse ~T (q), 

~T(q) [A(q)ii + b(q, el) + g(q) = F/ ==~ A(q)it + #(q, cl) + P(q) = F; 
(6) 

The above property also applies to non-redundant manipulators, where the 
matrix -jT(q) reduces to g-T(q). 

4. V e h i c l e / A r m  C o o r d i n a t i o n  
In our approach, a mobile manipulator system is viewed as the mechanism 
resulting from the serial combination of two sub-systems: a "macro" mechanism 
with coarse, slow, dynamic responses (the mobile base), and a relatively fast 
and accurate "mini" device (the manipulator)• 

The mobile base referred to as the macro structure is assumed to be holo- 
nomic. Let A be the pseudo kinetic energy matrix associated with the combined 
macro/mini structures and Amin i the operational space kinetic energy matrix 
associated with the mini structure alone. 

The magnitude of the inertial properties of macro/mini structure in a di- 
rection represented by a unit vector w in the m-dimensional space are described 
by the scalar [5] 

1 
aw(A) = (wTA_lw), 

which represents the effective inertial properties in the direction w. 
Our study has shown [5] that, in any direction w, the inertial properties of 

a macro/mini-manipulator system (see Figure 1) are smaller than or equal to 
the inertial properties associated with the mini-manipulator in that direction: 

O-w(A ) ~ O-w(iraini ). (7) 

A more general statement of this reduced effective inertial property is that 
the inertial properties of a redundant system are bounded above by the iner- 
tial properties of the structure formed by the smallest distal set of degrees of 
freedom that span the operational space. 

The reduced effective inertial property shows that the dynamic perfor- 
mance of a combined macro/mini system can be made comparable to (and, in 
some cases, better than) that of the lightweight mini manipulator. The idea 
behind our approach for the coordination of macro and mini structures is to 
treat them as a single redundant system. 

The dynamic coordination we propose is based on combining the opera- 
tional space control with a minimization of deviation from the midrange joint 
positions of the mini-manipulator. This minimization is implemented with a 
joint torques selected from the dynamically consistent null space of equation 
(4) to eliminate any coupling effect on the end-effector. 

This is 
rNull-Space =- r[i -- jT (q )7  T(q)] rCoordinatlon; (8) 
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~ .~~~O" w (Amini)i 

Figure 1. Inertial properties of a macro/mini-manipulator 

5. C o o p e r a t i v e  M a n i p u l a t i o n  

Our research in cooperative manipulation has produced a number of results 
which provide the basis for the control strategies we are developing for mobile 
manipulation platforms. Our approach is based on the integration of two basic 
concepts: The augmented object [5] and the virtual linkage [6]. The virtual 
linkage characterizes internal forces, while the augmented object describes the 
system's closed-chain dynamics. These models have been successfully used in 
cooperative manipulation for various compliant motion tasks performed by two 
and three PUMA 560 manipulators [7]. 

5.1. A u g m e n t e d  O b j e c t  

The augmented object model provides a description of the dynamics at the oper- 
ational point for a multi-arm robot system. The simplicity of these equations is 
the result of an additive property that allows us to obtain the system equations 
of motion from the equations of motion of the individual mobile manipulators. 

The augmented object model is 

Ae(x)x + #e(x ,±)  + p e ( x )  = F$; (9) 

with 
N 

As(x ) -- A£(x) + ~ A~(x); (10) 
i = 1  

where AL(x) and A~(x) are the kinetic energy matrices associated with the 
object and the ith effector, respectively. The vectors, pe(x,  ±) and po(x)  also 
have the additive property. 
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The generalized operational forces F e are the resultant of the forces prc~ 
duced by each of the N effectors at the operational point. 

N 

i = 1  

The dynamic decoupling and motion control of the augmented object in 
operational space is achieved by selecting a control structure similar to that 
of a single manipulator. The dynamic behavior of the augmented object of 
equation (9) is controlled by the net force F e. Due to the actuator redun- 
dancy of multi-effector systems, there is an infinity of joint-torque vectors that 
correspond to this force. 

5.2. Vi r tua l  Linkage 

Object manipulation requires accurate control of internal forces. Recently, we 
have proposed the virtual linkage [7] as a model of internal forces associated 
with multi-grasp manipulation. In this model, grasp points are connected by 
a closed, non-intersecting set of virtual links, as illustrated in Figure 2 for a 
three-grasp task. 

( 
Figure 2. The Virtual Linkage 

In the case of an N-grasp manipulation task, a virtual linkage model is a 
6(N - 1) degree of freedom mechanism that has 3(N - 2) linearly actuated 
members and N spherically actuated joints. Forces and moments applied at 
the grasp points of this linkage will cause forces and torques at its joints. We 
can independently specify internal forces in the 3(N - 2) members, along with 
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3N internal moments at the spherical joints. Internal forces in the object are 
then characterized by these forces and torques in a physically meaningful way. 

The relationship between applied forces, their resultant and internal forces 
is 

I Fres ] = G 
Fiat 

fi 

fN 
(12) 

where FTes represents the resultant forces at the operational point, Fi~t the 
internal forces and fi the forces applied at the grasp point i. G is called 
the grasp description matrix, and relates forces applied at each grasp to the 
resultant and internal forces in the object. 

5.3. Decentral ized Coopera t ion  

For fixed base manipulation, the augmented object and virtual linkage have 
been implemented in a multiprocessor system using a centralized control struc- 
ture. This type of control is not suited for autonomous mobile manipulation 
platforms. 

In a multiple mobile robot system, each robot has real-time access only 
to its own state information and can only infer information about the other 
robots' grasp forces through their combined action on the object. Recently, 
we have developed a new control structure for decentralized cooperative mo- 
bile manipulation [8]. In this structure, the object level specifications of the 
task are transformed into individual tasks for each of the cooperative robots. 
Local feedback control loops are then developed at each grasp point. The 
task transformation and the design of the local controllers are accomplished in 
consistency with the augmented object and virtual linkage models. 

6. E x p e r i m e n t a l  M o b i l e  P l a t f o r m s  

In collaboration with Oak Ridge National Laboratories and Nomadic Technolo- 
gies, we have completed the design and construction of two holonomic mobile 
platforms (see Figure 3). Each platform is equipped with a PUMA 560 arm, 
various sensors, a multi-processor computer system, a multi-axis controller, and 
sufficient battery power to allow for autonomous operation. The base consists 
of three "lateral" orthogonal universal-wheel assemblies which allow the base 
to translate and rotate holonomically in relatively flat office-like environments 
[9]. 

The control strategies discussed above have been implemented on these 
two platforms. Erasing a whiteboard, cooperating in carrying a basket, and 
sweeping a desk are examples of tasks demonstrated with the Stanford Mobile 
Platforms [10]. The dynamic coordination strategy has allowed full use of the 
relatively high bandwidth of the PUMA. Object motion and force control per- 
formance with the Stanford mobile platforms are comparable with the results 
obtained with fixed base PUMA manipulators. 
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Figure 3. The Stanford Mobile Platforms 

7. C o n c l u s i o n  

We have presented extensions of various operational space methodologies for 
fixed-base manipulators to mobile manipulation systems. A vehicle/arm plat- 
form is treated as a macro/mini structure. This redundant system is controlled 
using a dynamic coordination strategy, which allows the mini structure's high 
bandwidth to be fully utilized. 

Cooperative operations between multiple platforms rely on the integration 
of the augmented object, which describes the system's closed-chain dynamics, 
and the virtual linkage, which characterizes internal forces. These models are 
the basis for the decentralized control structure presented in [8]. 

Vehicle/arm coordination and cooperative operations have been imple- 
mented on the two mobile manipulator platforms developed at Stanford Uni- 
versity. 
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Abstract: This paper overviews critically the state of the art of robotics in 
forestry applications and gives examples of potential development in the field. 
Benefits and restraints of forestry robotics are analysed and a scenario of future 
development is presented. 

1. Introduct ion  
Forestry is one of the oldest industries. Wood has been taken out from forests for 
houses, constructions, ship building and later for pulp and paper for several hundred 
of  years. The technology has been, however, undeveloped relaying on manual 
technology and animal power until very recently. For example, in the Nordic 
countries Finland and Sweden, where the development has been probably the fastest 
in the world the intensive use of machines started only in the mid 80's. Since then, 
on the other hand, the development has been very fast. For example, the share of' 
manually harvested industrial wood in Finland has decreased from about 80 % to 
about only 5 % during the last ten years as is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1: Mechanisation of felling in Finland (see http://www.metlafi/forestfin/) 

* See www.automation.hut.fi for detailed presentation of the laboratory 
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This means that the harvesting is done in practice by machines like those illustrated 
in Fig.2. 

Fig.2: Difficult environment (e.g. steep slopes and tight spaces) creates real problems for 
machine and especially for robot applications 

In other forestry intensive countries like Canada the trend is the same. The reason is 
partly economical, but also social facts play an important role. Due to the moving of  
people from the countryside to cities the amount of workers available for manual 
harvesting is decreasing rapidly and thus mechanisation and automation are in fact 
the only ways to replace this shortage. 

The basis for the forestry robotics is the mentioned development. Although we are 
in half-way in this development at the moment it can be said positively that within a 
certain time frame we will see real robotic machines working in forests. In this 
paper some existing prototype machines are presented and furthermore some 
possible general guidelines for forestry robotics in future are given. 

2. Development of forest machinery technology 
The basic tasks in forestry are related in one hand to the flow of  wood from forest to 
factory and on the other hand to the maintenance operations like thinning and 
silviculture by which the economic forest areas are taken care off. The basic tasks in 
harvesting are felling, delimbing, cutting and transportation to the roadside. 
Debarking which was done previously in forest is nowadays done in factories. 
Felling, delimbing and cutting are done by harvesting machines (see Fig. 3), which 
are operated by one person. One such machine has typically the capacity of 10-12 
manual workers. The machines are partly automated and modern versions are 
digitally controlled by CAN-bus based mechatronics. Typically the machine 
measures automatically the volume of the wood processed by its processor head, 
saves the results and communicates with the remote production control unit. The 
control of machine operations is done by joy-sticks, but on a quite low level. 
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Operations like non-slipping motion control and coordinated control of the boom 
have only recently been developed. However, many plans aiming to gradually 
increase the level of automation exist, for example in boom operations. The 
technology basis is now ready for robotic operations in a large extent. 

Fig. 3: A harvester in operation 

Second typical machine is the forwarder, shown in Fig. 4a, which transports the,. 
wood from the felling side to the road side. it is a powerful tractor that takes a load 
of several tons. Modern machines are also mechatronic like harvesters. For example, 
an intelligent non-slipping motion controller is an important part of the control 
system. There have also been developments to achieve an autonomous AGV-type 
system for transportation, but this is still quite far in practice (Fig. 4b). 

Fig. 4a: A normal forwarder Fig. 4b. An autonomous prototype vehicle, 
which can be used e.g. for pulling trunks 
out of forest (Modulaire Ltd.) 

The boom for loading and unloading wood is also a target for roboticing. The 
practical goal is to make these operations as short as possible and the operation of 
the boom as easy as possible. Recently digitally controlled booms have been 
developed for the markets. They can be controlled by the aid of joy-stick in 
Cartesian coordinates which makes the control easier. However, the great challenge 
is to automate the loading and unloading operations. Research on interactive 
robotics, which makes high level boom control possible has been done already more 
than ten years ago, see e.g. [ 1], but the results of practical product development are 
still missing. 
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In forestry maintenance operations are still done mainly manually. Need for 
automation is, however, as big as in harvesting. Planting is a task that has been tried 
to automate for a long time without any major success. The problem is that the 
ground quality varies in natural forest so much that finding proper places for plants 
is difficult even for a man and thus very demanding for a machine. The other area, 
where automation is needed is cleaning by which too tightly grown small trees are 
removed to obtain more room for growth. This is done still today mainly manually 
with motor saws because of the lack of proper machines. 

3. Challenges for robotics 
There are lots of challenges for robotics in forestry today. As stated before the 
general trend is toward more automated machines. To move man out of machines is, 
however, a big step and has not been taken this far except in some R&D projects (as 
to the authors' knowledge). There are two reasons for this. The first is the 
complicated environment. Forest is highly unstructured and uneven. Furthermore 
the ground quality varies considerably. Autonomous motion and above all 
autonomous working in such an environment need highly developed perception and 
adaptation capabilities from the robot. The second reason is the economics. 
Unmanned robotic vehicles also need maintenance and services by man. The 
simplest way to solve this problem is to let the vehicles have operators. However, a 
concept where a single operator can take care of several machines simultaneously is 
of interest because it can increase efficiency considerably. This means that the 
remote control technology will probably have the first priority in the process of  
removing the man out of the machine. It is also an interesting solution for safety 
problems that are encountered when working in mountain areas on steep slopes. 

Before unmanned machines will be reality many steps must be taken to increase the 
usability of today's machines by adding robotic features to them. This means that 
some subtasks, like those of boom operations, machine locomotion (e.g., walking 
machine, see later on), thinning operations, planting, etc. can be automated and 
controlled by the operator. The use of only high level commands provides the 
operator time to concentrate on more demanding perception, assessment and 
planning tasks that are more difficult to automate. An example of such task division 
is a high level control of the harvester processor boom. At the moment the operator 
controls all motions of the boom. We could well think of a system in which the 
operator only chooses the next tree to be harvested by pointing it with a laser 
pointer. After that the rest of the task, i.e., controlling the boom to the tree, felling, 
delimbing and cutting, is done automatically. The laser pointer defines the location 
of the tree accurately enough in the machine based coordinate system. Nowadays it 
is relatively easy to make a robot control system that executes the mentioned 
subtasks, see e.g. [2]. 

Some of the tasks in forestry are of such nature that unmanned fully robotic type of 
technology is sound solution also from an economical point of view. In some 
countries forestry reminds of traditional farming. Extremely rapidly growing trees 
(e.g. eucalyptus trees in Portugal) are planted in regular lines with very little space 
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between individual trees. After a short time (less than 10 years) all trees are cut 
down much like in field harvesting. This kind of operation would certainly be 
suitable for robots. Planting is an another suitable task as well as silviculture, where 
small trees are taken care of by cleaning their surrounding from other plants time to 
time. It is highly manpower intensive work and is coming economically impossible 
in many countries because chemical treatment is not allowed any more. Mechanical 
treatment can be done by robots that are working in colonies like herd of lambs. An 
example of  such development is given in the next section. In generally there are at 
least two basic reasons why this kind of multi-robot concept is of  potential interest 
as an engineering solution. The first reason is fault tolerance. A multi-robot system 
has a high redundancy, because the functions of  a faulty individual can be always 
easily replaced by the other robots. The second reason is a robot to robot 
communication structure which makes it possible to increase or decrease the number 
of  robots in a colony easily without any reconfiguration of the communication 
structure. Applications where a long term fully autonomous operation is needed[ 
and/or the work to be done can be executed in a parallel way by a group of 
individual robots are natural tasks for multi-robot systems. For more about the 
multi-robot systems see e.g. [3] and [4]. 

Transportation perception and navigation technology for unmanned AGV-type of" 
vehicles are quite ready at the moment and it will be interesting to see if and when it 
will be realised in forestry. In some other areas, for instance in mining and 
construction, autonomous transportation with heavy trucks is very close to be taken 
into commercial use. Experiences this far indicate unambiguously that the most 
accurate and reliable vehicle navigation system can be made by fusing a dead 
reckoning gyro based navigation with a proper beacon based localisation system. 
Practical beacon systems are either optical or based on radio frequencies (for an 
excellent overview see [5]. By using a beacon system - even quite an inaccurate one 

the drift error can be removed from the dead reckoning navigation system and its 
relative accuracy can be utilised in full power. The most potential beacon system for 
outdoor applications today is GPS (Global Position System) which is available 
almost all over the world. In vehicle navigation it is mostly used in the differential 
mode (DGPS) which gives around 5 m absolute localisation accuracy. With a 
moderate dead reckoning navigation system and the fusion method described shortly 
below the accuracy can be increased to the level of  0.5 m which is enough for most 
forestry or other work site applications. 

A very useful tool for fusion of two or more different measurement sources is 
Kalman filtering. The idea is simple. We suppose here that the reader is familiar 
with the basic theory of Kalman filter or more precisely with its extended form. If  
not, one should become familiar with suitable text books, e.g. [6] and [7]. In the first 
phase of  forming the algorithms needed a suitable model which describes the 
kinematic motion of the vehicle is derived. For wheel vehicles a simple "bicycle 
model" is usually sufficient, because these machines are moving slowly. The model 
is presented as follows, 
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where (x,y) is position of the vehicle body coordinate system origo (often set in the 
middle of the back axis) in some fixed world coordinate system, 0 the heading angle 
of motion, ul is the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle and u2 the angular velocity 
of the motion defined by the turning radius of the vehicle. The vector (x,y,0) is 
estimated by using extended version of Kalman filter when the following 
measurement equation is used 
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where v(k) is the measurement error vector (zero mean, white noise) and matrix H 
has the following form 

H= [[10100]r ;[Ol010]r;[oooo1]r ]. (3) 

The measurement data vector z contains position measurements both from DGPS 
and the dead reckoning system, and the heading measurement from the heading 
gyro. A practical problem related to the data reading is the different sampling 
intervals available. The dead reckoning instruments can be read with a high 
frequency typically from 1 up to 10 kHz. The DGPS instead can be read typically 
only with 1 to 2 Hz frequency. This problem can be solved by using a "little trick" 
and modifying the Kalman filter equations. The basic sample interval is chosen 
according to the high sampling frequency. The DGPS measurements are supposed 
to be valid within a time window around the reading time, the width being typically 
5 to 10 sample intervals to both direction. The part of the covariance matrix related 
to the DGPS measurement is finite only in this time window and infinite elsewhere. 
The Kalman filter can be written in the form 

X( klk ) = 2 (  k k -1)+ K(z( k ) -  H * 2 (  k[k -1)), (4) 
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where K~ represents the part of the gain which comes from the dead reckoning part 
and K 2 the part coming from the DGPS part. K z is non-zero only in the time window 
mentioned above and thus contributes to the correction part of the filter. 

For actual results of the method presented here see e.g. [8], where the positioning of 
an autonomous off-road vehicle has been done by fusing DGPS and inertiall 
navigation. At the moment the price of the navigation and perception system needed[ 
for autonomous operation is nevertheless still too high for forestry machines that are 
not operated by industrial enterprises but small companies or individual farmers. 

4. W h a t  exists? 
Only few examples of forestry robots exist today. Most of them are still 
development projects, which means that the robots are not in everyday work but are 
used more or less for testing purposes. However, those described in the following 
are serious attempts to develop products that most probably will be seen in a form or 
another in real use in the future. 

4.1 Walking harvester 
Along with the tightening environment protection requirements forest harvesting has 
to be executed more carefully, not harming the ecosystem more than necessary. The 
typical harvesting machines, shown in Fig. 3, are relatively heavy and clumsy. They 
may easily harm the ground infrastructure and roots of the standing trees if the 
drivers are not very careful. This is mainly because of the locomotion system that 
uses tracks and large wheels. Legged locomotion system is an interesting alternative 
that has been already proven to be much more gentle to the ground infrastructure. A 
legged machine with extra degree of freedom is also more flexible in 
omnidirectional motion. Fig. 6 shows an experimental six legged machine, called 
MECANT, developed at the end of 80's at Helsinki University of Technology, see 
e.g. [9], to study walking locomotion in natural environment. MECANT is 
hydraulically driven stand alone 1 ton machine that is remotely controlled. The 
legged locomotion is fully automated by onboard computers and the operator can 
use all six d.o.f, of the body within the kinematic limits. This means extra flexibility 
when driving the machine on uneven terrain and in stabilising it in working position. 
Although the machine is not autonomous, but driven remotly by an operator using 
radio joy-stick, its locomotion system is robotic-like and needs a large software for 
its functions. The piloting system of MECANT is divided into different planners, as 
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shown in Fig. 7 below. The main planners are the body motion planner, the gait 
planner and the foothold planner [10]. In this figure the "transfer feet" mean feet 
which are in motion in the air to find the next foothold, and the support feet mean 
feet presently supporting the body on the ground. 

M E C A N T  MOT1ON PLANNING 
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Fig. 6: MECANT Fig. 7." The motion planning of MECANT 

The body motion planner determines the body motion trajectory according to the 
operator's velocity commands, the vehicle's sensor data and the local terrain model. 
The gait planner determines the "leg states" (support or transfer), and the phases and 
state periods (time lengths of the support or transfer states) according to the gait 
chosen. The foothoM planner determines the optimal foothold position for a 
recovering (transfer) foot. The support trajectory planner calculates the velocities 
and positions of the supporting feet, according to the velocity vector of the vehicle's 
body. The transfer trajeetol T planner calculates the velocities and positions of the 
transfer feet. The functions of the planner can be further divided into different 
phases, such as lifting, moving and placing. The support force planner determines 
the supporting forces of the feet. If the legs are purely force controlled, the 
determination of  the feet forces vectors can also be done in this planner. The body 
motion planner, the support trajectory planner and the support force planner are the 
same for every gait. The foothold planner, the transfer trajectory planner and, 
naturally, the gait planner depend on the gait chosen. In [11] a gait planner that is 
based on heuristic rules was presented. It took into account in every planning cycle 
the temporal direction and velocity of motion, the availability of  the legs to start a 
new working cycle, the stability of the machine in the direction of motion, and the 
possible collisions between neighbouring legs. This considered free gait is 
especially useful in conditions where the machine is executing omnidirectional 
motion in rough terrain. Compared to wave gait or adaptive wave gait, a more 
flexible motion and an improved stability could be obtained. Currently research is 
continuing by implementing a semidynamic walking into MECANT. The motivation 
for this is to speed up the locomotion speed of the robot. The method is based on 
continuos optimization of the stability. It is done by adding an extra velocity vector 
component to the commanded velocity vector. This additional component drives the 
centre of gravity of the vehicle towards the most stable point of the leg support 
pattern. For more information see [12]. Another problem in the design of a walking 
machine is the velocity of the machine. One has to constantly trade between the 
stability and the speed. Fig. 8 illustrates the relationship between the leg transfer 
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time and locomotion speed with different so called duty factors in periodic 6-legged 
wave gaits. Duty factor 13 is calculated as follows 

13 ='c s / z ,  (7) 

where "c s is the leg support time and 1; is the leg cycle time. Basically the duty 
factor value of n/6 indicates that n legs are supporting a six-legged vehicle during 
the locomotion cycle. Fig. 8 shows that if a maximum stability is needed (i.e. 13 = 
5/6) and the locomotion speed should be 2 m/s, a leg transfer velocity of more than 
15 m/s is needed. Needless to say that this kind of leg movement is very hard if not 
impossible to obtain. On the other hand if we are happy with minimum stability (i.e. 
13 = 3/6) the locomotion speed can be reached with only 3m/s leg transfer velocity. 
For more extensive study on this matter see e.g. [13] and [14]. 

leg trans~e~ yelocity vs. hx"omotio~ -'~"~ f¢¢ 6-1cgged wave gaits 
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Fig.8: The average velocity of transfer foot as a fimetion of locomotion speed in periodic 6- 
legged wave gaits l14]. 

Regardless of the presented limitations, the benefits of walking locomotion are so 
numerous, that the publishing of a prototype forest harvester in 1995 (by Plustech 
Ltd, Finland), shown in Fig. 9,  was not at all unexpected. 

Fig. 7." Prototype walking harvester (TimbeJjaclc/Plustech Ltd) 
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The machine is based on walking locomotion system and standard harvesting tool 
(see http://www.plustech.fi). It has been used in test work during a full year in 
Nordic climate and experiences this far are positive. Especially the environment 
friendly properties have turned out to be better than expected. Within next few years 
it is probable that this technology becomes commercial in certain areas of the world 
where forest harvesting is under strong environmental regulations, like in 
Scandinavia and central Europe. 

4.2 Slope climbing machine for silviculture applications in mounta in  areas 

Another type of semi-walking machine for forestry use has been developed in Japan 
in co-operation with Tokyo University Forestry Department and a forestry company. 
This machine is intended for steep slope operations like thinning, brushing and 
planting. In Japan the forests are growing mainly on hillside and forestry operations 
are sometimes extremely difficult. The prototype machine is shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8." Slope climbing machine 

It has three front legs that can perform gaiting and two rear wheels that are not 
powered but have brakes. The centre leg can be used also as a manipulator. When 
writing this the authors did not know whether or not the prototype has been already 
made commercial. 

4.3 Multi-robot system for brushing and thinning of  young  trees 

An interesting multi-robot concept for brushing and thinning of young trees has 
been developed in Canada by Petawawa National Forestry Institute, see e.g. [15]. 
This kind of operation is important especially during the first years after planting to 
provide the best possible growth condition for young trees. Traditionally the work 
has been done manually by using chemicals or mechanical tools. Today only 
mechanical treatment is possible and there is typically a lack of manpower to do the 
job. The idea in the project is to develop a multi-robot "heard" of slowly walking 
light weight machines that can find the plant and brush its environment. The most 
difficult problem is perceptive, i.e., to find the young tree among the grass and other 
vegetation. This is now under solving by using colour camera and image processing. 
The vehicle itself, shown in Fig. 9, is still a research prototype, but the development 
has continued in a company called AutonomoUs Walking Machines Inc. 
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Fig. 9: The prototype robot, Jacob, for brushing and thinning 

The basic idea in this project is very good and it is quite sure that it can be 
commercialised provided a good solution for the difficult perception problem can be 
found. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 
Many scenarios about the future development of forestry robotic technology can be 
made. One is illustrated in Fig. 10. We will see real applications of  robotic 
technology, remote handled machines, multi-machine mobile operation stations and 
even applications with high level autonomy. There are three basic factors that 
affects this development: environment consciousness of people, availability of 
manpower and cost of technology. All these factors indicate at the moment that there 
will be a radical change in technology during the next 10-15 years. 

!/.A. I ..t,.. 

For most of the new applications the technology basis already exists, see an 
overview in [16]. It is more question of when and in what form the applications will 
mature for commercial markets. One fact that sets a high threshold for acceptance of 
the new technology in this field is the mode of action in forestry business. In most 
cases the operations are taken care off by small contractor companies or even 
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individual farmers whose possibilities to invest in technology are limited. Reliability 
and easy maintainability of  the technology are also of  crucial importance. The 
situation is much different as for instance in mining. This makes the machine 
makers in the field also conservative. However, the factors mentioned above are also 
strong and, as we have seen during the last ten years, they have influenced strongly - 
in fact more strongly than what was predicted in the mid 80's. 
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Abstract: The mining industry is highly suitable for the application of 
robotics and automation technology since the work is both arduous and 
dangerous. However, while the industry makes extensive use of mechani- 
sation it has shown a slow uptake of automation. A major cause of this 
is the complexity of the task, and the limitations of existing automation 
technology which is predicated on a structured and time invariant work- 
ing environment. Here we discuss the topic of mining automation from a 
robotics and computer vision perspective - -  as a problem in sensor based 
robot control, an issue which the robotics community has been studying 
for nearly two decades. We then describe two of our current mining au- 
tomation projects to demonstrate what is possible for both open-pit and 
underground mining operations. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Automat ion  in mining is desirable because it offers the advantages of: 

• higher productivity; 

• increased safety, by reducing human exposure to hazards; 

• reduced operating stress on equipment. 

Most of the productivity increase in mining this century has been due to 
mechanisation. Mines have moved from using predominantly human and ani-- 
mal  power to large electric and diesel powered machines. The trend in the past 
thir ty years has been towards larger and more powerful machines but practical 
limits have now been reached. Underground machines are further constrained[ 
by the dimensions of the tunnels in which they operate. As growth in machine 
size tails off, other approaches must be pursued in order to achieve productivity 
growth. Automat ion  is a strong contender due to the phenomenal growth in the 
capabil i ty of sensing, control and computing technologies over the last decade 
and the reduction in cost. The focus of the two projects described in this chap- 
tar is on increasing productivity of existing capital assets by retrofitting with 
enhanced sensing and control technology. 

Mining is a dangerous occupation and despite almost continuous improve- 
mea t  fatalities still occur. In addition there are a great many  other serious 
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injuries and subtle long-term health risks due to noise, dust and fume inhala- 
tion, and vibration. Safety can be best improved by removing people from the 
dangerous parts of the mine and other health damaging occupations. 

Maintenance is also a significant cost in mining, estimated to be as high 
as 30% of the total costs. Automated systems provide a non-obvious benefit 
through controlled demands on the machine, operating it within its design 
envelope. This will lead to reduced wear and tear and thus significant cost 
savings. 

However despite all these apparent advantages mining automation has pro- 
gressed far more slowly than factory automation. The principal reason is that 
automation is feasible only when the machine "knows" its environment. In in- 
dustrial applications, considerable engineering effort is expended in providing 
a suitable work environment for machines. This entails the design and manu- 
facture of specialised part feeders, jigs to hold the work in progress, and special 
purpose end-effectors. High non-recurrent engineering costs are incurred, but 
automation can proceed since the environment is known and can be described. 

A great many tasks routinely performed by humans in unstructured en- 
vironments (for example machine control and driving) are based on visually 
perceived information. In order for robots to perform such tasks, without ex- 
tensive instrumentation or re-engineering of the environment, they must also 
have the ability to perceive and act upon visual information. Computer  vision 
is therefore an important  sensor for robotic systems since it mimics the human 
sense of vision and allows for non-contact measurement of the environment. Vi- 
sual control, or visual servo, systems[l, 2] are those in which a machine vision 
sensor is used to provide position feedback for a machine. Much of the research 
in laboratories is based on small electric drive robots but the techniques are 
applicable to machines of the scale used in mining. This is an area of great 
current research interest and many robotic systems have been demonstrated 
in indoor laboratory environments. Some, such as the HelpMate robot, are 
in commercial operation. The mining environment is arguable much harsher, 
is continuously changing (it could be argued that this is the purpose of min- 
ing), and the machines involved are extremely large and powerful and hence 
dangerous if not controlled correctly. 

The next two sections discuss in some detail two of the applications that  
currently being investigated at the Centre for Mining Technology and Equip- 
ment. 

2 .  D r a g l i n e  automation 
Draglines are used to remove overburden 1 and uncover coal. As remaining coal 
seams become deeper, more overburden must be removed to uncover the same 
amount  of coal, and this has become a bottleneck in the production process. 
At a cost of $50M to $100M, buying another dragline is a major  investment 
for any coal mine, so improvement in productivity through automation is of 
considerable interest. Quite modest improvements in productivity, for example 

1 T h e  e c o n o m i c a l l y  va lue l e s s  m a t e r i a l  wh ic h  c o v e r s  a coa l  s e a m .  
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4%, would produce a benefit of $3M/year per dragline. 
A dragline, see Figure 1, comprises a rotating assembly that includes the 

'house' (drive motors, controls, and operator cabin), tri-structure or mast, and 
boom. The house rotates on a bearing surface on top of the 'tub' which sits 
on the ground. A large diameter ring gear is fixed to the tub and the house 
is rotated by a number of pinions driven by motors in the house. A walking 
dragline is able to drag the tub along the ground by means of large eccentrical]y 
driven 'walking shoes' at the side of the machine. 

The dragline has three driven mechanical degrees of freedom: 

• the house and boom can slew with respect to the tub; 

• the bucket can be hoisted by a cable passing over sheaves at the tip of the 
boom; 

• the bucket can be dragged toward the house by a cable passing over sheaves 
at the base of the boom. 

During digging the bucket motion is controlled using only the drag and hoist 
ropes. When the bucket is filled it is hoisted clear of the ground and swung to 
the dump position by rotating the house and boom. The drag and hoist drives 
now control the position of the bucket within a vertical plane that contai~Ls 
the centerline of the boom however the bucket is free to swing normal to that 
plane. 

As can be seen from the Figure 1 draglines are very large machines. Typical 
draglines have boom lengths of over 100 m, weigh up to 5000 tonnes, and can 
employ up to sixteen 500 hp motors on the slew drive and bucket capacity can 
range from 100 to 250 tonnes. 

A good deal of operator skill is required to control, and exploit, the bucket's 
natural tendency to swing. An early attempt to automate bucket swing by 
replaying a taught sequence of operator setpoints was unsuccessful, and we 
believe this was due to the lack of knowledge about the instantaneous state of 
the swinging load. 

A complete cycle takes around 1 minute to complete, of which 80% is 
swinging the bucket through free space - -  it is this portion of the cycle that we 
propose to automate. Our work is based on the observation that control of the 
bucket moving through free-space is really a robotics problem. The electric- 
drive dragline can be considered to be a 3DOF robot with a flexible final link:. 
The proposed swing automation system will be activated by the operator once 
the bucket is filled. It will automatically hoist, swing and dump the bucket 
(at an operator set reference point) before returning the bucket to a predefined 
digging point. Our prototype is a 3500 tonne Bucyrus-Erie 1370 dragline which 
is in production 24 hours/day, and this greatly constrains the physical access 
we have to the machine for fitting automation components and testing. Earlier 
experimental work on a one-tenth scale dragline [3] was used to demonstrate the 
automation concept to the industry. Modelling of the mechanical and electrical 
components of a production dragline and their control are discussed further in 
[4]. 
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Figure 1. Annotated picture of the Bucyrus-Erie model 1370 dragline. 

2.1. B u c k e t  p o s i t i o n  sens ing  

As stated above a good deal of operator skill is required to control the bucket 
swing. The motion of a dragline bucket with respect to the boom can be 
considered as a pendulum with the ropes and aerodynamic forces providing 
some damping. Control of such a system requires a knowledge of the bucket 
position. Existing encoders on the winch drums provide hoist and drag rope 
lengths which define a locus along which the bucket moves, but the swing angle 
with respect to the boom is not known. 

The bucket's harsh interaction with the environment precludes the use of 
instrumentation on the bucket itself. Various remote sensing techniques were 
investigated, but the specifications are stringent. The sensor must be capable of 
operating completely reliably 24 hours a day in all weather conditions, at a rate 
of at least 3 Hz (control constraint), and irrespective of changes in bucket type, 
contents, distance and orientation. An extensive experimental program [5] 
established that it was not practical to identify by the bucket against the mine 
background by conventional vision techniques. The deficiencies of the machine 
vision approach are best illustrated by the raw and edge bucket images, from 
a boom-tip mounted camera on the BE1370, shown in Figure 2. Real-world 
effects such as uncontrolled lighting, shadows, background texture and motion, 
and lack of contrast combine to thwart all approaches that  we evaluated. 

The approach that  we selected instead is based on a scanning infra-red 
laser range finder (SICK Optic PLS), mounted near the boom tip to find the 
location of the hoist ropes. Figure 3 shows the PDF of target bearing and range 
occurrence for over 1000 trials in normal daylight conditions and in heavy rain. 
The heavy rain introduces small spikes but the hoist ropes are still clearly dis- 
cernible and can be reliably located with a tracking filter. Preliminary results, 
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Figure 2. BE1370 bucket images (a) raw bucket image. (b) edge image. 

Figure 4, show the range and bearing of the midpoint of the two hoist ropes 
during machine operation. 

The sensing unit is mounted on a special platform just below the boom 
point sheaves (see Figure 5). The unit's associated electronics are mounted 
in a weatherproof cabinet on the boom. Raw data is sent back to the control 
computer via an optically isolated high speed RS422 serial link. The bucket 
sensing system combines the angle information from the rangefinder with the 
length of the hoist and drag ropes to determine the position of the dragline 
bucket in 3D space. 

2.2. Dragl ine  compu te r  sys tem 

The control computer is a VMEbus PowerPC with dragline control and status 
signals connected to the control computer via Industry Pack (IP) interface 
modules. The quantities monitored include motor armature voltage, motor 
armature current, regular input voltage from the operator's control, and winch 
drum and house rotation. 

The boom mounted PLSs connect to an industrial PC that processes the 
raw PLS data and sends hoist rope angle details to the control computer pro- 
cessor via a local 10BaseT network. Both computers run the real-time multi- 
tasking operating system LynxOS. 

The computers are powered by a mains filtered UPS. All signals between 
the dragline house and the boom and mast units are connected via arrestors 
to protect against lightning strikes. Variations in ground potentials between 
different parts of the dragline are overcome by optically coupling signals into 
and out of the control computer interface. 

A radio LAN, mounted on the dragline mast, allows remote code develop- 
ment and monitoring of dragline operation. The latter is necessary to establish 
parameters for our dynamic models of the dragline [4]. The other end of the 
radio LAN, up to 1 km, is a caravan that serves as a mobile laboratory fol~ 
code development and data analysis without requiring a physical presence on 
the dragline. 
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Figure 3. PDF of target bearing and range occurrence over 1000 trials (a) hoist 
ropes in daylight. (b) hoist ropes in heavy rain. The two large spikes in the 
centre of the figures represent the dragline hoist ropes; the large spikes on the 
right are artifacts of the test range. 

2.3. Operator  interface 

An operator controls the dragline by means of a joystick for each hand (drag 
and hoist rope rate control) and a set of pedals to rotate the house left and 
right. Our automation system 'drives' the dragline by physically moving the 
control joysticks and pedals; somewhat like the cruise control in a car or the 
auto-pilot of a fly-by-wire aircraft. To achieve this we have fitted servo motors 
to each of the control devices. 

Servoing these controls facilitates the smooth transfer of system set points 
between the automatic system and the operator. The servoed operator controls 
also restrict the control computer to the same safety interlocks and limits as 
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Figure 5. Location of major automation system components. 

applies to input from an operator. Error sensing on the hoist and drag joysticl~: 
servo motors allows the automatic system to sense if the operator is opposing 
the motion of the joysticks, in which case it smoothly transfers control of the 
dragline back to the operator. 
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2.4. S y s t e m  sa fe ty  

The control system is designed to be fail safe; that is, it reverts to operator con- 
trol should a system failure be detected. Watchdog timers ensure the consistent 
operation of the control computer and servoed operator controls. The system 
software incorporates both parameter range and change checks. A control pen- 
dant is used for testing the automation system. It ensures that  a conscious 
physical action must be taken before the dragline can be placed in automatic 
mode, and a 'kill' button can immediately disable the automatic mode. 

2.5o S u m m a r y  

The automatic system is being deployed in two stages. Stage 1 is a logging 
phase in which the automatic system will be installed without any servoed 
operator controls. In the logging configuration the automatic computer system 
will be debugged and dragline characteristics required for the programming of 
the automation system will be measured. Stage 1 is scheduled to be installed 
in the second quarter of 1997. 

Stage 2 of the deployment process involves the installation of the operator 
accepted servoed controls and the testing of the system in an automatic con- 
figuration. The servoed operator controls are scheduled to be installed in the 
third quarter of 1997 with testing of the automatic system commencing in the 
fourth quarter of 1997. 

We see the current automation project as the first in a series that  will 
eventually lead to fully automatic dragline operation. With the automation 
system operating we can use it as a platform to investigate issues such as 
automated bucket filling, kinaesthetic feedback of motor torque to the operator 
via the servoed control, dumping directly into a hopper or truck, and online 
planning based on local terrain sensing. These are all stages along the path to 
a fully autonomous operation. 

3. Underground mining robotics 
Many tasks in underground hard-rock (not coal) mining are performed by man- 
ually controlled hydraulic arms (known as 'booms') carrying tools such as drills, 
rock-breaking hammers, explosive charging hoses, shotcrete applicators, or cas- 
settes of ground support bolts. A typical rock-breaking boom and tool is shown 
in Figure 6 and the similarity to a robot is clear, but all these underground 
machines are 'driven' by operators. A common characteristic of these booms 
is that are quite compliant, have considerable mechanical 'slop' in the joints, 
and the payload to self-mass ratio is much higher than for a factory robot. 

The tasks performed by the operator typically involve positioning the tool 
with respect to some feature in the local environment, for example, positioning 
a rock breaker over a large rock to be broken, or a support bolt or an explosive 
charging hose into a pre-drilled hole. The operator is generally at a considerable 
disadvantage since the boom's compliance causes the end-point to bounce, the 
controls actuate joints directly rather than commanding motion in task space 
coordinates, and the operator sits a considerable distance away from the tool 
(up to 5 m) and the lighting is often poor. 
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Figure 6. A rock breaker. 

Most underground mining machines utilise hydraulic actuation with elec- 
trically driven valves, thus knowledge of electro-hydraulic systems is critical for 
automation purposes. Hydraulically actuated robots are not commonly used 
by the robotics research community, and those that do exist often make use of 
servo or precision components. In order to learn more about this technology a 
laboratory rig, shown in Figure 7, has been built to test our control concepts. 
The prototype was designed to simulate the mechanical and dynamic charac- 
teristics of typical underground hydraulic machinery, and with regard for issues 
such as robustness in underground use. We use standard proportional valves 
rather than the less rugged servo valves commonly used in much research work, 
and the hydraulic actuators have rugged inbuilt ultrasonic length transducers. 
Our approach to modelling the characteristics of the laboratory manipulator is 
described in [6]. 

The remainder of this section presents some preliminary results in 3D 
sensing and discusses the conceptual design of a semi-automated rock breaking 
system that demonstrates the need for sensing, control and human supervision. 
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Figure 7. The laboratory electro-hydraulic boom. 

3.1. 3D sensing 

We are investigating a number of techniques for 3D sensing[7] such as stereopsis, 
scanning laser rangefinders, and structured lighting. Some early experimental 
results for the first two of these techniques are given in this section. 

The early approaches to computer vision, were based on what would today 
be called passive computer vision. That  is the computer analyses one or more 
digital images of a scene and at tempts  to interpret the scene, its components, 
and their interrelationship. Although seemingly simple, we do this all the time 
in everyday life, it remains an extremely difficult task for a computer. The 
human eye relies on many subtle visual cues in order to distinguish objects in 
a scene and their 3-dimensional structure[7]. 

Over the last decade an alternative approach, active ranging, has become 
technologically feasible. Here the scene is subject to controlled illumination, 
often in the form of a scanned laser, which enables direct measurement of 
scene 3-dimensional structure. Typically laser time of flight or triangulation 
between the light source and the camera is used. Much of the inherent ambi- 
guity in at tempting to analyse an image of a scene is removed by this direct 
approach. Such direct 3-dimensional sensing systems have been applied to vehi- 
cle navigation[8], and with ranges up to 100 m would seem to have considerable 
application in mining. 

3.1.1. Stereo vision 

Passive 3D vision has been extensively investigated for over 20 years by com- 
puter vision researchers[7] and for over 150 years by photogrammetrists[9]. 
Photogrammetry is a mature technology that  is already widely used in the 
mining industry, particularly for open-pit mapping. The automation applica- 
tions fit into the category of close-range or terrestrial photogrammetry.  

Stereopsis[7] computes range from disparity, the phenomenon by which the 
image o fa  3D object point shifts as the viewpoint is moved laterally to the depth 
axis. A stereo pair is typically taken by two cameras horizontally separated 
by a distance known as the baseline. The fundamental issue is to establish 
correspondence or matching of points between the two images in order to derive 
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Figure 8. (a) Left and right camera images from the JISCT image database, 
(b) Dense disparity (inverse depth) image obtained using normalised cross-- 
correlation matching (NCC). Light pixels are closest to the camera (Figures by 
Jasmine Banks). 

disparity, and thence depth. Dense stereo matching involves performing this 
matching for every pixel in the scene and is computationally intensive. 

If the correspondence is to be determined visually there must be sufficient 
visual 'information' at the matching points to establish a unique pairing re- 
lationship. The most common difficulties encountered in practice are where: 
the images have uniform intensity, regular repetitive texture will result in am- 
biguous matching, or some part of the scene appears in only one of the views 
because of occlusion effects (the missing parts problem). 

The approaches that we have investigated include standard techniques 
such as sum-of-absolute difference, sum-of-squared-differences and normalised 
cross-correlation[10], see Figure 8. The latter gives the highest quality disparity 
images and is the most robust to variations in intensity between the cameras. 
In practice stereopsis has been found to work well with mining images due to 
the rich natural texture available. However lighting levels are critical to achieve 
low noise images which are required for reliable matching. Execution time is 
of the order of around 20 s for a 512 × 512 pixel image (on a 200 MHz Pentium 
Pro), but this will reduce in the future as a consequence of Moore's Law. 
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Figure 9. The CMTE Mark I imaging laser range finder, comprises a PLS laser 
scanner mounted on a custom 'nodding head'.  

More recently, non-parametr ic  measures have been proposed [11] which are 
based on rank or order statistics. Such measures are amenable to custom 
hardware implementation[12, 13] and can achieve frame rate performance for 
limited resolution images of 256 x 256 pixels. 

3.1.2. Scanning laser rangefinder 

The SICK Optic PLS (see also Section 2.1) is a t ime of flight rangefinder that  
measures range and bearing to points in a plane. In order to build up an area 
range image it is necessary to scan or move the device over the target  scene. 
We constructed a "nodding head", see Figure 9~ that  uses a servo motor  to 
rotate the entire scanner about  an axis close to the axis of the sensors internal 
rotating mirror. The scanning plane can be servoed through t80 degrees using 
an Industry Pack servo module. 

Figures 10 to 12 show some results from the PLS/nodding-head setup. 
These da ta  were collected during a field trip. Figure 10 shows the results of a 
number  of scans of a working grizzly (see Section 3.2). The diagram at the top 
left of the figure shows the position of the scanner which was far from optimal,  
resulting in the da ta  containing shadowed regions behind large rocks. The 
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Gdzzly 

Figure 10. Results from field trip. The diagram in the top left hand corner 
shows the experimental setup. Note that this setup caused range shadows 
behind large rocks. 
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Figure 11. The view from above (top), and from the front (bottom) of the 
grizzly covered in large rocks. 
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Figure 12. Results from the laser scanner looking at a charging face. Note the 
enlargement of the front view clearly shows a ring of drilled holes and a butt. 
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ideal location of the laser scanner would have been directly above the grizzly, 
eliminating most shadows, but this was not possible given the limited amount  
of time on site. Figure 11 shows in more detail the data collected when some 
large rocks were dumped on the grizzly. The lower portion of the figure shows 
the scene from the front. 

Figure 12 shows some different views of the end of a mine tunnel, all 
derived from one scan. The figure clearly shows details such as the drilled blast 
holes and a blasting 'but t '  (basically a hole in the rock face caused from the 
previous blasting cycle). The floor appears extremely smooth because it was a 
pool of water. 

3.2. A s e m l - a u t o m a t e d  r o c k  b r e a k e r  

Dealing with oversize rocks is a common problem in surface and underground 
mining. Large rocks may jam a crushing plant or chute, or be too large to 
travel along a conveyor system. In underground mines grizzly screens are used 
to filter out oversize rocks. A grizzly screen is typically a very solid steel 
structure over an ore pass or crusher that  provides a mesh size in the range 
0.5 to lm.  Material may reach the grizzly from an ore pass via a chain feeder 
or be dumped directly by truck. The grizzly screens must be kept clear from 
build up of loose material or oversize rocks. A rock-breaker, see Figure 6, is a 
manually controlled hydraulic arm that  carries a hydraulic impact hammer.  In 
structure it is akin to a back-hoe excavator, and kinematically it is similar to 
a standard industrial robot. 

In order to automate this process we would need 

1. a computer controllable rock breaking boom, 

2. a 3-D sensing system, 

3. the automation system, and 

4. a teleoperation system. 

The proposed system would use 3-dimensional sensors to monitor the griz- 
zly, and when necessary control the breaking boom so as to clear the griz- 
zly. The imaging aspects of rock-breaker automation have been previously 
studied[14, 15] and trialled in the laboratory using a small scale model [16]. 

Due to the difficulty, in what is a complex and only partially structured 
environment, of foreseeing all eventualities 2 we do not believe that  at this stage 
it is feasible to fully automate the process. Complications involved in carrying 
out this task include dealing with foreign objects such as timber props and 
ground support bolts. In the event of the system being unable to autonomously 
clear the grizzly, it would signal a remote operator who would use teleoperation 
of the breaker to complete the task. Such limited human intervention would 
be the most cost effective solution for dealing with these situations, and would 
make it possible for a single operator to supervise several rock breakers located 
at different sites around the mine. 

2Rock shapes and type, and foreign objects. 
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Figure 13. The proposed semi-automated rock breaker. 

4 .  C o n c l u s i o n  
The ultimate aim of mine automation will be to remove miners from the haz- 
ardous areas of the mining environment where the work will instead be per- 
formed by autonomous and sensate mining machines. Such a vision is many 
decades from reality and in the interim we can hope to make small steps to- 
ward this goal. One step is to increase the productivity of existing mining 
equipment by assisting the operator so that one operator can supervise several 
machines. The dragline and the rock breaker automation projects described 
here are example of this. 

Considerable work within the robotics and computer vision is highly appli- 
cable to real-world automation needs such as exist within the mining industry. 
The research community has demonstrated the feasibility of using machine vi- 
sion to 'close the loop' on the position of robot manipulators. Such technology 
could be usefully applied to many applications in mining. Superficially these 
may seem very different problems, but this is largely a matter of scale. Larger 
machines in fact require reaction times that are considerably longer than those 
being demonstrated now in robotics laboratories. The biggest, but not insur- 
mountable, challenge is the complexity of scene analysis in a complex mining 
environment. 
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Abstract 

HelpMate Robotics has developed an autonomous mobile robot courier for material 
transport in hospitals. These machines are in operation around the world, 
operating in uncontrolled and unsupervised environments up to 24 hours per day. 
The history and technology of the HelpMate robot are presented in this paper with 
the intention of providing a real world perspective on transitionmg technology from 
the laboratory to the marketplace. 

1 Introduct ion 

HelpMate Robotics Inc. (HRI), of Danbury, Connecticut, USA, has developed a 
hospital courier robot that is the benchmark of commercial success in the emerging 
field of service robots. This paper will explore the decade of development of the 
HelpMate robot, focusing on the evolution of the technology from laboratory 
exploration to hardened commercial product. 

In trying to define market opportunities for robots in service applications and to 
match enabling technologies against those opportunities, several possibilities 
originally stood out: floor cleaning, security, hazardous enviromnents and hospital 
materials transport. All required autonomous mobile robots navigating in indoor 
structured environments. It was this technology base and these markets on which 
we focused early attention. 

1.1 The Hospital as a Target Market 

Health care is an obvious market for automation because of the high and rising 
costs that must be tamed if any attempt at universally available care is to be offered 
in our society. Cost containment is an overriding theme in health care 
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management ,  and robotics is one technology to reduce labor costs. Operation of  
hospitals around the clock on a multi-shift basis makes capital justification easier, 
so this was a natural target. 

Development  of  the HelpMate concept has been described in earlier papers 
[1,2,3,4,5]. The final machine, shown in Figure 1, is able to navigate in crowded 
hallways, avoiding people and inanimate obstacles as it encounters them, and using 
the walls of  the hallways as the principal navigation reference. Figure 2 shows the 
applications for HelpMate. 
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Figure 1: HelpMate Robot Courier 
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Dietary: late and special request trays 
Supply: equipment and material 
Lab: speciman and sample transport 
Pharmacy: medication and supplies 
Med Records: patient files 
Administration: mail and reports 
Radiology: films 
Mail: mail and packages 

Figure 2: Applications of HelpMate 

2 N a v i g a t i o n :  a p r o b l e m  in S e n s i n g  

Over the years, we have come to believe that the key to autonomous mobile robot 
navigation is sensory perception, ffyou can obtain a good, dynamic, high 
resolution picture of the world around the robot, then you can successfully use any 
of several algorithmic approaches to planning a collision free path through the 
environment. 

Much of the early work on navigation algorithms hypothesized known, static 
worlds, what we would call "blocks worlds" after the highly structured and 
artificial worlds used in early machine vision research [6]. The heritage is that of 
trajectory planning for robot arms in free space, with force or compliance control 
considered as a special case [7]. Work is still presented today on such ideas. 
Potential field models, clothoids, path planning for non-holonomic vehicles: all 
presume a totally known and static environment [8,9,10] 

But the real world is not static. Hospital hallways, in particular, can be filled with 
moving people: employees, patients and visitors. So the problem becomes one of 
dynamic sensing, and control strategies must be dynamic and reactive. 

Further, it turns out that there are many "stealth" objects in the real world for any 
single sensory modality. Sound waves bounce off any hard, flat, angled surface and 
are absorbed by soft material such as a blanket. Light bounces off mirrors and 
chromed surfaces in a specular fashion and passes through glass, and light is 
absorbed by flat black material such as black wool pants. Hence, a multiplicity of 
different types of sensors maximizes the probability of sensing objects prior to 
collision. Contact sensors to detect collision are always required. 

The HelpMate robot uses sonar, vision, and contact sensors to interact safely with 
people and obstacles in a hospital world. [3] 

This combination of sensors is not unique and was in fact already known in the 
research community before we started working on HelpMate. During the early and 
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mid-1980's there was a great deal of interest in autonomous mobile robots and 
some very good work had been done before we started, going back to the 1960's. 
[11,12,13,14] 

In fact, after reviewing the literature and talking with some of the researchers at 
leading universities, we felt when we started that developing commercial mobile 
robots would be a straightforward matter of technology transfer of academic work 
and then solving applications problems. Thirteen years later we are still trying to 
tie up loose ends, but we finally have over one hundred machines nmning in the 
real world, in uncontrolled environments, without supervision, 24 hours per day, 
seven days per week, providing useful and cost effective transport services. It has 
been anything but straightforward, as we will review in Section 4 below. 

2.1 Sonar 

Ultrasonic ranging is a basic modality for HelpMate. Some 28 different transducers 
are located around the robot, looking for walls, for obstacles and for overhanging 
objects. There are even transducers in the bumper looking straight down to see any 
sudden drop off such as a stairway or the edge of a loading dock. 

HelpMate uses the Polaroid electrostatic microphone transducers [ 15]. These 
sensors were developed for focusing instant cameras. A foil microphone is used for 
both transmitter and reciever. The microphone is driven by a 300 Volt train of 
pulses, and a 150V bias is held to allow sensing of the return sound energy. We use 
the Texas Instruments version of the asic drive chip to activate the transducers. 
This provides a driving signal of 16 pulses at a single 49.4 KHz frequency. The 
time of flight measurements begin with the start of the pulse train and end when 
enough energy is returned to the microphone to exceed a trigger threshold. The 
gain of the amplifier driving the trigger circuit is increased with time to 
compensate for loss of signal strength for returns from more distant targets. 

The main uncertainty in sonar measurement is direction of the return signal. 
Researchers usually characterize the Polaroid field of view as 15 ° which is useful as 
a general guideline. For example, the "Denning Ring" is the classic array for the 
Polaroid sensors when used on robots with cylindrical geometry [16], with 24 
sensors around the circumference of the robot, one every 15 °. However, the 
microphones have a radiation pattern which is like a typical antenna pattern, the 
15 ° being the 6dB width of the central lobe. Side lobes can be excited as far as 60 ° 
and more from normal. With the increasing gain in the detection circuit with time, 
the chance of triggering on multi-path echos is significant. 

Despite these measurement uncertainties, sonar and particularly the Polaroid 
transducers have been a favorite choice of both researchers and entrepreneurs since 
1980 for an obvious reason: price. Over two million dollars went into development 
of the original sensor and drive circuitry and in volume it is now possible to procure 
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those sensors for less than $10 and less than $30 including the electronics. Nothing 
else is competitive, so a large number of man years have gone into coping with the 
problems of the Polaroid sensors [ 17,18,191. The same expenditure of effort might 
have borne more fruit in developing alternatives I20,21,22] 

After years of struggle we were able to effectively use the Polaroid sensors. The 
HelpMate works, so we stay with those sensors. 

2.2 Vision 

Vision has been the main line of research for robotics and artificial intelligence 
since the 1960's. Machine Vision has proven to be substantially more difficult than 
anyone supposed it would be thirty years ago [23,24,25], but it is now both effective 
and ubiquitous and, in the past several years, it is also become a low cost sensing 
modality [26]. 

HelpMate must be very flexible in sensing its environment because obstacles will 
cause it to deviate substantially from a planned route down the center of a hallway. 
Vision seemed from the first to be an attractive modality because of the richness of 
information and the structured geometry of the world in which the robot was to 
operate. 

Over the years, we have experimented with one and two dimensional images, with 
views near the floor, normal and oblique views of the ceiling, optic flow of vertical 
features, and structured light vision systems. Two concepts were deployed 
originally with the first models of the HelpMate, one remains in the current design, 
the structured light system [27]. 

Ceiling vision, which is no longer used, uses an image of the hallway ceiling lights 
to extract information about tile relative orientation and position of the robot in its 
environment [28]. The ceiling vision camera was pointed obliquely upward, giving 
a long forward view of the ceiling, Ceiling lights and tiles were used to find the 
center of the hallway and its alignment. 

The structured light vision system is used for obstacle detection and avoidance [29]. 
A camera is pointed at a 45 degree angle toward the floor from near the top front of 
the robot. Two light projectors send out planes of light parallel to the floor, one at 
ankle height and one at knee height. The beams cut across the camera field of 
view, giving a range for sensing obstacles of about two meters for the bottom strobe 
and one meter for the top one. 

The camera will see an empty field of view if there is nothing in front of the robot. 
If there is an obstacle, tile planes of light will intersect with the obstacle, producing 
a contour line of tile surface which the camera will see. Processing the camera 
image, the distance from the bottom of the image to the first illuminated scan line 
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is a measure of distance to the obstacle, and the horizontal width of the contour line 
indicates its size. 

Optical filtering, electronic shuttering, and frame-to-flume differencing are used to 
improve signal-to-noise and immunity to ambient lighting. 

2.3 Contact Bumpers 

For safely, the robot must be able to sense contact. There will always be some 
obstacles in the environment that will defeat any finite array of non-contact 
proximity sensors, so there must be a further line of defense. 

HelpMate uses Tapeswitch TM sensors along the bumpers and vertically on corners. 
These switches have an activation force of about six ounces, so they are very 
sensitive to contact. The bumpers are mounted on elastomeric supports, so they 
will move under a force of several pounds. Infrared proximity sensors detect 
motion of the bumper and act as an additional and redundant collision detector. 

2.4 Additional Sensory Modalities 

The final sensory system that we added to the HelpMate was an absolute position 
reference system. For long stretches of carpeted corridors there will be enough 
wheel slippage that the robot can be off of its estimated position by tens of 
centimeters. This is enough to cause problems in aligning with elevators or in 
navigating through cluttered halls. To overcome this problem we have used 
retroreflective tape affixed to the ceiling on the hanger bars for acoustic tiles, a 
standard ceiling design. A pair of long range infrared proximity sensors are 
mounted on the shoulders of the robot, pointed at the ceiling. These sensors see the 
ceiling tape and provide information on both position and orientation at those 
landmarkso 

We have used this ceiling tape system for safety as well as for navigation 
landmarks. At any point where there is an open stairwell or loading dock that 
would create a hazardous environment for the robot, we place a wide section of 
reflective tape on the ceiling, and this is used as by the robot as a warning. The 
robot also has staircase detectors, so there is a "belt and suspenders" redundant 
sensing approach for critical safety situations. 

3 Navigation: A Problem in Control 

With perfect odometry and in the absence of obstacles, navigation is reduced to 
simple path following. In a real world environment, a combination of different 
sensor modalities and control programs is needed to compensate for odometry 
errors and to avoid obstacles. 
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3 . 1 0 d o m e t r y  

Odometry or dead reckoning (properly ded reckoning, from deduced reckoning, an 
old Navy term describing the estimation of position of ships from velocity and time 
and heading measurements) is the basis for almost all mobile robot systems. 
Odometry or dead reckoning is used to refer to measurement of the robot's position 
and heading from wheel encoder readings and other internal position and velocity 
and acceleration sensors such as gyros or accelerometers or doppler velocity 
sensors. A definitive survey is provided by Borenstein, Everett, and Feng. [30] 

Odometry errors accumulate with time and depend upon the environmental 
conditions. A rough or slippery or carpeted floor will produce greater errors than a 
smooth tile floor, for example. 

Navigation over a few meters, and potentially over tens of meters, is possible with 
only odometry. At some point in any system, however, reference must be made to 
outside landmarks to re-establish a position estimation that is correct with respect 
to the external environment. This is the process of taking sensory data about the 
external world and matching that to an internal map of the environment. We refer 
to that process as localization. Position corrections are required both along the 
direction of travel (Y direction) and perpendicular to the direction of travel (X 
direction). 

3.2 Localization 

A prerequisite for acceptable robot navigation, in addition to adequate sensing, is 
either detailed information about the environment or robust navigation algorithms 
that compensate for the lack of a priori information. The HelpMate is provided 
with some a priori  information and endowed with enough intelligence to deal with 
the inexact world model and to rationalize the a priori  information with the 
dynamic sensed model. The definition of 'some' and 'enough' has taken over 10 
years to refine! 

Once a world model is available, it is possible to use sensory data to match the 
position of the robot to that model. This can be as simple as using single sensor 
data for wall following [311, or as complex as matching a complete local map with 
a global map [18,32]. Most work in the literature has matched features extracted 
from the sensor data to corresponding elements of a global model [33, 34]. This is 
the approach we use for HelpMate. 

HelpMate navigates in what we would call a structured environment, with rigid and 
unchanging geometric features of the building within the range of the sensors of the 
robot. As such, the natural approach to localization is to use the sonar sensors to 
measure the range to the walls of the hallways and to use the walls as the primary X 
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position reference. Exactly where the robot should travel with respect to those wall 
is information in the a priori model, which we call the Topography. 

Raw sonar sensor data, along with hallway wall information supplied via the 
Topography, is used to estimate the X position and the heading. A line fitting 
routine is used to extract a line segment from the list of sensor data representing the 
wall. This is similar to the approach taken in the mid-80's by Crowley to match 
line segments extracted from sonar data with those from a model [33]. The wall 
registration module on the HelpMate runs every 150 ms and generates position and 
heading corrections offwall segments. 

Unless the hall is a particularly long one and is followed by' an area where the 
positioning must immediately be exact or where the walls are often expected to be 
obscured, the HelpMate needs no correction in the Y direction. This is because 
once a turn is made into the next hall, any Y error in the previous hall is now 
translated into an X error, and is usually corrected by the wall registration 
algorithm within a few meters of travel. 

Augmentation of natural landmarks is required in areas where the robot may be 
required to travel long distances on carpeted areas, resulting in wheel slippage, and 
then turn immediately into an elevator lobby area where precise positioning is 
required. In cases such as these retroreflective tape is affixed on the ceiling just 
before the end of the long hall. The tape is detected by the upward looking IR 
sensors and the tape registration module, running every tick time, generates a 
correction to both the Y position and the orientation of the robot. 

3.3 Obstacle Avoidance 

The primary responsibility of HelpMate is to operate safely, to avoid running into 
anything, as it navigates down hallways. This requires a multiplicity of sensors, as 
described in the previous section, and a way of combining and processing that 
sensory data in a coherent way. 

Combining data from multiple sensor modalifies is often called sensor fusion. 
There are many teclmiques in use, including fuzzy logic [35], subsumption and 
other state machine architectures [36] and various mapping schemes. HelpMate 
uses a mapping approach that was derived from work at NIST by Albus and co- 
workers[37], and work at CMU and Grenoble by Crowley [33] and Effes[17]. 

By the time HelpMate was started, the NIST work on hierarchical control had 
evolved to the concept of interjecting an explicit world model hierarchy between a 
sensor processing hierarchy and the control hierarchy. The idea was to use the 
sensor data to servo the model and then to use the model data for control 
calculations. We adopted this concept for HelpMate, using a Cartesian occupancy 
grid representation similar to Elfes to combine data from sonar, from vision and 
from contact bumpers, as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Graphical Picture of Local Map as HelpMate Avoids an Obstacle 

HelpMate's immediate environment is represented in Cartesian coordinates, unlike 
Crowley's polar map[33] or that of Borenstein and Koren [38]. The local map is a 
robo-centric occupancy grid representation with 35 X 35 cells, each representing a 
128mm square, which works out to be approximately a 4.5 meter x 4.5 meter area 
around the robot, but asymmetrically weighted with 2/3 of the cells ahead of the 
robot and 1/3 behind.. 

This local map is refreshed every 150 milliseconds with new weighted sonar, 
vision, shield and contact bumper sensor information. The information pooled into 
this local map is weighted dependent on the rate at which the data is gathered, the 
reliability of the data and the importance of the data. Vision data, for example, is 
given a higher weighting that sonar, because the data is less frequent and less prone 
to error. The contact bumper data is mapped with an even higher certainty since it 
is fleeting, was obviously something that escaped other sensor detection, and must 
be retained in memory until the object is safely passed. 

Dynamics are handled by overlaying a time based decay which slowly depletes the 
memory of previously seen objects while retaining information long enough to get 
around an obstacle that escapes detection by most of the sensors. 
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All obstacle detection is done using this composite local map. This map is scanned. 
every 150 ms for available openings that lead to the final destination either directly 
or by deviating around an obstacle. One opening is selected using path heuristics, 
and position commands that direct the robot towards this opening are generated. 

The commands to the drive module from the navigation module consist essentially 
of forward and angular velocity every tick time. The 'set_velocity' and the 'jog' 
command interface provided by the drive subsystem facilitates setting of the 
velocity and the rate of turn in units of degrees per second, This interface is 
basically that proposed by Crowley, although he adds position and acceleration in 
each command and expects back an estimation of position uncertainty. We deal 
with position uncertainty at a higher level as part of navigation. 

HelpMate's path detection, selection and tracking calculation modules run every 
150ms, and are based upon the configuration space approach where the robot is 
represented as a point object and the obstacles are grown by the clearance required 
to safely pass by [39]. A list of possible paths is generated by the path detection 
module which restricts its search to file boundaries of the hallway, allowing for 
position and orientation uncertainty. The openings detected are checked against 
the size of the robot, including the clearance required for safe navigation. The right 
and left edges of each opening are then represented as polygons large enough to 
provide the specified obstacle avoidance distance. Paths are plotted to the closest 
edges of these polygons, as graphically shown in Figure 3 above. 

4 The Real World: Problems and Solutions 

Betweeo the dream and the reality, as has been often noted, there can be quite a 
gap. Real world applications are where substantial engineering problems can cause 
budget and schedule overruns as theory and laboratory demonstration fail in 
practice. The classic joke runs that the first 95% of the project is not so hard, it is 
the second 95% that is difficult. In trying to develop a new product for a new 
market, this is often the exact truth, since a product is not commercially viable until 
it truly solves a customer need, reliably, at an affordable price, and the problems to 
be overcome are unknown at the start of the project. 

Between early 1988 and the end of 1990, some two and one-half years, we 
struggled to move autonomous mobile robot technology, which performed well 
enough in laboratory demonstrations, into the marketplace. 

In January of 1991 we finally walked away from our first installation, in Danbury 
Hospital in Danbury, Connecticut, and asked them to call us if they had problems. 
In April we went to 24 hours per day and in June the robot was accepted and the 
hospital began paying rent. Additional sites were operational by the end of 1991, 
and in 1992 sites with multiple robots were operational. Since 1992 there have 
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been incremental improvements in reliability, in cost, and in functionality, but the 
HelpMate was essentially operational at that point in time as a successful product. 

This section will review some of the problems that were encountered and overcome 
in the 1988-1990 time period, the transition from laboratory technology to product 
technology. 

4.1 Dynamics Problems 

When we started on obstacle avoidance in 1986 and 1987, we worked in a 
laboratory setting with static obstacles, primarily concerned with getting 
autonomous floor cleaning machines to avoid pallets, displays, and shopping carts 
in supermarkets in the middle of the night. The first HelpMate prototype was very 
good at running mazes in our lab before we got to the field, and it would stop very 
nicely when someone stepped in front of it and then find a way around the person if 
they stood still. 

The first field test, at the end of 1987, was from the Dietary department to the 
elevator bank in the next building. We arrived at about 9 AM and had the system 
programmed and set up to run about 11:30 AM. The service hallway had been 
fairly empty through the morning, but suddenly, just as the robot started off, the 
hallway was filled with people! The reason: the cafeteria opens at 11:30 AM for 
lunch service. The poor HelpMate prototype never made it to the elevator that day. 

By 1989 the robot could avoid dynamic, moving obstacles with some alacrity and 
grace. In fact, the robot was sufficiently responsive to moving obstacles that two 
problems appeared in the hospital field trials. First, if the robot was traveling down 
the hall and a person cut across in front of it to go through a door, the robot would 
be turning away (toward the wall) as the person moved in front of it. This created 
an appearance that the robot was attacking the person, as both robot and person 
would get to the door at about the same time. This caused a series of complaints as 
to the robot's aggressive behavior. 

A second problem was interactions with the staff, particularly the doctors, who still 
show a continuing fascination in playing with the robot and demonstrating its 
obstacle avoidance capability. We had made the robot so responsive that it was a 
very entertaining demonstration to jump back and forth in front of the robot, 
creating a very impressive and comical dance. 

The solution to both of these problems was to slow down the robot's responses, to 
make it slow and sluggish and dull in its behavior, plus a number of situation 
specific rules in the navigation code to take care of many different cases. This was 
the start of struggling with what we have called "geometric reasoning" in behavior 
[adopted from Crowley, 40]. Hundreds of context specific rules were eventually 
developed to make the behavior of the robot acceptable in a hospital environment. 
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4.2 Thermal Problems 

The first prototype robot, serial number 1, had a foamcore shell and a laptop sitting 
on top of it. It was never intended to operate without a TRC employee in 
attendance and was a development platform for sensors and navigation software. 

The second prototype, with a fiberglass shell, was completed during the late spring 
of 1988 and taken to the Robots 12 exhibition in Cobo Hall in Detroit. Time ran 
short, and the first time the shells were attached to the robot and buttoned up was 
on the exhibition floor. This show was in June, and during set-up the outside doors 
were open, the air conditioning was turned off, and the temperature approached 
40°C on the exhibition floor. 

When we finally started the robot, it was unable to complete the demonstration. It 
would make it around the booth, which was about 20 m long, at most once before 
dying. The problem turned out to be overheating of the electronics, resulting in 
resetting of either the main cpu or loss of interprocessor communication. We 
eventually ran demos successfully, but we had to remove the back shell of the robot 
between demos for it to cool down. A redesign of the electronics layout allowed 
adequate passive convective cooling. 

4.3 Static Electricity Problems 

The winter of 1988-1989 turned up two problems: static electricity and sonar 
crosstalk. Many of the service areas in a typical hospital are heated but not 
humidified. During the winter, the relative humidity can drop below 20%, leading 
to static electricity problems. 

The robot can, to some extent, be considered as an electrostatic generator moving 
on a dielectric surface. There is no way to discharge a self generated charge until 
part of the frame or metal bumper touches a grounded metal surface such as the 
frame of the elevator door. Even worse are people touching some exposed part of 
the robot with a relative potential of 30,000 volts or more. 

Since there is no way to avoid these incidents, the solution is to shield all of the 
internal electronics, insuring good frame ground paths for any externally induced 
charge and avoiding any vulnerability of logic gates tied to sensors or 
communications links. 

A recent novel by Clive Cussler had the hero, Dirk Pitt, trapped in a secret 
laboratory with an army of robots that were going to be released to conquer the 
world [41]. Pitt succeeded in disabling the robots with a jolt of static electricity to 
their bodies. The story had some technical substance, but we could not help but feel 
that the robot army required further engineering before it was ready for the field. 
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4.4 Sonar Crosstalk Problems 

The other winter problem we encountered was sonar crosstalk. The coefficient of 
absorption of cool, dry air can be more than 1 dB per meter lower than that of warm 
humid air 115]. The result: coherent ultrasonic energy produced by the sonar 
transducers is dissipated quickly in the summer and can bounce around in an echoic 
space that is not humidified for a long time during the winter. 

The HelpMate robot has 28 different sonar transducers that are fired in 
approximately 300 milliseconds. This produces a great deal of sound energy that 
can bounce around for quite a while, and crosstalk becomes a serious problem. The 
most visible effect is "ghosting" where the robot will avoid non-existant obstacles 
encountered along the hall. 

This problem occured every year, for several years, starting about Thanksgiving. 
We would diagnose the problem, propose solutions, prototype and test them in the 
lab, and deploy them by about February or March. Each year we thought we had 
successfully solved the problem, but we had of course only gotten through the 
coldest months of the year and the problem was disappearing on its own. The next 
year it was back. 

We eventually came up with techniques for verifying true echoes that make the 
occasional remaining mid-winter ghosts a tolerable annoyance. 

4.5 Electromagnetic Compatibility Problems 

The FCC and the EC have standards on radio emissions which are very stringent 
[42,43]. Essentially, the robot has to be as quiet (as a radio emitter) as a local radio 
station at a distance of only two meters, over the entire electromagnetic spectrum. 
And it has to be invulnerable to radiated power one million times more intense. 

These are not trivial requirements to meet, since every cpu and every clock circuit 
and every logic chip is a source of radio energy, and every wire linking a board to 
another board or to a sensor is an antenna. Filtering and shielding were required 
on every subsystem. 

Like many other companies, we took over a year to meet these requirements, a 
painful process, with substantial redesign of most of the components of the robot. 

4.6 Reliability and Service Problems 

This is something every entrepreneur has to deal with in introducing a new product. 
Our mindset in starting the development process was one of rapid prototyping, 
trying something, building a breadboard as fast as possible, testing it, discarding 
what failed and trying something else as quickly as we could. The result was a 
functioning but fragile technology base when we were finally in the field. 
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The other winter problem we encountered was sonar crosstalk. The coefficient of 
absorption of cool, dry air can be more than 1 dB per meter lower than that of warm 
humid air [15]. The result: coherent ultrasonic energy produced by the sonar 
transducers is dissipated quickly in the summer and can bounce around in an echoic 
space that is not humidified for a long time during the winter. 

The HelpMate robot has 28 different sonar transducers that are fired in 
approximately 300 milliseconds. This produces a great deal of sound energy that 
can bounce around for quite a while, and crosstalk becomes a serious problem. The 
most visible effect is "ghosting" where the robot will avoid non-existant obstacles 
encountered along the hall. 

This problem occured every year, for several years, starting about Thanksgiving. 
We would diagnose the problem, propose solutions, prototype and test them in the 
lab, and deploy them by about February or March. Each year we thought we had 
successfully solved the problem, but we had of course only gotten through the 
coldest months of the year and the problem was disappearing on its own. The next 
year it was back. 

We eventually came up with techniques for verifying true echoes that make the 
occasional remaining mid-winter ghosts a tolerable annoyance. 

4.5 Electromagnetic Compatibility Problems 

The FCC and the EC have standards on radio emissions which are very stringent 
[42,43]. Essentially, the robot has to be as quiet (as a radio emitter) as a local radio 
station at a distance of only two meters, over the entire electromagnetic spectrum. 
And it has to be invulnerable to radiated power one million times more intense. 

These are not trivial requirements to meet, since every cpu and every clock circuit 
and every logic chip is a source of radio energy, and every wire linking a board to 
another board or to a sensor is an antenna. Filtering and shielding were required 
on every subsystem. 

Like many other companies, we took over a year to meet these requirements, a 
painful process, with substantial redesign of most of the components of the robot. 

4.6 Reliability and Service Problems 

This is something every entrepreneur has to deal with in introducing a new product. 
Our mindset in starting the development process was one of rapid prototyping, 
trying something, building a breadboard as fast as possible, testing it, discarding 
what failed and trying something else as quickly as we could. The result was a 
functioning but fragile technology base when we were finally in the field. 
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We went from a mission success rate of about 70% in mid 1988 and trips of up to 
30 minutes or more to a success rate of 98+% with trips of 15 minutes or less over 
the same routes by the end of 1991. The mean time between failure in 1988 was 
almost measured in minutes, in 1991 we were in the few hundred hours and now 
we are somewhere around 2000 hours for MTBF in terms of hardware reliability. 
Service, which was a major problem for us in the early years, has ceased to be a 
concern and will soon be contracted to a third party with a nationally distributed 
network of service technicians. 

Hardening will be continued; current industrial robots are in the 20,000 hour 
MTBF range, a failure rate of once every five years for two shift operation. We will 
continue to work toward such a level of reliability. 

4.7 Man-Machine Interface Problems 

The original model for a man-machine interface was an automated teller machine 
(ATM) with a screen showing menus of options and a numeric keypad for making 
selections of options and for entering numeric data such as floor numbers. Since 
some hospital workers do not read, consistency and simplicity are requirements. 

We originally used a "beep-beep" acoustic signal to draw attention to the robot and 
displayed messages on the screen such as "Please unload compartment one, then 
press the green button". We found that the performance of the robot was variable, 
and in many cases unacceptable, in terms of trip times. This was traced to the 
nursing units, where we found the nursing staff was ignoring the robot, leaving it 
sitting in the hall with a rapidly cooling meal in its backpack. 

We asked the nurses why they were ignoring the robot and they said they didn't 
know it was there. We asked if they hadn't heard the "beep" and they said, "Oh, 
everything in the hospital beeps. We don't pay any attention to beeps." 

This led to the addition of a voice output module to the robot, so now messages are 
given as a recording. Both male and female messages are available, and 
translations have been made into Japanese and several European languages. 

The voice output system resulted in a dramatic improvement in the acceptability of 
the robot, and even untrained users are able to successfully receive the correct 
payload. The robot encounters visitors, patients and staff as it moves through the 
hallways. Messages such as "I am about to move, please, stand clear" and "My way 
is blocked. Please, move the obstacle" have been very important in gaining 
acceptance and support for the robot. 

Many pcople try to talk to the robot. In the future, voice recognition and improved 
voice generation will provide a dramatic improvement in sociability. 
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5 Robotic Transport: System Requirements 

A single HelpMate robot, on its own, despite the powerful navigation and obstacle 
avoidance algorithms, is inadequately equipped to function in a real world hospital 
environment. The HelpMate in itself is unable to call and ride on elevators and 
open doors without the help of the companion system products and technologies 
developed at HRI and integrated into our robot transport systems. A single robot 
transport system requires elevator controllers, door openers and annunciators, and 
communications between the robot and each one of these devices. 

HelpMate is unique in its ability to call and ride elevators to travel between floors 
and buildings. The first installation of HelpMate at Danbury hospital in 1988 used 
infrared transmitter/receiver pairs mounted on the robot and in the elevator and in 
the ceiling of every elevator lobby. Using this infrared link, the HelpMate 
communicated with the central controller, called the elevator to its floor, entered 
the elevator while holding the door open, then closed the door and made a floor call 
to the desired floor. Once at the requested floor, HelpMate navigated out of the 
elevator, closed the door, and signed off with the elevator controller. 

Although the algorithin proved robust and is still in use with enhancements, 
communications via the infrared sensor proved unreliable, and required too 
accurate a positioning in the elevator lobbies. The usual crowd in the elevator 
lobbies often made it impossible to be positioned within communication range of 
the infrared sensor. 

Experimentation with radio communications began in 1991, and that is our current 
communication mode. Our elevator controller has transitioned from being an Allen 
Bradley programmable logic control (PLC) system to a standard single board 
personal computer running elevator control software written in C++ under MS 
DOS. 

Door openers and annunciators (a light and chime to signal someone on the far side 
of a secure door that HelpMate is just outside), also originally employed infrared as 
the communication mechanism, and they have proved to be quite adequate and 
robust. A wide angle transmitter on the robot using multiple led sources broadcasts 
a signal with a very simple encoding to distinguish the robot from other IR sources 
in the hospital. This is very much like a remote control for a television set. The 
demand for installation cost reduction has forced us to look at radio 
communications for these devices, and radio annunciators will soon be offered as 
an option. 

HelpMate robots use the Arian series of radios, offered by Aironet, a subsidiary of 
Telxon, providing RF spread -spectrum communications. The initial 
implementation used the 100 series radios which provide point-to-point serial 
commurdcations at 9600 baud. The newer radios offered by Aironet are the 600 
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series that facilitate ethernet communications with an effective throughput of 
several hundred kiloband. Lucent, Symbol and Proxim are also now offering 
spread spectrum wireless communications for hospitals, and we are working to be 
compatible with any and all such systems. 

Incorporation of the 600 series radios into the HelpMate+ required integrating a 
third party TCP/IP stack with the Beta versions of the Arlan 600 series. This 
proved to be far more complex than anticipated, and hardware and sottware 
modifications were necessary to the HelpMate robot and the elevator controller 
software to benefit from this new technology. 

The adoption of radio communications in the year 1992, albeit serial at 9600 baud, 
paved the way for the concept and development of other cooperating system devices 
such as the Supervisory controller and a Robot Monitor. It was during 1992 that 
the first multiple robot sites were operational at Danbury and at Stanford University 
Medical Center, 

Fleet control and systems issues, addressed in subsequent sections, have been the 
focus of our efforts since 1992. 

6 Evolution in System Software 

Over the past decade the HelpMate internals and user interface have undergone 
many changes and improvements. Understandably, our initial concern was to prove 
that the robot could indeed navigate and avoid obstacles in real world 
environments. Once that was accomplished the focus turned to improving the 
installations and making the robot easier to use and to service in the field. 

6.1 Initial Implementation: A Traditional Application Programming Language 

The primitive behavior element for HelpMate is getting down a single hallway 
without running into things. A language was developed for specifying the 
navigation of a sequence of hallways to reach a destination. The language was 
named HAL, for HelpMate Application Language, and consisted of about 5 
keywords with arguments to carry out the functions of navigating and turning in 
halls along with velocity and acceleration settings. The initial versions of the 
HelpMate software included a simple kernel, a file manager and a program 
executer to parse, interpret and execute program steps. 

HAL was enhanced further to include statements that assisted in the operation of 
elevators, automatic doors and annunciators. Our field trials consisted mostly of 
keying it, the programs by hand, downloading them to the robot and having them 
executed on the robot. A typical user installation could have hundreds of such 
programs to enable the robot to travel between several departments and all of the 
nursing stations as destinations. 
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While experimenting with sensors, algorithms and parameters in the early days it 
was essential that we not waste valuable time going through the cycle of 
compilation, linking and downloading to try an idea out. We overcame this by 
creating a menu driven user interface for the engineers via which we could change 
the application parameters. Using this interface we could change parameters like 
the composite map decay rate, the maximum drive deceleration, the sonar firing 
sequence, or even add a new sonar sensor anywhere on the robot. This facilitated 
quick parameter modifications while experimenting with new sensors or 
algorithms. 

The application parameter interface is hardly being used today, even by the 
installation engineers, and any parameters still in use are being incorporated into 
the topography rule file described below. This then guarantees that all application 
specific information resides in a single repository. Having this interface available 
in the early days was invaluable, however. 

6.2 Development of the Topography Data Base: Data and Rule Driven 
Behavior 

Installation of HelpMates in hospitals required that we come up with an automated 
way of generating these programs rather than requiring programs for each route. 
We have accomplished tiffs by enhancing a commercial CAD program with a 
custom shell specific to our needs and having our installation engineers use this 
tool to input hospital topography information. In addition to the layout or 
topography provided, the installation engineer is free to add station names and 
impose speed or route specific rules on either the entire drawing or on a few halls. 
Locations of doors that need to be opened or annunciators that need to be triggered 
are also included. Stations are nodes, or locations, where the robot waits to be 
serviced. 

This rule file and the drawing files generated by the AUTOCAD program are 
interpreted and converted to a file known as the Topography by an application 
called TopGen. The Topography file is generated both as an ASCII file for human 
review and as a binary file for downloading to the robot. Note that this is the only 
site specific information used by the HelpMate to generate the menu driven user 
interface tailored to the site, to generate the routes to travel between stations, and 
to modify the behavior of the robot in a way specific to that particular site. Figure 4 
shows the sequence of steps in building the Topography. 
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6.3 User Interface 

The man-machine interface uses a menu display, with the user making selections 
using a numeric keypad. On dispatch using the menus the HelpMate is able to plan 
a route to the station specified. This is done by examining all the possible paths 
from the current station to the destination and picking the path with the smallest 
weight. After optimization, path generation in a very large installation such as 
Baylor University Medical Center with 55 stations in 5 buildings with up to 19 
floors with 5 elevators and 2.8 km of halls takes 13 seconds on a 68332 processor. 
This is an extreme case, because the floors are mostly linked between elevators and 
hence the number of potential paths is very large. Modest facilities without 
linkages between elevators take only a second or less to compute. The output of the 
path generation module is a HAL program such as the one described above. 

The path generation module can be run on a desktop PC for debugging and 
exhaustive route checking prior to installation. This application is called 
HALGEN. It takes as input a Topography file and a script file indicating the 
programs to be generated, and creates an ASCII HAL program that can be viewed 
or even downloaded to the HelpMate for execution. 

Typical installation time for a 400 bed hospital takes of the order of 15 man-days, 
of which about 5 man days are in creating the Topography and 5 man-days are 
spent on site in testing and training. This is a manageable amount of time, thanks 
to the installation tools provided to the engineer. 

6.5 Debugging and Management Tools: Flight Recorders, Run Logs and 
Diagnostics 

It soon became apparent that we needed to concentrate on debugging aids for run 
time errors and apparently inexplicable situations. We created a HelpMate 'flight 
recorder' that saved all data, events and decisions made by the master processor. 
This was essentially a large data store of sensor data received with time stamps, the 
effect of this data on the composite local map, the pathways detected, the one 
chosen, and the final drive commands sent out for each tick. Memory restrictions 
only facilitated storage of this cyclic detailed log for about 5 minutes. So, as long 
as we got to the robot immediately after the situation happened, we could upload 
the log, look at the ASCII data, and decipher the problem. 

Perusing the flight recorder in ASCII format proved too tedious. A tool we called 
ROMON (Robot Monitor) was developed to depict the data in graphical format. 
Figure 3 above shows the output of ROMON. This application runs on our 
development PC's, takes as input the flight recorder data and displays a pictorial 
image of the robot, its environment and the navigation decisions. ROMON helps 
visualize the problem situation and pinpoint the area in the flight recorder that 
needs more careful analysis. 
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Flight recorders are rarely taken by the installation engineers now, except under 
rare occasions. Automatic methods of saving flight recorders have been developed. 
Future enhancements call for the flight recorders to be collected and archived 
automatically either on the hard drive or sent to a server on the network for 
evaluation. 

As robots moved into commercial use, run logs were added to track application 
data. These logs are kept permanently in the robot's memory. The data collected 
can be classified as either diagnostics or trip related data. The diagnostics data log 
captures data every time the power up diagnostics fail, along with detailed failure 
information and a time stamp. Other diagnostics logs indicate how often, for 
example, the ceiling IR sensors have failed, the vision subsystem has failed, or an 
encoder error has caused trip cancellation. The trip log dutifully records the 
number of times the HelpMate was dispatched to each station and the number of 
times it was successful This information along with the number of hours it has 
been in use provides valuable round trip time information to provide data on 
justifying cost savings for the customer. 

Layers of diagnostics were developed to aid in the diagnosing of hardware and 
sensor related problems. Initially raw sensor data was viewed using a primitive 
menu interface. Tiffs was refined in a separate menu-driven diagnostics package 
that allowed the sophisticated user to issue any command or sequences of 
commands to any of the subsystems from the HelpMate master processor, the 
68000. This layer was enhanced by adding a graphical view of the robot along with 
the raw sensor data. During initial development of the HelpMate, these tools were 
critical for engineers working in the field trying to understand the behavior of the 
robot, they are now used occasionally by manufacturing and by field service. 

Current HelpMates run power-up diagnostics that immediately diagnose and report 
any problems that may adversely affect the performance of the robot. This power- 
up diagnostics checksums the system software and the Topography, and runs tests 
on every sensor in the system. Failures are reported to the user with information on 
the failure mode. Drive and sensor failures are pinpointed and reported back to the 
hospital staff who are able to relay the information to HRI field service engineers 
and greatly assist in speedy problem resolution. These start-up diagnostics insure 
safe operation of the robot. 

7 Fleet Management 

Effective fleet management requires three functions. First, traffic control 
algoritluns to ensure efficient usage of systems resources; second, tools to monitor 
the real time performance of the robots; and, last, data collection tools to record and 
analyze the effective throughput of the system. 
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7.1 Traffic Control 

Traffic control is indispensable for smooth and robust operation of multiple robots 
cooperating on delivery tasks with overlapping paths. Hospital hallways are 
typically cluttered with meal carts, stretchers, IV posts, laundry carts and 
wheelchairs in addition to being high traffic areas which can be crowded with staff 
and visitors. These conditions make it virtually impossible for HelpMates to work 
together in the same hallway without unduly delaying each other or appearing to 
act quite stupidly by blocking each other's way, necessitating intervention by people 
or computer controlled supervision. 

Contention for elevators is a similar problem. Elevator resources, especially in 
hospitals, represent the lifeline of the healthcare delivery system and must therefore 
be managed carefully. Since elevators are scarce resources, situations that call for 
awkward multiple robot maneuvers and confrontations must be avoided at all costs. 
To add to the above, elevator lobbies in hospitals are notorious for being cluttered 
with equipment, staff, patients and visitors. Two HelpMates maneuvering in the 
elevator lobby vying for a common resource results in unnecessary frustrations and 
delays for the impatient hospital staff and patients. 

Peer to peer communications between robots to resolve such conflicts were 
explored. Two robots could conceivably disentangle themselves from tricky 
situations, using local robot to robot communication and deadlock dissolution 
algorithms. We noted that the complexity of the algorithms increased rapidly in 
order to prevent time consuming and inconsistent behavior when more than 2 
robots were involved. 

The railroad industry, with similar conflicts, adopted a simple rule: any single 
section of track was a one way zone that could be used by only one train at a time. 
This idea is called zone control. When two trains must pass or otherwise be in the 
same zone, sidings or spurs are provided. A siding is simply a detour off the main 
track which converges with the main tracks some distance away. It exists solely for 
a train to pull over and wait until after another train has safely passed by. A spur is 
a dead end section of track branching off the main line. 

Industrial automatic guided vehicles (AGVs), materials transport carts that follow 
fixed routes around a factory or warehouse, adopted the basic idea of zone control 
from the railroads. They refined the possibilities of traffic control with bumper 
blocking, in-floor zone blocking or computer zone blocking mechanisms [44,45]. 
Bumper blocking is used when the vehicles are travelling along the same direction, 
following each other. In-floor zone blocking and computer zone blocking require 
physically dividing the guidepath into logical zones and controlling access to them. 
Physical site modifications are a part of the AGV system installation, and therefore 
pose no problem. Asking HelpMate application engineers to install signals or 
traffic lights at intersections is an additional time and cost burden to be avoided if 
possible. 
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HelpMate transport systems deploying more than one robot require the functionality 
of a central traffic control computer, called the Robot Supervisor, with radio 
network communications to all other system component devices. An IBM PC 
compatible computer running DOS, MS Windows, Win95 or Windows NT, located 
in a secure area, functions as a traffic control by regulating resource allocations 
and ensuring system integrity. 

HELPMATE SUPERVISOR SYSTEM 

MULTIPLE ROBOT MONITO~_~ 

T.c R II-----II t 

~ .,i ELEVATOR ELEVATOR 
I ~ MASTER ~f" INTERFACE CONTROL 

U ~ ~ - - ~  ~. REMOTE MON,TOR 

..ONE ROBOT  
MONITORING ~ 

~ Ir~ I ~  

Figure 5: Multiple Robot Supervisory Control System 

A combination of spurs and a variation on the AGV idea of computer zone blocking 
is used iii rnultiple robot traffic control. Coordination of multiple robots is based on 
the premise that the site topography can be are divided into distinct areas and 
access to those areas is only available on demand to individual robots. Additional 
halls, akin to spurs and used solely for deadlock resolution, are added into the 
layout of the hospital at the discretion of tile installation engineer. 

A deadlock situation occurs when two or more HelpMates prevent each other from 
completing their missions. The supervisor algorithm detects deadlocks once the 
robots are stopped at a junction zone and a robot is requesting resources that have 
already been granted to another. 
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Deadlock resolution is dependent on there being a layaway node nearby to which to 
re-route one of the robots. The resource granting algorithm ensures that at least 
one layaway is available for such deadlock dissolution for each junction zone, thus 
preventing, for example, three robots arriving at a three way intersection and 
occupying all three layaways. The resolution takes place by sending a re-route 
request via a nearby layaway to one of the robots. This causes the robot to re-route 
itself to the layaway and await re-entry until the other robots clear the requested 
zone. It will then be able to continue on to its final destination. 

Z4 

Z3 

Zl 

z2 

Figure 6: Zone management and deadlock resolution 

In the above figure, HelpMate HM1 wants to navigate from hallway H1 to hallway 
I-I3 while HelpMate HM2 is going in exactly the opposite direction. Upon arriving 
at layaways L 1 and L3, they both request control of zone Z5 and the layaways 
across the zone, each of which has already been granted to the other robot. This 
creates a deadlock. The supervisor will reroute the first robot to arrive to one of the 
open layaways at the intersection, L2 and L4. This will free one of the robots to 
proceed, and subsequently the other robot will return to its desired path. 

7.2 Real Time Robot Monitor 

The Robot Monitor application was developed to provide the end user with tools to 
monitor the status of robots, with the eventual goal of providing central dispatching 
and rerouting. In addition to providing status on all robots, the application is able 
to alert the user to any emergency situations. This application is written in C++, 
runs on an IBM PC under Windows or Windows NT and uses the Topography files 
supplied by the installation engineer to display site specific information. 
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Robot status, location and mission information are of prime importance in fleet 
management. The user interface is composed of dynamically updated windows 
displaying selected robot and elevator information. The main window contains 
controls that show the HelpMate's current mission, its current location and 
destinations, the current battery voltage, the current time, and a log of the past 100 
navigation events. 

Event text and action may be customized by the installation engineer to suit 
customer requirements. Action options available are entering the event into the 
event log, speaking a message or dialing a beeper number. 

The application is capable of tracking a specific robot as it moves around in the 
hospital. The topography window shows the layout of an installation floor and the 
location of all HelpMates within the area of that window. When robot tracking is 
requested the topography window is panned as the robot moves out of context. 

7.3 Data Collection and Analysis 

The HelpMate Monitor generates an ASCII log file of important events. This 
information is useful in determining, for example, how many deliveries were made 
or for what percentage of time the elevators were being used. The format of the file 
is set up so the data file can be imported into Lotus, Excel, Access, dBase, or 
similar programs to generate detailed reports. 

The largest current installation as of early 1997 is four robots in one hospital. This 
will rise to 7 robots by the end of 1997 and eventually we expect to see large fleets 
of robots in use. 

8 T h e  F u t u r e  

After a decade of hard work, running close to a man-century of effort, we now have 
well over 100 robots nmning around the world, many working 24 hours per day, 7 
days per week, in uncontrolled and unsupervised environments. 

HelpMate provides simple courier services, requiring a hospital worker to load the 
robot and tell it where to go and another hospital worker to unload the robot at the 
destination point. Loads to about 1 m 3 and 100 kg can be carried by the robot. At 
some point automated loading and unloading will be provided with arms or special 
purpose mechanisms on the robot. 

Eventually we expect to be selling fleets of robots to hospitals. Those fleets will 
include machines of different shapes and sizes to prmdde all manner of materials 
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transport duties, including movement of the large dietary, laundry, supply and trash 
carts, movement of specimens within clinical laboratories, and movement of mail in 
the offices. 

Patient transport may be technically possible, but most hospitals believe that 
transporters provide information and comfort that are uniquely human capabilities. 
However, in certain circumstances patient transport will be accomplished in the 
future with robot assistance. 

The thrust of our future work is then toward larger robots, smaller robots, fleet 
management and automated loading and unloading. Cost reduction, reliability 
improvement, and the addition of features to solve specific customer problems will 
continue to be the focus of our efforts on the current machine. 

The basic HelpMate robot will not change very much. New generations of 
machines will have improved sensors such as lidar sensors to image the ambient 
environment and will have improved controls for faster and smoother behavior. 

More significant will be the evolution of the system software. We have moved from 
a traditional sequential programming language to data and rule driven behavior. In 
the future we will have intelligent and serf optimizing systems that learn the 
environment on their own, optimally tune their behavior, diagnose themselves and 
provide remote diagnostic and service reports. Figure 7 shows this evolution. 

By far the most interesting capability for the future will be voice recognition and 
speech generation. People already name their robots and visitors and staff talk to 
them. When they can talk back, even at the most primitive level, they will be 
considered to be far more intelligent and capable to all who interact with them. 

Generation 1 
(Development) 

Generation 2 
(Current) 

Generation 3 
(Future) 

Behavior Application 
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of Environment 

Self-Tuned 

Diagnostics 

Engineering Menu 
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Figure 7: Evolution Of HelpMate System Software 
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Abstract : This work presents an overview over the main technological aids oriented 
to the rehabilitation of the physically disabled so that they can get some 
independence. These aids range from wheelchairs up to the assistant robots 
developed in the last years 

1. Introduct ion.  
Technological developments in the last years have not only allowed an increase of 
the automation level in industry, they have also enabled the manufacture of many 
consumer goods. Such goods considered by society as basic elements to improve the 
quality of life, are equipments such as automobiles, audio and video devices, electric: 
appliances or even personal computers. 

Many of these equipments, direct or adequately modified can also constitute 
valuable aiding elements to people with physical disabilities produced by diseases, 
accidents or also to persons with physical limitations due to old age. 

The current availability of equipments that constitute today valuable aids for 
disabled people, come from an increasing number of specialized companies that 
respond to the needs of a demand more and more important. On the other side, these 
companies have available an increasing range of components and devices originally 
addressed to industrial automation, but that, conveniently adapted, also allow the 
automation of lighting systems, ventilation, and access to or manipulation of the 
most common home elements. These elements start to be used by persons that suffer 
from important deficiencies in their motor capabilities [1]. 

The companies specialized in providing technological equipment to physically 
disabled persons to increase their independence, offer everyday new technological 
resources, ranging from new materials to robotics. These companies also rely on the 
support of many research centers, making possible with this cooperation to 
significantly increase the market supply of this kind of aids and to appreciably 
reduce their cost. Thus, more potential users can reach these products, fig. 1. 

2. Technologica l  aids for mobil i ty  
One of the most usual disabilities of old people is their lack of mobility. This 
disability make them unable not only to move outside, in public thoroughfare, but 
even to carry out the necessary short runs at home. 

The use of wheelchairs, that started to be developed at the beginning of this 
century, has enabled to provide a very efficient solution to the need of mobility, 
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without any other external aid, provided the impaired person can use his or her 
upper limbs. 
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Fig. 1 Impact of technological advances in the supply of aids for disabled. 

The use of wheelchairs has expanded enormously in the second half of this century, 
but only recently, in the last years, they have started to be motorized. Consequently, 
they also can be used by people with motor impairment in their upper limbs, 
severely enough to impede their manual propulsion. It is specially the development 
of technologies tied to automation and even those developed for mobile robots, what 
have allowed to build wheelchairs endowed with a control unit to facilitate its 
driving. With these more advanced wheelchairs, even people with very low 
remaining motion in their hands can drive them without any external aid. 

Nowadays, motorized wheelchairs can be driven by means of intelligent 
controllers. These are microcomputer based controllers enabling the chair to carry 
out straight line trajectories independently of terrain irregularities, to change 
direction incrementally or to rotate in place, fig.2. Each user needs his own adapted 
interfaces, according to his deficiency, to control the wheelchair [2]. For instance, 
these interfaces could be adapted to detect the head movements when the user can 
not use his hands. 

With the aim to control the trajectories with the support of a microcomputer, 
these wheelchairs are endowed with angular encoders in their steering wheels. The 
encoders supply the data required to measure runs of the order of millimeters, and 
consequently it is possible to calculate, at every moment, the wheelchair trajectory 
and adjust it to the set points given by the user. This procedure allows to detect the 
wheelchair deviations produced by the terrain unevenness or its irregularities, and to 
compensate them. In the same way, it allows to memorize trajectories and to 
perform automatically their inverse runs. This facility allows to go out from 
constrained spaces, avoiding the great amount of maneuvers that would be necessary 
driving the chair manually. This is the case, for instance, of leaving a narrow bath- 
room or an elevator. 

These intelligent wheelchairs are still little accepted by users, but not due to their 
cost, since the additional cost of electronics with respect to the cost of the motorized 
wheelchair is not very relevant. Acceptability is limited by a technological factor, 
that still predispose negatively most of  the potential users. 
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Such intelligent controllers can also benefit from other advances reached in the field 
of autonomous navigation or mobile robots [3]. For instance, endowing the 
wheelchair with absolute positioning systems, GPS type, or with obstacle detection 
systems. Such systems enable to have available motorized wheelchairs with aids for 
navigation in urban environments, even for the severely disabled. 

The efforts carried out with the aim to endow wheelchairs with the possibility to 
go up and down stairs has achieved, technically speaking, positive results, fig. 3. 
But, their high cost and their bulkiness, together with the availability of other 
existing aids to go up vertical unevenness, has had as a consequence that these kind 
of wheelchairs are scarcely used. 
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Fig. 2 Control structure o f  an intelligent Fig. 3 Wheelchair with caterpillar 
wheelchair to up and down stairs 

On the other hand, some efforts have been done in the design of new chairs and the 
study of the materials to use, to build wheelchairs adequate to practice some kind of 
sports or physical activities. Nowadays, with very light wheelchairs having an 
ergonomic design, it is possible to practice athletics, basketball, cycling or even to 
fly with delta wings, fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 Possibility for a disabled to practice sports 
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3.  P r o s t h e t i c  e l e m e n t s  
Robotics advances are also applicable to the development of aids oriented to the 
rehabilitation of people with muscular atrophy or amputees, which, due to this 
impairment have missed the mobility of one or more of their limbs. 

The development of arms and legs, either prosthesis or orthesis, started in the 
seventies and has already attained remarkable performances. With current 
technology it is possible to build arms or legs with a physical appearance, totally 
mimetic to human's. This fact makes them, from this point of view, totally 
acceptable. A technological difficulty, presently, comes from the power supply 
requirements, specially for lower limbs which consumption is far higher. On the 
other side, another difficulty is due to their control, according to the user's will, 
every moment of his daily life. 

When the physical deficiency comes from a recent amputation or even from a 
muscular atrophy, it can be possible to control the joints of a prosthetic arm using 
the user own myoelectric signals, those generated by the brain to activate the 
muscles in healthy people [4]. In this case the myoelectric signals are acquired by 
means of electrodes, are amplified and afterward processed to identify the kind of 
movement desired by the user. Fig. 5. 

, 

Fig. 5 Schema of the control system of a prosthesis by means of myoelectric signals 

Some of the problems not still solved are the capabilities to differentiate signals 
from noise, and to interpret many orders given by the brain. Currently, only the most 
significant orders are interpretable, orders such as up and down, approach and 
retrieve the arm or open and close the hand. Imprecision in the interpretation of 
these orders forces the user of such devices to initiate a process of learning his new 
capabilities, which though they are very few with respect to a healthy arm, enable 
the user to recover an important level of his autonomy. 

When the physical impairment affects also the generation of the myoelectric 
signal, being either due to an injury in the spinal cord or in the brain itself, it is 
necessary to foresee an adapted interface. This interface activated by the user's 
remaining movements (head, face or mouth movements) constitutes the means of 
communication with the computer in order to control the movements of the arm 
until the desired actuation is attained. 

Apart of the situations in which the motorized prosthesis are indispensable, as in 
the case of amputees of the two arms, their acceptability is still very low, even 
considering the degree of perfection attained in their aesthetics. The Waseda hand, 
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built at Waseda University [5] in 1985 offers an excellent similarity to the human 
skin, fig. 6, but the servitude that the weight of its power supply represents, and the 
noise produced by its motors to execute the hand movements are important 
problems. For these reasons, in many cases, orthopedic passive arms are preferred. 
Thegeometry of such arms is configurable by the user, which utilizes this 
orthopedic arm as a complement to his healthy arm. He learns to modify the position 
of the artificial arm with almost imperceptible movements of his arm or body in 
order to reach the best position of the prosthesis for each task to carry out. 

The obtention of satisfactory use of robotized arm prosthesis, makes it necessary 
to still perform research efforts in the design of low size actuators, more efficient 
and noiseless, as well as in the development of more intelligent control systems. 

In this line some other prototypes have been developed. Among them we cart 
mention the "Sams" hand (Southampton Adaptive Manipulation Scheme) developed 
in 1994. This hand controls independently the movements of the forefinger and the 
thumb from the other three fingers. This increase of degrees of freedom provides a 
higher versatility of the hand movements. This greater versatility carries with it a 
hierarchical control structure in which every joint has available a specific controller 
that receives also information from the force and sliding sensors available in the 
hand. These controllers are coordinated by a higher level controller that executes and 
supervises the actuation programmed by the user, from high level orders that enable 
to attain a more intelligent control. 

Another procedure followed to recover the movement of upper limbs in case of 
muscular atrophy, in which the motor capability is lessened in such a way that the 
muscles can not even hold the weight of the own arm, consists in the use of an 
exoskeleton. In this case, the control of the joints from the endowed force sensors, 
enable to compensate the weight of the arms and to utilize the user's remaining 
movements to attain the exoskeleton desired movements. 

When the degree of atrophy does not allow to detect the movements the user 
wishes to perform, it is necessary to use an adequate interface, operating either from 
orders given through the head movements or orally, using a voice recognition 
system. 

Fig. 6 Prosthetic hand with human 
appearance built at Waseda University Fig. 7 Mobility attained using orthopedic legs 
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The development of lower limb prosthesis presents the additional drawbacks of  
requiring a power supply of higher capacity, and the fact of making the generated 
locomotion movements compatible with the body balance. Some prototypes have 
already been designed, able to execute a sequence of movements with an orthopedic 
leg, from the movements given by the not injured leg while walking over a flat soil, 
or even climbing or descending stairs. 

In the same way, the coordination of two orthopedic legs has also been attained. 
The generation of a sequence of  movements enabling the user to walk or to run, fig. 
7, has also been proved [6]. Nevertheless, this kind of prosthesis have still more 
difficulties to reach its acceptability, in front of the solutions based on the use of 
wheelchairs. 

4. Assistant robots 
The possibility to rely on the use of robots to aid a disabled to get certain 
independence, even to severely disabled such as tetraplegic, was considered in the 
eighties. The Veterans Administration Medical Center had available already in 1986 
an advanced assistant robotic prototype. 

The goal of  such robots is to replace the lack of motion capability of  an 
impaired person to be able to approach and to manipulate objects in his 
environment, without the need to continuously rely on an assistant. And even, to be 
able to perform autonomously a certain number of daily life activities, such as eating 
grooming or toileting. 

Basically, three different kind of assistant robots can be considered: those 
mounted over the user own wheelchair; those installed fixed close to the user, and 
those installed over a mobile base, to be able to move within a limited environment. 

4.1 Assistant robots mounted on the wheelchair 
The advantage of having a robotic arm mounted on the own wheelchair is that the 
user can move freely and use his auxiliary arm to manipulate objects at any place in 
his home. But, on the other hand, this option has the drawback of requiring to 
always transport this device with its significant volume and weight. Fact that 
sometimes can limit the user's accessibility. 

Probably, among all the robots installable on wheelchairs, the one that has 
attained a certain acceptance is "Manus" developed by TNO in the Netherlands, 
from 1981 to 1990, in the frame of a European project within the TIDE program [7]. 
The robot was commercialized in 1991. This robot, fig.8, has seven degrees of 
freedom, and has been designed so as to attain a great accessible area, being even 
able to get objects from the floor. Its cylindrical structure with a telescopic base is 
actuated by means of electrical actuators. The arm can be folded so as to minimize 
the occupied space when not in use. The control is performed by means of  a joystick 
and with the aid of a simplified functions keyboard its use is much simpler, even 
performing relatively complex tasks. 

Its acceptance and diffusion in Europe, as well as in other countries around the 
world, has enabled to organize a user's group to facilitate the interchange of 
experiences among users with different remaining motions. The gained experience 
allows to solve some of the problems detected and to improve its performances. 
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Fig.8 The Manus assistant robot. 

Another prototype of robotic arm mounted over a wheelchair is "Inventaid" 
developed by the Papworth group in 1992. This robot has six degrees of freedom 
and is moved by means of pneumatic actuators. Its control system is very elemental, 
having the user to control the movements joint by joint. This structure represents a 
major simplicity of the control system, but requires a higher user's ability. But, the 
experience has shown, that with an adequate training, it is possible to perform 
efficiently very different kind of tasks, having certain complexity. These results 
have been obtained by users motivated by the utilization of this kind of 
technological aids. 

On the other hand, the use of pneumatic technology limits the force that the arm 
can perform, and even the robotic arm can manipulate objects up to 4 Kgs., it is very 
adequate and safe to operate very close the user. 

Another robot with these characteristics is "Magpie" [8] developed in 
cooperation by Oxford Orthopedic Engineering and Nulfield Orthopedic Center in 
1994. It is a powerless articulated arm, that is, the movement of the arm are obtained 
from the actuation of some part of the user's body, such as the head or a foot, and 
the propagation of these actions through simple mechanical transmissions. This 
mechanical arm, is more limited, but allows to perform tasks such as approach 
objects, or to feed oneself without external aids. 

4.2 Stand alone robots 
This kind of assistant robots have been conceived to operate very close to the user, 
but since they are installed on a fix base, independent from the wheelchair, they do 
not have any weight or consumption constraint. Therefore, these robots can count on 
any kind of peripheral devices to provide a higher versatility and more intelligence 
to the robot interface for its control. Thus, the robotic unit can be provided with a 
vision system designed to guide the robot towards the user, from more precise 
orders, or a vision system to locate and to recognize the most frequent elements in 
the environment. It could also be provided with a voice recognition and a voice 
synthesizing system or the adequate interface to control other elements of its 
environment [9], fig. 9. 
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Fig.9 General structure of  an assistant robot 

One of these robots is Tou, developed at the Universitat Polit~cnica de Catalunya 
from 1989 to 1992. It is characterized by its soft structure, to guaranty the user 
safety and at the same time to offer a more friendly presence and touch to the user 

[I0]. 
Its architecture is constituted by a set of cylindrical shaped foam rubber 

deformable modules: Each cylinder has two pairs of antagonistic wires, that produce 
its deformation in two orthogonal directions, actuatcd by electrical motors. This 
architecture cnablcs to dcform thc arm to obtain the adcquatc curvature for the end 
cffect to reach the point desired by the user, fig. 10. 

This robot has available diffcrcnt kind of interfaces, according to the user's 
needs, to interpret a set of basic orders that arc: a voice rccognition system, an 
adapted keyboard or a joystick. A vision system aids the robot guidance towards the 
objects of the environment for thcir grasping. Sincc the robot flexible structure 
carries with it a high imprccision in its movcmcnts, this guiding support facilitates 
the user's arm guidance. 
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Fig. 10 Structure of  Tou 
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Another kind of  stand-alone robots, even it is endowed with wheels to move it more 
easily when necessary beside the user is "Handy". This assistant arm was developed[ 
at the University of Keele [11] in 1993 and has been successively improved. It is 
mainly oriented to feed the disabled user. Its movements are pre-programmed and 
the user can f~x his or her own rhythm to bring the food from the plate to the mouth, 
with an interface adapted to his remaining movements. 

The assistant robot "Isac" (Intelligent Soft Arm Control) constitutes another aid 
with these performances. It was developed at the University of Vanderbilt (1991) 
and manufactured afterwards in Japan. This arm is pneumatically actuated and it is 
constituted by inflatable elements, equivalent to inflatable muscles, called 
rubbertuators [12]. 

This arm is also provided with a vision system that corrects the trajectory 
towards the different objects on a table, to facilitate user's operation. 

4. 3 Ass is tant  robots on a mobi le  base 
To increase the arm accessibility without requiring a too big structure that 
predisposes negatively the user to utilize it at home or at work, other projects have 
been developed providing the robot with mobility within the required work space, 
using either rails or mobile platforms. 

The prototype developed at the Department of Veterans Affairs in Palo Alto, 
(CA) in 1986 is DEVAR (Desktop Vocational Assistant Robot). It consists of a 
Puma-260 robot [13] installed on rails, thus reaching a wide working area. Fig. 11. 

Fig. 11 The Devar workstation 

This arm is controlled with a joystick and the computer keyboard if the user's 
remaining movements are enough, or by voice. The robot can either approach food 
to the user's mouth or to take papers from a file of books from a shelter. It 
manipulates a CD or can use the microwaves to heat food or to approach some pills. 

RAID (Robotic for Assisting the Integration of the Disabled) is the European 
alternative to DEVAR, developed in the frame of the TIDE program and 
coordinated by Armstrong Ltd. UK. The main robotic tasks are the manipulation of 
office objects, documents, books, diskettes located in the supports designed for the 
workstation. The robot, the system and the wheelchair are controlled by the same 
interface located in the wheelchair [14]. 
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In spite of the successive improvements of the initial prototypes and the attained 
effectiveness, these two systems are not yet commercial products due to their high 
cost and the environment complexity. 

Another version of assistant robot developed by the Veterans Administration 
R&D Center in 1988 is MOVAR (Mobility Vocational Robot) that consisted in 
installing the same Puma robot on an omnidirectional three-wheeled vehicle, 
endowed with three mechanum wheels oriented at 120 ° one from the other to obtain 
the omnidirectional movement. This mobile robot has a laser scanner for its location 
in the working room, proximity sensors to avoid collisions and a TV camera 
mounted on the robot arm to visualize the objects the user wants to manipulate. 

This prototype has been used to experiment and to demonstrate the capabilities 
of a mobile robot with these characteristics to increase the autonomy of disabled 
people, but its normal use is still far away due to its high cost. 

Another robot developed at the SSSA in Pisa, 1992-93 is URMAUD (Unit/l 
Robotica Mobile per l'Assistenza ai Disabled). The arm has 8 degrees of freedom to 
provide both a higher mobility and flexibility and to facilitate its folding. The three 
f'mgered hand is endowed with tactile sensors. The manipulation of objects is 
complemented with a TV camera that visualizes the working area [15]. This robot is 
the one used in the project MOVAID (MObility and actiVity Assistance for the 
Disabled) developed in the frame of  TIDE (1994-97). Its goal was the integration of 
a complete system to be operative in a domestic environment, including not only the 
arm and the mobile base, but also the control of the whole assistant resources at 
home. 

This development has tried to use all the technological resources to make 
possible to any kind of disabled to get a high degree of independence in the five 
basic environments: the kitchen, the bedroom, the living-room the study and the 
bath-room. Some representative robot tasks are to open the door of the refrigerator, 
taking some food, heating it in the microwaves and putting it on the table. The 
availability of a moving base allows to manipulate objects in different rooms. 

5. Conclusions 
In this chapter a survey of the evolution suffered in the field of rehabilitation, from 
conventional wheelchairs up to autonomous assistant robots has been presented. 

The results of  the works presented show that with current technological 
resources it is possible to develop many types of aids that can be adapted for people 
with different degrees of impairments. But, there is still important problems to be 
solved such as: power storage, that limits autonomy and forces to re-charge 
batteries; the miniaturization of devices, since their external aspect conditions their 
acceptance; and the development of  more intelligent interfaces to simplify still more 
the use of these equipments by persons not ready to use automated equipment, and 
that frequently have not only motor disabilities but also visual impairment. 

Cost is also a decisive factor in the acceptance of these products. The major 
diffusion of this technology and products and the important and increasing market 
for them will presumably produce a reduction of  costs in the next years. 
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Abstract: Surgical robotics constitutes a relatively recent research field, but in 
a few years has expanded enormously. This is due to the fact that advances in 
other robotics areas can be used to improve the working conditions in surgical 
procedures or in aspects very close to surgery and medical robotics in general. As 
medical robotics applications increase it is possible to appreciate the huge 
potential of using robots in this field. Technological progresses in subjects such 
as sensors, mechatronics, actuators, control strategies and computers have opened 
the door to robots for entering in the operating theatre. This chapter constitutes a 
short overview of the current state of robots in surgery, surveying different 
applications already in use and analyzing the perspectives that research and 
technology offer to progress in this field. 

1. Introduction 
The progress in surgery procedures has evolved from open surgery, that is a 
completely manual operation, to minimally invasive surgery, in which the surgeon 
relies, in a higher or lower level, on technological aids, such as medical images, 
microdevices, sensors, computers and mechanical manipulators [1], [2]. New 
advances are being done towards the development of dedicated machinery for non 
invasive therapies, such as extemal beam radiotherapy, ultrasound lithotripsy or 
endoscopy. 

Human robot cooperation has shown to be the best compromise to solve many 
advanced robotics problems since this cooperation benefits from the best of both 
(Fig. 1). Although robots can be easily programmed in simple robotic applications, 
advanced robotics programming runs into difficulties due to uncertainty and 
dynamic environment changing conditions. While humans offer good performances 
in what refers to intelligence, intuition, adaptability and learning capabilities, they 
lack of sufficient precision for certain actuations. Humans get tired in long 
interventions lessening their efficiency and reliability. On the other hand robots are 
extremely useful tools due to their repetitivity, speed and reliability. 

Minimally invasive surgery has already become a normal practice today. 
Currently new endoscopical procedures are being investigated in order to increase 
its benefits, both for the surgeon and for the patient. These benefits are: less damage 
to surrounding tissues, less post-operative recovery time and no scarring. The 
extended use of these techniques has demonstrated that there are still important 
limitations in its practical applications due to the surgeon lack of direct visibility, 
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Fig. 1 Comparison of human and robot performance 

sensing and free operating space [3]. This leads us to investigate on how to improve 
surgical procedures. 

The main steps to follow in a computer aided surgical procedure are: medical 
images analysis from different sources; intervention planning, from the diagnosis 
obtained from images and other data; and finally, intervention execution being 
either computer supervised and assisted, robot assisted or even task executed by a 
pre-programmed robot with the supervision of the surgeon. Looking at figure 2 we 
can see how conceptually different technological areas can support this procedure. 
The first requirement is the surgeon knowledge and expertise about the problem and 
the possible surgical procedures. The surgeon works from registered and processed 
images (registration consists on the integration of the different kind of images, MRI, 
ultrasonic, CT, X ray ...). From this new pre-operative image or images, computer 
graphics and simulation techniques can aid to plan the operation. Computer 
techniques such as trajectory following and world modeling constitute additional 
tools to preprogram the intervention. Afterwards, during the intervention, new 
sensor measures and images can be correlated with preoperative data to supervise 
and guide the pre-planned procedure. The availability of dedicated medical 
instruments, perception and robotics leads to the concept of CAS, Computer Aided 
Surgery, that benefits from the best performances of the surgeon and those of 
technology and robots. 

2. Surgical Robots 
The great variety of surgical interventions and the different complexity levels of 
these procedures present a very wide range of problems that require different kind 
of technological support. For this reason, we can consider very different types of 
surgical robots and robotic aids regarding the kind of tasks to perform, the level of 
human-robot cooperation or the level of interaction of robots with the environment. 
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Fig. 2 The Computer Assisted Surgery Concept 

These robots, or robotic systems, can be 
according to their functionality. 

• Local guidance 
• Teleoperation 
• Pre-programmed robots 

classified into three different groups 

2.1 Local guidance 
The guidance of  the surgical instruments by the surgeon based on the preplanned 
intervention relies on the use of  some sort of electromechanical support. Among 
these devices there are three different categories [4]: localizers or passive arms, 
semi-active devices and synergistic devices or active guidance. 

2.1.1 Localizers 
Localizers are devices that simply measure the coordinates of an instrument or a 
pointer moved by the surgeon. They are mecanically passive devices that allow the 
surgeon to connect the real world with the information world of medical images. 
Localizers can range from optical tracking devices to passive robotic arms. 

Optical tracking devices are based on the 3D measurement of  some reference 
points. The reference points are marks located either in the patient body or in the 
own instrument or probe. The marks use to be LEDs, (three or more) which position 
are detected by two or three CCD cameras mounted in a fixed structure. From the 
cameras data the 3D position of the reference points can be calculated by means of  
stereovision (Fig. 3). Optical trackers are relatively simple and useful devices 
designed to assist the surgeon in guiding the surgical instruments through the right 
path towards the desired point. 

Passive arms are human powered robots guided by the surgeon, which maintains 
full control over the entire procedure. The surgeon guides the instrument towards a 
reference point, visualized in real time over the patient's image, or following a given 
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trajectory. The final precision in reaching this point depends on how far the point of 
interest is from the reference marks. These powerless robotic arms work under the 
concept of impedance control, the arm moves freely guided by the surgeon gestures. 
If  the joints are provided with brakes, the surgeon can guide, from the visualized 
image, the instrument to the desired position, that can have been previously planned, 
and then lock the arm in that position. This technique is applied in [5] using a 6 
degrees of freedom robot for percutaneous surgery in urology. In this application the 
urologist manually holds the needle along the trajectory to track, that is visualized in 
the image, and the passive arm maintains the required alignment of the needle 
injector. This procedure improves needle placement accuracy, intervention duration, 
patient safety, sterility and surgeon radiation exposure. 

Fig. 3 Optical localizer 

2.1.2 Semi-active devices 
When it is possible to program partially a trajectory, the availability of a pbwered 
robot allows a new kind of cooperation. For instance, in neurosurgery [6] it is 
common the need to track a straight line, either to inject some dose, to extract 
tumors or for electrode implantation. In this case, the robot can be used as a 
mechanical guide through which the surgeon introduces a drill, a probe or an 
electrode until it reaches a predefmed mechanical stop. Thus the robot guaranties 
the precise entrance and advancing movements through the brain. 

2.1.3 Synergistic devices 
The concept of synergistic devices is defined in [4]. The aim is to match to an 
adequate degree the surgeon-robot cooperation by taking profit of the robot 
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accuracy and reliability while letting the surgeon to decide each action based on his 
intelligence, knowledge, expertise and ability. In this operating mode the surgeon 
guides the surgical instrument, which is held by the robot, at his will. But, these 
movements are supervised by the computer to avoid the instrument entering within 
dangerous zones, those that the surgeon has previously defined in the simulation or 
preplanning phase. In the preplanning phase the surgeon defines virtual walls to 
avoid for instance to move the instrument too close to a nerve while cutting a bone. 
When the robot, guided by the surgeon reaches a predefmed surface the safety 
control strategy can force the robot to stop, as it if collides with a virtual obstacle, or 
to damp the movement emulating a collision with a virtual pillow. Fig. 4 shows this 
concept applied to laparoscopic surgery. 
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Fig. 4 Geometrically bounded movements 

2.2 Teleoperation 
Teleoperation constitutes also a very good mean to share the best performances of 
both human and robots. The surgeon guides the robotic arm, through an adequate 
hands-off interface (headstrips, footpedal, master arm, joystick, voice...). While the 
surgeon decides the best actions to carry out during all the surgical procedure, the 
robot control unit executes the ordered movements and actions providing the 
required accuracy, or even supervising the movements, thus avoiding any dangerous 
error caused by possible inaccurate or wrong surgeon movements towards protected 
areas. There already exist different commercial robots operating in this mode. They 
have been mainly applied in laparoscopic surgery, where the surgeon needs a third 
hand to move the laparoscope, beside the instruments. Nevertheless, this concept is 
applicable to very different surgical fields. 

Teleoperation can be unilateral, that is, the robotic arm follows the movements 
ordered by the surgeon, which is assisted by the computer to avoid dangerous 
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situations. When besides this one way orders, there are some feedback data towards 
the surgeon, to "feel" the patient organs or body elements, we have bilateral 
teleoperation, or a telepresence system. 

2. 3 Pre-programmed robot 
It would be desirable to have a system able to operate autonomously being 
supervised by the surgeon. The ways a robot can be programmed to execute a task 
are: first, to preprogram the task previous to its execution, assuming all the steps to 
follow can be predefmed and no deviations from the programmed tasks are 
foreseeable. This is not a very common situation as a consequence of  the uncertainty 
due to sensors, to the patient movements during the intervention, that change the 
situation in the operating area, or to multiple and unexpected situations in which the 
surgeon has to take new decisions on-line. 

The second way to program the robot is sensor based control. In this case the 
robot is programmed to execute a trajectory or a sequence of trajectories or actions, 
but interacting with sensors that provide the information of how its execution is 
performing. For instance, a trajectory can be executed provided a given force is not 
surpassed, or maintaining the applied force between two predefmed values. In these 
cases, different robot control modes are used, position control, force control or 
hybrid. Additionally, impedance control is required for the situations in which the 
surgeon needs to take the control. Then, the robot remains free to be moved at the 
surgeon will. 

Anyway, this active mode has shown to be only possible when operating over 
solid structures as bones, but never in soft tissues that deforms while they are 
manipulated. Furthermore, only part of the intervention can be pre-programmed, 
mainly some defined trajectories. The surgeon has to prepare the intervention, 
placing the robot in position and supervising continuously the pre-programmed 
actions. 

3. Simulation 
Simulation has shown to be a useful tool in different aspects of surgery. First, for 
training, and second, and very important in surgical robotics, to pre-plan or to 
program an intervention. 

Training simulators allow surgeons to train new procedures for as long as 
required introducing any kind of practical and pathological conditions that can 
appear in reality. This facility offer an environment that can not be simulated with 
phantom or even in cadavers, further avoiding the use of animal models or the 
intervention of patients. This aid is specially useful when dealing with deformable 
organs. The work in [7] is based on the modeling of the liver with its anatomical 
details. Using the elasticity theory it is possible to simulate the effect of each 
surgeon action and evaluate its effects. The surgeon receives visual and force 
information from this simulation. 

The complete operating room is simulated in [8], for knee surgery, to foresee all 
the possible mobile objects during an intervention, and thus analyze before hand the 
consequences of every robot movement. 
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Computer graphics, modeling and simulation constitute the base for a robotic 
system to be able to execute a pre-plarmed and pre-programmed part of an 
intervention. These techniques can also assist the surgeon to plan in the computer 
the best strategy to follow, previous to the intervention, given a concrete pathology 
of the patient in order to improve his efficiency and reduce intervention time. 

Orthodoc [9] is one of the first robotic prototypes that work from the CT images 
to pre-plan a robotic intervention, in this case for total hip replacement surgery. 
Other systems based on this principle have been also developed or are under 
development taking advantage of the state of technology on what refers to 
CAD/CAM systems well established in industrial environments. The process, as 
shown in figure 5, consists on creating a 3D model of the bone to define how it has 
to be mechanized as well as to create, based on this model, the exact shape of  the 
prosthesis to be implanted, in order to fit exactly into the femoral cavity. Once the 
model of bone and prosthesis are available, the surgeon can simulate the implant on 
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i 

1 
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Fig. 5 The CAD~CAM concept applied to robotics in surgery 
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the computer screen and pre-program the robot for bone machining. All these 
procedures can be performed previously and out of the operating room. During the 
intervention the surgeon prepares the operation exposing the bone and fixing it, to 
define the reference frame for the robot to work. The surgeon supervises the process 
comparing the real process, cutter position superimposed in the CT images, with the 
pre-planned task. All these procedures require the possibility of the surgeon to 
interact with the system when necessary. Experimentation and already real 
procedures executed with humans in the last years show, in the same way that in 
industry, that robotized mechanization is far more precise and safe than manual 
work. 
With the use of computer graphics it is also possible to generate synthetic images 
that can be superimposed over the real images obtained from a patient and to test 
different strategies and actuations without the need to physically carry them out. An 
example of its application in laparoscopic surgery is shown in figure 6. These 
images visualize the process of the inginal hernia repair interventions with a 
polypropylene mesh and the synthetic image generated. In this case, it would be 
possible to simulate the introduction and application of the mesh on the screen, 
checking the mesh size and its right position and orientation over the desired 
element to obtain the expected results. In real practice it is often necessary to guess 
the approximate size and shape of the mesh from the laparoscopic image, cut the 
mesh and intrude and apply it. When the applied mesh does not fit in size or shape, 
the surgeon has to try several times before reaching the expected result. 

a) b) 

7: 

c) d) 
Fig. 6 Inginal hernia repair, a) Image of  the inginal zone, b) a step forward in the 

repairing process, c) synthetic image, d) after the application of  the mesh 
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4. Current applications and future trends 
Robotics has already shown its effectiveness in surgical applications in very 
different areas, having for each of them very different requirements. In spite of this 
progress and proved results, the use of robots in surgery is far less generalized than 
it could be. The main reason is safety, an essential issue when working in the 
operating room. Due to environment and working conditions laws regulation makes 
it difficult to experiment in procedures even though, they have proved its efficiency, 
performance and reliability in other environments. 

Without trying to be exhaustive, a sample of some of the most relevant 
applications shows robotics status and possibilities. 

4. 1 Applications 
One of the most advanced areas is orthopedics, that, as already mentioned, has 
imported CAD/CAM techniques and procedures from industry and has proved its 
efficiency in surgical procedures. Its success is due to the fact that the robot can 
operate more precisely, using numerical control techniques, than the surgeon, that 
needs to operate manually in restricted environments with limited accessibility and 
with low perception. The system consisting of Robodoc, the mechanical device and 
Orthodoc, its computer support, is a good example of this kind of robots used in 
applications such as femur implants or hip replacement. 

Computer assisted spine surgery has proved, through a significant number of 
trials, to be more accurate and safe than manual [10]. Transpedicle screw insertion, 
for rigid segmental fixation, has been experimented using a technique that combines 
pre-operative CT imaging with intra-operative passive navigation. 

Laparoscopic and other minimally invasive techniques have also proved to be a 
field of robotics application and many works have been developed either in the 
guidance of the laparoscopy [11] or to improve surgeon perception by means of 3D 
imaging or force feedback. In [12] a study is done on the requirements of 
manipulators for minimally invasive surgery: endoscopic devices, the surgical 
instruments, the interfaces or the sensors. 

Neurosurgery is a field that has motivated a great amount of research since 
robotics can greatly contribute to improve the interventions due to the high level of 
precision these procedures require. In this area estereotaxis, that is the precise 
location of some body reference points, has been largely studied and applied to 
calibrate the robot [13]. One of the ftrst relevant robots in stereotactic neurosurgery 
is Minerva [14]. This kind of surgery consists in the introduction of a probe of 2 to 3 
mm through a hole drilled in the skull, in order to reach a point inside the brain. 
Some of the common operations are: Thalatomy, which is performed to reduce the 
Parkinson disease, Evacuation of hematoma abscess, Biopsy of tissues for 
histological examination or Implantation of radioactive sources for irradiation of 
tumor. 

The problems due to stereotaxis frame bulkiness and its application to the patient 
has motivated that an important effort be put on the study of registration techniques 
and detection of natural relevant points in the patient body to avoid the use of the 
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reference frame. Thus, frameless stereotactic methodologies have been studied for a 
long time[15], [16] either tracking natural points or with the aid of localizers. 

Stereotaxy is useful to perform brain biopsies or procedures for disfunctions 
because compared with manual operations it lesions or stimulates smaller cerebral 
areas. But, it presents some limitations for removal of lesions of more substantial 
volume. For that reason, new surgical instruments are developed integrating image 
processing techniques, from a microscope camera, and a stereotactic robot [17]. 

Eye a n d  ear  surgery are also characterized by the need of operating in very 
small areas, and frequently with access difficulties. On the other hand, accuracy is 
essential for such interventions. An example of eye surgery is Keratotomy, 
operation that consists on making 4 or 8 incisions on the cornea [18] to produce an 
increase of its curvature for correcting strong myopia. These incisions require a 
precision of 0,01mm and be performed maintaining the bistoury perpendicular to 
the cornea surface. Thus robotics accuracy, and repetitivity improves manual 
performance through teleoperation. The surgeon can operate more comfortable from 
magnified images thus avoiding tireness and stress. For such applications the man- 
machine interface is a key factor to efficiently control the robot. Laser treatments for 
other applications like retinal photocoagulation, diabetic retinopathy, and other 
pathologies, are other eye procedures where robotics and CAS techniques can 
contribute to improve efficiency. 

In [19] the problem of operating inside the ear in a stapedotomy procedure is 
faced up. The difficulties to control drill protrusion of the stape bone are: small size 
of the working zone, small and narrow access, low tactile feedback, compliance of 
the stapes and its unknown thickness, that can vary between 0,1mm and 2,5mm. To 
improve current procedures a drilling tool system has been developed. It consists of 
an automatic micro-drill provided with strain gauges to control the applied force and 
torque and position sensors to control position and velocity. 

While robotics can contribute enormously in increasing performance in 
orthopedics, in machining hard materials, bones, using CAD / CAM techniques, 
other areas of surgery deal with deformable objects. Interventions in soft tissues 
such as human organs: liver, brain, heart or the skin can not rely directly on these 
techniques but can also benefit from robotics [20]. Soft tissue surgery differs from 
orthopedics in that it tends to be more disordered. Transurethral resection to the 
prostate, for instance, has been experimented using a special purpose robotic frame 
to remove a conical section of tissue. For this application the surgeon positions and 
locks the resectoscope using a flexible snake type arm. 

4. 2 Mieroroboties 
Microrobotics and micromechanisms developments have been the key towards the 
advances in endoscopic procedures for minimally invasive surgery, therapy or 
diagnose. Micro-machines development FEnd new problems due to the appearance of 
phenomena absent in bigger devices. The study of different kind of micro-devices 
[21] has allowed the progress in doses implants, stimulators and other actuators. 
Some examples of the designed devices are micropumps, microturbines, 
micromotors or microhoses, to activate such implants or endoscopic devices. The 
development of endoscopic devices for diagnostic analysis and actuation has lead to 
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the study of new mechanisms to enter through a troccar or a natural entrance to the 
body. An active forceps built from SMA (Shape memory alloy) pipes is described in 
[22]. The use of such flexible devices facilitates accessibility in laparoscopic 
surgery. Other devices are based on movement propagation through modular 
elements, worm movements are a good solution to advance through pipe shaped 
parts [23]. 

In [24] a review is done about the different fields where micromechatronics can 
be applied in medicine. In this work, the problems associated with the access, 
sensing, actuation or the implants, to a living organism are analyzed. The 
compatibility of artificial devices with natural organs or body parts forces to enter 
the bio-mechatronics field. In this line, the research in bio-sensors, bio-artificial 
organs and neural interfaces is pointed out. 

4. 3 Telesurgery 
The development of techniques for minimally invasive surgery makes this kind of 
surgery easier to robotize than open surgery. This is due to the fact that these 
surgical instruments are more a robot end effector than the classical tools and the 
surgeon hands, and their actuation is easier to automate. The difficulty, with respect 
to industrial robot applications, comes from the uncertainties of the working 
environment that prevents to program a priori a complete task. Robotics in this case 
offers the possibility of  the control from human gestures, that is, teleoperation [25]. 

The requirements in teleoperation tasks do not rely uniquely in providing the 
desired mobility to the tools needed for a given surgical intervention, which do not 
implies technological problems, but also in the availability of  sensors feedback to 
the operator, in this case the surgeon. This feedback perception allows to operate 
safer and with more efficiency. 

Therefore, the possibility to introduce tele-robotics in minimally invasive 
surgery is conditioned to the development of the adequate perception systems that 
allow to manipulate indirectly the tool. Once this problem is solved, that is the tools 
are mechanically manipulated from the surgeon gestures, he or she can already 
operate from outside the operating theater. This possibility can mitigate both, 
accessibility problems that frequently appear, or even to have available in a given 
situation a specialist that is physically far away. An example of the first type of 
interventions is described in [26] for micro-blood-vessel suturing. On the other side, 
an on-line interactive ISDN network for telemedicine and telepresence is described 
in [27]. This kind of operation can then be done with the same guarantees than the 
operations done with the direct presence of the surgeon close to the patient. 

Both research lines are already alive and some experimentation has been done. 
The possibility that these specialists operate at any distance and that they are only 
required in the more critical moments can bring in the future an increase of quality. 
It will be possible both, to work with an additional support and also to have the 
possibility to remove part of the work equipment outside the operating theater, 
making the working areas larger and so more comfortable for the surgeon. 
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5. Conclusions 
From the experience already existing it can be appreciated that robots are now 
useful, or more realistically, they are a real need in surgery to improve quality and 
safety of interventions and to make possible new surgical procedures not thinkable 
some years ago. The effective use of these robotics technologies requires important 
adaptations to be applied in this medical environment: size, accessibility, sterility, 
safety are still important issues to increase its effectivity and be more acceptable by 
the medical community. New emerging technologies such as bio-mechanics or the 
development of haptic devices and friendly human-machine interfaces are among 
others important areas to advance on, to expand the use of robots in this field. 
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Abstract: 

A survey of walking machines and their todays performance is given. Pa- 
per considers two-, four- and six-legged robots and presents especially the 
author's six- and eight-legged machines. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Artificial compared to biological walking includes some drawbacks due to the 
fact that  technical performance of robots is still far away from biological per- 
formances. Biological design for drives like muscles, for leg construction, for 
gait generation is much more effective, lighter, more adaptive and with lower 
consumption than technical solutions. Biological control adapts perfectly to 
environmental changes and requirements. It is self-learning, highly adaptive 
and self-repairing. The sensor situation in biology is overwhelming. Biological 
sensors provide any magnitudes of walking in a lavish way which is superior to 
all technical sensor systems. 

Nevertheless it makes sense to start  research on walking machines with 
our human means, and the results achieved are promising. To have a measure 
for technical performances we choose a representation of weight-to-size and 
weight-to-power data  for biological and for technical systems. The Figures 1 
and 2 illustrate the situation. 

With respect to the weight-to-size features we are able to arrange the 
walking systems along a curve of lightweight constructions like insects or slim 
mammals and along a curve of massive constructions, where most of the ar- 
tificial walking machines are arranged. Nevertheless we should keep in mind 
that  inspite of that  good position of our technical robots these curves do not 
tell the whole story. Aspects of walking performance like jumping, walking 
through rough environment, acceleration and deceleration capacity and the 
like are missing. With respect to these features technical walking would be 
significantly inferior. 

One of the essential problems in realizing walking machines consists in our 
still poor drive systems. The possibilities are confined to electric, pneumatic 
or hydraulic motors and to some special systems trying to copy the muscle 
behaviour. Figure 2 indicates the situation. Electric drives cover the largest 
range of applications, pneumatic systems are limited to large weights but rel- 
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Figure 1. Weight-to-Size Performance [23] 

atively low power, and hydraulics applies best to heavy machines with high 
power consum ~tion. The realized walking machines confirm this trend. 
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Figure 2. Weight-to-Power Performance for Technical Walking Machines [23] 

The following describes some selected machines for two-, four- and six- 
legged walking, and additionally some other machines. From this we proceed 
to general guidlines for developing walking robots and discuss solutions having 
been realized at the author's institute [5,15-20]. 
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2. W a l k i n g  M a c h i n e s  - A S u r v e y  

2.1. Two-Legged Machines  

The probably most advanced two-legged robot is WABIAN, which has been 
presented by the Waseda University, Tokyo, in the year 1997 (Fig. 3). It can 
walk approximately like a human being, and it is altogether very near to human 
features. Some dozens of man-years and some million dollars characterize this 
development, which in addition must be seen before the background of more 
than twenty years research activities on walking and grasping at Waseda. 

A much simpler design has been realized at Harvard University in the US 
and was presented in 1994 (Fig. 4). It moves on a circle being attached to 
a rotating arm. One of the goals consists in an investigation of controlling 
hopping around this circle. The hopping speed is remarkable. 

Completely different aspects have been persued with the SHADOW 
PROJECT from the London University in the United Kingdom, 1993 (Fig. 5). 
The robot is realized by a wooden leg-skeleton where each leg is driven by 14 
air-muscles. Two valves control each of the muscles. The overall control is 
achieved by neural nets. 

Figure 3. WABIAN, Two-Legged-Machine 

The following list gives a rough summary of other two-legged robots (this 
summary is of course not complete). 

Other Two-Legged Robots 

• Robot Bipede 1 (1994) 
Ecole Nationale Sup. de Physique de Strasbourg, France 
(0.3 x 0.8 x 0.3 m, 15 kg, 70 W) 

• CURBI (1986) 
Ohio State University, USA 
(0.18 x 0.89 x 0.26 m, 9,16 kg, 60 W) 
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Figure 4. Harvard Experimental Biped, Two-Legged-Machine 

Figure 5. Biped Walker, Two-Legged-Machine 

SAICO (1997) 
Universidad La Salle, Mexico 
(0.29 x 1.1 x 0.56 m, 12 kg, 85 W) 

HITBWR-III (1988) 
Harbin Institute of Technology, China 
(0.6 x 1.0 x 0.4 m, 40 kg, 400 W) 

HONDA-Biped Robot (1996) 
Honda, Japan 
(1.8 m, 210 kg) 

Piernuda (1996) 
Facultad de Ingenieria Unam, Mexico 
(0.67 x 0.95 x 0.15 m, 5 kg) 
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• Ninjya (1980) 
Miyazaki University, Japan 
(0.7 x 0.7 x 0.3 m, 12 kg, 20 W) 

• KDW BIPED (1987) 
Changsa Insitute of Techn., China 
(0.2 x 0.8 x 0.22 m, 16.3 kg, 250 W) 

2.2.  Four-Legged  Machines  

In 1994 the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA, realized a four-legged 
robot which can walk in either direction (Fig. 6). Typically as most of the 
four-Legged machines, this robot does not follow biological solutions but the 
technical idea of versatile walking. The walking pattern of some crabs is not 
too far away. THING is a small, lightweight robot moving with batteries. 

The ROBUG IIs of the University of Portsmouth (UK 1989, Fig. 7) rep- 
resents the type of wall-climbing robots, which attach itself firmly to the wall 
by pneumatic devices. Such wall-climbing machines are realized all over the 
world with the idea of cleaning sky-scrapers or underwater constructions. One 
of the problems consists in the power supply with high-pressure air requir- 
ing long high-pressure flexible tubes with increasing weight for high or deep 
constructions. 

The four-legged robot RIHMO, realized in the Institute for Industrial Au- 
tomation, Madrid, Spain, in 1993 (Fig. 8), possesses a cartesian pantograph 
mechanism for each leg. Pantograph mechanisms are popular solutions due to 
their stability and their simple drives, which in the case of RIHMO consume 
only a small amount of power. 

Figure 6. THING, Four-Legged-Machine 

Other four-legged machines are listed below. 
Other Four-Legged Robots 

• UNH Quadruped Robot 
University of New Hampshire, USA 
(0.6 x 0.6 m, 25 kg) 

• TITAN VI (1990) 
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Figure 7. ROBUG IIs, Four-Legged-Machine 

~i\ ~ W : 

Figure 8. RIHMO, Four-Legged-Machine 

Tokyo Insitute of Technology, Japan 
(1.5 x 1 x 1.5 m, 190 kg) 

• TITAN VIII (1997) 
Tokyo Insitute of Technology, Japan 
(0.4 x 0.6 x 0.25 m, 19 kg) 

• NINJA-II (1994) 
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan 
(1.8 x 0.5 x 0.4 m, 45 kg) 
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• roboTRAC 
Universit~it Duisburg, Germany, ETH Zfirich, Switzerland 
(0.55 x 0.15 x 0.27 m, 1.3 kg, 10 W) 

• MK-4 (1986) 
Warsaw Univ. of Technology, Poland 
(100 kg, 3 kW) 

• MENO II (1995) 
Univ. of Southern California, USA 
(0.5 x 0.3 x 0.5 m, 12 kg) 

2.3.  Six-Legged Machines  

Many very early investigations started with six-legged machines, and all heavy 
robots are also based on a six-legged design. Six-legged machines are statically 
and dynamically stable or at least include no particular problems. Gait patterns 
are easily to realize and well-known. Often applied are wave patterns generating 
tripod and quadropod walking. One of the earliest and heaviest machine is the 
famous Adaptive-Suspension-Vehicle designed by Waldron 1982 at the Ohio 
State University (Fig. 9) [22]. It weighs 3200 kg, possesses a power supply of 
35 kW by a gasoline motor which drives a hydraulic system for the legs' motion. 
An operator can sit in the machine and control it. The legs are realized by a 
pantograph mechanism. All leg planes are vertical thus reducing considerably 
the influence of gravitation. 

SILEX from ULB Service des Construction Mechanique et Robotique, 
Bruxelles, Belgique, represents a class of six-legged machines, which can walk 
in either direction in a similar way like some of the four-legged robots. It was 
built in 1991 (Fig. 10). The legs are also pantograph mechanisms with three 
degrees of freedom each. Control is hierarchical with three levels. 

Another big machine has been developed in Tampere, Finland. PLUS- 
TECH weighs 3500 kg and is powerd by a Diesel engine (Fig. 11). The hydrauli- 
cally driven legs possess three degrees of freedom each. The robot performs 
hard work in the woods by cutting and transporting trees. 

Figure 9. Adaptive-Suspension-Vehicle, Six-Legged-Machine 

Other Six-Legged Robots 
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Figure 10. SILEX, Six-Legged-Machine 

Figure 11. PLUSTECH, Six-Legged-Machine 

• Ambler (1988) 
Carnegie Mellon Univ. Pa, USA 
(3.5 x 5 x 4.5 m, 2000 kg, 1.9 kW) 

* Boadicea (1996) 
MIT, Massachusetts, USA 
(4.8 kg) 

• CWRU ROBOT II (1992) 
Case Western Reserve Univ., Ohio, USA 
(0.76 x 0.2 x 0.46 m) 

• Daedalus (1993) 
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Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pa, USA 
(1.8 x 2 x 1.8 m, 120 kg, 100 W) 

• Dante II (1993) 
Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pa, USA 
(2.4 x 3 x 3.6 m, 770 kg, 1 kW) 

• TARRY (1992) 
Gerhard-Mercator-Univ., Duisburg, Germany 
(0.4 x 0.15 x 0.3 m, 2.2 kg, 30 W) 

• HEG 1060 
California Cybernetics Comp., USA 
(0.3 x 0.3 m, 37 kg) 

• Robot hexapode (1989) 
Lab. de Microinformatique, Lausanne, Switzerland 
(0.3 x 0.13 x 0.08 m, 0.4 kg, 5 W) 

• S1 (1992) 
Univ. of Leipzig, Germany 
(1.8 x 0.5 x 0.9 m, 20 kg, 100 W) 

• Roboty (1995) 
Taygeta Scientific Inc., Monterey, Ca, USA 
(0.38 x 0.2 x 0,18 m) 

• IOAN (1994) 
ULB Service des Constr. Mech. and Robotique, Bruxelles, Belgium 
(0.4 x 0.15 x 0.1 m, 1.2 kg, 16 W) 

• KARLA (1992) 
FZI, Karlsruhe, Germany 
(0.7 x 0.4 x 0.4 m, 4 kg, 25 W) 

• LAURON II (1995) 
FZI, Karlsruhe, Germany 
(0.7 x 0.3 x 0.7 m, 16 kg, 70 W) 

• Katharina (1994) 
IFF, Magdeburg, Garmany 
(0.9 x 0.5 x 0.9 m, 21 kg, 130 W) 

• Autonomous Modular WalkingVehicle (1996) 
Univ. of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
(0.61 x 0.3 x 0.46 m, 4.5 kg) 

• Leonard (1994) 
Lab. de Microinformatique, Lausanne, Switzerland 
(0.24 x 0.2 x 0.2 m, 1 kg, 4 W) 
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• MASCHA (1971) 
Univ. of Lomonnossow, Moscow, Russia 
(0.7 x 0.21 x 0.7 m, 20 kg, 130 W) 

• MECANT (1988) 
Helsinki Univ. of Technology, Finland 
(2.1 x 1.6 x 2.4 m, 1100 kg, 35 kW) 

• TUM-Walking-Machine (1992) 
Techn. Univ. of Munich, Germany 
(0.8 x 0.4 x 0.8. 23 kg, 300 W) 

2.4. Machine Per formance  

The rough overview illustrates the fact that six-legged robots have been real- 
ized to a significantly larger extent than two- or four-legged machines. The 
reasons have already been mentioned: easy "static" walking, no problems with 
stability, well-known gait patterns, control realization with reasonable effort. 
Two-legged walking requires dynamic stability generating quite a lot of yet 
unsolved problems. Four-legged walking lies in-between, it still can be realized 
more or less statically which for most existing machines has been done. 

Without exceptions the discussed machines ly in the "massive areas" with 
respect to their weight-to-size and weight-to-power performance, indicating the 
necessity of research for better design. Lightweight construction optimization 
will be one point already achieved in a few machines, today's drives and power- 
transmissions still need progress to be able to meet the biological example. It 
is interesting though that Waseda's WABIAN is very near to a human, and 
the two heavy six-legged machines are very near to the elephant. Obiously the 
technical components of today are better suited to realize medium- or large- 
sized robots than very small ones which mainly indicates the shortcomings of 
now-a-day's drives. 

WABIAN 

- Robug IIs 

IHMO 

i THJNG 

,ram i¢m , ~ m  Tm ~om 

Figure 12. Weight-to-Size Performance 
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Figure 13. Weight-to-Power Performance for Technical Walking Machines 

3. D e s i g n  P r i n c i p l e s  f o r  W a l k i n g  M a c h i n e s  

In simulating, designing and realizing walking machines, and, as a matter of 
fact, many other machines, it will make sense, to watch certain rules and se- 
quences of events to assure a successful development. This must not be as 
perfect as industrial program management, but it helps to establish an efficient 
research progress and convincing results [14]. 

The overall organization follows Figure 14, which contains three main 
blocks: layout and design, hardware-in-the-loop tests and finally the real ma- 
chine. All steps for realizing such a walking machine are connected with tests 
and evaluations with respect to performance according to the basic ideas and 
requirements, which come so-to-say from first creative intuitions and goals, 
with respect to confirmations of the goals and the requirements, and finally 
with respect to possible improvements. 

[ Loyo0', °es'°n M°ch'ne '01 

I Performance, Confirmations, improvements - - ]  

Figure 14. Realizing a Walking Machine 

Considering walking machines the intuitive phase of creating ideas and con- 
cepts very much was interconnected with research findings of biologists. They 
know about mechanics of walking, and they know quite remarkable structures 
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of biological walking control. At the very beginning we were of course aware of 
the fact that it makes no sense to copy biology. But on the other hand we are 
convinced that a good combination of biological design ideas and technological 
possibilities will make a good walking machine. 

Therefore, in an early step we started to design a six-legged machine ori- 
ented at features of the stick-insect. Layout and design includes on a software 
basis everything of the future machine: concept and configuration, dynamics 
and control, gait pattern and stability; simulations again and again to find out 
the best performance, the best load-to-weight-ratio, the best components from 
the mechanical side and from electronics. One has to perform trade-offs for sen- 
sors and actuators, for design configurations and for form and materials. The 
selection of commercial components from external sources follows optimization 
processes with criteria like load-to-weight, stiffness, stability. 

Figure 15 illustrates this research phase. At the end we have a rather 
complete impression how the machine will operate, what are the difficulties, 
where do we have to expect the biggest problems. 

. ~  Configuration .~ ~J Design q 

Dynamics & ,~ 
Control 

J Simulation 

L 
I Performance 

Loads 

External 
Resources 

t 
J Optimization 

Figure 15. Layout and Design 

At this stage it make very much sense to prepare hardware-in-the-loop tests 
(Fig. 16). For a walking machine with the above preparations it is more or less 
straightforward. In simulations we make the machine walk in the computer 
with the exception of one leg. This one leg we realize in hardware, establish 
a test set-up and combine the motion of this one leg in hardware with the 
simulated motion of the other five legs on the computer. 

As a consequence we are able to operate the complete machine, one leg in 
reality, five legs in simulations or, in the case of the eight-legged tube crawler, 
one leg in reality and seven legs simulated. We can test the performance and 
the control of one real leg and of the complete machine and find out most of 
the errors and drawbacks made during layout and design. Especially control 
performance can be tested, control hardware can be adapted and problems 
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Figure 16. Hardware-in-the-Loop Tests 

like EMC (electro-magnetic compatibility) can be considered. Altogether the 
two stages layout, design and hardware-in-the-loop tests clear up most of the 
problems beforehand. The final machine realization looses much of its risks. 

On the basis of these beforehand-activities the last step of constructing 
the real walking-machine starts with a set of drawings for both, the mechani- 
cal and electronic workshop. Questions of manufacturing, external ressources, 
integration and assembly have to be answered and handled. From virtual sen- 
sors and virtual actuators we proceed to real sensors and actuators. Machine 
performance will be compared with the design idea, and the whole process of' 

Simulati°n I 

I s,":o: I 
I 

machine testing can be started (Fig. 17). 

Comparisons, 
Feedback to Design 

Ressources, etc. 

Figure 17. Machine Realization 
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4. T w o  E x a m p l e s  

At the author's institute two walking machines have been realized, one six- 
legged machine with biologically oriented design principles and one eight-legged 
mchine for tube inspection and the like. A short description is given. For more 
details see [5,17,23], which include also the theoretical background for walking 
machines. 

4.1. A Six-Legged Machine 

The basic geometry of a leg is taken from the stick insect Carausius Morosus 
[2,3,4]. Figure 18 gives an indication of the walking machine and of the specific 
leg design as derived from biology. All leg components move in one plane which 
itself rotates around an oblique axis fixed at the central body. The orientation 
of this axis is given by the two angle (¢, ~), the rotation around it by the angle 
a. The two leg segmentts (for the stick insect Femur and Tibia) move in the 
plane with the two rotation angles (fl, 7). 

( 

central S.,,~ 

x 

Figure 18. Six-Legged Walking Machine and Details of Leg Design 

The coordination of the six legs during walking is mainly laid down in a 
gait pattern system. Our biological model, the stick insect, applies for walking 
two patterns, namely the tetrapod gait and the tripod gait. The first one more 
for low and the second one for higher speeds. Gait patterns are characterized 
by three parameters p/,pc, dr. The ipsilateral phase pi is the normMized phase 
lag between two neighbouring legs on the same side of the body. The contralat- 
eral phase pc marks the normalized phase lag between a leg and its opposite 
neighbouring leg. The duty factor df defines the portion of contact time with 
the ground related to total walking cycle time of one leg. One gait pattern can 
conveniently be characterized by one point in the (pi, pc, df)-space (Fig. 19). 
In addition this type of presentation is a good basis for stability analysis for 
different gaits. 

The evaluation of design criteria as applied in biological systems greatly 
profits from the fact that with a prescribed gait pattern the determination of 
the torques in the leg joints and the forces on the ground leads to an under- 
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determined system of equations of motion. To make this system solvable one 
may apply an additional optimization process which gives an opportuni ty to 
test several criteria and to adapt these criteria to measured forces from the 
stick insect [5]. 

' ~ time 
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Figure 19. The Tetrapod Gait 
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Figure 20. Measured and Calculated Contact Forces in the Walking Plane 

The walking stick insect is modelled as a mult ibody system with rigid 
components and altogether 24 degrees of freedom (one central body with 6 
DOF, six legs each with 3 DOF). Depending on the walking state a maximum 
of 36 forces at the feet and torques in the joints are unknown. Adding to 
the equations of motion an optimization process with unknown criteria we 
are able to find out the biological design principles by testing various criteria 
[5,16]. The resulting forces and torques are then compared with biological 
measurements. A best fit was achieved with a criterion requiring minimization 
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of the legs' bending loads and of the interaction forces in the walking plane 
with a relationship of (60 %) : (40 %). Figure 20 depicts a comparison for that 
case. 

The central components of every walking machine are the legs. Therefore, 
walking machine design means leg design. Moreover, leg design means design 
of its most important joint, the/3-joint (see Fig. 18). Figure 21 illustrates the 
basic design features. The main idea of such a direct drive system consists in 
a direct connection of the fiexspline with the driven casing, which results in 
a very small weight of the complete drive system [5,10]. Another important 
feature with regard to weight reduction is the shortest possible distance be- 
tween the two main axes of the (x- and Ê-joint, which could only be realized 
by the dense construction of the fl-combination of direct current motor and 

a - axis I Flexspline 
_ I Circular Spline ~ Wave Generator 

. 

Motor 

Figure 21. Design of the 3-Joint 

harmonic drive system. In addition and for realizing a relative angle of 
70 ° between segment 1 containing the a- and fl-joints (Figs. 18, 21) and the 
second segment an excentric fastening of segment two to the fl-axis was chosen 
as an optimum solution (Fig. 22). 

1st segment 

2nd segment 

Figure 22. Excentric Fastening of the second Leg Segment 

In further reduction any component of the leg construction to its minimum 
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Figure 23. Leg with 3 Degrees of Freedom (2.8 kg) 

shape taking into consideration the stress limits of stability we could perform a 
leg with a total weight of together 2.8 kg but a load bearing capacity of nearly 
18 kg at the most (Fig. 23). The six-legged walking machine has three equal 
legs on each side where the legs from one side to the other are mirror symmet- 
ric. Each leg has the same direct drive systems. In addition to the tachometer 
measurement all joints are equipped with potentiometers for angular measure- 
ments. For the joints (a, fl) these potentiometers are driven by pulleys, for the 
-~-joint it is driven directly. 

The weight of the complete walking machine comes out with 23 kg, about 
17.5 kg for the six legs including special fastenings, 1.5 kg for the central body 
and about 3.5 kg for the electronic and electric equipment. A specially designed 
fastening component for each leg allows an adaptation of the a-axis orientation 
to different walking requirements in a very wide range, which will be system- 
atically tested experimentally. Figure 24 gives an idea of the walking machine 
design. 

The main ideas for the control system of our six-legged robot were taken 
from neurobiological research with stick insects [2,3,4]. The technical realiza- 
tion follows in its performance very closely the biological behaviour. A global 
leg coordination module (LCM) is an information level where each leg informs 
its neighbouring legs about its state as laid down in the decision functions of 
each single leg controller (SLC) [23]. 

The leg coordination module (LCM) is responsible for setting the landing 
and lifting points of each leg (In the following AEP = anterior extreme position 
and PEP = posterior extreme position). In controlling these points the global 
behaviour of the walking process can be influenced. Although this level is 
doing a global task, the control mechanism works locally. In Figure 25 this 
mechanism is depicted. In this Figure it can be seen, that neighbouring legs 
can shift the AEPs and PEPs by a small amount. Thus e.g. legs can inhibit 
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Figure 24. The Six-Legged TUM-Walking Machine 

adjoining legs from lifting of the ground in postponing their PEPs. Each leg 
gets specific information from the other legs namely the walking phase, the 
velocity and the AEP and PEP-Values. This information is sufficient for each 
LCM to compute its new AEP and PEP. These values are sent to the middle 
control level. There is no central supervision. 

The control influences used in this apprach have been measured and iso- 
lated by neurobiologists. Up to eight control mechanisms can be implemented 
in the LCM, the function principle of two of the most important mechanisms 
numbered I and II are shortly explained in the following: Given that the ros- 
trally neighboured leg is not yet in STANCE phase, the mechanism I inhibits 
the lifting of the leg in shifting back the PEP by a certain increment. Similarly, 
the mechanism II inhibits a start of the lifting phase when the contralateral 
adjacent leg is not yet back in STANCE phase. 

~ ~ ~  s of SLC 
',~ _.1 -,Lo~(scc)' , ,  

Figure 25. Control Concept of the Six-Legged Walking Machine 

The single leg controller (SLC) is the heart of leg motion performing all 
decisions necessary to move the leg and to control the various phases. The order 
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of the different phases in a normal step is STANCE, PROTRACT, SWING and 
RETRACT (see Fig. 25). The SLC switches between the phases in dependency 
of the AEP, the PEP and some specific events (e.g. hitting an obstacle). It 
does some on-line path planning at the beginning of the PROTRACT phase. 
Moreover the SLC gives to each leg some local intelligence especially needed to 
manage obstacles, impacts or other unforeseen events. 

The single leg controller detects and surpasses obstacles, controls body 
height and corrects slippage effects. The capability of obstacle avoidance is 
achieved by means of a special detection mechanism and a different approach 
to general path planning. During SWING phase the SLC monitors the bending 
load in the leg segments. Whenever the corresponding strain gauge signal ex- 
ceeds a certain threshold value the obstacle avoidance mechanism is activated. 
A short RESWING phase is executed followed by a new SWING phase trying 
to pass the obstacle. 

The path planning algorithm for the three leg angles c~,/3, 7 thereby differs 
from standard path planning used in robotics. Usually, end effector trajectories 
are described by time histories of work space or configuration space coordinates. 
In our approach we describe the dependency of the outer joint coordinates fl, -), 
in terms of the leg angle coordinate a. 

PROTRACt ~ T 

"- 'I swtN~-'l AEP • 
PEP /"" STANCE I (~ 

I ':°C::" 
Figure 26. Three Step Controller for the c~-Joint (Leg Plane) 

In addition to the two upper levels the leg needs a lowest level control 
system which typically, and again near to biological performance, consists in 
a feedforward nonlinear decoupling scheme combined with a feedback linear 
controller. The low level controller for the AIR phase (which includes PRO- 
TRACT, SWING, RETRACT and RESWING) resembles a manipulator con- 
troller with on-line path planning. The controllers for the AIR and STANCE 
phases differ in the controlled coordinates. 

During the STANCE phase the leg is in an active support phase and is con- 
trolled in cartesian coordinates. In the AIR phase the leg angles are controlled. 
The acceleration & is given by a three step controller approximating thus the 
biological behaviour of the controlling neurons (see Fig. 26). The angles fl and 
0' are computed at every step from the momentary angle a. These two angles 
are controlled by a linear PD-controller. SWING marks the return movement of 
the leg to the next ground point and PROTRACT and RETRACT/RESWING 
denote the high acceleration transition areas from status STANCE to SWING 
or vice versa, respectively. We furthermore demand piecewise constant angu- 
lar accelerations which are switched at the anterior extreme position (AEP) 
and the posterior extreme position (PEP). Fig. 26 shows acceleration versus 
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angle and the corresponding phase portrait of the swing movement of the leg 
plane. The acceleration of the angle a in the STANCE phase is not exactly 
zero, because it results from the kinematics of the robot central body due to 
the switching in a cartesian system. 

4.2. A Tube Crawling Robo t  

Tube systems differ in their pipe diameters, lengths, the mediums inside, the 
complexity of the tube arrangement etc. Different kinds of robots have been 
developed for inspecting and repairing tubes from inside [12,13]. They are 
driven by wheels or chains or they float with the medium. All types of robots 
have their specific difficulties, for example problems of traction or low flexibility 
and do not satisfy all requirements expected by the users. The aim of this 
project is the development of a robot moving forward by feet to study the 
possibilities and difficulties of legged locomotions in contrast to other systems. 
The higher flexibility of legs can be used to extend the technical possibilities 
of moving in tube systms (Fig. 27). 

1 ~ ' 7 1 / S l ~ / ¢ l / i / l / / S ( I / / f / / t c ~ / i / e t / I S S t l i l i d t ( l i / / ( ( I , i i i l ( ( ( I / i f l / i l l i l ~  
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Figure 27. Construction of the Pipe Crawling Robot 

The robot shown in Figure 27 has eight legs arranged like two stars. The 
attachments of the eight legs are located in two planes that intersect at the 
longitudinal axis of the central body. These planes are called leg planes. Each 
leg has two active joints, which are driven by DC-motors. Their axes of rotation 
are orthogonal to the leg planes. This provides each leg with a full planar 
mobility. The leg is mounted to the central body with an additional passive 
joint, which allow small compensating movements in the third direction. 

The crawler has a length of about 0.75 m and is able to work in pipes with 
a diameter of 60 - 70 cm. In each of the eight legs, the distance between the 
two active joints (hip and knee) is 15 cm and the length of the last leg segment 
(from knee to foot) is 17 cm. The highest possible torque of the hip joint is 
78 Nm short term and 40 Nm permanent. The corresponding values of the knee 
are 78 Nm and 20 Nm. In a stretched out position a leg is able to carry 6.5 
times its own weight (less than 2 kg) permanently and 12 times for short time 
operations. Its mechanical design is based on the six legged walking machine. 
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The total weight of the crawler is about 20 kg including the electronic parts. 
The robot is controlled by five Siemens microcontrollers 80C167 CAN, 

which are installed on the crawler itself. One controller acts as a central unit. 
Each of the remaining four units controls two opposite legs. The controllers 
are able to communicate over a CAN bus system. 

s : steps~ze 

s 

\ 
\ \  

x : coordinate at the beginning of the step 

Figure 28. Kinematics in the upper Leg Plane 

Each leg has two potentiometers to measure the joint angles and two 
tachometer generators to measure the angular velocity of the motors. For 
measuring the contact forces to the pipe a special lightweight sensor was devel- 
oped. With its five axes it does not depend on the exact contact configuration. 
For future extensions the electronic architecture allows the implementation of 
further sensors like inclination meters. 

An optimization with respect to leg geometry and stiction forces at the 
feet has been performed with the goal of better design (see Fig. 28). This 
optimization was computed for different sets of parameters e.g. tube diameters 
or friction coefficients. It is not useful to discuss the different results in more 
detail. Some aspects about the general behaviour of Fmax are [18]: 

• For each fixed leg position, the maximum friction force Fma× does not 
increase with 12. 

• As the leg position changes from the fore to the rear extreme position, for 
a fixed /2, the force Fmax varies nonmonotonically. Typically, it initially 
increases, then passes a local maximum and decreases, and then passes 
a local minimum and increases again. As # and the clearance grow, the 
local maximum tends to move towards the rear extreme position of the 
foot. For comparatively small # the local maximum of Fm~x is its global 
maximum. As # increases, the situation changes, and the global maximum 
is reached at the rear extreme position. 

• For high friction coefficients and large clearances, the rate of the growth 
of Fmax during the step considerably exceeds the rate of the decrease of 
Fm~x with 12. This leads to the following result: if the second link becomes 
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longer, it is possible to shift it backwards and thus to yield higher F~× .  
Hence, the elongation of the leg's second link is advisable if the robot is 
intended for motion inside tubes of large diameter with high #. This is 
true for gas pipe-lines where lubrication of the surface is absent. If the 
robot is designed for oil pipe-lines, where the tube surface is lubricated, 
another choise of the length of the second link can turn out to be most 
rational. 

The presented control structure enables the robot to move in straight and 
curved pipes independently of the position inside the tube or the inclination 
of the tube (from horizontal up to vertical pipes). Considering the experiences 
with the six legged walking machine a structure was chosen that  is divided into 
two hierarchical levels. The upper level encloses the mechanism of coordina- 
tion. The lower level controls the position and forces (it executes operating 
functions). Based on this division it is possible to realize a function orientated 
structure and to leave the solution of problems to the concerned components. 

The gait pattern influences the dependencies between the legs and thus 
affects the coordination and the control structure. Because of the limited leg 
mobility, a load shift is only feasible from the legs of one leg plane to the legs of 
the other leg plane. This provides the crawler with full mobility in this plane. 
Three dimensional movements must be approximated by acting in orthogonal 
spaces. In other cases the crawler is able to move straight on only (except for 
special contact positions). 
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Figure 29. Level of Coordination and Operating Level 

The diagrams of Figure 29 show the principles of the coordination level 
and the operating level for the load phase. 

• The central coordination level coordinates the phase characteristics of the 
two leg planes. Decisions on switching of the legs under load are made 
by this component. The legs do not have any autonomy here with the 
advantage of higher safety from falling. In this aspect the concept differs 
from other solutions [12,13]. Furthermore, the problems which can only be 
mastered by a reaction of the whole robot schould be solved in this level 
(e.g. the legs of one plane can not find any contact). 

• The local coordination level controls the step circle of a single leg, especially 
the sequence of leg motion phases (stance, protract, swing, retract). It also 
reacts to disturbances like avoiding small obstacles. 
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The central operating level controls the position and the velocity of the 
central body which are estimated from the joint angles of the legs. This 
is done by changing the leg forces to achieve accelerations for correcting 
the control errors. For this purpose the local operating level is used. It 
receives the corresponding setpoint commands. These commands must be 
created with respect to restrictions like satisfying the condition of sticking 
or the limitations of the electrical and mechanical components. 

• The local operating level controls the applied forces during the contact 
phase and the motions of a single leg during the different air phases. In 
contrast to the last ones, which are really local problems (legs without 
contact can be assumed as decoupled), the forces of legs touching the 
environment are strongly coupled and therefore a strictly local realization 
cannot consider all effects in each configuration. Therefore local means as 
local as possible. 

The main problem is the controller design for the load phase of a leg 
plane. The crawler is a system with geometrical and kinetical nonlinearities. 
Its several components have many degrees of freedom and are strongly coupled. 
In accordance with the described structure of the operating level the controller 
can be presented by the block diagram shown in Figure 30. 

A decentrM PID control of the leg forces and the central control of the 
crawler position was developed by using a multi model design, which is based 
on linearizations around several leg positions [20]. The qualification of this 
design was tested by simulations. Nevertheless the system behaviour of this 
design depends on the actual leg configuration and therefore it cannot be opti- 
mal in any case. According to this another design will be presented here, which 
is based on an input-output-linearization of the inner circuit [21]. The disad- 
vantage of this method is the more complicated and more complex structure. 
To get system equations which can be handled without loosing the physical 
context the following simplifications are made, which do not change the char- 
acteristic behaviour of the system: 

Controller I 

F~ FL~ 

Figure 30. Block Diagram of the Operating Level 

• Motions in the passive joints are not observable and not controllable by the 
legs of the corresponding leg plane. Therefore these motions are decoupled 
and must be considered in the controller design. This leads to a planar 
model with 11 degrees of freedom. 
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• The damping of the rubber balls (feet) is neglected. 

* The masses of the segments are added to the central body and therefore 
the moments of inertia referred to the leg joints are constant and decoupled 
from the central body coordinates. Caused of the light weight design the 
influence of this simplification is less than one per cent. 

• The friction in the gears will be compensated by using an observer. The 
compensation is assumed to be ideal and therefore friction is not considered 
any further. 

Furthermore the central body velocity and the actual direction of gravity 
are assumed to be known. In reality these variables must also be determined 
by an observer. 

A simulation program, which includes all the relevant properties of the 
robot, was developed. By means of this program it is possible to get informa- 
tions about the system behaviour and to determine the motor power reserves. 
Since the elastic eigenfrequencies of the system parts are very high, a modelling 
as a rigid body system is sufficient. The system components are the central 
body, the rotors of the motors, the shafts of the gears and the segments of 
the legs. Different to industrial robots the stiffness of the gears is negligible 
for the system behaviour. The reasons are the extreme light weight design, 
the very short lever arms and the small moments of inertia of the segments. 
The friction o f  the Harmonic Drive Gears depending strongly on the torque 
has great influence on the control and on the loads of the motors (coulomb 
friction in meshing). For consideration of this effect, "normal torques" are es- 
tablished to calculate tangential friction torques that  act against the direction 
of the rotation. To include sticking without load (effects like No-Load Start- 
ing Torque and No-Load Back Driving Torque) an initial tension of the gears 
is introduced. For sticking under load the transmitted torques are added to 
the initial tensions. In addition to the mentioned phenomena, the following 
ones are part of the simulation model: The contact between legs and ground 
is realized with a spring-damper element, which represents the rubber balls at 
the end of the legs. The temperatures of the motors are integrated with a two 
body model with unlimited caloric conductibility. With these temperatures 
the torque reserves of the motors can be determined, which are only limited 
by burning out. Furthermore the motors are changing their behaviour in a 
not negligible manner caused by the dependence of their coil conductivity on 
temperature. 

For testing the mechanical design and the designed controllers a single 
leg test setup was built. The leg mounted on a fixed frame can walk on a 
conveyor-belt, which is motor driven and can be run with different velocites. 
The mechanical parts and the control hardware is equivalent to that one used 
in the robot. 

For the test setup an extra simulation program is developed. The model 
is similar to that  of the whole robot. In Figure 31 comparisons of simulations 
results and measurements are shown. The diagrams on the left side belong to 
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Figure 31. Comparison of Measurement and Simulation 

the measurements. The two curves in the graphs correspond to the normal 
and tangential forces of two steps on the conveyor-belt. In each line a different 
controller was used. The first one shows steps at a slow speed using a PID 
controller. 

Two undesirable properties can be seen. The first one are the high peaks at 
step beginning and the second the decreasing normal forces in the middle of the 
steps. This is caused by the gear friction in the knee joint, which changes the 
direction of rotation. The second and the third line use the controller based on 
feedback linearization. The difference is that  for the third the friction observer 
is used. The second one is only displayed to illustrate the great influence. It 
can be seen the compensation works very well. The observer could be used for 
the PID controller also. In this case it is able to inhibit the decreasing of the 
force but  not the peaks at the beginning. As an excerpt it can be seen that  the 
last controller is qualified for the problem. The curves also show a very good 
conformity between simulation and measurement. 

5 .  S u m m a r y  

A survey of walking machines is given. Additionally two specific walking ma- 
chines, a six-legged and an eight-legged one are presented. It turns out that  
artificial walking has made considerable progress in the last two decades, but  
that its perfomance is still far away from biological walking quality. 
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Figure 32. The Tube Crawling Machine (Mass - Length etc.) 

For two special machines design and control principles are described. A 
six-legged machine follows closely biological design principles where especially 
a three-layer-control concept realizes very nicely the walking pattern of a stick 
insect. An eight-legged machine was realized for tube crawling operation. Its 
control concept realizes observers for gravity and friction and a feedback lin- 
earization for the complete system. An essential feature consists in a complex 
force control strategy for controlling the feet-tube wall-contacts. 

General remark: More detailed informations on the walking machines as 
presented in chapter 2 may be called from 

http ://www. fzi. de/divisions/ipt/WMC/pref ace/ 
walking_machines_katalog, html 
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Abstract: The paper presents an introduction to the main areas driving the 
development of climbing robots; the reasons for the climbers arise because many 
applications (including the nuclear and process industries, underwater operations, 
forestry work and the construction sector) require robotic intervention due to the 
hazardous environments encountered and because normal routes of access are not 
available. The status of climbing robots is presented covering the machines 
developed throughout the world with particular emphasis on the climbing 
aspects. In addition the future requirements for such mobile machines and how 
they can be achieved is described. 

1. Introduction 

Mobile robotics has received much attention in recent years with many innovative 
designs produced and demonstrated at exhibitions and scientific meetings. The 
driving forces for these machines (other than academic interest and general 
enthusiasm) are hazardous applications where it is either impossible (or too 
dangerous) to send humans to carry out particular operations of inspection, repair or 
a specific function, such as fire fighting or transporting material and equipment to 
inaccessible sites. There is a large variety of mobile robots and it is useful to classify 
them in some sensible way. One possible approach is to partition them by their 
locomotion technology as suggested in Virk [1]. Here the categories can be grouped 
into wheeled vehicles, tracked devices and articulated legged machines. Or indeed 
mobile machines can be classified into continuous or discontinuous locomotion with 
the discontinuous machines further split into walkers or climbers or machines which 
climb and walk. There are always some peculiar machines which cannot be put into 
the chosen categories, for example the Roobot machine developed by Dr 
Dissanayake at the University of Sydney has two legs and two wheels! There are 
other particular mechanisms which propel themselves by crawling and/or other 
submarinc type swimming devices or special purpose designs for operation in 
particular environments such as in pipes or ducts (see the pipe climbing robot 
developed by Naubauer [2], [3] shown in Figure 1). However such examples should 
not stop us classifying mobile machines into some sensible grouping. 

The intention of this paper is to concentrate on climbing robots so it is 
convenient to classify the machines into climbing or walking devices (as already 
mentioned, some can climb and walk!). This is especially relevant because the author 
has recently instigated the setting up of an EC Brite EuRam Thematic Network on 
Climbing and Walking Robots (CLAWAR). A six month study for this research 
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contract has highlighted the following needs for CLAWAR type machines (see Virk 
[1]): 

(i) Nuclear industry: here, there is a need for climbing and walking robots for 
carrying out remote operations such as non-destructive testing, surface 
preparation, hot spot localisation, and the retrieval of objects fallen in the 
reactor vessel. Clearly there is a specific need for radiation hardened 
components. 

(ii) Process industry: here, climbing robots are required for the cleaning of 
reactors, testing the integrity of the containing vessels and for monitoring 
various processes. The chemical vessels may be part full, thus requiring that 
the machines be chemical resistant. 

(iii) Outdoor applications: legged robots could be used for forest work (see the 
Forest Walking Machine shown in Figure 2), land mine clearing (see Cornelis 
et al [4], Nicoud [5]) and agricultural applications. 

Figure 1: Pipe climbing robot Figure 2: Plustech's Walking machine 

(iv) Construction: climbing robots can be used for inspection, remote handling 
and window cleaning (see Seward [6]). 

(v) Ship cleaning: climbing and walking machines can be used for cleaning the 
inside and outside of ship hulls when in dry dock (some machines can operate 
whilst the ship is still at sea). 

All these present interesting and demanding challenges but we will be concentrating 
here on the climbing aspects. When we refer to a climbing robot we normally mean 
one which supports its weight off the ground. This means that wheeled machines 
which can climb stairs or negotiate rough terrain (such as the Hobo machine shown 
in Figure 3) is not classified as a climber. This seem sensible but some people have 
argued to the contrary and it is difficult to be totally prescriptive about such things. 
However the pipe climbing robot developed by Neubauer [2], [3], shown in Figure 1, 
(which can climb vertically in ducts and pipes) is easier to accommodate within the 
climbing group. In addition, the climbing and walking robot Robug IIs (shown in 
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Figure 4) developed at Portsmouth (see Luk et al [7]) clearly is a climbing machine; 
it can walk and transfer itself onto the wall as well as climb up tall structures. 

Figure 3: Kentree's Hobo machine Figure 4: Robug IIs 

We start our discussions by looking at the overall technologies available for 
designing and constructing climbing robots. 

2. Technologies for Climbing Robots 

The fundamental difference between a general ground-based mobile robot and a 
climbing machine is that the climber has to be able to sustain its weight in its 
operating environments. Many techniques have been developed to do this; these 
include: 

(i) special end effectors to hang from scaffolding, girders or limbs to push 
against fixed structures (as for example the pipe climbing machine shown in 
Figure 1); 

(ii) magnetic devices to attach to steel structures such as tanks and walls; and 

(iii) vacuum suction pads to grip to a variety of surfaces ranging from concrete or 
brick walls, timber and other non-porous surfaces. 

Each method has its good and not so good aspects, but high power-to-weight ratios 
are important to ensure that weights of the machines can be supported (see Collie 
[8]). There has been much work carried out in actuation technologies and how the 
various methods compare in terms of power/weight ratios, bandwidth limitations and 
individual characteristics (see Hollerbach et al [9], Colombi et al [ 10], Jezierski et al 
[11]). It is widely acknowledged that the most potent form of actuation is hydraulics, 
followed by pneumatics and then, lastly, electrical drives. However, hydraulic 
systems tend to be disliked as they are heavy, suited to larger applications and prone 
to leaking. Pneumatic actuators share many of the features of their hydraulic 
counterparts but specific design and operating differences result from 

(i) the lower viscosity of air relative to hydraulic fluid (by a factor of 1000); 

(ii) the higher compressibility of air (by a factor of 300); and 
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(iii) the poor lubrication properties of air relative to hydraulic fluid. 

Practical consequences of these aspects has meant that tighter tolerances have been 
introduced to minimise leakage and fast-acting valves developed to counteract gas 
compressibility. Most pneumatic actuators involve a piston driven by pressurised g~us 
much in the same way as in hydraulic actuators. However inflatable elastic tubes or 
bladders surrounded by a braided mesh that shortens with pressure have also become 
popular. These type of actuators are commonly referred to as pneumatic muscles and 
they offer the advantage of very high power-to-weight ratios (about 400:1) but their 
life is restricted to about 10,000-15,000 cycles before they fail (Greenhill [12]). 
There are other forms of actuation such as shape memory alloys and piezoelectric 
devices (see Hollerbach et al [9]). 

AXiS t~0 
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Figure 5: Mavis 3 machine 

The two most common forms of actuation used for climbing robots use vacuum 
suction and magnetic adhesion for the attachment method. Clearly the latter can only 
work in situations where the environment is magnetically suitable, such as nuclear 
installations or process plants for operation in metal tanks. Examples of such 
magnetic climbing machines include: 

• Mavis (magnetically attached vessel inspection systems); this is a family of 
vehicles which has been developed by Nuclear Electric plc and Sonomatic 
Ltd (see Burrow and Yeomans [13]). Mavis 3 (shown in Figure 5) uses 
permanent magnets which do not touch the vessel to stick onto the outside of 
a Magnox reactor pressure vessel so as to provide work platforms to conduct 
a variety of tasks aimed at extending the plant life. These tasks include ultra 
sonic scanning, surface preparation via wire brushes and grinding and milling 
operations. Traction for the vehicle is effected by the use of two independent 
rubber belts driven by DC servos. 
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0 Robinspec (see Fortuna et al [14]), shown in Figure 6 attaches itself to the 
walls of chemical reactors using three magnetic feet. This is a walking robot 
designed for the inspection of storage tanks in the petrochemical industry. 
Robinspec moves by means of its three legs (actuated by three independent 
DC motors), each connected to the surface with two electro-magnets that 
allow the robot to operate on vertical surfaces or upside down. 

Figure 6: Robinspec magnetic robot Figure 7: Vacuum pad design 

The vacuum suction technique is the most potent form of gripping 
technique and one which has been applied by a number of researchers for various 
applications, including nuclear, construction and ship cleaning. The workings of 
these vacuum grippers is quite simple to understand and appreciate in that the 
negative pressure created under the foot holds it onto the wall as shown in Figure 7. 
The magnitude of this force (F) towards the wall is given by the product of the 
vacuum pressure (P) and the gripper area (A). The conditions to avoid slipping and 

falling are given by )1, and ~-)  respectively, where W is the dead weight of 

the robot, # is the frictional coefficient, h is the distance from the wall surface to the 
centre of gravity and R is the distance from the centre of the gripper to the lower 

h ) 1 ,  
support point. If the robot is designed under the condition ~- ~- falling can be 

avoided. The method can work on fairly rough surfaces by using appropriate seals 
on the gripping pads so that good vacuums can be created. The two main methods of 
creating the suction are to create a higher negative pressure by using a vacuum pump 
or to produce a lower negative pressure by using a blowing device. With leakage 
problems in practical situations the design must ensure that sufficient negative 
pressure is maintained to support the robot as it moves even when rough surfaces are 
being negotiated. It is possible to improve these leakage problems by using more 
than one vacuum chamber so that the differential pressures and air losses are limited 
giving rise to improved performances. 

Most climbing machines to date have tended to concentrate on the 
mechanical aspects so that the mechanical body and moving linkages are optimised, 
but the sensors and decision-making have been largely neglected in the industrial 
robots developed - in fact, most mobile robots fall in this category as well! The 
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reason for this has been that most industrial mobile machines have a user in the loop 
who has been provided with sensor information such as CCD images and other range 
data and environmental conditions to ensure that the operator can pilot the machine 
in some sensible way. Various tele-operation systems and virtual environments have 
been designed but now the emphasis is moving on to giving a degree of autonomy to 
the machines. Such capabilities require significant investment and research in the 
area of AI and autonomous decision making and are covered elsewhere in these 
proceedings. 

3. Applications 
The main applications to date for climbing machines have been the construction, 
nuclear and process industries and ship cleaning. The process industry applications 
have concentrated upon using magnetic devices to attach to the reactor vessel and 
using the machine as a platform for carrying sensors an manipulator devices for 
cleaning operations. Tasks such as non-destructive testing and chemical analysis 
have been carried out. The nuclear machines have been numerous and address 
different scenarios encountered in the normal operation of a nuclear installation. 
This ranges from refuelling, retrieval of objects fallen in the reactor vessel and 
maintenance operations. In addition, the EC TELEMAN programme has specifically 
addressed different scenarios. One project funded under this initiative was to 
develop Robug III which was aimed at addressing a Chernobyl-type disaster and how 
a lightweight mobile machine could be used both for retrieving nuclear material as 
well as rescuing victims in such disaster scenarios. Robug III has been developed 
under the TELEMAN 44 project by the Portsmouth consortium led by Portech Ltd 
and involved several partners from Europe. 

Clearly all the machines designed for nuclear applications need to be 
radiation-hardened and must be easy-to-clean by, say, being able to be hosed down 
after entering a radio-active environment. The machines need to be able to operate 
in unstructured environments so they need to be able to walk on rough terrains but 
when normal passages are destroyed they need to be able to climb vertical surfaces 
and make various plane transfers such as floor-to-wall, wall-to-roof, wall-to-ceiling, 
as well as internal and external wall-to-wall. Robug IIs and III machines developed 
by the Portsmouth group has been designed to address these issues. 

The Ninja climbing machine described in section 4 has also been designed 
to perform some of these plane transfers which is felt to be an important capability 
for climbing machines generally. In fact there are many questions which need to be 
addressed when designing a climbing machine so that the required capabilities can 
be included in the formal specifications for the vehicle; the example machines 
discussed in section 4 will give an indication of these but the important points are 
stated below in itemised form. 

(i) Are plane transitions needed to be carried out? 

(ii) Is walking and climbing required? 

(iii) Will sliding mechanisms suffice or are articulated legs needed? 

(iv) Is speed of the essence or will be slow operational robot be adequate? 
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(v) Are special environments to be encountered? 

(vi) What is the level of autonomy needed in the operation of the robot? 

The list can go on but it is useful to turn next to actual machines which have been 
designed and built because this is the best way of illustrating the possibilities. By 
being aware of what has been achieved it is then easier to make modifications to 
allow different application specific climbing robots to be designed and constructed. 

4. Machines Developed 

The climbing machines developed to date have been numerous and only a few can be 
included in a paper of this kind. The main activity has been in Japan and Europe and 
some of the leading machines will be described here. The first of these is the Large 
Sucker robot developed by Nishi [15]. The robot has a large vacuum gripper, tracks 
for locomotion and is shown in Figure 8. The vacuum is created by using a fan to 
suck air from under the foot to create the negative pressure which holds the machine 
onto the wall when it is climbing. Similar machines to this include a simple suction 
device called Big Foot at the University of Portsmouth. These designs are basically 
inverted hovercrafts which suck rather than blow. By providing a locomotion facility 
such as wheels or tracks under the skirt, these machines can travel vertically on most 
construction materials and even on fairly roughly pointed brickwork. By using very 
compliant seals small ledges can be negotiated and such a machine is able to travel 
up vertical sheets of glass and window cleaning is one application where such 
devices could be used. 

Another climbing machine developed by Nishi [16] is the biped machine 
shown in Figure 9. This is also based on vacuum suction grippers but has the ability 
to make plane transfers using its hinged ankles and legs in an optimised manner to 
minimise the moment on the fixed gripper. The biped has no specific operation in 
mind but it is reasonably straightforward to insert a manipulator and/or additional 
equipment on it for remote sensing and inspection purposes such as those required in 
the construction industry. 

Figure 8: Big sucker robot Figure 9: Biped walking robot 

Nishi and Miyagi [17], [18] have also enhanced these designs to speedup 
the access times required to climb up buildings by producing a Wall Driving Robot 
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as well as a Flight Robot which has been designed to fly over trees and other 
obstacles and then attach itself to a building and start climbing for emergency type 
applications such as fire fighting. Other machines have also been developed; these 
include the Ninja machine developed by Professor Hirose in Japan (see Figure 10)~ 
and the Robicen developed by Professor Serna at the University of Navarra, Spain. 
Information on these and other machines can be found in a recent report prepared by 
the author (see Virk [1]), as well as on the world wide web in the Walking and 
Climbing Machines catalogue set up by Dr Berns at Karlsruhe, Germany [19]. 

Figure 10: Ninja climbing robot Figure 11: Nero's sliding chassis design 

Several interesting machines have been developed under the leadership of 
Arthur Collie and John Billingsley at the University of Portsmouth in conjunction 
with industrial partners (Portech Ltd and Nuclear Electric plc). These include: 

Toad (see Billingsley et al [20]): This is a simple mechanism designed to 
demonstrate walking on ceilings. It can be extended to include a spraying 
system so that difficult tasks such as painting of ceilings can be carried out by 
this device. 

Figure 12: Nuclear Electric's Nero III climbing robot 

The Nero series vehicles (Nuclear Electric Robot Operator): These are 
designed using a sliding chassis design shown in Figure 11, which can 
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negotiate difficult climbing surfaces such as dusty reactor vessels in nuclear 
applications (see Luk et al [21], [22]). Nero I carries a tape feeder which has 
been used to install pulley systems for hoisting equipment onto the nuclear 
pressure vessel. Nero II has been designed to carry a rotary brush and vacuum 
system to clean and carry away the debris. Nero III (shown in Figure 12) has 
been designed to include an air-driven angle grinder which can cut through 
steel bolt heads. 

Robug 1~ (Luk et al [7]): The robot, shown in Figure 4, was designed 
because the Nero machines exposed the need for a self-launching capability. 
Robug IIs has an articulated body and four legs. Each leg has a vacuum 
gripper foot designed along the lines discussed in section 2 and the body has 
three furt 

Figure 13: University of Portsmouth's Robug III 

Robug HI (Luk et al [23]): This is the latest machine designed by the group. 
The machine has been funded under the EC Teleman program and its 
specifications have been formulated by a user group comprising Nuclear 
Electric, Electricite de France, European Authority for Nuclear Research and 
the Italian Electricity Board. These specifications include the ability to 
perform plane transitions, drag a 100 Kg payload while climbing, carry a 
payload of 25 Kg, walk through narrow ducts and be able to operate in 
unstructured environments. The machine is shown in Figure 13. 

5. Future  

To date most robotic systems have been developed along a one-off prototyping basis. 
This has involved significant R&D costs for each individual project and there has 
been little opportunity for cross-fertilisation between the projects. Consequently 
there has been much re-invention of technology already developed and considerable 
wastage of energy. The current financial climate for R&D is getting difficult and as 
a result, such prototyping projects are becoming fewer and far between. Most 
research groups are therefore turning to largely simulation studies or producing 
small-scale robotic devices which have little industrial application. It is clear that 
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mobile machines will continue to be developed along the dual path of academic 
research and application specific needs. However, the development cost in producing 
one-off machines is enormous and is only affordable by just one or two application 
areas where there is no other option. 

However, having developed the core technology, it is felt that other "less 
well off areas" could also benefit from deploying these machines. It is inevitable that 
these new applications will require some revisions to the core design so that they can 
be used effectively. A modular approach is felt to be required so that it is possible to 
"mix and match" different modules to design application-specific machines in a 
relatively straightforward manner. When such a philosophy is well established, it 
would be much easier to identify missing elements or whether particular modules 
need to be redesigned to satisfy some specific constraint (of size or power). Several 
issues need to be considered in deciding on the most appropriate way of introducing 
the modularity; these involve the flexibility of the researchers with the uniformity 
and the different options offered by competitors. Communications protocol is a vital 
aspect since this determines whether the different components will connect to each 
other in a sensible manner. Consequently a thematic network for this technology area 
has been set up under the EC Brite EuRam programme. Here the intention is to 
provide a forum for the researchers to interact and maximise the future development 
of such industrial mobile robotic vehicles. 

6. Conclusions 

The papers has presented the state-of-the-art in the area of climbing robots. The main 
machines developed to date have been introduced and these show that the driving 
forces are hazardous applications where there is a clear need for robotic intervention. 
The most commonly used technique for climbing on surfaces is based on vacuum 
suction grippers and many of the machines discussed here utilise this method. The 
likely future development of mobile robots is also considered; it is expected that the 
traditional one-off prototyping approach to robot design cannot continue for much 
longer and there needs to be emphasis on re-using of the solutions already developed 
elsewhere. T support such transfer of technology from one application to another, 
greater thought has to be given to modularity and system integration issues so that 
the different components can be combined much more easily. This is the aim of the 
EC Brite Euram thematic network on climbing and walking robots being co- 
ordinated by the author in collaboration with partners across the European 
Community. 

Researchers and scientists interested in mobile robotics vehicles are invited 
to play an active part in taking the technology to its next logical stage - whatever this 
may be! To do this simply contact the author so that you may be included in the 
activities of the CLAWAR Network. 
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